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PREFACE 
The final report of the Optical Technology Apollo Extension System study, 
prepared for NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center under Contract Numtei -

NAS8-20256 is presented in six volumes. The study was a-team'effortby 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division (CCSD) (prime contractor), Kollsiman 
Instrument Corporation (KIC) and Sylvania Electronic Systems (SES)." 
Volume 1, containing the Program Results (1.0, 2.0, 3.0'ahd 4.0) &nd the
 
Optical Technology Development Plan (5.0, 6.o, 7.0 and 8.0) w&s the re---­
sibility ,of CCSD.
 
Volumes 2 and 3 contain the Recommended Experiments (9.0 through 11.0) 
Integrated Experiment Requirements (12.0) and Other Experiments (13.0)
 
The SES experiments are:
 
9.6.1 Optical Heterodyne Detection on Earth 
9.6.2 Optical Heterodyne Detection in Space 
9.6.3 Direct Detection on Earth 
9.6.4 Megahertz Optical Communication
 
9.6.8 10 Micron Phase and Amplitude Correlation
 
9.6.9 Pulse Distortion Measurements
 
The KIC experiments are:
 
9.6.5 Precision Tracking of a Ground Beacon
 
9.6.6 Point Ahead and Space-to-Ground-to-Space Loop Closure
 
9.6.7 Precision Tracking from One Ground Station to Another
 
10.2.1 Fine Guidance
 
11.4.1 Thin Mirror Nesting Principle
 
11.4.2 Primary Mirror Figure Test-and Correction
 
the CCSD experiment is:
 
10.2.2 Comparison of Isolation Techniques
 
iii
 
Integrated Experiment Requirements (12.0) and Other Experiments (13.0) were 
the responsibility of CCSD except for Residual Atmosphere Scattering Experi­
ments (13.2.4) which was the responsibility of SES and Astronomical Uses of 
the OTAES Fine Guidance Telescope (13.3.2) which was the responsibility of 
KIG. 
Volume 4 contains Systems Integration. CCSD: prepared Candidate Missions 
(14.0);Manned Operations (15.O, Mission Analyses (26.0),.Baseline Space 
Environment '(17.0), Reliability. (a8.0) n'S+.mvn no4eYa M -
SES prepared Ground Stations (19.O). 
Volume 5 containing Subsystem Design was the responsibility of CCSD-except 
for the Data Management Subsection which was prepared by SES and the Fine 
Guidance Thermal Analysis (27.5 and 27.6) which was prepared bt-KIC. This 
volume includes Design Integration (21.0), Structural and Mechanical Sub­
system Design K22.0), Guidance, Navigation and Control (23.0), Propulsion and 
Reaction Control (24.0), Electrical Power (25.0), Environmental-Control (26.0),
 
Theitial Control (27.0), Data Management (29.0), Weight anA M.. P... 4 -­
(29.0) and Crew Equipment (30.0). 
Volume 6 containing the Resource Analysis (31.0, 32.Q and 33.0) was the 
responsibility of GCSD. 
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Section HID 
EXPERIMENTS 
9. 0 	 OPTICAL PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTS 
The scientific accomplishments of future NASA space missions will.depend.upon,a 
continuing broad research and technology program. Many manned and umnanned­
space programs essential to our national scientific objectives will,depend.upon, 
major technological advancements during the next few years. This. is particularly 
true of athospheric science and of planetary explorations -- the contihuingim- • 
provement in knowledge of our own planet and its atmosphere, the long-standing 
goal tb begin intensive exploration of Mars and Venus inthe mid 1970's, and the 
(1),.The,.renewed interest in probes of Jupiter and Mercury later in that d 
practicality of such missions will depend heavily upon the exploitationof electro­
magnetic techniques. The inherent precision of optical technology .can.pffer solv 
tions or alternatives to those present mission constraints that relate to sensor,.z 
resolution and energy transmission. 
ifUiiM techniques are to be ready when these new programs are defined, today's 
ireseaich hnd teclnology development efforts must be directedtpward br6ad area 
of potential applications. Therefore, the best.strategy is to pursue a program of 
timely development of alternatives through methods which have the broadest pos­
sible prospect of success.* Optical technology offers such a set of alternatives ant 
should, therefore, be prosecuted in this broad fashion. This is particularly true 
for those optical techniques which apply to atmospheric science, communication, 
and those planetology measurements which depend upon remote optical sensing 
through planetary atmospheres. 
-- the inter-Eachof these applications require additional research in propagation 

action of wave energy with the medium through which it passes. Atmospheric
 
physics offers a valid theory for propagation through a turbulent medium; yet, viable 
mathematical solutions have not been derived for optical frequencies. Section 9. 1, 
discussesFirst Justification -- Optical Propagation in a Turbulent Atmosphere, 

the present state of turbulence theory and the empirical contributions needed. The
 
OTAES experiments are essential to these needs.
 
Such propagation research also constitutes the essential first step in optical com­
the most promising operational application'for Jasersmunication research. Indeed, 

is wideband communication over extremely long distances. The communicator
 
(1) 	 E. M. Cortright, "Future Automated Space Mission Requirements,11 NASA/
 
Electronic Industries Association Briefing on Aerospace Electronic Systems
 
Technology, May 3, 1967.
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must consider both the propagation disturbances which distort the received signal 
and other noise which appears in that signal due to the environment of his receiver. 
In the eyes of the communicator, optical techniques simply offer a new electro­
magnetic frequency band. From a communication engineering viewpoint, there- are 
two approaches by which to exploit a new band: the postulate or the diagnostic. In 
the past, such exploitation has frequently been solution oriented; i. e., each of the 
feasible communication system forms have been postulated and tested -- frequently 
resulting in dramatic forward strides in communication technology. However, this 
traditional approach occasionally proves less than optimum. A case in point is 
troposcatter communication, a valid form for which progress has been slowed due 
to heterogeneous results fron-the early solution-oriented test programs. In retro­
spect, the diagnostic approach would have been quite effective in the troposcatter 
case since most bf the early test progiam difficulties are traceable to the state of 
knowledge of the transmission medium at that time. To avoid similar difficulties, 
it is essential 'that a' foundation of-spaceborne optical coinmunicationi diagnostic 
data must'be obtained. The diagnostic approach is discussed in section 9.2, Second 
Justification -- Optical Commimication Diagndstics. 
The OTAES optical propagation experiments, singly and as a group, are advanced. 
as a: means for studying both the Earth's atmosphere and as a prerequisite-to wide­
band ,optical communibation from space to Earth: 
1. Optical Heterodyne Detection on Earth (section 9.6. 1) 
'2. OptfcalHeterodyne Detedtion in the Spacecraft (section 9.6.2) 
Direct Detection on Earth (section 9.6.3) 
4. Megahertz Optical Communication (section 9.6.4) 
5. Precision Tracking of a Ground Beacon (section 9.6.5) 
6. Point Ahead and Space-to-Ground-to-Space Loop Closure (section 9.6.6) 
7. Transfer Tracking from One Ground Station to Another (section 9. 6.7) 
8. 10 Micron Phase and Amplitude Correlation (section 9.6.8) 
9. Pulse Distortion-Measurements (section 9.6.9). 
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9.1 FIRST JUSTIFICATION - OPTICAL PROPAGATION IN A TUIRBULENT 
ATMOSPHERE
 
Earth orbital laser tests are initially justified by the currently limited physical 
description of the atmosphere. Although a rigorous fundamental theory of turbu­
lende exists, its solutions are characterized either by simplifying assumptions, or 
by unevaluated forms. The OTAES Optical propagation experiments are designed 
to verify or define many of these theoretical predictions. 
The various manifestations of the atmosphere degradation of a laser beam are in­
'terrelated and their separation into rigorously defined, distinct observables is not 
-possibl6. Nevertheless, it is physically meaningful to distinguish certain quali­
tative characteristics and their influence on direct-detection and optical heterodyne 
receivers. The effects of molecular and aerosol scattering and absorption are 
omritted, recognizing that these effects may also be quite important' since they give 
rise to (possibly time-varing) attenuation and spreading of the beam. The effects 
due to turbulence are: 
a. 	 Amplitude flucutations (scintillation). At short ranges, a laser beam re­
mains intact, and the amplitude variations are simply due to fluctuations 
in the overall cross-section ("breathing"). (1)At ranges exceeding a few 
hundred meters (i. e., in the far-field of the "inner scale of turbulence" 
to be discussed below), the beam takes on a "boiling" appearance with 
light and dark patches throughout. The instantaneous intensity is no loiger 
correlated across the entire beam. At still longer ranges, depending on 
the amount of turbulence, severe breakup of the beam is observed ("tear­
ing"). (2,3) This effect necessitates the use of a large receiver aperture 
in order to smooth out the fluctuations in the total received signal; in cer­
tain cases such as an optical heterodyne receiver, this requirement for a 
large aperture may conflict with other considerations. 
b. 	 Steering of the beamx. The overall beam in the receiver plhue is observed 
to move laterally. This dictates the use of large or multiple receivers and 
increased transmitter beam-divergence angles. 
(1) 	 P. Becknann, "Signal Degradation in Laser Beams flropagated Through a 
turbulent Atmosphere," Radio Science J. of Res., vol. 69D, April 1965, 
pp. 629-640.. 
(2) 	 W. R. Hinchman and A. L. Buck, "Fluctuations in a Laser Beam Over.9 and 
90 Mile Paths," Proc. IEEE (Correspondence), vol. 52, March 1964, pp. 
305-306. 
(3) 	 J. H. Whitten, G. F. Prehmus, and K. Tomiyasu, "Q-Switched Laser Beam
 
Propagation over a 10-Mile Path," Proc. IEEE (Correspondence), vol. 53,
 
July 1965, p. 736.
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c. Destruction of lateral phase coherence. Turbulence largely destroys the 
spatial 	coherence of the received beam, and the phase-correlation or 
on the order of centimeters or milli­coherence area becomes small ­
meters, depending on conditions. (4) This coherence area represents the 
maximum effective aperture of a fixed heterodyne receiver, (5) but is 
largely immaterial in the operation of a direct-detection system. (An ex­
ception to this is in the case of a detector with a very small active area. (6) 
The spatial coherence effect may be conceptually (and even rigorously)(7 ) 
divided into two sub-effects, image "dancing" and image "blurring." 
This effect may limit the maximumd. 	 Transit-time fluctuations in the beam. 
information bandwidth in wideband systems, but is generally small and dif­
ficult to measure. (8) 
e. Depolarization of the beam. It has been commonly assumed that atmo­
spherically induced changes in beam polarization will be negligible. This 
assumption is especially pertinent to the consideration of polarization-
Although, there have been reports of significant de­modulation systems. 
or aerosol scattering, (9) recentpolarization effects due to turbulence 

experiments showed no measurable depolarization.
 
The phase and amplitude effects associated with turbulence occur at low- and sub­
audio rates. However, amplitude modulations caused by the atmosphere cannot be 
eliminated through the use of high modulation frequencies, contrarytosome state­
ments in the literature, because the effects are multiplicative rather than additive, 
and hence are not spectrally separable. 
(4) 	 I. Goldstein, A. Chabot, and P.A.Miles, "Heterodyne Measurements of 
Light Propagation Through Atmospheric Turbulence," Proc. IEEE, vol. 53, 
September 1965, pp. 1172-1180. 
(5) 	 A. E. Siegman, "The Antenna Properties of Optical Heterodyne Receivers," 
Proc. IEEE, vol. 54, October 1966, pp. 1350-1356. 
(6) 	 J. R.Kerr, "Microwave Bandwidth Optical Communications Systems," Proc. 
IEEE (to be published). 
(7) 	 D. L. Fried, "Statistics of a Geometric Representation of Wavefront Dis­
vol. 55, November 1965, pp. 1427-1435.tortion," J.Opt. Soc. Am., 
(8) 	 F. E. Goodwin, "The Measurement of Optical Phase Noise Over Long Atmos­
pheric Paths, " Proceedings of the Conference on Atmospheric Limitations 
to Optical Propagation, Boulder, Co., March 1965, p. 293. 
(9) 	 D. L. Fried and G.E. Mevers, "Atmospheric Optical Effects--Polarization 
Fluctuation," J.Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 55, June 1965, pp. 740-741. 
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The above phenomenological descriptions have been mathematically described using 
geometrical optics-. (1, 10) Unfortunately, these descriptions also use an incorrect 
representation of turbulence, as discussed below. The 'f"crrect" theory of tur­
bulence used with geometric or physical optics leads to expressions in which the 
abdve effects are all lumped into a total scintillation, phase fiudtuatioit of loss of 
coherence.
 
9; 1. 1 Theoretical Description of Turbulence Effects on Optical Propagation 
The central physical quantity in the theory of turbulence effects is the refractive 
index, and its statistical description is in terms of Aspatial cofrelationt gtvto­
.ture function. These statistics are in turn related to meteorological -afrables-and 
the altitude. (11) A rigorous theory of turbulence derives a somewhat ctriplicated 
correlation function known as the Obukhov-Kolmogotov (O-K) functionj iii which the 
refractive index variations are characterized by a so-called Ifmacro§cbie' (outer 
scale) and "microscale" (inner bcale). The O-K function is used in the well-known 
wo k of Tatarski, (12) and by many of the authors in the current liteJaiure. Aii 
though the optical propagation descriptions are quite ihooripiete the kolmogorov 
turbulence theory per se is considered"to be completely verified by experimenit, (12 13) 
A~much simpler approach is to ignore the micrdsod1eo which is on the'order of 
millimeters, and formulate the correlation fuiction of refractive index as Gaussiah. 
The remaining authors use this approach. (1, 10, 14) The difficuty with he Gaussian 
theory is that the mutual interference of beamlets deflected by'the.mict6scale is 
ignored, which has led to the efroneotis inference that geometrical optics may be 
applied over any terrestrial path. (1) Also, a serious error arises in the functional 
dependence of some of the results obtained with this theory, even-in the range of 
validity of geometrical optics. This will be discussed in paragraph 9. 1. 1.2. 
(10). 	 H. Hodara, "Laser Wave P~ropagation Through the Atmosphere," Pr.oc. IEEE, 
vol. 54, March 1966, pp. S68-375. 
(11): R. E. Hufnagel and N. R. Stanley, "Modulation Transfer Function Associated 
with Image Transmission Through Turbulent Media 3 " J. Opt. Soc., Am. vol. 
54, January 1964,. pp. 52-6.1. 
(12) 	 V. I. Tatarski, Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium$ McGraw-Hill Book 
Co,, Inc. , N.Y., 1961.. 
(13) 	 J. L. Lumley and H. A. Panofsky, The Structure of Atmospheric Turbulewce, 
John Wiley and Sons (Intersci.ence), N. Y. , 1964. 
(14) 	 L. A. Chernov, Wave Propagation in a Random Medium, McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., Inc., N.Y., 1960. 
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Use of the Obukhov-Kolmogorov turbulence theory is unavoidable if realistic re­
sults are to be obtained. For its derivation, the structure function, covariance, 
and correlation function of a physical quantity (x) are defined as follows: 
Structure function = Dx(r) = <xI - x2)2> 
Covariance = Cx(r) =<xl - i) (x2 -
Correlation function = <Xlx2> 
where X is the mean value of x, and points 1 and 2 are separated (in the transverse 
plane) by a distance r. Isotropy and lateral stationarity of the statistics are also 
assumed. Note.that 
Variance. = Cx (0) 
and 
Dx(r)- = 2Cx(0 ) - 2 Cx(r) 
In. essence,, the result of this theory is an expression for the structure function of 
the refractive index (n) as follows: 
2, 2/3
. Dn(r) tn (h)r 
The quantity.C (h) is the refractive index "structure constant," and is a function
 
of height and the strength of the turbulence. It is also simply related to a struc­
ture constant of temperature. (11) This is known as the "two-thirds law. " The 
other pertinent parameter is the microscale of turbulence, which we denote by Yo" 
9. 1. 1. 1 Basic Results of the Theory 
The statistical solution for optical propagation in a turbulent medium is expressed
basically in terms of structure functions and variances for the phase and logarithm
of the amplitude, and in terms of the mutual coherence function of the received 
beam. These functions are expressed in terms of the refractive index structure 
constant, Cnj, the inner scale, Yo, the wavelength, X, or wavenumber, (2 I7/X), and 
the distance or 'range, L. Until recently, the solutions were mostly limited to con­
sideration of an infinite plane wave incident on the turbulent region, which unfor­
tunafely only applies to the case of starlight or a spaceborne laser. A detailed 
solution has now been obtained for the case of a point source (spherical wave prop­
agation) in the-turbulent medium, and a partial solution, in terms of unevaluated 
integrals, has been obtained for the actual case of a laser beam. However, im­
portant unresolved questions remain. 
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The solutions are obtained in most ,cases by means of a solution of the wave equiation 
f6r propagation through an inhomogeneous medium. (12) The two principal iathe­
matical techniques used are those of-geometrical optics (the WKB approximation) 
and a perturbation approach ascribed to Rytov. (12) Geometrical optics fail to take 
into account interference between refracted beam-components', and hence are hbt 
valid beyond the nlear field of the inner scale (a few hundred meters, typically). 
The Rytov approach, which allows the use of physical optics, extends the solution 
to the far field of the inner scale. This approach has been questioned by a number 
of authors on mathematical grounds. (11, 15,16) These particular questions hbve 
apparently been satisfactorily answered by Fried(17 ) and DeWolf. (18) However', ­
there is still a range beyond which the Rytov approach must be viewed with cautibn. 
The situation for the mutual coherence function or Modulation Transfer Function 
(MTF)(15 ) is unique, in that the wave equation need not be involved, and the Ryt6v" 
approximation can be circumvented. The MTF, however, contains only limited 
information, i.e., the resolution of an image in the focal plane of the receiver 
optics (which is directly related to the performance of an optical heterodyne re­
ceiver). The solution for the MTF for infinite plane wave propagation over a 
horizontal path, is 
exp +D(r]M(r) = 1-	 (2a) 
whe re D(r) is the "wave structure function" given by
n2 k.I 	 ....
2b 
D(r) (2.91k 2 LCr , k=2it/X. 	 (2b) 
This 	solution was first obtained by Hufnagel and Stanley(1 1 ) using an approach 
which circumvented the Rytov approximation. In their solution it was stated that 
"diffraction and scintillation cancel" insofar as the MTF is concerned, so that the 
(15) 	 M. J. -Beran, "Coherence Properties of Radiation Passing Through a Random 
Medium," Stanford Electronics Laboratories, Stanford, Calif., Technical 
Report SU-SEL-65-086, September 1965. 
(16) 	 W. P. Brown, 'Jr., "Validity of the Rytov Approximation in Optical Propa­
gation-Calculations," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, August 1966, pp. 1045­
1052. 
(17) 	 D. L. Fried; "A Diffusion Analysis for the Propagation of Mutual Coherence,"
 
(to be published).
 
(18) 	 D. A. DeWolf, .(to be published). Also see D. A. DeWolf, "Wave Propagation
 
Through Quasi-Optical Irregularities," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 55, July 1965,
 
pp. 812-817.
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results are valid for any range L. Their method was questioned in regard to an
 
1 9
averaging procedure, (15 , , 2 0 ) but this objection has been explicitly answered 
by Fried. (17) Furthermore, this result has now been obtained using an entirely 
different and highly physical argument( 1 7 ) and by other mathematical means. (15) 
Finally, it has been obtained by Fried using the Rytov approximation( 2 1) which is 
taken as further indicating a general validity for the Rytov approach. Fried has 
also 	dropped certain small-angle approximations. 
The solution of Eq. (2) thus seems well established. Beran(2 2 ) and Fried(2 3 ) have, 
also obtained the MTF for a point source (spherical wave). The essential change 
caused by a spherical wave is that D(r) of Eq. (2b) must be multiplied by a factor 
of 3/8. The MTF for laser beam propagation has not been obtained. 
The 	result for the MTF [Eq. (2a)] implies a "coherence area" of radius ro givenby(21), 
/A]3/  
4 [6. 	 (3a) 
where A is defined by 
D(r) = A r5/ 3 	 (3b) 
in either the spherical or plane wave case. This parameter ro has great signif­
icance, since it is obtained from a theoretical development which does not require 
the Rytov approximation. In particular, ro describes the maximum useful aper­
ture for an optical heterodyne receiver, (4) and may have other implications as 
described later. 
(19) 	 D. M. Chase, "Coherence Function for Waves in a Random Media," J. Opt. 
Soc. Am., vol. 55, November 1965, pp. 1559-1560. 
(20) 	 E. A. Trabka, "Average Transfer Function from Statistics of Wavefront 
I Distortion," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, January 1966, pp. 128-129. 
(21) 	 D. L. Fried, "Optical Resolution Through a Randomly Inhomogeneous 
Medium for Very Long and Very Short Exposures," J. Opt. Soc. Am., 
vol. 56, October 1966, pp. 1372-1379. 
(22) 	 M. J.Beran, "Propagation of a Spherically Symmetric Mutual Coherence 
Function Throukh a Random Medium," IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propa­
gation; vol. AP-15, January 1967, pp. 66-69. 
(23) 	 D. L. Fried, "Limiting Resolution Looking Down Through Atmosphere," 
J. Opt. Soc.'Am., vol. 56, October 1966, pp. 1380-1384. 
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In order to obtain more detailed information concerning separate phase and scintil­
lation effects, we must use the wave equation and geometric optics (near field of 
A.), or the Rytov approximation (far field of Yo). The near-field results for the 
phase structure function, D(r), and log-amplitude variance, Ca(O), are (12) 
25/3 
DO(r) = 2.91 k"L Cn r 	 (4) 
Ca(P) = 2.46 C' L' A'/ 	 (5). 
Now, it may readily be shown (2 0 ) that the wave structure function and phase and 
log-amplitude structure functions are related at any range by 
D(r) D 0 (r) +Da(r) 	 (6) 
cbrnpkring Eq. (4) with Eq. (2b), we conclude that the log-amplitude structure 
function must be zero in the near field of the inner scale; that is, the amplitude 
fluctuati6ns across the beam are perfectly correlated at short ranges (beam 
l'breathing'"). 
The far-field results as obtained from the Rytov approximatiofn are not so easily. 
expressed. The log-amplitude variance for the horizontal plaffe wave case is(12 ) 
2 7/6 11/6
Ca(0) = 0.31 Cn k L (7a) 
and for the spherical wave case is(24) 
2 7/6 11/6('b0- 1 24 ca(o) Cn k L (7b) 
For'a plane Wave the phase structure functions in the limits of small and large (r) 
a.e given by(1 2 ) 
Do (r) = 1. 4 6 k' L C n r , << (XL)"' (8a) 
2 2 5/3 1/2DO(r) 2.91k 2 L Cn r , . r (XL) 	 (8b) 
The exact curves for Ca(r) and Do (r) are given in Reference (25) for plane waves. 
and in Reference (24) for spherical waves. 
(24) 	 D. L. Fried, "Pdpagation of a Spherical Wave in a Turbulent Mecium, 
J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 57, February 1967, pp. 175-180. 
(25) 	 D.L. Fried and J.D. Cloud, "Propagation of an Infinite Plane Wave in a Ran­
domly Inhomogeneous Medium," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, December 1966; 
pp. 1667-1676. 
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In particular, for large (r), Da(r) approaches the asymptote 
Da(.) = 2 Ca(0) [i + Ca(0)] 	 (9) 
Since Do (r) does not approach a constant for large (r), Do (ce) = D (o) as may be'­
seen 	from a comparison of Eq. (8b) and Eq. (2b). It should be pointed out that 
there are mathematical problems with the existence of the variance .or covariance 
of phase, so that only the structure function of ($) is used. Also, it may be shown 
that the mean value of log-amplitude is not zero and is, in fact, given by 
a= 	-Ca(0) ('10) 
This'4efy important point is central in t-. Brown's objection to the Rytov 
method. (16,17) 
In the results for Ca(r) given in References (24) and (25), the log-ampiiuue covari­
ance falls to zero when r (X L)1/2. That is, the theory predicts a log-amplitude 
correlati on are, with radius (X L)1/2. This predicts that the amplitude cbrrela­
tion arda will increase'indefinitely with increasing range L. Also, Eq. (7) predicts 
that the log-amplitude variance also increases indefinitely with L. Both predictions 
are physically impossible, and prove that the Rytov approximation must still have' 
a limit on the range of validity. Tatarski has recently made this point(2 7), but his 
alterfiate arguments are also disputed. (38) 
At any rate, there must be a range wherein scintillation "saturation" sets in so that 
the',variance and correlation area of the log-amplitude can no longer increase with 
L. This has been experimentally observed. Fried (17,38) speculates that the limit 
of validity of the Rytov approximation is reached at a range for which ro (obtained 
independently of the Rytov approach) equals (X L)1/2. Equivalently, this is the range 
for which Ca(0 ) equals approximately 1/2. For conditions of fairly strong turbulence 
thid critical range can be on the order of 5 kin, and for longer ranges there are no 
analytic solutions other than for the modulation transfer function. Furthermore, we 
specufate here that this is *thecritical range for which beam-boiling is observed to 
change in character to gross beam-tearing, with characteristic spots whose size is 
more or less independent of further increases in range. (28) 
(26) 	 'D. D. Fried, "Aperture Averaging of Scintillation," J. Opt. Soc. An.., 
57, February 1967, pp. 169-174. 
(27) 	 V. I. Tatarsid "On Strong Fluctuations of Light Wave Parameters in a Tur­
bulent Medium," Soviet Physics JETP, Vol. 22, M6y 1966, pp. 1083-1088. 
(28) 	 Conference on Atmospheric Limitations to Optical Propagation, Boulder, 
Colo', March 1965. 
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The results given above for the infinite plane and spherical wave cases cannot be 
applied too closely to the case of a laser beam. The laser beam case itself has 
been analyzed by Schmeltzer, (29) and he has obtained unevaluated integrals for the 
structure functions of phase and log-amplitude. Although the Rytov approximation 
was not used per se, Fried has pointed out that the effect was the same. (30) The 
results are thus subject to the above range limitation. 
Fried has used Schmeltzer's analysis to calculate the variance of the log-amplitude 
for vertical and horizontal propagation. (31,32) For horizontal propagation, he has 
normalized the variance with that for spherical propagation [Eq. (Tb)], and Plotted 
it against the normalized transmitter size (0): 
k2a 	 /L (11) 
where U is the standard deviation of the amplitude distribution across- the trans­
mitter aperture. He has plotted separate curves for a collimated and a focused 
beam, and noted that the variance approaches that for the spherical wave case 
when L is large, as might be expected. An inflection takes place near the criti­
cal value 2 = 1, and Fried argues that-the critical role of such quantities as (XL)1/2 and 62 should be self-evident from dimensional analyses. The laser 
beam result for log-amplitude variance is one theoretical prediction that can be 
directly compared with experiment. 
Although Schmeltzer ts results for the log-amplitude structure function or covari­
ance 	of a laser beam have not been evaluated, Fried uses some recent experimeni 
and dimensional analyses to argue that the covariance is in the form(3 3 , 38) 
Ca(r) = Ca(0) . f [r/(X L)1/2, r / (L/ke)] 	 (125 
where f is some undetermined function whose general nature is known. (33) The ex­
periments will be further discussed in paragraph 9. 1.2. 
(29) 	 R. A. Schmeltzer, "Means, Variances, and Covariances for Laser Beam 
Propagation Through a Random Medium," Quarterly of Appl. Math., vol. 
XXIV, January 1967, pp. 339-354. 
(30) 	 D.L. Fried, "Test of the Rytov Approximation," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 57, 
February 1967, pp. 268-269. 
(31) 	 D. L. Fried and J. B. Seidman, "Laser-Beam Scintillation in the Atmosphere," 
J. Opt. Soc. Am. , vol. 57, February 1967, pp. 181-185. 
(32) 	 D. L. Fried, "Scintillatiofi of a Ground-to-Space Laser Illuminator, "1(to be,
 
'published).
 
(33) 	 D.L. Fried, G.E. Mevers and M.P. Keister, Jr., "Measurements of Laser 
Beam Scintillation in the Atmosphere," (to be published). 
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It should also be pointed out that a new attempt to consider multiple scattering, and 
terms of higher order than allowed by the Rytov approximation, has been reported 
by Livingston. (34) Also, Brown(3 5 ) has borrowed techniques such as Feymnann 
diagrams from quantum electrodynamics to study the multiple scattering of light by 
weak random inhomogeneities in the atmosphere. Brown's method agrees with the 
single scattering results for short ranges but must be altered to include the Gaussian 
shape of the actual laser wavefront before its longer range predictions can be ex­
perimentally tested. Finally, Taylor(3 6 ) has reconsidered the validity of the Rytov 
approximation from the point of view of Keller's( 3 7 ) theory of linear stochastic op­
eratprs and perturbations. He finds the Rytov solution cannot apply beyond the 
single scattering domain covered with equal felicity by the Born approximation. 
However, since Taylor considers the solutions themselves instead of their vari­
ances, it is not clear whether his objections have not already been answered by 
Fried. (38) 
9. 1. 	 1.2 Use of the "Incorrect" Turbulence Theory 
The use of a Gaussian structure function for the index-of-refraction, in place of the 
Obukhov-Kolomogorov function of Eq. (1), is worth additional comment, since it is 
the basi of 'one text on the topic(14 ), as well as the detailed geometric-optics cal­
culations 6f Beckmann( 1 ) and Hodara. (10) 
The argument is basically that the structure of the index of refraction may be (at 
least to good approximation) described by a single characteristic correlation length, 
R, 'rather than by an inner and outer scale. This leads to two serious errors. 
First, since R in this context has a large value (meters), it is erroneously con­
cluded by Beckmann (and, essentially, by Hodara) that the receiver will always be 
in the near field of R over any atmospheric path, and hence that geometric optics 
will suffice for any range L. Second, even in the range where geometric optics 
are accepted by the rigorous theory (the near field of I 0), the use of the incorrect 
(34) 	 P. M. Livingston, "Multiple Scattering of Light in a Turbulent Atmosphere," 
J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, December 1966, pp. 1660-1667. 
(35) 	 W.P. Brown, Jr., "Propagation in Random Media - Cumulative Effect of Weak 
Inhomogeneities," IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, vol. AP-15, 
January 1967, pp. 81-89. 
(36) 	 L.S. Taylor, "On Rytov's Method," Radio Science, vol. 2, April 1967, pp. 
437-441. 
(37) 	 J. B. Keller, F. C. Karal, Jr., "Elastic, Electromagnetic and Other Waves 
in a Random Medium," J. Math. Phys., vol. 5, April 1964, pp. 537-547. 
(3.8) 	 Seminar on Atmospheric Effects on Optical Propagation, given by D. L. Fried, 
University of Alabama Research Institute, Huntsville, Ala., April 3-6, 1967. 
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- index-of-refraction structure leads to serious errors in the functional dependence 
of the results. For instance, the phase structure function implicit in Beckmann's 
analysis is 
D0 (r) L 1T1/2r2 	 (13) 
which is proportional to I/R. On the other hand, the true structure function 
[Eq. 	 (4)] is independent of ko or the turbulent scale. Also, the coherence radius, 
to; as deduced from Beckmann depends on RI/2, whereas the true r o is independent 
of Yo. Beckmann's detailed results for beam steering, etc., and his argument that 
"large blobs cause the effects," is apparently incorrect. 
As a further criticism of the incorrect turbulence representation, we note that
 
Chernoff's result in the far field of R, for Ca(O) is proportional to (RL), while the
 
true, result [Eq. (7)] is proportional to LiI/16 and independent of 1o" 
One justification Beckmann gives for his use of the incorrect turbulence represen­
tation is that it enables him to include anisotropies in his calculations. However, 
observed anisotropies are generally small and primarily involve slow beam steering. 
Finally, we note that the only analysis of depolarization effects due to turbulence­
is. that of Hodara, which, on the above grounds,. must be taken with caution.
 
9.1.1.3- Other Considerations, 
There,, are-several- other considerations of interest in any discussion of turbulent.
 
propagation theory:
 
a. 	 Refractive Index Structure Constant 
-It must be pointed out that the quantity Cn, which is a measure of the 
strength of the turbulence at any given place and time, plays a central role 
in the quantitative predictions of turbulent effects given above. Unfortunately 
- this parameter is -difficult to calculate or measure nonoptically. -General 
data on average Cn vs. altitude have been given by Hufnagel and Stanley, (11) 
and there has -been good experimental verification by other investigators. 
Coulman(3 9 ) has reviewed a method of calculation of Cn based on such 
(39) 	 C.E. Coulman, "Optical Image Quality in a Turbulent Atmosphere," J. Opt.
 
Soc. Am., vol. 55, July 1965, pp. 806-812.
 
C. E., Codlman, "Dependence of'Image Quality on Horizontal Range in a Turbu­
lent Atmosphere," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, September 1966, pp. 1232-1238. 
C. E. Coulman and D. N. B. Hall, "Optical Effects of Thermal Structure in the 
Lower Atmosphere," Applied Optics, vol. 6, March 1967, pp. 497-503, 
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meteorological measurements as temperature lapse rate (vertical gradient), 
wind speed and gradient, and surface roughness. The calculations are only 
valid below a certain rather low altitude (e.g., 60 meters) known as the 
"Obukhov length". On the other hand, it is well known that turbulence is 
much higher near the ground than at a reasonable distance from it. Cn, 
which is directly related to the temperature structure constant,. CT, may 
also be determined from the measurement of the instantaneous temperature 
distribution throughout the region of interest. This requires the use of a 
high-speed thermometer. 
.b. 	 Spectrum of Scintillations 
The spectrum of the signal fluctuations in a photodetector is of interest. 
Based on the hypothesis of a turbulent pattern which is "frozen-in" and 
blowing laterally through, the path of propagation, the spectrum has been 
calculated for the case of infinite plane wave propagation. (12, 40, 41) 
The frequency content-of the scintillations is predicted to drop rapidly, 
above some frequency which is given by the ratio of the transverse wine 
velocity and the log-amplitude correlation length (XL) 1/2. The experi­
mental. results will be discussed in paragraph 9. 1.2. We note that the 
scintillation contains only negligible components above a few hundred 
hertz. 
c. Angular and Spectral Covariance 
Fried (38) has also generalized the calculation of structure functions to 
include two different wavelengths at points 1 and 2 in the receiver plane, 
or alternatively, two different angles of arrival. His results indicate that 
spatial diversity may be desirable--i. e., two nearby source points may 
scintillate independently--and that spectral spread of a modulated signal 
should be negligible. 
d. 	 Performance of an Optical Heterodyne in the Presence of Turbulence 
Atmospheric turbulence degrades the performance of an optical hetero­
dyne system to the point where much of the original enthusiasm for these 
.systems has subsided, at least at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. (6) 
In particular, a simple heterodyne cannot obtain an increase in signal for 
(40) 	 E. Ryznar, "Depandency of Optical Scintillation Frequency on Wind Speed," 
Applied Optics, vol. 4, November 1965, pp. 1416-1418. 
(41) 	 J. I. Davis, "Consideration of Atmospheric Turbulence in Laser Systems 
Design," Applied Optics, vol. 5, Jainuary 1966, pp. 139-147. 
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,an increase in -aperture radius (4) above ro. A number of suggestions 
hive been made to the effect that a heterodyne receiver which electron­
ically tracks the instantaneous wavefront tilt (image dancing) may par­
tially overcome this limitation. (42, 43, 44) 
Fried (21) has used the wave structure function for infinite plane and 
spherical waves to calculate the optical resolution'or MTF for long and 
short exposures in a photographic syst&.m operating thrbugh the atmos­
phere; -He then 'relates these results to the case of a tracking.heterodyne 
receiver, (45) and shows that the short-exposure case is analogous to the 
tracking-heterodyne case. He further'shows, in contrast to previous 
papers, that the'improvement to be obtained through heterodyne tracking 
is not substantial except in the near field of the transrnither. 
Heterodyne tracking of the wavefront tilt is difficult to implement, and.in 
view of the above considerations, is of questionable value. Fried recom­
mnends the u 6 of 6u array of heterodyne receivers with phase-locking of 
their IF outputs (38), but this may also be very difficult. 
Performance of Direct-Detection Receivers in the Presence of Turbulence 
Fried-has shown (33) that the log-amplitude (point -detector)and phase hal 
Gaussian "robabilify distributions. Phase coherence is not of irportande 
in 'adirect-detectioi optical receiver, providing that the detetdr'avea is 
(42) 	 D.- M. Chase, "Power Loss in Propagation Through a Turbulent Medium fot 
an Optical-Heterodyne System with Angle Tracking," J. Opt. Soc. Am., 
vol. 56, January 1966, pp, 33-44. 
(43) 	 W. S. Read and R. G. Turner, "Tracking Heterodyne Detection," Applied-
Optics, vol. 4, December 1965, pp. 1570-1573. 
(44) 	 G. R. Heidbreder, "Aperture-Gain Loss Due to Atmospheric Turbulencei" 
J.-Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56,, November 1966, pp. 1634-1635. 
G.'R. Heidbreddr and R. L. Mitchell, "Effect of a Turbulent Medium on the 
Power Pattern of a Wavefront-Tracking Circular Aperture," J. Opt. Soc. 
Am., vol. 56, December 1966, pp. 1677-1684, 
G. R. Heidbreder," "Image Degradation with Random Wavefront Tilt Com­
pensation;" IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, vol. AP-15, January 
1967, pp. 90-98. 
G. B .Heidbreder and R'. L. lMitchell, "Power Pattern.Degradation.for 
WeightedCir6ular Apertures in a Turbulent Atmosphere," IEEE Trans. on 
Antennas and Propagation, vol. AP-15, January 1967, pp. 191-192. 
(45) 	 D. L. Fried, "Optical Heterodyne Detection of an Atmospherically Distorted 
Signal Wavefront," Proc. IEEE, vol. 55, January 1967, pp. 57-67. 
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-not too small. Also, the effects of scintillation, as expressed by Ca(r), 
may be averaged-out through the use of a.large receiving aperture, which 
need not be diffraction-limited. The fluctuations in the total received 
signal or photocurrent with a large aperture have been predicted by 
Tatarski (12, 27) to have a Gaussian probability distribution. This result 
can also be-obtained by applying the central limit thereon. However, 
Fried has stated that.this. is generally not the case (26, 33) and, in fact, 
it appears that the total received power will also undergo log-normal fluc­
tuations, albeit with a smaller variance. Unfortunately, the utility of 
Fried's detailed predictions for the aperture-averaging of scintillation 
(Reference'26) is somewhat.limited, since the solution is for"the 'infinife 
plane wave case. His conclusion regarding log-normal statistics, how­
eve6r, is general. (33) 
9. 1.2 Experimental Observations of Turbulence Effects 
The effect of the atmosphere on astronomical seeing has been reviewed by Ellison. (46) 
The observations of laser beam degradation that have been carried out have, in
 
general, given sketchy results and do not serve to verify or disprove the theory.
 
Hinchman and Buck have reported measurements on a He-Ne laser beam propa­
gated horizontally over distances of 9 and 90 miles. 
(2, 47) The beam divergence
 
was 
effectively 8.7 and 13 arc-seconds, respectively, while the diffractionspread

in an ideal mediumwould have been 1'second of arc. 
 The beam diameter increasec 
as the i7 ' power of range, and increases in beam spread were noted in the pres­
ence 	of significant aerosol concentrations. The light was collected using 3-inch 
optics and a photomultiplier. The detected level was little above the background, 
except for short bursts 10-dB higher, indicating severe beam tearing. The beam 
was observed to wander over an area several times its diameter, and long-term'
angular drifts were noted. The detected signals from a horizontal array of six 
photomultipliers each spaced by six inches were'uncorrelated. It seems clear that 
the Rytov theory must not apply over these long ranges. 
Theoretical predictions of beam spread due to turbulence have not been diredtly 
obtained. However, as mentioned in paragraph 9. 1. 1.3, there is reason to be­
lieve that the minimum spread for a large, diffraction-limited transmitter will be 
determined by r0 . 
(46) 	M. A. Ellison, "The Effects of Scintillations on Telescope Images, 
Proceedings of a Symposium on Astronomical Optics and Related Subjects. 
Z. Kopal, Ed., John Wiley and Sons (Interscience), N. Y., 1956. 
(47) 	 A. L. Buck, "Laser Propagation in the Atmosphere," Proceedings of the 
Conference on Atmospheric Limitations to Optical Propagation,' Boulder, 
Colo., March 1965. 
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Photographs which graphically depict beam tearing have been published by Whitten, 
et al. (3) Ruby laser pulses of 40-nanosecond duration were propagated over a 10­
mile path and photographed on a 28-inch screen. Small bright spots were observed, 
from 1/2 to 5/4 inch in diameter, in clusters of 1 foot across. The instantaneous 
range of brightness within the average beam diameter was 40 dB, and the illumi­
nation was never uniform over any appreciable area. 
It is interesting to note that a truism has grown among laser experimenters that the 
size of the bright spots in a "torn" beam is more or less independent of range, be-, 
yond some critical distance. (28) The conjecture that this critical distance is that 
at which the Rytov approximation breaks down (r o = X 1/2L 1/2) suggests that the 
amplitude correlation radius probably becomes ro, which is proportional to L-3/5, 
and hence shows a weak inverse dependence on range. 
In measurements over a 3.2-kn path, Straub (48) has found peak-to-peak beam 
pointing of 6 meters in the vertical direction and 30 cm in the horizontal direction:-
Two side-by-side beams were observed to bend in opposite directions. 
9.1.2.1 Quantitative Measurements of Scintillation 
Quantitative measurements have been made of scintillation (photocurrent) spectra, 
scintillation statistics and aperture averaging, beam diameter, transmitter .aper­
ture 	effects, and range dependence. 
The spectrum of the photocurrent or total received signal in the presence of scin­
tillation has been found by a number of workers (40, 49, 50, 51), to correlate with 
the transverse wind speed, as discussed in paragraph 9. 1. 1.3. However, the 
spectral width has not been found (50, 52) to be proportional to L -1/2. In fact, 
(48) 	 H. W. Straub, "Coherence in Long Range Laser Beams," Applied Optico, 
vol. 4, July 1965, p. 875. 
(49) 	 M. Subramanian and J. A. Collinson, "Modulation of Laser Beams by Atmos­
pheric Turbulence--Depth of Modulation," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. XLVI, 
March 1967, pp. 623-648. 
(50) 	 D. H. Hhn, "Effects of Atmospheric Turbulence on the Transmission of a 
Laser Beam at 6328 A, Applied Optics, vol. 5, September 1966, pp. 1427­
1436. 
(51) 	 G. E. Axtelle, Jr., "Optical Propagation Studies," Proceedings of the 
Conference on Atmospheric Limitations to Optical Propagation, Boulder 
Colo., March 1965, pp. 8-12. 
(52) 	 A. L. Buck, "Effects of the Atmosphere on Laser Beam Propagation," 
Applied Optics, vol. 6, April 1967, pp. 703-708. 
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Hinchman and Buck have reported that the spectrum was the same at 9 and 90 
miles. (2) Again, many of these experiments may have been outside ofthe range 
of validity of the Rytov approximation. Als'o; at least one set of measurements (5) 
can be criticized on the grounds that a free-running, multimode laser was used, 
which probably resulted, in the presence in a large amount of low frequency laser 
noise. The spectra have been found to be independent of the receiver diameter- (52) 
or to have a steep slope at large apertures. (52) The theoretical A-1/2 dependence 
of the spectral width has been tested by Chu,(53) and it was found that the (negative) 
exponent is actually smaller than 1/2. 
Measurements of total signal fluctuations vs. aperture size at ranges of 4. 5 km 
and 14.5 km by Hbhn( 5 0 ) have shown that the log-normal statistics are not too good 
over a long path with large amounts of scintillation. Under these conditions it was 
also found that the dependence of fluctuations on aperture size was small. Using 
distancs 'upto 145 In, Buck( 52 ) has found no systenatic variation of signal fluc­
tuation with range. The amount of fluctuation was found to approach zero for aper­
tures on the order of 40 cm. 
On the other hand, Subramanian and Collinson, (49) using a folded range of up to 
2400 feet in length and a very-low-noise laser, have found that the fluctuations do 
not go to zero for an aperture larger than the beam diameter. They measured a 
depth of modulation proportional to L 3 as predicted by Eq. (5). Hence, it was 
concluded that their operation was in the near field of the turbulence scale, which 
was deduced to be on the order of 5 cm. This is a surprising result. They also 
observed the scintillation changing by an order of magnitude in a matter of seconds. 
The most sophisticated scintillation measurements have recently been made by 
Fried. (33) Usiig an 8-kri path, he and his co-workers have found the signal fluc­
tuations to be log-normal for apertures up to 100 cm. Also, he has found that the 
covariance of scintillation falls rapidly until r = (X L) 1/2, and then remains nearly 
constant until r = L/ka. (It then presumably falls slowly to zero with further 
increases in r.) This has lead to speculations involving the form of Eq. (12). 'It 
appears that these results can be explained through the predictions of the Rytov­
based theory with approximate corrections for the finite laser aperture. 
There are thus two critical separations (r) in the transverse plane, from the stand­
point of amplitude correlations: the Fresnel distance, (XL) 1/2, and the transmitter 
diffraction distance, L/ka ..This can be argued strictly fromdimensional analysis. 
(53) 	 T. S. Chu, "On the Wavelength-Dependence of the Spectrum of Laser Beams 
Traversing the Atmosphere," Applied Optics, vol. 6, January 1967, 
pp. 163-164. 
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Thus, one cannot substantially reduce signal fluctuations with a receiver larger.
than 	the Fresnel distance but smaller than the transmitter diffraction distance. 
Furthermore, in attempting to reduce fluctuations by using a large transmitter (a), 
there 	may be no point in going beyond a = (L/k)1/2. Using the parameters from 
Fried's experiments, this would represent a maximum useful transmitter diameter 
of 10 	cm. Similarly, Buck (52), has determined the maximum useful transmitter 
aperture for a range of 2 km to be 11 cm. 
9. 1.2.2 Measurements of Phase Distortion 
The measurement of phase or wavefront distortion has generally been accomplished
indirectly using image-quality or optical heterodyne receiver performance. These 
are really a measure of the MTF or ro, rather than the phase covariance. 
Rogers has measured the dependence of the image blur circle on ranuge up to 3000 
yards. (54) He concluded that the rms angular size of the image increased as the 
0.44 power of the range, rather than the theoretical prediction of 0.6, However, 
this result was taken from short exposures, in which full time-averaging of the 
turbulent image distortion did not take place. 
Buck (47) has performed measurements which indicate that the incident wave is 
best represented in terms of infinite plane waves arriving at discrete angles. In 
these measurements, the image was photographed as the receiver aperture was 
varied from 1. 3 cm to 27.7 cm, with a propagation range of 13 km. In all cases, 
the image appeared as separate clusters. of spots,, the overall cluster size being 
roughly 150 microradians in extent, independent of aperture. However, the clus­
ters were made up of individual spots which were diffraction limited by the (variable) 
aperture. This is a different qualitative picture tham one might expect, if one 
thinks of each phase correlation area as probably resulting in an amorphous, image., 
Experimental work performed by Goldstein, et al. (4) on heterodyne performance 
vs. receiver aperture has shown a rough agreement with the coherence area pre­
dicted by r o . The experiments clearly show the existence of a maximum effective 
aperture, which varies with turbulence conditions. 
Sophisticated experiments have been performed by Coulman, in which he deter­
mined the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for a point source. (39), He did not 
have the results of the spherical wave theory, (23)1 and his integration time, wasi 
(54) 	 C. B. Rogers,, "Variation of Atmospheric 'Seeing', Blurwith Object-tot 
Observer Distance," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 55, September 1965,, pp. 1151­
1153-. 
iI -9: 
perhalps too 9hort-for full averaging. Referring to Eq. (2b), with the d6efficient 
multiplied by 3/8 to correct fot spherical, propagation, it is possible to compare 
his results with theory. The dependence on r5/3 was supported.' The dependence 
of the "blur circle" or (ro) on range was in agreement with Rogers and, hence; 
not in agreemefit'with theory. However, Fried (30) has used these data to show -
C (or Cn), thus correboratingan excellentfit of the MTF vs. 

coefficient (2. 91 x 3/8) and the validity of the theory beyond the realm of geometric
 
optics.
 
9. 1.2.3 Transit-Time Dispersion of the Beam 
There are a number of mechanisms for' which transit-time dispersion of the beam 
can be predicted and estimated. These will not be reviewed here. However, this 
effect would result in a limitation on modulation bandwidth or pulse shortness. 
Kerr is currently in the process of measuring the transmission of short optical 
pulses over a long path. 
Related measurements of absolute phase variations have been attempted by 
Goodwin (8) and Buck. (52) Goodwin succeeded only in setting a lower bound on the 
effect, since his measurements were limited by laser stability. Buck has set up 
an interferometer with a 48. 8-'mdter path length and one leg in a nonturbulent 
tunnel. He'hes measured a mean phase deviation of 0. 25 microns, which is quite 
substantial. Much further work is needed here. 
It is important to note here that if 2ro'is the phase correlation diameter at the' 
receiver, and-the transverse wind speed is vT, then the ratio vT/2ro is the rate 
of phase'variation, hot the amount. This is contrary to many statements in the 
literature'. 
9.1.2.4 Other Measurements 
The nonoptical determination of the strength of'the turbulence, i.e., the structure 
constant Cn, is desirable for an independent check of the theory. This is a diffi­
cult problem, and can only be attempted over highly artificial, uniform propagation 
paths. The measurement of micrometerological parameters (39) has in at least 
one instance led'to values of Cn which agree well with optical experiments. How-' 
ever, other investigators have found very poor correlations. (49) 
Fried and Mevers (9) have inferred the surprising experimental conclusion that the 
optical polarization can vary significantly after traversing a turbulent medium. It 
is hypothesized that this is caused by light scattering out of the beam (large-angle 
scattering), for which there is very little theoretical description. (34)' However, 
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scintillation is not considered. More recently.Saleh (55) has reported measuring 
no depolarization effect at 0. 6328 microns over a 2. 6-km path with a measure­
ments sensitivity of 45 dB. 
The above experiments on optical propagation through the atmosphere can be 
classified into two basic categories: 1) electronic observations and 2) photographic 
observations. The use of moving or still pictures, either of the direct beam or of 
the image, is attractive in that data processing need not be done in real time. 
However, the accurate densitometric evaluation of the results requires extreme 
skill 	and caution. The most advanced work in this area is probably that by Deitz. (56) 
9.1.3 Needed Measurements 
9.1.3.1 Scintillation of a Ground-to-Space Laser 
The 	scintillation of a laser beam propagating through a turbulent atmosphere from 
a ground transmitter to a spacecraft receiver, measured in terms of the log­
amplitude variance, Ca(O), has been examined theoretically by Fried. (32) The 
analysis, which assumes a collimated Gaussian shaped laser beam, shows that 
Ca(O) can be expressed in terms of a transmitter size independent term CaS (o) 
and a size dependent factor which is a function of the ratio kao 2 /Z where k is 
the wave number (k = 22T/X); Z is the propagation path length, and ao is the stand­
ard deviation of the beam amplitude pattern. CaS (o), which is essentially a nor­
malization factor, is the value of Ca(O) associated with a point source transmitter 
( o = o), i. e., propagation of a spherical wave. The spherical wave log-amplitude 
variance is given by (32) 
CaS(o) = 0.727 sec1 1/6 0 (5 x 10-7/)) 7 / 6 
where A is the wavelength in meters and 6 is the angle away from the Zenith 
direction. 
Figure 9.1.3.1-1, from Reference (32), shows the dependence of the normalized 
log-amplitude variance upon the normalized source size (. The interesting 
feature of this result is that the Gaussian plane wave scintillation can be substan­
tially lower than the spherical wave case for large transmitting optics or 
wavelengths. 
(55) 	 A. A. M. Saleh, "An Investigation of Laser Wave Depolarization by Atmos­
pheric Transmission," presented at 1967 IEEE Conference on Laser Engi­
neering and Applications, Washington, D. C. 
(56) 	 P. H. Deitz, "Optical Method for Analysis of Atmospheric Effects on Laser 
Beams," (to be published). 
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n the atmosphere. ) 
In order to use these results to estimate the effects of laser scintillation on OTAES 
experiments, the additional relationship between log-amplitude variance and rms 
intensity fluctuation is required. For the case where scintillation.statistics follow 
a log-normal distribution, the fractional intensity variance Ci(o) is given by (26) 
c1 (o) = exp [4C(O)] - 1 
and 1/2 
and the rms intensity fluctuation is then [C (0)] 
Table 9.1.3. 1-1 shows the rms intensity fluctuation in the zenith direction for the 
OTAES laser wavelengths vs. typical ground transmitter sizes. It has been assumed 
in these calculations that a transmitter of diameter 20 can collect all of the energy 
of a beam of Gaussian spread o. Also, an average wavelength of 0.5 microns 
has been assumed for the Argon ground beacon since approximately two-thirds of 
the total energy is in the 0.488 and 0. 545 micron emission lines. 
TABLE 9. 1.3. 1-1 
RMS INTENSITY FLUCTUATION FOR VARIOUS GROUND TRANSMITTERS 
Percent Intensity Fluctuation* 
Wavelength 5 cm. Dia. 10 cm. Dia. 50 cm. Dia. 
(Microns) 
0.488-0.515 74% 30% <5% 
0.63 72% 28% <5% 
10.6 22% 20% <5% 
The intensity variance C (o) is defined by -I(X) Io] 2> where 1o is 
the average value of I (A). The standard devation or rms intensity 
fluctuation is then < [I (X) - 1o] 2> 1/2. An rms intensity fluctuation 
of 200 percent, for example, corresponds to instantaneous values of 
ihtensity of two times the average intensity value. 
The results of table 9. 1.3.1-1 indicate severe scintillation of the received signals 
aboard the spacecraft unless the transmitting telescope diameter is 50 cm or 
greater. This is not a particularly stringent requirement since other considera­
tions (small beam divergence) also require large diameter ground transmitting 
telescbpes. The effects of signal fluctuation on direct detection experiments will 
be discussed in paragraph 9. 1. 3.3. However, two comments concerning the 
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calcuations above should be made. First, the theoretical values hak'e not beenf 
experimentally verified. Fried (32) has attempted to compare the theory with 
pulsed ruby laser experimental results for signals retroreflected from the S-66 
satellite, but the tracking errors and interference between corner reflectors pre 
vented a meaningful comparison. Secondly, the calculations given do not have th 
strength of atmospheric turbulence included. Since the, atmosphere's refractive 
index structure constant CN2 can vary over a wide range, the intensity fluctuations 
calculated are to be considered as average values. 
9. 1.3.2 Scintillation of a Space-to-Ground Laser 
The scintillation of spaceborne laser light observed at a ground receiver can be 
calculated by assuming the laser beam to be an infinite plane wave incident on a (12)randomly inhomogeneous mdium. Foilo*ing the original work of Tatarski, 
and using a model of the vertical distribution of the stiength of atmosphere turbu­
lence, (11) Fried and Cloud (25) have calculated the intensity fluctuations in terms 
of the log-amplitude variance, Ca(O). The expression derived, 
Ca (o) sec11/6 6 (5 x 1-7/)) 7/6=0.727 
is identical to the calculated log-amplitude variance for a spherical wave given in 
the previous section. This suggests an atmospheric reciprocity relationship. In 
fact, Fried, (38) has conjectured that scintillation effects are independent of the 
location of the atmospheric "slab" between ground and space for small transmitting 
apertures. 
Table 9.1.3.2-1 shows the rms intensity fluctuation for the two OTAES spacecraft 
laser wavelengths vs. Zenith angle for a very small aperture ground collector. 
For the calculations shown a log-normal distribution of scintillation statistics has 
been assumed and the rms intensity fluctuation calculated from the intensity 
variance CI(o)as in the ground-to-space case. 
TABLE 9. 1.3.2-1 
RMS INTENSITY FLUCTUATION AT POINT GROUND RECEIVER 
Percent Intensity Fluctuation 
Wavelength 0= 0° =450 
(Microns) (Through Zenith) 
0.63 280% 405% 775% 
10.6, 28% 32% 40% 
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Assuming the propagation theory to be correct, some rather obvious remarks can 
be made concerning the scintillations calculated. First, the extremely large signal
fluctuation particularly for the 0. 6328-micron He-Ne laser, would present severe 
problems for an optical communications link. It would be subject to deep fades of 
the information carrier and excessive bit error rates. Although the 10. 6-micron 
C02 laser link would be considerably quieter, the fluctuation level is still objec­
tionably high. Also, it can be seen that the angle offset from the zenith would in­
crease the scintillation. 
The large scintillation effects shown in table 9. 1.3.2-1 can be averaged-out through
the use of a large receiving aperture. The smoothing or aperture averaging of an 
infinite plane wave propagated from space-to-ground has been analyzed by Fried, (26)
and the results presented in the form of an aperture-averaging factor ®@ which is 
a function of the log-amplitude variance Ca (o) and a normalized collector diameter 
D/(4h0 sec 6/k)1, where D is the telescope diameter in meters., Since the rms
signal intensity fluctuation decreases (26) as @ 1/2, this factor should be madesmall as possible in the OTAES experiments by using large ground collectors. 
Figure 9.1.3.2-1, from Reference (26), shows the dependence of the aperture
averaging factor upon the normalized collector diameter for various log-amplitude
variance values. It can be seen that the aperture averaging factor @ varies as 
the inverse square of the aperture diameter over most of the curves. 
Table 9. 1.3.2-2 shows the rms intensity fluctuation in the zenith direction for the 
OTAES spacecraft lasers vs. various size ground apertures. 
Although zenith angle dependence is not shown in table 9. 1.3.2-2, the aperture
averaging factor for the one-meter aperture is almost constant for angles between 
zero and 45 degrees for the log-amplitude variances calculated. The angle de­
pendence for table 9.1.3. 2-2 can be approximately obtained by scaling the rms 
intensity fluctuation values of table 9. 1.3.2-1. Comparing these values with those 
of table 9.1.3.2-1 for a small receiver (ID (4h o sec 0/k) 1/2, it can be seen that 
a one-meter ground collector can reduce the signal ripple for the He-Ne laser 
direct detection link from over 200 percent to about 10 percent. Since signal
ripple on an optical communication channel may result in drastically reduced link 
performance (discussed in a following section), the ground station direct detection 
optical receiver diameter may be required to be considerably larger than that 
necessary for light collection, in order to suppress scintillations. 
TABLE 9.1.3.2-2 
RMS INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS FOR VARIOUS GROUND RECEIVERS 
Percent Intensity Fluctuation 
Wavelength(Micro s) 5 cm. Dia. 1 Meter Dia. 5 Meter Dia. 
0.63 155% 9% <1% 
10.6 28% 4% < 10 
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9. 1. 	3.3 Atmospheric Scintillation Effects on Optical Communication Channels 
Atmospherically induced scintillation of space-to-ground laser links has been pre­
viously discussed, and estimates of the rms intensity fluctuation calculated for 
both the up and down link. In this section, effects of the signal fluctuation on the 
performance of a direct binary communication channel will be discussed. 
Fried and Schmeltzer (57) have used the assumption of log-normal scintillation to 
calculate the increase in signal necessary to preserve the bit error rate in a 
binary system in the presence of turbulence. The analytical results are expressed 
in terms of a loss factor, Lf, which is the extra number of decibel signal-to-noise 
ratio necessary to keep the bit error probability in a turbulent atmosphere up to 
the level achievable in a nonturbulent atmosphere. The analysis aassumes 
Gaussian distribution of the intrinsic channel noise with a constant noise variance. 
This corresponds to a detector- or background-noise-limited caseI as opposed to 
a quantum- or signal-noise-limited case when the variance varies as the square 
root of the signal strength. 
Figure 9, 1.3.3-1, from Reference (57), is a graph of the loss factor, L, vs. 
binary error probability, PE, for various values of the log-amplitude variance 
Ca(0 ). The significance of these curves can be demonstrated by considering the 
rms intensity fluctuation of a He-Ne 0.63-micron direct detection uplink. From 
table 9. 1.3. 1-1 a 28 percent rms intensity fluctuation, corresponding to a log­
amplitude variance Ca(0) of about 0.02, is tabulated for a 10-centimeter diameter 
transmitter. Using this Ca(O) and referring to the curves of figure 9.1.3.3-1, an 
additional 8 dB in photodetector signal-to-noise ratio is required in order to re­
tain a 10-6 bit error probability. 
There is considerable doubt as to the applicability of these curves to large values 
of log-amplitude variance. Experimental results of Gracheva and Gurvich, as 
reported by Tatarski, (27) followed the Rytov theory to a maximum log-amplitude 
variance value of 0. 6. Even so, a loss factor in excess of 50 dB is predicted for 
a 10- 6 error rate binary communication channel. Unless large ground transmitting
and collecting optics are used to aperture average the scintillation effects, a direct 
detection link will be subject to deep fades in signal strength and periods of un­
usually high error rate if log-normal scintillations exist. 
(57) 	 D. L. Fried and R. A. Schmeltzer, "The Effect of Atmospheric Scintillation 
on an Optical Data Channel -- Laser Radar and Binary Communications," 
(to be published). 
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,extra number of decibel signal-to-noise ratio required abpve that needed because 
,regular noise of the system, to compensate for the adverse effect of scin'tillation. The 
of valoes of the log-amplitude variance, Ca (0).calculations are ccirriecd out for a range 
Although there is no experimental measurement data available, it has been con­jectured (57) that space-to-ground signal fluctuations will follow a normal distri­
bution rather than a log-normal distribution, particularly where large collectors 
are used. In this case, the loss factor, Lf, for binary communications is 
simply (57) 
2 1/2(a 2 + ) 
Lf = 2 0 log1 0  N S 
N 
where (Y.2 and aN2 are the variances of the signal and system noise, respectively. 
9.1.3.4 Optical Heterodyne Detection from Space-to-Ground 
As indicated previously, an optical heterodyne system requires complete spatial
coherence across the signal wavefront for maximum detection efficiency. Hetero­
dyne experiments will not only be degraded by scintillation or intensity variation 
effects, but also, any optical wavefront distortion over the collecting aperture. 
Following the work of Tatarski, the interesting case of a space-to-ground hetero­
dyne link has been theoretically examined by Fried. (45) The statistical treatment, 
based upon an infinite plane wave incident on an inhomogeneously random medium,
includes intensity variations across the wavefront as well as warping of the iso­
phase surface. The results show that atmospheric turbulence limits the useful 
size of the telescope aperture that can be used with a heterodyne system. Figure
9,. 1.3.4-1, from Reference (45), shows the normalized heterodyne signal-to­
noise ratio vs. the normalized telescope aperture, D/V 0 . (D is the actual tele­
scope diameter.) The normalization factor, ' 0 , (called the "efficiency saturation 
diameter" by Fried) is essentially the minimum diameter aperture that could be 
used to achieve good heterodyne efficiency. The normalized signal-to-noise ratio 
is essentially the heterodyne efficiency (ratio of actual signal to maximum signal).
The curve shows that if the collector aperture is much less than Y0 , the average
signal power is nearly equal to that which would be expected in the absence of wave­
front distortion. For receiver apertures much larger than Y0 , the average signal power is so severely limited by turbulence effects that it can never approach the 
value obtained for an equal-sized aperture in a turbulence-free atmosphere. In 
fact, as discussed later in this section, it has been predicted that the "excess" 
aperture may actually degrade the system signal-to-noise ratio. 
The actual value of Y0 depends upon the strength of atmospheric turbulence which 
is described in the Tatarski approach by the magnitude of the structure constant 
CN 2 . For the case of a space-to-ground link, CN 2 is a function of the local 
ground roughness, as well as having an altitude dependent refractive index 
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Figure 9.1.3.4-]. Dependence of the Normalized Signal-to-Noise Power .,Ratio, 
S/N, Achievable by an Optical Heterodyne Receiver Operating 
in the Atmosphere, as a Function of Collector Diameter D. 
( r is a parameter set by the strength of atmospheric turbulence.0 
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fluctuation. Fried has based his Y0 calculations upon typical CN 2 values for the 
variance of the atmosphere's turbulent refractive index variation with altitude. 
Figure 9. 1.3.4-2, from Reference (45), shows Y0 for a signal source located 
above the atmosphere at the zenith angle, 6, for an earth collector altitude of H. 
Based upon day and night time measurements of stellar images, Fried has intro­
duced a factor of two difference in the Y0 ralue. 
As can be seen, the predicted useful heterodyne collector diameter may be quite 
small for a 0. 6328-micron He-Ne laser link. Assuming a ground station altitude 
of 3 kilometers, a maximum efficient receiver diameter between 5 cm and 10 cm 
is indicated. The advantages of going to longer wavelengths are obvious. Since 
the analytical expression for Y0 _), 6/5, a to. 6-micron C02 link would have a 
useful diameter about thirty times as large (10 1. 5 to 3 meters). 
Quite obviouslV, the space-to-ground Y0 values in figure 9.1.3.4-2 have not been 
experimentally verified. However, measurements (4) taken with a 0. 6328-micron 
He-Ne laser over horizontal paths have demonstrated the heterodyne limited aper­
ture effect; perturbation-free apertures up to 10 cm were observed in good seeing 
conditions and as low as 1 mm under poor conditions. 
Two rather interesting speculations have been made by Fried (45, 58) concerning the 
efficiency saturation dimension, Y0 . The first involves a reciprocity relationship. 
It is conjectured that if the conventional reciprocity between transinitter and re­
ceiver antenna gain still applies in a turbulent atmosphere, the quantity %oalso 
represents the largest diameter which could be used effectively for the collimating 
optics of an optical heterodyne transmitter located in the atmosphere. The rela­
tionship, if valid, would mean that large transmitting optics, although effective 
in reducing scintillations, would not require correction to the diffraction limit. 
The second phenomenon predicted is the presence of an aperture size dependent 
"modulation" noise. Analysis by Fried (58) on the statistics of optical propagation 
using the wave-structure function shows that to avoid a large signal-power vari­
ance the receiver collector diameter should be no larger than Yo. The modulation 
noise is attributed to the reception of uncorrelated wavefronts out of phase with 
the local oscillator wavefront. This indicates that in order to optimize the hetero­
dyne signal-to-noise ratio, an adjustable iris over the aperture is necessary to 
set the diameter for various turbulence conditions. 
(58) D. L. Fried, "Atmospheric Modulation Noise in an Optical Heterodyne 
Receiver," (to be published). 
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9,.1. 3.5 Optical Heterodyne Detection from Ground-to-Space 
The effect of atmospherically distorted wavefronts on a ground-to-space hetcro­
dyne link has not been examined theoretically. The differences of the up and down 
links from an analytical point of view are briefly as follows. A spacecraft trans­
mitted beam, being well above the atmosphere, can be treated as a plane wave 
incident on an inhomogeneously random medium; expressions for an arbitrary 
source size and source wavefront radius of curvature are not required. For the 
case of the laser transmitter beam immersed in the atmosphere (ground-to-space), 
the propagation theory is dependent upon the finite transmitting aperture and 
wavefront curvature. As indicated in the earlier discussion of propagation theory, 
evaluation of Schmeltzer's (29) integrals for the phase and log-amplitude structure 
functions of laser beams is necessary before the heterodyne case can be formally 
analyzed. 
However, on the basis of a purely intuitive argument, we can speculate about the 
ground-to-space heterodyne link performance since the turbulence effects are de­
pendent upon the relative position of receiver and atmosphere. We can imagine 
the ground transmitted laser beam wavefront as being distorted by refractive­
index inhomogeneities when it traverses the atmosphere. At the top of the atmos­
phere, it would propagate as a distorted plane wave of varying intensity and phase 
across the wavefront. A spacecraft telescope intercepting a small portion of the 
wavefront would not be subjected to drastic angle of arrival jitter and near-field 
wavefront distortion. Consequently, we might expect the equivalent spacecraft Yo 
to be larger than the ground receiver maximum efficiency diameter, V. Simul­
taneous heterodyne measurements over both ends of the link coupled with ' 0 deter­
mination on the ground will, of course, give the equivalent spacecraft Y0 value. 
9.1.4 Experiment Design 
The rigorous Obukhov-Kolmogorov (O-K) theory of turbulence is generally accepted 
as the correct treatment of atmospheric phenomena. Although the optical propa­
gation descriptions are incomplete, particularly for laser or finite aperture trans­
mitters, some theoretical predictions have been verified by experiment. Careful 
atmospheric measurements over uniform turbulence paths, as described later in 
this section, are necessary to fully evaluate the theory and establish the validity 
range of the Rytov approximation. The less complicated geometrical optics 
formulation of turbulence has some serious errors which limit its utility to near 
field phenomena. Even then, the theory predicts incorrect functional dependences 
of important parameters and must be viewed with caution. 
One of the unfortunate features of atmospheric laser propagation work is the 
almost chaotic manner in which many of the experiments have been performed. 
Much of the work has been of a purely qualitative nature, and little effort has 
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been made to correlate.expi6rimental results with 'theory. P6rhaps, more dis- ­
tressing is the fact that, except for rare instances, the measurements were small 
samples'takenoker nonuniforn turbuienc patfh's-so that the correlatidns"Nvith 
theory would be' meaningless. 
Some rather obvious conclusions are-ifr oider' at this point. First, a well designdd 
set of groind-to-ground ktmospheric prdpagation expenmients mustbe conducted 
over a uniform tdrbulenc6 path With an independ'6nt measurement of the refractive 
index structure constant, Cn . The technique developed b/ Cdulman (39) and'de­
scribed in paragraSh 9.'1.'1.3 would accomplish' the' C nmeasuremerit. All-prop2­
gation ineasurements should be conducted below the "Obukhov altitude. " The 
following laser propagation properties should be measured as a fundtion of the 
strength of turbulence: 
a. 	 Intensity fluctuations and probability distribution 
b. 	 Phase fluctuations 
c. 	 Polarization effects 
d.' 	 Transit-timne dij'nn~qnn 
e.? 	 Synoptic conditions (temperature, humidity; pressure, wind;, tem'peiatur 
lIp's'e rate. 
These measurements are to be made with laser wavelength, range, and receiv6r' 
aperture as variables over . wide variety-of turbulen'ce conditions. Also, a'large 
number of samples should be taken to improve the statistics. A description of 
the method of meteorological data collection to compare the'experimental results 
to the O-K theory is outlined in section 19. 
The 	calculations made-ift paragraph 9.1.3.2-have indidated severe scintillation 
is possible in space-to-ground diiect-detection laser links unless sufficiently 
large transmitting and receiving telescope apertuhes are used. Based upon these 
figures, the ground transmitter for a 10. 6-micron OTAES direct'detection fiplink 
should be tentatively set at 30 cm. Also cited in this section are Fried's calcu­
lation of the effect of scintillation'oi a P M direct detection trial communication" 
channel. Quite obvxiously, the distribution of amplitude fluctuations must be de-' 
termined before the'"bit error rate dependence on signal fluctuation is known.- ThE 
heterodyne detection results of paragra'ph 9.1.2.4 ndi'6ate that 1. 0-nieter aper­
tures used in the OTAES spacecraft and ground station would certainly be large 
enough to insure optirhuhi aperture sizes for' the He-Ne linkin best seeing condi­
re probably large enough to optimize the 10-microntions. One-meter apertures 

'Itowever, optical propagation measurdments,
heterodyne link most df the time. 
preferably from balloon platforms, are necessary before the altitude dependence 
in the O-K theory used for these predictions can be verified. 
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Balloon platforms, as opposed to aircraft, are attractive because they do not in­
duce significant local turbulence which may mask the effects to be measured. 
Other factors such as low cost, small tracking rates, and overall cost effective­
ness are also important considerations. 
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9.2 SECOND JUSTIFICATION-OPTICAL COAiMUNICATION D3IAGNOSTICS-
The 	information rate of any communications system is limited:by the noise char­
acteristics of the communications channel. Sources of noise which can often be 
neglected in conventional radio frequency systems frequently become of importance 
in an optical communications. system. Fortunately, in certain optical channels the 
limiting noise sources can be treated as white Gaussian noise with the result that a 
large part of communications theory and design information is directly applicable 
to the problem of optimizing communications systems design. Quantum effects on 
communications have also been studied, (1) and a comparison of the communications 
efficiency of various techniques has been made over a wide range of signal-to-noise 
ratios where the noise is considered as having the statistical properties of additive 
white noise. The inherent quantum noise, receiver-generated noise, and most back­
ground noise usually fall in this category for practical communications bandwidths. 
When the transmission path is not in free space, however, other noise effects appear 
which cannot be considered as additive, white Gaussian noise. Multipath effects 
and perturbations of the phase front are two such sources of noise which can have a 
marked effect on communications. At radio frequencies in the two important com­
munications techniques of tropospheric scatter as well as ionospheric reflection, 
considerable work has been done in the investigation and reduction of the effects of 
multipath transmission. For a review of the analytical tools required, as well as a 
description of the physical phenomena involved, the reader is referred to Schwartz 
et al. (2) In addition to knowledge of the physical nature of the noise source, the sta­
tistical parameters which describe the noise in the communication terms are required 
before communication system design can proceed. At optical frequencies, data re­
lative to propagation through the entire atmosphere has been collected by astronomers. 
The astronomer has been particularly interested in minimizing these effects, e.g., 
moving to the top of a mountain, and hence has usually measured average values of 
statistical parameters rather than the distribution functions and temporal variations 
which are of interest to the communications systems designer. In some cases, 
effects disturbing to an image can be ignored or compensated for in a communication 
system. With the possible application of the laser in communications, there have 
been a few measurements made over particular communication links. These mea­
surements have limited applicability because of the small amount of data collected. 
For example, the heterodyne mixing efficiency as a function of aperture diameter is 
often measured. The mixing efficiency is a function of local oscillator stability and 
alignment as well as the phase variations over the aperture, however, so that unless 
(1) 	 J. P. Gordon, "Quantum Effects in Communications Systems," Proc. IRE, 
vol. 50, September 1962. 
(2) 	 M. Schwartz, W. R. Bennett, and S. Stein, Communications Systems and 
Techniques, McGraw-Hill, New York, 19.66. 
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these effects are separated the measurements are only applicable to the particular 
path measured. Again, measurements of coherence diameter have failed to account 
lor anisotropies in phase variations over the aperture. If measurements could be 
made on two axes in the aperture plane, these anisotropies would be revealed. Such 
variations in the optical wave must be considered by the communicator in the design 
of his equipment. 
Variations in received amplitude, regarcuess oi tme cause, wil antect both coherent 
and incoherent systems. These variations arise through beam bending, beam 
break-up, or extinction phenomena. When the source is highly monochromatic, 
multipath effects will cause variations in amplitude because the phase relationship 
of the portions of the signal arriving over different paths will change in time. For 
a given path, the statistics of the amplitude variations are required for optimum 
system design. For example, consider a direct detection system which must be 
operated at a given bandwidth and information rate. Increasing the size of the col­
lector will increase the signal energy; but at the same time the angle of view (and, 
hence, background noise) will also be increased because of the difficulty of maintain­
ing optical tolerance for large collectors. With accurate knowledge of the path 
fading statistics and spatial correlation, the designer may be able to devise a diver­
sity system using a number of smaller collectors which can be built to closer toler­
ances and, hence, can be used with a smaller angle of view. Over a given path,
both amplitude variations and the spatial correlation of these variations should be 
measured prior to system design. 
Coherent systems will respond to amplitude variations as well as variations in 
phase and phase front alignment. The phase variations over the collecting aperture 
cause a reduction in heterodyne detection efficiency. (In recent years, microwave 
antennas have been built so large that phase variations over the aperture have re­
duced the effective antenna gain which affects communications in the same manner.) 
Temporal variations in phase will introduce an undesired phase modulation which 
may interfere with communication modulations. Some measurements have been re­
ported in which aperture coherence diameters have been determined. These mea­
surements are not always independent of the equipment used, and, hence, are not 
always meaningful when applied to other systems. For example, when using the 
homodyne technique where the laser is used as its own local oscillator, the local 
oscillator path is often very short compared to the transmission path measured. 
Unless the laser is very stable, it is possible.for the length of the transmission 
path to approach or exceed the coherence length of the laser transmission. When 
this occurs, the laser will become incoherent~with itself and homodyne detection 
efficiency will be reduced even in free space.' 
9.2.1 Parameters 
Although the astronomer has a number of terms to describe the optical effects of 
transmission through a turbulent medium, the communicator is interested only in 
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the amplitude and phase variations of the electromagnetic wave as it strikes the 
surface of his detector. The two-dimensidnal image trarismissfoh problem (which"" 
may be of interest in c6rtain types ol coimunications), as well as the low signal­
to-noise situation requiring the use of quantum counters ; are not under discussion 
in this context. Fortunately, a large body of'theoretical knowledge is available on. 
the effects of a turbulent medium on the transmitted wave (section 9. 1) and wbrk is 
continuing in many areas. The major lack is a collection of good data on the funda­
mental quantities 6n which the theor is ba:ed... the statistical parameters'of' the 
atmosphere from 'which both optical image traismission and communication trans­
mission properties could be derived. It'is necessary then, for any particular path, 
that measurements be made of'the followifng quantities in order to determine tle 
statistical parameters. 
a.' 	 Variations in phase and amplitude (usiig As small im apei-ture as pos.ibl e) 
as a function of time and slace, preferably in three dimensions. 
-b. 	 Variations in angle of arrival which will assist in the interpritatidn of the 
data 5oll6cted in (ai). As long, as a clean'ima'ge is recorded, one can be 
assured that the collecting dperture is not averaging out small sbeale varia­
tions over the aperture. 
If thdse data &dn be collected overFasufficiently long perIiod of time, suitable .pro­
cessing of the data should reveal: 
a. - Ddration bf-the priod of stationary'random processes 
b. Nature of such 'andom 
.other)" 
pro6ess (whether 'Rayleigh, Gaussian or some 
e 'Values of pertirieni descriptive parameters, 
functions, spectra 
moments, correlati6r 
d. 	 Diurnal or other temporal variations of the parameters. 
9.2.2 Measufements 
Althofigh'the instrumentation roblems ift makiifg some of these measurements are 
formfdable, they are within thd state-'df-the-ait given the transmissi~n of highly 
monochromatic sighals' from spabe. (Althoukh amplitude scintillations coul be 
observed with a noncoherent source, such a source would be too broadband to have 
amplitude fluctuations due to changing phase paths.) Two or more widely separate( 
optical frequencies should be received by a number of receivers simultaneously. 
a. 	 A direct (energy) detection 'receiver which uses as small an aperture as is 
necessary to get a satisfactorj signal-to-noise ratio. Such a receiver' 
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would measure the amplitude of the received signal, and statistics could 
be gathered on the variations in amplitude caused by having the beam bend 
out of the receivers view, and beam break-up, as well as those amplitude 
variations due to multipath. effects. 
b. 	 A superhetrodyne or homodyne receiver with a stable local oscillator which 
could measure the phase perturbations on the received signal. Such phase 
perturbations could be ascribed to multipath effects, and correlation with 
the record provided by the direct detection receiver would serve to identify 
Itfades" due to multipath as distinguished from those due to strictly, say, 
beam bending which would not be expected to affect the phase of the receive, 
signal. 
c. 	 A phase correlation measurement as described in the OTAES final report 
which would provide information on the spatial correlation of the observed 
phase changes. 
d. 	 An angle of arrival measurement relative to two orthogonal axes which 
combined with the phase spatial correlation measurements would provide 
data for choice of aperture size for heterodyne detection, 
In addition to the measurements described above which measure the spatial and 
narrow-band characteristics of the optical transmission, it would be desirable to 
transmit a very wideband signal to observe if conditions for selective fading exist 
which can impair wideband transmission,. 
A signal could be generated by a series of tones over a wideband with a receiver 
capable of monitoring the phase relationship between the various tones. Frequen­
cies should be selected which would have a-periodic in-phase relationship to serve 
as a reference. Variations in the phase relationship or differential variations in 
the amplitude of the various tones would reveal the existence of conditions which 
would give rise to selective fading over the bandwidth used. 
A second method of generating a wideband transmission would be the use of a very 
narrow pulse such as that attainable with a mdde-locked laser. 
Although these two techniques make essentially the same measurement, the spaced 
tones and the pulsed techniques will provide more accurate information at different 
fluxuation frequency bands, depending upon the instrumentation. The rapid sam­
pling of the atmosphere available with the mode-locked laser will reveal variations 
at kilohertz rates which might be masked by the integrating effect of the tone filters, 
Needless to say, both techniques have instrumentation problems. 
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9. 2.3 Experiment Design 
The diagnostic'instrumentation described in the preceding section, iplies, in 
Hence, there fs a temptationessence, the establishment of communication links. 
to enlarge upon such measurempents to incorporate specific communication system 
postulates Of the two fundamental tedliniques, heterodyne and direct'detction, 
the latte{ is most readily lent for suqh specific system testing . Those measure­
ments predicated upon amblitude and polarization sensing cah be acbomplished with 
a space-to-ground direct detection communication system scaled to simulate plane­
tary requirdments. Such experimentation is valid in the joint context of communi­
cation diagnostics and'solution-orient 6d testing. 
It should be noted, however, that without its diagnostic content, such a direct de­
tection space-to-ground experiment would reduce to a simple e4uiprnentd&emonstra­
tion. The direbt detection system technique permits straightforward overdesign to 
re­compensate for transmission medium unknowns. Trade-offs inchide incteased 
ceiving aperture size, narrower filter bandwidth, and improved pointing. The tech­
nology here is in an advanced stage 'odground-based development., Except for space 
qualification of specific eluipmeht des'igns, high altitude airborne tests would be 
adequate to verify this potential form of planetary optical communic ation. For this 
reason, an alternative sequence of ground and airborne experiments has been des­
cribed which can provide a degr&e of confid6nce'equivalent to that attainable by tests 
using earth-orbitmg transmitters. Once a thorough air-to-gouud test sequence 
has been accomplished, various corhbinitions of modulation (kitensity or polarizatioi 
carrier (direct, FM, or PCM), and signal sbburce'(voice, TV, or digital ivbrdj caA 
be examined. However, true value of the diagnostic approach applies to the relative 
assessment 6f heterodyne and direct detection planetary communtcati6n alternatives 
Although there is much'evidence to suggest tliat'a major portion of the amplitude, and 
angle-of-rrival perturbations may be introduced in the lower atmosphere, thts con­
clusion should be'verified. Movebver., a similar conclusion with respect to phase 
perturbations cannot be drawn with equal confidence. It is necessary to propagate. 
optical frequencies through the vliole atmosphere al6ng near-zenith and slant paths 
before firm conclusions can be drawn. This necessity derives from two main con­
siderations: 
a.. 	 Since phase perturbations may arise from multipath e.ttects, the atmo 
sphere should be illuminated fromabove. 
b. 	Card should be taken that theatmospheri6 disturbance is introduce( 
the far field 0B > 2 D2 \-1) 'since'this wbuld be the case for planetary 
commuflication. Except for the long~r 'vavelength, higher power lasers, 
this requirement translates diredtly to orbital altitudes. 
This consideration also raises the question of coherent light behavior when identical 
If an opticaldisturbances are introduced in the near field and in the far field. 
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ground-to-space link and an identical space-to-ground link are juxtaposed, the 
atmosphere then serves as such an identical and realistic disturbance. 
Collectively, the space-to-ground communication experiments provide a compari­
son of the fundamental communication techniques: direct detection and heterodyne 
detection. The heterodyne experiment is formulated on a scale sufficient to allow 
comparison between laser and radio frequency communication. Direct detection, 
which has the advantages of system simplicity, lenient pointing tolerances, and an 
advanced state of ground-based development, is also the subject of a proposed ex­
periment. Two experiments of the optical propagation group are designed to ex­
plore important properties of the atmosphere in order to first test a technique for 
measuring phase variations as a function of time with a highly monochromatic laser 
source and, second, to study phase and amplitude characteristics of the atmosphere 
as a transmission medium. 
Three experiments of the optical propagation group are concerned with the develop­
ment of the technology required for eventual optical communication from deep 
space. To utilize the narrow beams in which the laser power may be concentrated 
requires a pointing capability commensurate with the beam divergence (e.g., 0.1 
arc second). Achieving this accuracy requires a precise reference from the ground 
station to the spacecraft. This reference is established by precise tracking of an 
upcoming laser beam. Such tracking is the subject of one experiment. 
An important element of the communication experiments is to simulate, ,as nearly 
as is practical, communication conditions from'deep space. For tests having alter­
nate objectives, such as the development of operational techniques, it is important 
that the technology be exercised under realistic conditions since communication from 
the planets will require, among other things, -the transfer of tracking from one 
ground station to another. The objective of one of the proposed experiments is to 
,develop ,this 'capability, Another particularly,di fficult problem for a two-way com­
munication link withdeep space is the lead angle which must be incorporated into the 
transmitter beam. Caused by the relative velocities between the spacecraft and 
the ground :station.and the relatively long transit times, the lead angle requirement 
may typicmily be as great as 40 .arc seconds for a Mars flyby. 
Accordingly,, the following nine experiments, taken 'together, comprise the 'Optical 
Propagation E'xperiment group. Each is ,described indetail in section ,9.6. 
a. .Optical Ieterodyne Detection on Earth 
'b. COpticml 'Heterodyne Detection in fthe'Spacecraft 
c.. Direct Detection on Earth 
:d. Megahertz -Optical Communication 
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e. Precision Tracking ot a Ground Beacon 
f. Point Ahead and Space-to-Ground-to-Space Loop Closure 
g. Transfer Tracdng from One Ground Station to Another 
h. 10, Micron Phase and'Amplitude Correlation 
i. Pulse Distortion Measuitbments 
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9.3 THIRD JUSTIFICATION - NEED FOR SPACE TESTING 
The Optical Propagation Experiment group has a triple objective: increased phys­
ical knowledge of the atmosphere, communication diagnostics, and assessment of 
precision pointing and tracking forms. For each of the nine propagation experi­
ments, there are specific reasons why space testing is important. These reasons 
all relate to the group objectives and can be classified further in terms of the math­
ematical subdivisions adopted in theoretical analysis. 
For instance, mathematical solutions have been limited until recently to the case 
of an infinite plane wave incident upon the medium. To correlate theory with ex­
periment rigorously, then, requires far field measurements. 
Second, although major upper air turbulent disturbances seem to be concentrated 
between the 20, 000- and 60, 000-foot altitudes, there is no conclusive proof that the 
total effect is introduced at these altitudes. For many of the propagation experi­
ments, the total atmospheric effect is important to future engineering utility of the 
data to be gathered. 
Again, realism in terms of future uses of the data to be obtained and engineering 
conclusions to be drawn will impose scaling laws. Thus, the need to minimize the 
angular subtense of certain disturbances or to reduce the effect of angular excur­
sions results in geometrical arguments for Earth-orbit testing. Furthermore, the 
special cases in orbital mechanics which obtain at the 24-hour orbit altitude offer 
enhanced measurement value through statistical opportunity or instrument simplifi­
cation. 
9.3.1 Far Field 
As noted in paragraph 9. 1. 1, optical propagation descriptions by the rigorous 
Kolmogorov turbulence theory are incomplete. Recent solutions for a point source 
and (in terms of unevaluated integrals) for the actual case of a laser leave unre­
solved questions. The main body of existing solutions, however, take the far-field 
assumption. This assumption is valid at a distance: 
2
2D
f X1 
where D is the optical aperture diameter and Xis the wavelength. Since the visible 
frequency communication diagnostic experiments require a one-meter aperture, 
this distance (hundreds of kilometers) exceeds the altitude capabilities of air­
supported vehicles. 
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9.3.2 Total Atmospheric Effect 
The effects of the atmosphere in.a long slant propagation'path cannot be adequately 
predicted by the results of laser propagation tests on long hodrizontal 'paths. The' 
structure and scale of the turbulence is very different; "Yet, to date,' hd laser" 
space-to-ground experiment has explored this question. Although stellar scintilla­
tion is largely traceable to the Winds at 20, 000-foot to 60 000-foot aititnd6s" it is 
not known that these produce the total effect. "It is therefore, inrportant to the at' 
mospheric physics of the OTAES propagation experiments that these effects be 
included' if, indeed, they are introduced by the upper stiatosphere. 
From the viewpoint of the communication engineer, transmission through the whole 
atmosphere is also important. Component performanme and some system param­
eters can be evaluated through ground-based test programs. However, bec'ause 
the atmospheric transmission medium 'is neither homogeneous nor isotropic, it' 
must-be evaluated' in its totality to obtain Valid statistical properties for engineer­
ing application; Extrapolation from' data taken at other frequencies -I'4p6ssibie 
when the statistical properties of additive white noise can be assumed. This is not 
the case, however, for multipath, phase-front perturbations and the effects of 
water vapor. 
Narrow beam, coherent laser light'cdn be expected to have more pronounced scin­
tillation -effects than starlight: The narrow beam!illuminates a small volune as it 
pas§es through the atmosphere. Light scattered or refracted out'of the beaih 'effec­
tively increases the illuminated area with attendant reduction of intensity. 
A distorted wavefront will have random displacements which will appear as a phase 
perturbation to any receiving aperture parallel to the "average" phase-frdnt. For a 
sufficiently small aperture, the entire wavefront will arrive at an angle e which 
will cause motion of the entire ifmage in the focal plane of the lens. Wen the mag­
nitude of this angle subtends a' significant fraction of a wavelength 'across the re-' 
ceiving aperture, the advantages of the heterodyne technique are conpromised. 
From measurements made by astron6mers, 0 has been found to be up to 3 arc sec­
onds ( 15x 10-6 radians) with the wavefront correlated up to a distance of p'= 6 ­
inches (15 cm), or more, under conditions of great image motion. An extreme of 
10 arc seconds has been reported. 
With these numbers assumed, a short calculation shows that the phase perturbation 
at any point: 
6 
=
2 i (3.5) radians27pO ,_ 21T15)l'g5x 10
 
x 10-6

.6328X 
which is greater than an optical wavelength. Because these phase jumps can occur 
in 1/10-second intervals or less, frequency shifts of greater than 30 hertz can be 
expected under rather ordinary conditions. 
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9.3.3 Measurement Geometry 
For certain precision measurements to be made with the OTAES, angular errors 
and tracking noise set a minimum allowable distance between atmospheric pertur­
bations and instrumentation. For example, the effective motion of a "turbulon" (gas lens), he, may be inferred from the angular fluctuation it imparts to a stellar 
image (figure 9. 3.3-1) by taking the turbulon altitude as 104 feet and a ±10 arc 
second image dancing. The Airy-Disk in a 1.0-meter telescope is of the order of 
0. 1 arc second, and lateral shifts of 1/10 in the Airy-Disk (0. 01 arc second) are 
observable. It follows that the telescope must be at least 2000 miles above the tur­
bulence layers to separate such tracking noise from true tracking system perform­
ance measurements. 
9.3.4 24-Hour Orbit Altitudes 
From the viewpoint of experimental technique, the synchronous altitude is pre­
ferred. For ground-based measurements of phase-front perturbations, it would 
be desirable to reduce angle tracking noise to say, 1/10 of the expected phase devi­
ation. For a one-meter aperture, the phase Ferturbation calculated in paragraph
9. 3. 2 suggests a tracking accuracy of 0. 05 arc seconds, an unreasonable objective
for ground-based instrumentation. The nearly stationary line-of-sight subtended 
by a 24-hour altitude satellite would obviate the need for tracking (i. e., permit 
time-limited use of a stationary aperture). 
Again, this property of the 24-hour orbit altitude will allow measurements to be 
made over~a sufficiently long time to obtain statistically meaningful data as well as 
to monitor minute-by-minute changes in atmospheric conditions with a fixed line­
of-sight. Measurement from lower altitude vehicles would be complicated by their 
limited time-in-view of the ground station. 
9.3.5 Alternatives to Space Flight 
Our present knowledge of atmospheric effects on optical propagation has been 
largely drawn from horizontal observations and from measurements made with 
starlight and satellite-borne retroreflectors. The application of such conventional 
techniques to the OTAES experiment objectives was reviewed to assure that an 
optical technology satellite is essential to these objectives. In addition, other po­
tential instrumentation platforms such as rockets, aircraft, and balloons were 
examined. The results of these evaluations are summarized in the following para­
graphs.
 
In principle, the amount of scintillation at a given optical frequency could be ob­
tained by measuring starlight through very narrow-band filters. Optical filters are 
not yet available which provide the narrow line width of a gas laser transmission. 
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o~--h ~ hz R 
EACON h_ 
GIVEN: h < 10,000 FT. 
d)BETWEEN + 5 TO + 10 ARC SEC. 
SPECIFIED: e < 0.01 ARC SEC. 
THEREFORE, R = h-2000F (FOR STATUTE MILES p = 10 ARC SEC.) 
Figure 9.3.3.-]. Image Dancing. 
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However, even if they were, the received spectral intensity of starlight would be
 
orders of magnitude less than that of laser light. For example, the spectral irra­
diance outside the Earth's atmosphere of one of the brightest stars in the sky,
 
- 2 
Sirius A, has been computed(l) to be approximately 10 - 1 1 watts cm 1-1 at 0. 63 
micron. If it is assumed that a nonattenuating, filter with a bandwidth of 2A could 
be used, the irradiance would be reduced by a factor of 2 x 10 - 4 to 2 x 10-1 5 w/cm2 . 
Using a 10-milliwatt laser with a diffraction-limited beam from a one-meter aper­
ture at synchronous altitudes as a transmitter, the computed radiance is 1. 49 x 
10 - 9 watt/cm 2 , all of which would pass through a 2A filter. 
Under these conditions, the laser source is 106 times as bright as the star. Even 
with a much smaller transmitting aperture, the laser is still orders of magnitude 
greater than starlight. Measurements of scintillation made with the more intense 
laser light will be made more accurately because the "signal-to-noise" ratio will 
be better. The use of the more intense light will also permit measurements at 
much smaller apertures than would be possible with starlight. In addition, if stars 
were relied on for daytime measurements, then the measurements would be very 
restricted.
 
Measurements on starlight as well as ground-based measurements of laser light 
have shown the aforementioned dependency on the distance to the receiver, as well 
as i o the transmitter of the disturbing elements of the atmosphere. It seems, there­
fore, that the use of a satellite-borne retroreflector would introduce up-link effects 
that would be difficult, if not impossible, to separate from the down-link effects. 
For statistical purposes, within both the communication and atmospheric physics 
objectives, repeated long data intervals are desired over periods of months. Thus, 
free rockets, with their short payload dwell times, imply many launchings. 
Aircraft, although convenient to use, are not attractive instrumentation platforms 
for precision optical experiments. Since the turbulence region of interest extends 
above 10 kilos, high performance aircraft would be required; but coherent light ex­
periments cannot be performed from a high performance airplane. The turbulence 
local to such a lifting body would sheath the instrument aperture in a turbulent flow 
characterized by severe temperature discontinuities. These would tend to mask the 
effects to be measured. Furthermore, the high vibration environment aboard an 
aircraft poses laser stability problems. 
Upper air balloon tests offer the most benign airborne environment for propaga­
tion measurements and, for float altitudes below 25 kilos, are relatively inexpen­
sive. At this altitude, however, a significant percentage of the stratosphere is 
(1)Investigation of Optical Spectral Regions for Space Communications, ASD-TDR­
63-185 (AD 410 537) Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Ohio, p. 160. 
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still eliminated from the transmission path. Furthermore, balloons cannot satisfy 
the geometric requirements described in paragraph 9. 3. 3 and are restrained in 
operation to, essentially fair weather (launch conditions) and, for long float durations, 
to summertime testing. 
9. 3. 6 Summary of Space Test Justifications 
The need to perform certain of the OTAES optical propagation experiments in space 
rests with the need to perform them as a group. This is particularly true of the 
DirectDetection and 10-MHz Bandwidth tests. These experiments are included for 
correlation with the Heterodyne Detection experiment results. However, it is also 
true that, with one minor exception," they impose no additional spaceborne equip­
ment burden. The satellite heterodyne transmitters and receivers are used; only 
an uiicooled, narrowband infrared detector has been added. On the ground, the 
equipment required is no different than would be required to accomplish the same 
otjectives by, say, balloon testing. 
Thus, for certain of the experiments, space.testing is essential. Their experinent 
objectives could be achieved in no other way. For others, the justification for 
space performance lies with a correlate experiment. These more subtle factors 
are n6tbd later in the individual experiment descriptions. Table 9. 3. 6-i associ­
ates 'the critical need for space testing with the three Optical Propagation Experir 
ment group objectives. 
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TABLE 9.3.6-1 
NEED FOR SPACE TESTING - OPTICAL PROPAGATION GROUP 
Reason Total 
Experiment R Far Field ATmosphere Geometrical 
1, 	 Optical Heterodyne Detection Atmos. Phys. Communic. 
on Earth 
2. 	 Optical Heterodyne Detection Atmos. Phys. 
on the Spacecraft 
3. 	 Direct Detection on Earth Atmos. Phys. 
Communic. 
4. 	 Megahertz Optical Communic. 
Communication 
5. 	 Precision Tracking of a Atmos. Phys. Pointing 
Ground Beacon 
6. 	 Point Ahead and Space-to- Pointing 
Ground-to-Space Loop 
Closure
 
7. 	 Transfer Tracking from One Communic. Pointing 
Ground Station to Another 
8. 	 10-Micron Phase and Ampli- Atmos. Phys. Communic. Pointing 
tude Correlation 
9. 	 Pulse Distortion Measurements Atmos. Phys. Communic. 
Atmos. Phys. = Atmospheric Physics. 
Communic. = Communication 
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9.4 SPACEBORNE REQUIREMENTS 
During the development of the optical propagation experiments, certain factors de­
veloped that determined the requirements that must be established for spaceborne 
telescopes. Experiment design studies led to the selection of 0. 6328-micron and 
10. 6-micron downlinks and 0. 488-micron and 0. 6328-micron uplinks. In the fol­
lowing paragraphs, those conditions which prescribed the need for the selected 
apertures are discussed. 
9.4.1 Mirror Diameter and Pointing 
Certain of the laser experiments are predicated on phase coherencemeasurements. 
A diffraction-limited aperture, will preserve the spatial coherence of the source and 
conserve the transmitted energy. Size and mass are secondary, but important, 
considerations. Acceptance of the diffraction limit leads to the smallest possible 
aperture requirement with attendant easing of spacecraft packaging and of pointing 
actuator drive power problems; 
Taking the ratio of the well-known Friis transmission expressions for optical and 
microwave communication and equating prime power and bandwidth, gives: 
)toAto X2 Aro kT 
Em Atm X o 
which relates transmitter efficiencies, E ; aperture areas, A; wavelengths, X'; de­
tector quantum efficiency, q; noise temperature, T; frequeicy, v; and the familiar 
constants of Planck, h, and Boltzmann, k. The subscripts t, r, m, and o denote 
transmitter, receiver, microwave, and optical, respectively. 
In table 9.4. 1-1, the various terms of this relation are evaluated from the view 
point of microwave optimism (e. g., a 100-meter diameter, X-band receiving 
aperture on-the Earth; a 30-meter diameter X-band transmitter on the 
spacecraft; a 100 K receiver noise temperature; a 50 per cent, X-band trans­
mitter efficiency, etc. ). For the 0.6328 micron laser it is not reasonable to' 
expect future performance to exceed E < 0. 0045. -Thus, the noise, receiving 
aperture, and transmitter efficiency ratios (23.5 + 20.0 + 20.5 = 64.0 dB) are ii. 
herently advantageous to the microwave technology. Only the wavelength (93.5 dB) 
term favors the optical technique. For equivalence between the microwave and 
optical techniques, the ratio of transmitting apertures on the spacecraft must give 
no more than a 29. 5 dB advantage to the microwave technique. Thus, a favorable 
comparison of optical communication with microwave communication cannot be 
made with apertures less than one meter; and this choice results in a 0.14 arc 
second beamwidth, imposing a 0. 1 arc second pointing requirement. This 
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one-meter aperture gives adequate signal strength for the pulse distortion experi­
ment and permits the use of 2-cm apertures on Earth for the phase correlation ex­
periment. 
The helium-neon, single frequency laser, the one'meter diffraction-limited aper­
ture, and the 0. 1 arc second pointing system combined in a single Earth orbital 
test, will make a significant comparison of wideband planetary communication
 
capability at optical frequencies.
 
TABLE 9.4.1-1 
MARS MISSION COMMUNICATION COMPARISON PARAMETERS 
kT Aro Co Xm2 Ato 
hv/q Arm Em X02 Atm 
At 6328 0 A D=10 Meter
 
OPTICAL hV=312x10 - ' 9 Aro=78;5m2 0:0045 
 .2= 4 x 10 -13 D=I Meter 
Joules 
q = 0.05 2 2m 0.785m 
AT 100°K DKO0m 22 D=30 Meters 
-MICRO- kT=l.38xl 2 1  = 7 8 5 0 m  Arm 0.5 = A=706m
 
WAVE Joules 9x104I 2
 
dB: - 23.5 
-20 
-20.5 +93.5 
-29.5 
9.4.2 Auxiliary Apertures 
The 0. 6328-micron link offers reliability and can be used in a simulated planetary
mission context to generate system engineering data. However, the HeNe laser is 
not the ultimate device for operationai applications. Its efficiency appears limited 
to a maximum in the order of 0. 004, and there is iittle hope of increasing its maxi­
ium output power beyond 200 milliwatts. it was selected here for its advanced 
state of development, proven operation, and flexibility (e. g., its adaptability for
single frequency, super-mode, and mode-lodked operdtion)i There are other 
lasers which exhibit better operational potential. 
Furthermore, the atmospheric physics experiments would be better served by in­
cluding at least two transmitter wavelengths on the spacecraft. In fact, the phase
correlation experiment is predicated on the use of widely separated wavelengths 
to establish coherence scaling laws. Thus, a second transmitter frequency is not 
only desirable in all of the propagation experiments, it is essential in some. 
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The nitrogen carbon-dioxide (C0 2 -N 2 ) laser is a new form showing great promise 
because of its high power and efficiency and favorable wavelength for operation in 
the atmosphere. Significant advances in detection an modulation devices will be 
required before this laser can be applied in operational wideband systems. How­
ever, its threshold of oscillation is-about one tenth that of argon lasers -of com­
parable power. 
The laser will not be massive since a solenoid is not.required, but additional space 
may be needed to carry reservoirs of the N2 and C02 gases. For the proposed 
optical heterodyne detection experiment at a long optical wavelength, the transmit­
ter is aboard the spacecraft and the receiver is at the ground station, where it is 
practical to use cryogenically cooled detectors for'wide bandwidth performance. 
Because of the longer wavelength, the tuning and alignment problems are less 
severe than for-the helium-neon local oscillator. However, the output will have to 
be maintained at specified frequency in a single TEM0 0 mode. 
Such a wide separation in frequency (0. 488 micron to 10. 6 microns) imposes very 
stringent requirements on the laser telescope design. Conventional materials which 
transmit at one of the wavelength extremes are opaque at the opposite extreme. 
Three -avenues of solution are evident: (a) develop a new refracting material, 
(b) restrict the laser telescope to an all-reflecting configuration, or (c) use a
 
separate telescope for the 10. 6-micron transmitter. The latter solution is the
 
simplest and the lowest-risk alternative.
 
To compare a 10. 6-micron link with a 0. 6328-micron link, consider the transmis­
sion equations once again. Equating signal-to-noise ratio, prime power, receiving 
iperture;(tand 2bandwidth: 
_) = q2 2) X1I 
Dt2  q(tK32) 
J6mpariso' of 0'. 6328-micrbn and 10. 6-micron links on a detector quantum effi­
;iency basis is not rigdrous." In the'visible region, photoemissive detectors -apply. 
Phese are customarily compared on a quantum efficiency basis. Infrared detectors 
ire photoconductive, hende'should be coinIared on a detectivity basis. However, 
or-a gross comparison, the equfValent infrared detector quantum efficiency can be 
postulated "asapproximately twice that of visible light detectors. Thus, an order 
of magnitude comparison of the spacecraft 'transmittii aperture requirement canI 
be made as: 
-:
 
< - 1 -i2- 0.067. 
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=since at X2 0. 6328 micron, E2 < 0.0008; and at X1 = 10.6 microns, cI> 0.1. It 
follows that a 10. 6-micron link with a 0.3-meter aperture should give equivalent, 
or slightly superior, received signal characteristics. 
For a 0. 3-meter aperture, 10. 6-micron transmitter, the diffraction-limited half 
power beamwidth is 7 arc seconds, allowing an absolute alignment error of :3 are 
seconds. Using the 3 a probability criterion for circular errors, this translates 
=into an error budget of oe 1 arc second. Such a tolerance is large enough to con­
sider slaving the 0. 3-meter telescope to the 1. 0-meter telescope, thereby elim­
inating the need for a second precision tracking system in the smaller telescope. 
Preliminary structural analysis of a strap-together 1. 0-meter/0. 3-meter telescope 
configuration indicates that angular deflections will be less than I arc second for 
typical spacecraft attitude disturbances. It follows that, if 0. 1 arc second error 
tolerances are assigned to boresight parallelism, the 1. 0-meter telescope tracking 
error, and the 0.3-meter telescope point-ahead device, respectively, adequate 
pointing accuracy can be assured for the slaved, strap-together telescope. 
Narrow bandwidth detectors at 10. 6 microns do not need cryogenic cooling for sat­
isfactory performance and can be used in a spaceborne receiver. The spaceborne 
receiver at 10. 6 microns will be used to measure the low frequency (< 1000 Hz) 
scintillation of the atmosphere on the uplink. Polarization modulation of the trans­
mitter beam provides an outgoing beam of constant intensity. Isolation between 
receiver and transmitter is not critical because the constant intensity transmitter 
beam will only appear as a bias in the receiver if cross talk appears. Therefore, 
the transmitter and receiver may be operated simultaneously. 
9.4.3 Separately Gimbaled Apertures 
It is desirable, from the viewpoint of atmospheric physics experiment design, to 
provide another Earth-to-space propagation link at one of the shorter wavelengths. 
This strategem serves to correlate observed effects and, in some instances, to 
isolate test variables. Thus far, the logic for including a 0.488-micron uplink and 
a 0. 6328-micron downlink has been developed. The needed coincidence of uplink 
and downlink frequency can be obtained by adding a reverse direction link at one of 
these frequencies. The simplest solution might be to use a corner reflector-but 
this approach violates the desire to correlate observed effects. 
To add a 0. 488-micron downlink imposes the same threshold power penalty which 
was avoided in the initial choice of spaceborne transmitter. A 0. 6328-micron up­
link would use proven components, many of them previously tested in space, making 
the 0. 6328-micron uplink a desirable choice. 
However, to incorporate both transmitter and receiver of the same frequency for 
simultaneous operation in the same telescope would result in obvious isolation 
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problems. If such problems are solvable, the solution would surely add complexity 
with attendant reliability implications and would probably degrade experiments (such 
as Phase Correlation) to which signal power is critical. Installation in a different 
telescope is clearly indicated. 
A ground-based helium-neon transmitter need not be constrained ii 'size, power 
consumption, 'dnd 6nvirodmental qualification as a spaceborhe transmitter. Exist­
ing desigiis now operate with 100-milliwatt output power - in .contrast with the 10­
milliwatt output contemplated for the 1-meter aperture, helium-neon spaceborne 
transmitter (i. e.,, P 2/P 1I = 10). Once again returning to the transmission equation, 
recall that 
2 jPDtl (Pr2) 
'For the 66lierent light experlimen ts, the samie diameter limitations apply to an 
Earth-based transmitting aperture as to an Earth-based receiving iperture: 
Dt"-=D'. Then, 
Dt 1
 
'D 2 - 0.'3 meter
r2 Ff 
Again, a 0.3-meter auxiliary telescope aperture Would be adequate.' But, in this 
case, the reasons previously given for optically dissociating the 0. 6328.-micron and 
10. 6-micron eiergy processing still hold. Combination in the 0:3-meter, 10. 6-, 
mioron telescope is undesirable. Furthermore, the corresponding diffraction- , 
limited 1be'afiwidth ' is less than half of an arc s&6ond-an order of magnitude smaller 
error budget for a 0.3-meter, 0. 6328-micron strap-on cbnfiguration than for the 10. 6­
micron, 0. 3-'meter terescope. It follows that the 0:3-meter, 0. 6328-micron re­
ceiving telescope should contain a separate fine tracking device. 
There are secondary bonuses to a separately gimbdled, 0. 3-meter telescope. Ihi 
transferring tracking from one ground station to another, a separation of at least 
30' arc-seconds is contemplated. If handled within the 1.0-meter tel6scope, the 
tracking transfei experimeht would impose additional field-of-view and defocusing' 
'requirements. These requirements are relaxed when two separately gimbaled 
telescopes are used. 
Finally," there can be space behind the separately gimbaled 0. 3-meter telescope to 
install a back-up 6. 6328-micron laser transmitter. 'This back-up laser is redundant. 
It will not be operated under normal experiment conditions. It is included to assure 
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qualified success in the event of a debilitating or catastrophic failure of key elementshoused in the 1. 0-meter telescope well. Each of the space-to-Earth propagation
experiments can be conducted with the back-up laser transmitter on the 0. 3-meter 
telescope-compromised by reduction in signal strength and pointing accuracy as 
compared to the 1. 0-meter telescope. 
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9.5 LASER TELESCOPE DESCRIPTIONS
 
9.5.1 One Meter Telescope
 
The one meter telescope system is an optical frequency transmitter­
receiver with tracking capability, operating through a common Cassegrainian­
telescope which serves as a highly directional collector and collimator of
 
light energy. 0The transmitter and principal receiver operate at.a wave­
length of 6328A. and the tracking subsystems and the auxiliary receiver
 
operate at 4880A. The telescope system contains provisions for modulating
 
the transmitter carrier, detecting the modulation on the receiver carrier,
 
centering its beam on the ground station, compensating for transit time
 
differences and making certain alignment adjustments. (See block diagram in
 
figure 9.5.1-1.)
 
Rigidly mounted to the one meter telescope is a 0.3 meter transmitter tele­
scope which will be described in subsection 9.5.2. These telescopes are
 
illustrated in figure 9.5.1-2.
 
9.5.1.1 Transmitter
 
The transmitter of the one meter telescope is illustrated in figures 9.5.1-3
 
and 9.5.1-4a. It consists of a transmitting laser package, a complex of pro­
cessing optics and the Cassegrainian telescope. The laser package is an
 
integrated unit including two helium-neon laser tubes with associated
 
cavities and controls, electro-optical modulator and optical switch for
 
laser selection. The energy emerging from the laser package is plane po­
larized, amplitude modulated and in a beam 1.5 mm in diameter and diverging
 
at an angle of one milliradian.
 
On emerging from the laser package the beam is passed through a beam expand­
ing telescope which serves four functions: (l)it matches the laser output
 
beam to the aperture of the succeeding processing optics and eventually the
 
input aperture of the telescope; (2) it collimates the output for diffract­
ion limited performance; and (3) it provides a means for calibrated decolli­
mation for controlling beam spread. The fourth function is to redistribute
 
the energy to provide a more efficient match between the Gaussian laser
 
output and the centrally obscured Cassegrainian telescope. This is dis­
cussed in further detail in subsection 9.5.1.1.1.
 
Following the beam spread control telescope is a quarter wave plate to
 
convert the plane polarized laser output to circularly polarized light. A
 
polarization compensator then corrects for the polarizing effect of the
 
optical elements in the system by introducing a calculated polarization
 
bias into the light beam. The compensator is installed and checked out
 
during assembly. A variable density filter in the transmitter light path
 
is used to attenuate the beam by a calibrated amount to simulate the deep
 
space conditions. A filter wheel containing a suitable selection of filters
 
is provided for this function. Additional attenuation is available through
 
the beam spread control.
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Following the filter wheel is the point ahead diasporameter which intro­
duces a calibrated angular separation between the received and transmitted
 
beams. This is to compensate for the relative velocity difference between
 
the ground station and space station. A general discussion of diasp6ra­
meters can be found in subsection 9.5.1.1.2.1. In the Tinal report of
 
OTAES Part I (1) it was stated that the point-ah&ad diasporameter could
 
generate vignetting of the transmitted beam up to a maximum of 25%.
 
Refinements of design, chiefly -in enlarging the aperture of the beam at the
 
diasporameter with an accompanying decrease in magnification of the antenna
 
telescope, and the shortening of the optical path through the fine beam
 
deflector, have reduced the vignetting to a maximum of about 7%. It is
 
felt that this amount of vignetting is acceptable and no positive steps
 
need be taken to reduce it further.
 
The diasporameter wedges must be driven -in counterrotation to provide the
 
deflection for point ahead, and in unison to provide orientation. This can
 
be accomplished with two motors, a differential and two rotation sensors.
 
The sensor for deflection angle should be a resolver or a similar sinusoidal
 
transducer and the sensor for the azimuth angle should be linear with angle.
 
An alternate method for point-ahead generation is the use of four wedges
 
arranged in two pairs with orthogonal axes, the two members of each pair
 
being driven in counterrotation. This has the advantage of isolation of
 
two axes and elimination of the differential from the drive. At'the same
 
time it is burdened by the requirement of added optical surfaces and ad­
ditional length of optical path, involving an increase in volume. Either
 
technique could serve the required function and a trade-off analysis is
 
indicated before a choice can be made.
 
After the point ahead diasporemeter, which is required to deflect the trans­
mitted beam only, and before the fine beam deflection device which operates
 
on both the transmitted and received beam0 is a dichroic beam splitter which
 
passes the 6328A energy and reflects 4880A energy. Its function is to
 
separate out the received 4880A energy and direct it toward the direct
 
detection receiver and tracker while not materially diminishing the trans­
mitted energy. Less than one percent of transmitter energy is reflected
 
and utilized for monitoring and boresight adjustment as described in a
 
later paragraph.
 
Between the last two mentioned elements, namely the point ahead diaspora­
meter and the dichroic beam splitter there is space for an optical switch
 
or flip mirror "B" which is out of the circuit when the transmitter is in
 
operation. It is switched.into position when the heterodyne detection
 
receiver is in use,imaking it impossible to use the heterodyne receiver
 
and transmitter simultaneously in this instrument. The last element of
 
(1) (OATES Part i section 8.2.1.2.2)
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processing optics in the transmitter chain is the fine-beam deflector.
 
Advances in technology (1) since the final report of OTAES Part I have
 
permitted the inclusion of a much improved concept of fine beam deflec
 
tor in the current telescope design. This is described in'subsection
 
9.5.1.1.3.2. Because of its wider aperture and the larger amplitude
 
of motion of the individual mirrors this deflector has significant
 
improvement over the one previously described. (See subsection 9.5.1.1.3.1.)
 
Since it uses only two reflecting surfaces instead of a minimum of 16, 
it needs no aperture transfer optics, and its geometry reduces vignet­
ting to an acceptable level. What is sacrificed in order to gain 
these advantages is the kilohertz frequency-response. This, however, is 
no serious disadvantage as the 0.1 kilohertz response remaining is 
adequate for the current application. 
The antenna function of the transmitter is accomplished by a 38 power
 
telescope consisting of a Cassegrainian objective of 0.965 meter aperture
 
and 6.705 meter effective focal length, and a Galilean ocular of -176 mm
 
focal length and a clear aperture of 30 mm. The eyepiece is achromatized
 
for the two wave-lengths of interest, namely 6328A and 4880, and corrected
 
for reasonable image quality over a field of ± one minute. The objective
 
consists of a primary mirror with a focal length of 2.235 meters and an
 
aperture of 0.965 meter. The secondary is separated from the primaryby
 
1.524 meters and has an aperture of 0.318 meter and a focal length of
 
-1.067 meter. With the extremely small field of view requirements these
 
can be a classical Cassegrain, with a paraboloidal primary and a hyper­
boloidal secondary. The principal telescope has two functions: it matches
 
the 25.4 mm pupil of the transmitted beam at the fine beam deflector to a
 
one meter pupil for transmission to earth in a highly directional beam; at
 
the same time it collects the received energy from earth and collimates it
 
into a one inch pencil for transmission to the receiver.
 
The transmitter energy which is reflected by the dichroic mirror, amounting
 
to less than one percent of the total, is directed towards a beamsplitter
 
where it is divided between the transmission monitor and the boresight
 
shutter and mirror.. The transmission monitor is a photomultiplier which
 
detects the transmitter energy received and continuously checks the trans­
mitter output level and modulation. The remaining energy is used for the
 
transmitter boresight adjustment which is described in subsection 9.5.1.4.2.
 
9.5.1.1.1 Effect of Central Obscuration on Transmitter Beam
 
The combination of a laser transmitter and a collimating telescope of
 
Cassegrainian configuration has an inconsistency which can cause a serious
 
loss in efficiency. This is due to the fact that the aperture of the
 
Cassegrainian telescope has a central obscuration through which nothing
 
(1) Investigation of Electro Optical Techniques for Control of The 
Direction of a Laser Beam, Contract NAS 8-11459 ' May 12, 1967 AT&E 
Bayside, New York. 
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can be transmitted, while the output of the laser is Gaussian in distribu­
tion, which makes the central part of the beam carry the densest concentra­
tion of energy. Therefore, the richest part of the beam is blocked by the
 
central obscuration.
 
There are several approaches to the solution of this problem which will be
 
discussed in order. They include refractive optics, Herschelian telescope,
 
refractive compensation and reflective redistribution of energy.
 
9.5.1.1.1.1 Refractive Optics
 
The first and most obvious method of correcting the inconsistency is to
 
eliminate the central obscuration. One way in which this can be accomplish­
ed is by the use of refractive optics. Wqhile this is quite feasible for
 
small optics, the likelihood of success decreases rapidly as the aperture

increases. In fact, the optical design described in this report uses re­
fractive optics for all elements whose apertures are less than one inch
 
however, the use of refractive elements for the main objectives of the
 
telescopes is out of the question for several reasons including the weight
 
penalty of such a large piece of optical glass, the difficulty and expense
 
of manufacturing such a large lens and the difficulty of supporting it
 
adequately to survive the launchenvironment. Any lingering suspicion that
 
this is a practical solution should be dispelled by the fact that the
 
largest refractive astronomical telescope in the world has an objective no
 
larger than the one required for the 1.0 meter telescope.
 
9.5.1.1.1.2 Herschelian Telescope
 
There is a type of reflecting telescope which also avoids the central ob­
scuration. This is the Herschelian telescope, shown in figure 9.5.1-5a whose
 
objective is a portion of an off-axis paraboloid and whose secondary mirror
 
is outside of the field of the primary. This configuration not only elim­
inates the central obscuration but it also eliminates the diffraction
 
effects of the support structure for the secondary. The disadvantages of
 
the Herschelian telescope are three:
 
a. 	It is non-symmetrical, thus eliminating any balancing of aber­
rations that'can be derived from a symmetrical telescope. ,
 
b. 	The extreme rays are twice as far off-axis in a Herschelian
 
telescope as in a Cassegrainian; and, in the case of the 1.0
 
meter telescope approach'a focal-ratio of 1.16'rather than
 
2.32, thus making correction to a diffraction limit more
 
difficult.
 
c. 	The manufacture of an off-axis mirror frequently requires finish­
ing one twice the required size, cutting out the part desired
 
and discarding the remainder. aking a two meter mitror is many
 
times more difficult than making a one meter mirror.
 
Therefore, the Herschelian telescope is not recommended as the answer.
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Vol. 45, p. 398 
Figure 9.5-1-5 Central Obscuration Correction 
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9.5.1.1.1.3 Refractive Compensation
 
9.5.1.1.1.3.1 Aspherics
 
Another approach is to redistribute the energy in the laser 'outputbeam to

change the Gaussian distribution of the output to uniform distribution, or
 
even to over-compensate and put the bulk of the energy into an annular
 
zone where it will be free of central obscuration. Two media present them­
selves whereby this might be accomplished within the pupil matching tele­
scope at the modulator output. One mechanism is the use of aspheric sur­faces on the telescope lenses designed to deviate the central rays more
 
sharply at the center of the field than at the edge. 
A corresponding

aspheric in the recollimating lens is required to maintain a collimated­
beam.
 
9.5.1.1.1.3.2' Elements with Coma
 
A method not using aspherics is also available. Coma is an aberration

which is characterized by differential magnification as a function of dis­
placement from axis. 
 If the lens has higher magnification in the outer
 
zones, the coma is said to be positive; if the magnification is greater in

the center, the coma is negative. Using the above definitions, consider
 
the short focal length lens to possess negative coma, and the long focal
 
length lens to possess positive coma; some of the energy should be redis­tributed out of the central zone and into the outer zones, producing effects

similar to those described for the aspheric lenses. 
To determine the
 
actual effectiveness of these schemes, a ray trace program must be con­
ducted.
 
9.5-1.1.1.3.3 
 Double Cone Inverter
 
A different and promising means of refractive correction is the addition
 
of a separate element placed in collimated space between the beam spread

control telescope and the point-ahead diasporameter. This element effec­
tively turns the beam inside out. 
 If the input beam is expanded to a
diameter 50% greater than optimum without this device and then inverted,

the centrally obscured portion of the exit beam would contain energy to
have been rejected in any case, and the energy which would have been sacri­ficed to the central obscuration'is shifted to an outer zone and preserved.
 
The element which performs this function is a-proprietary device for which
 patent protection is being considered. It consists of a double ended
 
right circular cone (a number of alternate configurations are feasible),

which is made coaxial with the beam. Figure 9.5.1-6 illustrates the geometry

of the device and its effect on the energy distribution. The incident
 
rays on striking the entrance surface of the cone are refracted toward the
 
optical axis. 
After they cross the axis by the appropriate amount they

are refracted by the exit face. 
Because of the symmetry of the device,

the two faces as seen by any ray are parallel to each other so that the

emerging ray is parallel to the entering ray but displaced by the desired
 
amount. By manipulating the cone angle and the length of the double cone
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Figure 9.5.1-6. Principle of Double Cone Inverter 
a,wide range of odtput4patteris can be achievea. m±ve cone angie ana over­
all length are-balanced for the best compromise of size and polarization

effects. Antireflection coatifngs r6ducf reflection and resulting polari­
zation, and residual polarization is handled by the polarization compensa­
tor.
 
9.5.1.1.1.3.4 Reflective Redistribution of Energy
 
A mechanism has been described (1) whose funcion is "t% create or elimi­
nate holes in the pupil of a beam of light". It c.onsists of a conical
 
mirror and an ogival mirror. See figure9.5.15b. When used to create the
 
hole as in the present requirement, the incoming light strikes the conical
 
mirror and is diverged in a'hollow cone. The light is recollected and
 
reimaged or recollimated in a beam of annular cross section. 
.While the­
device illustrated-6hows finite conjugates, the text of the reference in­
dicates that it can also be corrected for collimated light., Such a-device
 
has been constructed and used, but as in the prior case, further investiga­
tion in the form of a ray trace analysis is recommended.
 
In summary, although a laser and a Cassegrainian telescope make poor com­
panions, it may be possible to reduce and, perhaps, even eliminate the in­
compatibility so that they can perform quite efficiently when used to­
gether.
 
9.5.1.1.2 Point-Ahead Deflector'
 
Several mechanisms have'been studied as the pteferable 'way of achieving the
 
point-ahead correction for transit time to the ground station. 
 Since the
 
magnitude of deflection required for point-ahead is comparable with that
 
of the fine team deflecti6n, the use of the same .type of mechanism for both
 
deflections !as 5onsidered. However,-the bandwidth requirements are vastly

different and it became evident that the sophisticated approach required to
 
get the high speed of response in the fine beam deflector is entirely un­
necessary in the point-ahead functiqn. For the comparatively static.cor­
rection required and the low speed of response the diasporameter is ade­
quate, and its efficiency, stability and reliability highly recommend its 
use -for-poiht-ahead- ddfieLtion' 
­
9.5.1.1.2.1 Diasporameter
 
A diasporameter consists of a pair of optical wedges,, each effecting,'a

small angular deviation on an incident light ray. As generally applied,

the deviation is the same in each wedge, although there are specific cases
 
where they may not be equal. In this discussion, only matched pairs are
 
considered.
 
(1) (Ref. Seymour Rosin - JOSA Volume 45 P398, "Mirror Condenser for
 
Spectrographs")
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An optical wedge, as shown in figure 9.5.1-7 deflects an incident ray by
bending-it toward the normal on entering the wedge and away from the
 
normal on leaving the wedge. For small angles:
 
P = a(n-1)
 
where:
 
P is the angular deviation
 
a is the apex angle of the wedge
 
n is the refractive index of the wedge material
 
The deviation can be resolved into components as folluws:
 
fFigure 9.5-7b)-

Px = pcosG 
3y = psin 
where
 
Px and Py are the x and y components of P
 
8 is the angle between the thick end of the wedge and the positive
 
x-axis
 
When the .wedges are used in a diasporameter, the effect of both wedges is
 
summed. 
If 0 is the same in both wedges, as shown in figure 9.5.1-7c,
 
P-x = P cosQ + P cosf8 =2 P cose
 
Py =P sing +Psine =2 PsinO
 
lence, the net effect of two wedges with the same orientation is double
 
bhe effect of a single wedge.
 
Next consider the effect when the angles are separated by 1800.
 
x P cose + P cos (1800 +& ) = 0
 
Py =Psin+P sin (1800 + &) =o
 
Hence the effect is a net cancellation.
 
The third case of special interest is the situation where the angles are
 
equal but opposite. See figure 9.5.1-7d.
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= P
P x cos 9 +Pcos(-o ) =2Pcos 9 
Py = P sin e +Psin (-Q) =0 
Hence the x components are additive, the deviation bears a cosine relation
 
to the wedge rotation, and the y components cancel.
 
From the foregoing, it can be concluded that any displacement between
 
zero and 26 can be achieved by counter-rotating the wedges by a specific
 
amount between 00 and 900, and that the orientation of the displacement
 
angle can be adjusted by moving the two wedges in unison.
 
9.5.1.1.-3 Fine Beam Deflectors
 
The choice of a beam deflector for an optical tracking system depends upon

the requirements set for resolution, speed of response, optical attenuation
 
and the optical configuration of the rest of the system. If it is to be
 
launched the unit must also be rugged, and weight and power consumption
 
become important considerations. Those beam steering devices which will
 
be discussed herein will be limited to three reflection type devices, the
 
shear-plate mirror) the bender-mode mirror, and the mirror galvanometer.
 
Each of these is basically a transducer driven mirror. Other beam steer­
ing techniques are not being considered since they fail to meet the res­
olution requirement of ±300 spot diameters.
 
9.5.1.1.3.1 Shear Plate Deflector
 
Wideband reflection scanning may be achieved by using mirrors attached to
 
piezoelectric'shear transducers, as shown in figure 9.5.1-8. These trans­
ducers develop a shear strain in response to an electric field applied

perpendicular to their poling direction. The induced shearing action
 
causes the mirrors to tilt through an angle proportional to the applied
 
field. Multiple mirror structures are employed to increase the scan angle,
 
and hence the resolution of the device. With presently available piezo­
electric materials, peak-to-peak angular mirror motions of 0.050 are
 
possible. The relative sizes of the mechanical components govern the oper­
ating bandwidth by determining the mechanical resonance frequency of the
 
mirror-driver combination. Units with half inch mirrors have been made to
 
operate over a bandwidth of dc to 17 kHz; however, 18 mirrors are needed
 
to obtain 400 spot resolution and optical attenuation becomes excessive.
 
This same problem is present in designs for lower frequency, higher resolu­
tion operation due to the large number of reflections needed.
 
9.5.1.1.3.2 Bending Deflector
 
There is another type of piezoelectric transducer which can be designed to
 
give much larger angular deflections, but which is more compliant than the
 
shear transducer. This element is the piezoelectric bender and is illus­
trated in figure 9.5.1-9a. The bender construction and action is similar to
 
that of a bimetallic thermometer. Two piezoelectric expanders are bonded
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together and energized so that one expands as the other contracts. This
 
causes the entire unit to benfd. If the bender is mounted as a cantilever
 
beam with a mirror on the free end, the tilting of this end may be used "to
 
steer a-light,'beam. -Since the deflection ahd compliance of the bender are'
 
both proportional to its" length,, large- scan angles in a single element are
 
achieved,only-at the expense of bandwidth. 'Because of this) and the fact
 
that the maximum deflection -is not inherently-limited, the bender seems
 
more suited than the shear transducer to'low fr&quency scanning up to a few
 
hundred hertz.
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TRANSDUCER
 
(arrow indicates poling 'direction) 
Figure 9.5.1-8 	 Shear Plate Mirror Deflector Useb Shear-Mode 
Transducers To Tilt The Mirrors 
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Recent advances in the technology of beam benders have developed this con­
cept into the probable selection for the beam deviation function in the
 
laser telescopes., The rudimentary unit shown in figure 9.5.1-9a has been
 
improved, as shown in figure 9.5.1-9b, by making the mirror parallel to.the
 
rest position of the crystals. This brings the center of gravity closer to
 
the center of rotation thus improving the resonance characteristics of the
 
unit. The mirrors are large enough, 1.5 by 2.0 inches, to permit a one­
inch diameter beam to be operated upon, and the maximum beam deflection
 
amplitude of ±50 minutes permits the use of a 38 power antenna telescope
 
with a resulting deviation capability of ±1.3 minutes in external space.
 
This exceeds the required deviation by a factor of 4, thus permitting the
 
use of relatively small excitation voltages on the crystals, on the order
 
of 200 volts. Furthermore a single pair of deviators, one for each co­
ordinate, is adequate for the telescope. 'The arrangement is shown in figure
 
9.5.1-9c.For further details the reader is referred to a report on the
 
development of the device.(1)
 
9.5.1.1.3.3 Mirror-Coil Assembly
 
The mechanism of the traditional optical galvanometer consists of a mirror
 
attached to a coil which is suspended in a steady magnetic field. Passing
 
a current through the coil causes the mirror-coil assembly to twist on the
 
suspension. The magnitude of the current governs the twist angle while the
 
suspension provides the restoring force. Systems of this type may be con­
structed to give 400 spots resolution at a few kHz from a single mirror.
 
Because of the need for a magnet to provide the de field the weight of a
 
one-dimensional scanner may reach 10 lbs. or more and require many times
 
the volume of the previous devices. These factors will most likely limit
 
its usefulness for spaceborn applications.
 
9.5.1.2 Receivers
 
The 1.0 meter telescope has two receivers; one is a 6328 heterodyne re­
ceiver which can be operated at any time when the transmitter is not in
 
operation, and the other is a 4880A direct detection receiver which can be
 
(1) Investigation of Electro-Optical Techniques for controlling the
 
Direction of a Laser Beam, Interim Report, Contract NAS 8-11459, Gen. Te
 
& Electronics Lab., Inc., Bayside, N. Y.
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used at any time that the ground station is operating at full power. Both. 
receivers as well as the tracker operate on-energy collected by the tele­
scope and collimated into a 25.4 mm beam by the Galilean ocular (see figure 
9.5.1-10 and 9.5.1-4b). The line of sight is then stabilized by.the fine bea 
deflector and separated by the dichroic beam splitter. The signal for the
 
direct detection receiver and the tracker are directed away from the tele­
scope axis and toward the tracker. This line of sight will be resumed in
 
the discussion of the direct detection receiver.,
 
9.5.1.2.1 Heterodyne Receiver
 
The 6328k light for the heterodyne receiver'passes through the dichroic
 
mirror to the flip mirror optical switch. When this switch is in the
 
receiver position the heterodyne receiver beamis reflected out of the trans­
mitter line of sight toward the heterodyne receiver subassembly. Between
 
the dichroic beam splitter and the heteodyne receiver subassembly is an
 
aperture matching telescope which serves to narrow down the one inch beam
 
produced by the antenna telescope to a.two milltmeter. diameter suitable for
 
the receiver subassembly.
 
The heterodyne receiver subassembly contains the local oscillator, four
 
detectors and the appropriate processing optics for the signal and local
 
oscillator beams and their combination. The signal beam, after being nar­
rowed down by the aperture matching telescope mentioned above is passed
 
through a narrow band interference filter centered at 6328A for the purpose
 
of reducing background noise from other parts of the spectrum. A polariza­
tion'compensator then removes the polarization bias that may have been in­
troduced by the preceding optical elements. This element returns the beam
 
to its original circularly polarized state. A quarter-wave plate then
 
transforms the circularly polarized input light to plane polarized light.
 
The polarization analyzer, a Wollaston prism, separates the beam into two
 
polarization components, which- with the aid of an auxiliary mirror are
 
made mutually perpendicular. Each ray is directed toward a beam splitter
 
which divides the energy equally between two multiplier phototubes. Thus
 
the signal energy is divided among four photomultipliers through the in­
strum-entality of the polarization analyzer and.the two beam splitters.
 
Concurrently the same four tubes are illuminated by the local oscillator
 
through its own processing optics consisting of an aperture matching tele­
scope, two beam splittersy a shutter and a half wave plate in additioh to
 
the two beam splitters associated with the photomultipliers. The local
 
oscillator is a single frequency helium-neon laser with automatic frequency
 
control, producing a beam of 1 mm cross-section, 2 milliradidn divergence
 
and 0.1 milliwatt power output. The aperture matching telescope expands
 
the beam from 1 to 2 millimeters to provide the required match for the
 
detectors. The near beam splitter taps off the energy not required for the
 
heterodyne receiver and shunts it into another line of sight where it is
 
used for a tracker balance calibration which is discussed later. The
 
shutter labeled Shutter "A"-is closed when it is desired to operate the
 
heterodyne receiver as a direct detection receiyer and during the prelimi­
nary equipment checkout. This shutter, as are the other two shutters used
 
in this telescope, is a simple electromechanically actuated device.
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The beam splitter between shutter "A" and the half-wave plate divides the
 
beam into two equal parts, one for each pair of detectors. The local
 
oscillator laser is oriented so that the polarization of the beam which
 
does not pass through the half-wave plate is parallel to the polarization
 
of the beam with which it mixes. Thus it is crossed relative to.the polari­
zation of beam incident on the other pair of detectors. To remedy this a
 
half-wave plate is introduced in the appropriate path. This-element pro­
duces a 90 degree plane change in the polarization of the beam with the
 
effect that it too is coplanar with the beam with which it mixes. Thus
 
each detector pair receives appropriately polarized light both from the
 
ground station signal and from the local oscillator. The phototubes detect
 
the temporal interference patterns between the mixing beams which emerges
 
as an intermediate frequency signal. These in turn are processed by the
 
necessary phase shifting and summing.circuits and amplified for recording
 
and display.
 
9.5.1.2.2 Direct Detection Receiver
 
The 4880A received signal intended for the beacon tracker is diverted from
 
the instrument optical axis and directed on a new line of sight toward the
 
tracker. ,An aperture matching telescope, identical to the one used for the
 
heterodyne receiver, narrows the 25.4 mm beam to 2 mm. At this point it
 
encounters an optical switch in the form of a flip beam splitter. Normally
 
this element is out of the circuit so the beacon signal passes unattenuated
 
to the tracker. Under specified conditions, when it is desired to demodu­
late the 4880A beam, the beam splitter is introduced. When in place it
 
diverts about 15 to20% of the beam toward the direct detection receiver.
 
This receiver consists of a narrow band interference filter centered at
 
4 8 80A, a polarization compensator, a quarter wave plate and a polarization
 
analyzer identical in function to those used in the heterodyne receiver
 
subassembly. Both beams emerging from the analyzer are intercepted by
 
multiplier phototubes where the signals are detected. The signals are then
 
amplified-and processed for display and recording.
 
9.5-1.3 Beacon Tracker
 
The last principal element of the 1.0 meter telescope is the beacon tracker
 
shown in block diagram form in figure 9.5.1-11. Its function is to detect
 
departures of the telescope axis from the ground station line of sight and
 
to correct the departures by appropriate adjustment of the fine beam de­
flector and the gimbals. See also figures 9.5.1-12 and 9.5.1-4c. The input
 
4880A signal is collected, as it is for the receivers, by the antenna tele­
scope, collimated by the Galilean ocular stabilized by the fine beam de­
flector, picked off-the main axis by the dichroic beam splitter, compressed
 
by the aperture matching telescope, and transmitted through with either 15%
 
attenuation by the flip beam splitter for the direct receiver if to be used
 
or by-passing it with no attenuation. At this point it passes through a
 
very narrow band (1A) interference filter centered at 4880A to reduce
 
background noise. It then passes through a dichroic beam combiner which
 
serves to introduce a test signal originating at the local oscillator into
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the tracker line of sight for tracker balance calibration. This will be
 
discussed shortly. For reasons to be indicated this element passes the
 
4880A energy with virtually no attenuation but acts as a beam splitter for
 
6328A. The light.is then brought to a focus by a telephoto lens subassembly.
 
The focal length of this lens in combination with the antenna telescope and
 
aperture matching telescope is calculated to provide a scale factor of 1
 
minute per inch. This comes to an effective focal length of 87.58 meters
 
for the entire tracker system and 181 millimeters for the telephoto lens
 
itself.
 
At or near the focus, at a preciseposition determined by an analysis of
 
the tracker loop, is placed the apex of a field splitting pyramid prism
 
reflector. This is the first element of the beacon tracker subassembly,
 
and it divides the image of the tracker field of view into four quadrants
 
precisely-aligned to the axes of both the fine beam deflector and the point
 
ahead diasporameter as well as the gimbal axes of the telescope. The light
 
from each quadrant is collected by an eyepiece lens and a multiplier photo­
tube is placed at each exit pupil. Processing electronics determine the
 
position of the tracker axis with respect to the ground station line of
 
sight and generate the required signal for the fine beam deflector to bring
 
the two into register. Excessive bias on the fine beam deflectors is
 
sensed and an appropriate correction signal is sent to the telescope gimbals.
 
9.5.1.4 Auxiliary Features
 
9.5.1.4.1 Tracker Balance Calibration
 
A beam spiitter'between the local oscillator aperture matching telescope,
 
and heterodyne receiver provides an additional optical path from the 'local
 
oscillator to the tracker. The light is reflected by a dichroic team
 
combiner (which.passes 4880A light) and is directed to the tracker. The
 
arrangement is shown briefly in figure 9.5.1-1 and 9.5.1-4 and in more detail
 
in figure 9.5.1-13. This path is used as a means of detecting and compensa­
ting for any drift that may occur in the tracker detectors. The: compensa­
tion is achieved by an automatic gain control action on the detector power
 
supplies. This feature is required by the D.C. mode of operation of the
 
detectors. The local oscillator energy which has been expanded by the
 
aperture matching telescope is divided by the beam splitter mentioned above.
 
The light not required for optimum performance of the heterodyne receivers
 
is deflected into a new line of sight where it has a signal impressed- on'it
 
by an electro optical modulator. A folding mirror then redirects the line
 
of sight and a neutral -filter reduces the intensity of the beam to a level
 
suitable for the tracker.' A shutter is dsed to isolate the local oscilla­
tor from the tracker when the balance calibration is not in use. This is
 
referred to as Shutter "B" (figure 9.5.1-4). The beam is then merged with th 
tracker beam at the dichroic beam combiner, is imaged by the telephoto lens,
 
split into quadrants by the-pyramid and detected by the photomultipliers.
 
A comparator amplifier, filtered to pass the modulator frequency determines
 
the adjustment in the power supplies to balance the detectors.
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9.5.1.4.2 Transmitter Boresight
 
The dichroic beam splitter behind the fine beam deflector, although passing
 
the great bulk of the transmitter power, nevertheless reflects a small nor­
tion (less than 1%). This energy is reclaimed to serve two useful functions,
 
namely transmitter boresight calibration and transmission monitoring. The
 
1% or less of the transmitter power is reflected as stated before, and is
 
divided into two beams by a beam splitter. The smaller amount is reflected
 
and caused to fall on amultiplier phototube which measures the power level
 
and modulation. Thc transmitted portion is directed through a normally' '
 
closed shutter to a retroreflecting mirror (see figure 9.5.1-14 for additional
 
details). When the boresight calibration is operative, the beam is caused
 
to return on itself by the retroreflector, then passes through the 'dichroic
 
beam splitter, is narrowed down by the aperture matching telescope, attenu­
ated by the 4880A filter and is passed through the dichroic beam combiner.
 
with some additional attenuation. It is now focused by the teleph6to lens­
and gplit by the pyramid apex, whence it is then detected by the photo­
multipliers. .Any departure from null in the tracker output signifies a
 
separation between the tracker and transmitter lines of sight. A corre­
sponding error signal is developed which is used to drive the point ahead
 
diasporameters until the tracker nulls. This null position is the calibra­
ted boresight correction and becomes the zero position from which any point
 
ahead offset is calculated.
 
9:5.2 0.3 Meter Strapped on Telescope
 
The 0:3'mete' strapped on telescope illustrated in figure 9.5.2-1 is an
 
infrared transmitter-receiver which has no tracking capability of its own,
 
but relies on the tracker in the 1.0 meter telescope. It is shown schemati­
cally in figure 9.5.2-2. The transmitter, as with the 1.0 meter-telescope,
 
contains a transmitting laser package, processing optics and the antenna
 
primary optics. The laser package includes a C02 laser tube with its
 
cavity and stabilization circuits. It generates one to two watts of output
 
power at 10.6 micron wavelength, in an output beam three millimeters in
 
cross section and with a divergence of 2 milliradians. This beam is then
 
expanded to 7.9 millimeters by an aperture matching telescope, transformed
 
from plane to circular polarization by a quarter-wave plate and corrected
 
for polarization bias by a polarization compensator.
 
A'point-ahead diasporameter which can be slaved to the 1.0 meter telescope
 
diasporameter or activated separately serves to provide the required trans­
mitter lead angle. An optical switch consisting of a mirror for the re­
ceive position and an almost clear beam splitter for the transmit position
 
permits the bulk of the transmitter power to pass through to the antenna
 
telescope. The small fraction that is reflected is focused on a detector
 
to monitor the transmitter power and modulation level. A neutral density
 
filter between the beam splitter and the monitor reduces the power to an
 
acceptable level for the monitor.
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The transmitted beam which passes through tie beam splitter is again ex­
panded by the antenna telescope from 7.9 millimeters to 300 millimeters.
 
The telescope that performs this function is a Cassegrainian consisting
 
of a parabolic primary mirror of 0.3 meter aperture and 0.762 meter
 
focal length, a hyperboloidal secondary mirror of 0.1 meter aperture and
 
-0.381 meter focal length separated from the primary by 0.508 meter, and
 
a Galilean ocular of -60.16 millimeters focal length and 12 millimeter
 
aperture. This provides an effective focal>length of 2.286 meters forO"
 
the CassegrainiLIObegive, and a magnificdtion of 38 power.,Thfdif­
fraction limited beam spread rfbthis,-te escope,as approximately 9 seconds
 
at 10.6 microns! ,To.operate.-the.-46.mttron rei ii2't e- ptibdl' M 
is moved so.,that the fully reflecting mirror section is in the line of
 
sight. This condition assures that the incoming energy from the 10.6
 
micron ground station transmitter, after being collected and collimated
 
into a 7.9 niillimeter beam by the antenna telescope is reflected toward
 
the receiver subassembly. The receiver ubassembly consists of an aperture
 
matching teescope to reduce the beam from 7.9nAillimeters to the 1 milli­
meter size of the thermistor bolometet detector. The detector itself is
 
placed at the exit pupil ,oftbetelesco. All refractie-lements used
 
in this telescope are selected for mirii absorption in,the 10?6 micron
 
region. Hygoscopic properts 0f matrial* used in thes&'emnts will 
be countered by suitable ,ds&Iccation means-in the telesc~p .,
 
9.5.3 0.3 Meter Separatelytimhaled Telescope&, . 
The 0.3 meter telescope is primaily a backup d v eanaqontains all the
 
essential features of the.0 meter telese op& The df'ferences include 
the omissionfof the second laser in the!tiansmitttr laser subassembly,
 
the omissioniof the direct detection 48bOeN etver and a fewchanges in
 
parameters dhe to the difference in aperture qfjthe antenna telescope.
 
All other features are identical, including-tie-tbacker balance calibration
 
and transmitter boresight function. A !iplified:block diagram is shown
 
in figure 9.$3-1. A more detailed bi 1Cdid&'a is found in figure 9.5.3-2
 
and a conceptual design drawing in figure 9.5.3-3. The antenna telescope 
has an aperture of 0.300 meters and an effective focal length of 2.286
 
meters. It is composed of a parabolic pri i2(%irror of 0.300 meters 
aperture andSO.762 meter focal length, and a .lyprboloidal secondary 
mirror of 0.00 meter aperture and -0.381met~r focal length, separated by 
a distance of 0.508 meter. A negative collimating lens (Galilean ocular) 
of -60.16 millimeter focal length and 12 millimeter aperture provides a 
magnification of 38 diameters. Because of this fnagnification the inter­
mediate beam diameter throughout this telescopeis 7.9 millimeters instead 
of the 25.4 millimeter diameter used in the 1:0 meter telescope. Accord­
ingly, the aperture matching telescopes for the tracker and receiver are 
both approximately 4 power instead of the 12,power of the 1.0 meter tele­
scope, and the transmitter aperture matching telescope shows a reduction 
from approximately 17 power to 5.5. No chdnge o Curs in the telescope's
local oscillator. One other difference isM§ rcker image plane scale 
factor. Instead of the 1 min. per inch specifiedfor the 1.0 meter tele­
scope it is desired to use a scale factor 6 3 miinutes per inch. This
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calls for an effective focal length of 29.21 meters instead of the 87.63
 
meters in the 1.0 meter telescope. But because the preliminary magnifi­
cation (in the antenna telescope and aperture matching telescope) is re­
duced from 482.6 to 150 diameters the focal length of the tracker tele­
photolens becomes 195 millimeters as compared to the 181 millimeter focal
 
length used in the 1.0 meter telescope.
 
9.5.4 Mirror Figure Tolerances
 
Because of the need to maintain the narrowest beam possible in the laser
 
transmitters the laser telescope mirrors must be diffraction limited. To
 
this end the tolerance must be within one quarter wavelength of a true
 
parabola at 6328A. The need for a diffraction limited beam is to provide
 
adequate power density in the beam at the ground station receivers. De­
partures from the diffraction limit cause an increase in the size of the
 
Airy disk in a receiving telescope, and by the same token, an increase in
 
the beam-spread as measured in the far field of a transmitting telescope.
 
Since the 'power is constant and the beam-spread is-a two axis phenomenon
 
the power density as seen by the ground station collectors is inversely
 
proportional to the square of the beam-spread or airy disk diameter. Only
 
in this fashion is the signal to noise ratio adequate for wide bandwidth'
 
communication.
 
For receiving purposes the mirror figure tolerance can be relaxed. At
 
the current writing it is anticipated that it will be beneficial to spread
 
the tracker image beyond the limits of the airy disk to reduce the trackink
 
gradient-and-thereby soften the response of the system and increase its
 
stability" The enlarging of the image spot will be-accomplished by de­
focusing.- The amount of image enlargement is to be determined on the
 
basis of a simulation of the loop. The heterodyne receiver also has a.
 
requirement that is less severe than the transmitter, the main restriction
 
being-thatthe ground station image be contained within the area on the
 
detector tubes that is illuminated by the local oscillator. The quality
 
of the collhctor optics is however determined by the most critical functioi
 
which is transmission and for this reason diffraction limited optics will
 
be utilized in the system.
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9.6 EXPERIMENTS 
9. 6. 1 Optical Heterodyne Detection on Earth 
The atmosphere has been studied for centuries from earth-bound observatories usin 
the noncoherent light from stars. R6ckets ahd satellites now permit measurements 
of the atmospherewith controlled light sources in Earth orbit. As a tool to advance 
our knowledge in these areas, the laser possesses two highly useful properties:'" 
spatial coherence and temporal coherence. A laser transmitter can emit an ex­
tremely narrow, intense beam of monochromatic light. Furthermore, since it 
operates at frequencies sensitive to atmospheric absorption and scattering and vari­
ations in the index of refraction, the laser is the most.promising instrument for ob­
taining a better understanding of the turbulent structure of the atmosphere. 
Howevet,' uncertaint ies'in the burrent s'tte of atmospheric physical theory (para­
graph 9.1.1) underline the need for einpirical verification. They are crudial'to 
arguments.which suggest severe limitations on coherent receptioi; e. g., .a diamete 
limitation to .collimation (utilityof correction to the diffraction limit), the presence 
of an aperture size-dependent modulation noise, a limit on the useful aperture size. 
itself, etc. .Space-to-earth experiment is particularly important since, evenwith 
the simplifying assumption of a plane wave incident on the turbulent medium, an 
uncertainty factor of two attaches to the coherence limit and the wavelength scaling 
exponent (X6/5) remains moot. 
To study the' physics of the atmosphere using a spaceborne light source is to itudy 
the 6haracter of the space-ground propagation path. The establishment of sucha 
path is tantamount to establishing an optical communication link. Indeed, propaga­
tion experiments are the first step toward establishing the efficacy of lasers in 
their most promising operational application: wideband communication. over extrem 
ly long distances. 'To achieve this goal, a foundation of spacebotne optical com­
munication engineering data must be obtained. The propagation experiments, 'singl3 
and as a group; are advanced as a means for studying the Earth's atmosphere, as a 
prerequisite to the.development of alternatives in the field of communication. 
Collectively, the space-to-ground communication experiments provide a comparison 
of the fundamental communication techniques: direct detection and heterodyne detec­
tion. The heterodyne experiment is formulated on a scale sufficient to allow com­
parison between laser and radio frequency communication. Within this experiment 
(figure 9. 6. 1-1), provision is made for combining various signal forms, coding, 
and modulation methods for test under atmospheric constraints. 
For the experiment, two laser wavelengths (0. 6328 micron and 10. 6 microns) will 
be transmitted from the spacecraft to an Optical Technology Test and Operations 
Station on Earth. Measurements will be made to determine: (a) phase and polari­
zation perturbations introduced by the transmission medium, and (b) the degradation 
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Our present knowledge of optical propagation through a turbu­
lent atmosphere is largely based upon stellar observations and
 
ground-based laser tests along essentially horizontal paths.
 
Yet, turbulence theory predicts that the scintillation and
SINGLE G transit time fluctuations of space-to-Earth laser light willFREQUENCY differ from those observed by starlight. Furthermore, a space­
borne laser offers the means to study spatial coherence, beamLASER steering, and depolarization. These effects have dual import 
tance. They offer a better understanding of our atmosphere,:.,

and they bound the utility of optical communication from deep
 
space. Measurements of heterodyne signal amplitude and phase,

and direct signal intensity fluctuations, will be conducted in

the visible (0.6328 It)and infrared (10.6 p) to obtain: (I) 
angle of arrival, phase and polarization fluctuations; (2) wave-
VIDEO dependence of receiver diameter; and (3) heterodyne mixingelength
VU L 
. efficiency. These measurements are to be made with a single
MODULATOR frequency transmitter in the spacecraft and a duplex heterodyne
receiver on Earth (capable of direct detection as well) and
 
have been scaled to allow comparison between the various forms
 
of laser and radio frequency comunication.
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Figure 9.6.1-]. Optical Heterodyne Detection on Earth. 
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of heterodyne signal strength and bandwidth capability. Statistical data must be 
gathered over periods of many hours and repeated for many days under a variety 
of meteorological conditions'. Signal distortion measurements must be made 
through the entire sensible atmosphere, and-results must be correlated with ob­
servable meteorological parameters. 
9. 6. 	1. 1 Justification 
The 'laser offers an opportunity for scientific measurement which cart lead to a better 
understanding of the turbulent strubture of the atmosphere.' The purpose of the opti­
ca'heterodyne experiments is to'provide good data to test the ranges of validity of 
the various turbulence theories. For example, a very interesting arid potentially 
important point is that all the. detailed theory applies to infinite plane-wave sources 
'(1,2,5-.17) and, .recently, to spherical wave sources (1, 18) (section 9. 1). These' 
are simple approximations to the Gaussian wavefronts'of lasers. Therefore, an 
important result will be the comparison of the experimental data on laser propaga­
tion with the theoretical predictions based on geometric optics for the plane-wave 
theory (1 , 2,4,5-8,12, 16) and on the Rytov approximation for'both plane and spherical 
wave theories. (1,5,6,12-18,20) This comparison will determine to what extent 
these simpler, but detailed, approximate theories Apply to the propagation.of'laser 
light. 
The 	only theoretical work done on laser sources (3, 19) i.e., sources with a colli­
niated :or possibly focused) Gaussian wavefront, uses the Rytov approximation (para­
graph 9. 1. 1). Although this work leves the phase-and Amplitude fluctuations in 
terms of difficult integrals, some e~ressions for amplitude fluctuations have been 
evaluated in the cases of focusing the laser beam at infinity (collimated beam) and 
at the 'receiver. "These re-ults should presumably be better descriptions of the ex­
perimental situation than are the plane and spherical vave approximations. The 
proposed experiments'will establish just how important the differences among these 
theories really ard. 
(1) 	 V. I. Tatarski, Wave Propagation in a Turbuleht Medium, McGraw Hill, N.Y., 
1961, ttanslated by R. A. Silverman. 
(2) H:'Hodara, Proc. IEEE, vol. 54, March 1966, p. 368.
 
(3), R. A. Schmeltzer, Quart. Appl. Math., vol. XXIV no. '4, 1967, p. 339.
 
(4) 	 R. R. Horning, T. J. Gilmartin, and W. E. Adams, Paper FA14 presented
 
at Spring Meeting, OSA, Columbus, Ohio, April 1967.
 
(5) 	 R. E. Hufhagel and N. R. Stanley, J. Opt. Soc: Am., Vol. 54, no. 1, 1964, 
p. 52. 
(6) J. 1. Davis, Applied Optics, vol. '5, no. 1, 1966, p. 139.
 
(7.) P. Beckmann, Radio Science, vol. 69D, no. 4,.1965, p. 629.
 
(8) 	 A. Consortini, L. Ronchi, Am. M. Scheggi, and G. Toraldo De Francis,
 
Alta Frequenza, vol. 178E, 1963, p. 790.
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It has frequently been stated that, to meet near future (1970-1980) interplanetary
communication requirements, it would be necessary to develop information capaci­
ties greater than 107 bits per second. (21) Because of its high radiant intensity,
laser communication system can achieve wide information bandwidths at great 
range. Since these ultimate advantages apply at extreme ranges, the potential of 
laser communication, and attendant developmental experiments, should be considered 
and evaluated in a planetary mission context. Clearly, it is desirable to conduct 
tests in Earth orbit which can be interpreted in the context of planetary mission 
applications. 
(9) 	 G. B. Parrent, Jr., R.' A. Shore, and T. J. Skinner, J. Math. Phys., vol. 3, 
no. 4, 1962, p. 678. 
(10) 	 MI J. Beran, Stanford University Report SU-SEL-65-086, 1965. 
(11) 	 T. L. Ho and M. J. Beran, Paper FB 13, presented at the OSA Meeting, 
Columbus, Ohio, April 1967. (12) 	 D. M. Chase, J. Opt. Sode. Am., vol. 55, no. 11, 1965, p. 1559. 
(13) 	 W. P. Brown, J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, no. 8, 1966, p. 1045. (14) 	 D. L. Fried and J. D. Cloud, J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, no. 12, 1966, 
p. 16'67. 
(15) 	 D. L. Fried, -J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 56, no. 10, 1966, p. 137f (16) 	 .D; A. DeWolf, J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 55, no. 7, 1965, p. 812. (17) 	 V. I. Tatarski, Soviet Physics JETP, vol. 22, no. 5, 1966, p. 1083. 
(18) 	 D. L. Fried, J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 57, no. 2, 1967, p. 175. 
(19) 	 D. L. Fried, J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 57, no. 2, 1967, p. 181. 
(20) 	 D. L. Fried, NASA Lectures, Huntsville, Ala., April 1967. 
(21). 	 M. C. Adams, Hearings before the Committee on Science and Astronautics, 
United States House of Representatives, Eighty-ninth Congress, February 23, 
24, 25, and 28 through March 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8, 1966, Part 4, p. 97. 
A. J. Kelley, "NASA's New Electronic Research Center," Astronautics and. 
Aeronautics, vol. 3,no. 5,May 1965, pp. 58-63. 
H. E: Newell, Hearings before the Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, United States Eighty-ninth Congress, March 22, 23, 24, 25, and 
30, 1965. 
Space 	Research Directions for the Future, Space Science Board, National 
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Part I Planetary and Lunai 
Exploration, 'Dec. 1965, c. f., p. 6, Deep Space Information Transfer; p. 59 
Laser Communication, ibid., Part HI Optical Astronomy, January 1966, p. 9 
Recommendation HE of the Radio and Radar Astronomy Working Group. 
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Reference (2) derives the transmission equations for both heterodyne and direct 
detection optical communication sh6wn in figure 9. 6. 1. 1-1. For the ideal case of 
low background and diffraction-limited operation (k = 1), the heterodyne and the 
direct detection expressions only differ in performance by a factor of 4 (6 dB). 
Thus, if the arriving signal power is sufficiently larger than the total collected 
background power (upper right-hand portion of figure 9. 6. 1. 1-1), the simplest, 
most 	reliable, and cheapest communication system will be the large aperture 
direct detection system. 
A heterodyne detection receiver will outperform direct systems whenever the SIN x 
Af requirement is low and background levels are not negligible (lower left portion of 
figure 9.6.1.1-1). Deterioration of the direct system (the change to steeper slope 
in figure 9.6.1.1-1) can be postponed through narrow-band, low-loss filters as indi­
cated 	on curve B for a 2 A filter. However, as a general conclusion, the heterodyne 
system seems inherently superior: (a) for beacon tracking in the presence of earth­
shine, or (b) for low data-rate, long-range communication links. 
For comparable receiving apertures, heterodyne detection appears to offer certain 
advantages; namely, relaxation of the strict optical filter bandwidth since the signal­
to-noise ratio is not a function of the background level. However, the effects of 
atmospheric turbulence serve to limit the effective receiving aperture for heterodyi 
detection. This compromises its expected advantages. Consequently, this experi­
ment is needed to provide realistic experimental evidence for evaluation.of the two 
detection techniques. 
The curves also indicate that the performance of either kind of communication link 
depends very strongly on the choice of operating wavelength. Almost every paramel 
is wavelength dependent: quantum efficiency, 7q; transmitted solid angle, 8 t; and 
most especially the laser transmitter efficiency, it. Furthermore, for heterodyne 
systems, receiving aperture diameter, Dr, is wavelength dependent because the 
atmospheric transverse coherence length depends on wavelength. It is important to 
note that the transverse coherence length has not been determined for the 10. 6-micron 
wavelength. For this comparison, it has been assumed to scale from the visible as 
X6/5. The promise of the highly efficient CO2 -N 2 laser (10. 6 microns) is clear 
from this comparison. If large coherent collector apertures can be used at 10. 6 
microns, its efficacy will be clearly established. Fluctuations in angle of arrival 
can be .measured and separated from scintillation in order to determine the effects 
of each. Measurements of pulse distortion and polarization fluctuation can be made. 
In addition, the optical phase noise over a long vertical path can be determined if 
sufficient frequency stability of transmitter and local oscillator lasers can be ob­
tained. These effects will be established as functions of weather conditions and 
wavelength. 
(22) 	 optical Technology Apollo Extension System, Part I, Final Technical Report, 
Volume I, Chrysler Corporation Space Division, October 21. 1966. 
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Figure 9.6.1.1-1. Laser Communication 
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9.6.1.2 Experiment Design 
Experiments to be conducted with the heterodyne system will include communication 
at wide bandwidths (paragraph 9. 6. 1. 1) and measurements to determine the polari­
zation, scintillation, and phase effebts introduced by the atmosphere (section 9. 1). 
To this end, statistical data will be gathered over long periods of time and corre­
lated with atmospheric conditions. The system parameters to be recorded will in­
dlude transmitted power, received power, bandvidth, and signal-to-noise ratio. 
These experiments will be made us'ig several wavelengths of light energy to evaluate 
system performable bver ds much ofthe optical spectrum as is fegsibie. 
The heterodyne technique provides a unique signal detection capability urdei'condi­
tions of high background illumination. Thus, a'heterodynd detection optical -commun­
ication system will be'particularly valuable where the transmitter may be located in 
a high.radiance background. .The transmitter signal is modulated with the information 
to be communicated. In the receiver this composite signal is compared with a local 
oscillator operating at the transmitter frequency. The difference frequency is a 
reconstruction of the moddlated information. For this reasoi the transmitter laser 
should operate at a stable frequency. Its output will be spatially and temporally 
cohetnt and linearly polarized.," 
The heterodyne _detection system recommended for OTAES will be composed of two 
communication links: space-to-g'round and ground-to-space. The sp.ceborne trans­
mitter will have a single frequency laser, a wide bandwidth modulator secondary 
optics, and a primary mirror to form the transmitted beam. The modulator must 
Sbe capable of wide bandwidth perform'anbe and must not distort the spatial coherence 
of the beam. The output optics must be diffraction-limited in their performance to 
assure that the output energy.density will be maximum at the ground receiver. 
The ground-based receiver will consist of a receiving aperture, sebondkry qptes, 2 
and a duplex heterodyne detector. The energy received will be circularly polarized 
light. The duplex recei'er will provide .a capability for detecting both'verticalli' ai( 
horizontally polarized light. The local oscillator laser beam will be mixedwith..the 
incoming signal and be detected, in accordance with the transmitter frequency, by 
either photomultipliers or cooled semiconductor detectors. The detector output will 
be a function of the differnnnA frpmpnMr 
The periormance o t ils space-to-ground system is affected not only by the efficiency 
of the transmittifhg lasers, hut also by the efficiency of the detectors on the ground. 
In the' visible wavelengths, phgtomultipliers will provide reasonable efficiency plus 
gainfrthrouth the multiplier' sbctions, raising the output level above the thermal 
noise level of the electronic system. In the infrared region, photomultipliers are 
not available, and diode detection or photoconductive detectdrs will be required. The 
output of these detectors will not have the benefit of photomultiplication, and their 
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output level may be considerably lower than the thermal noise level at the input of­
the electronics. One advantage of the heterodyne technique is-its ability to raise 
the received signal to a level above thermal noise. 
Input power on the spacecraft is limited, and this. will limit the maximum output 
power for some types of lasers. It is planned to use two wavelengths in the space 
craft transmitter. These will be helium neon at 0. 6328 micron and N2-C0 2 at 10.6 
microns. The expected laser output power that can be obtained in the spacecraft 
will be in the order of 10 milliwatts at 0. 6328 micron and one watt at 10. 6 microns. 
All power not transmitted will be dissipated as heat. Provision will be made for the 
conduction or radiation of this heat from the exterior surface of the laser assembly 
to"the exterior of the spacecraft for radiation to space. 
The principal environmental hazards to the proper operation of the heterodyne link 
are atmosphere and vibration. Although the heterodyne system is not affected by 
background illumination, the transmitter and receiver apertures must not be pointed 
to within 100 of the sun since the solar energy collected will create a temperature 
in excess of 5000C at the focal point, even for a 15-cm stopped aperture., 
For a heterodyne system, transmission of the optical beam through the atmosphere 
is of special concern. Lateral spatial coherence of the beam is restricted to ap­
proximately 15 to 25 cm in the visible spectrum under normal conditions, due to 
turbulence in the atmosphere. Use of the receiving aperture larger than this coher­
ence diameter will cause a reduction in the total received signal because of destructive 
interference between out-of-phase components. Furthermore, atmospheric constit­
uents and impurities will attenuate the signal. Measurement of the system performance 
will be correlated with the atmospheric conditions to determine the proportion of 
signal degradation due to each separable characteristic. 
The requirement for a temporal and spatial coherence of the beam'places serious 
constraints on the allowable magnitude of vibration in the spacecraft. The structural 
assembly and alignment of components must be adequate to assure diffraction­
limited performance .of the beam while the necessary attitude control devices are 
operating. It must be emphasized that the diffraction-limited performance require­
ment is imposed to obtain a maximum energy density in the transmitted or received 
beam. Any disturbances such as vibration or shock that will cause optical misalign­
ment will' reduce the energy density.of the beam. 
The operation of the spaceborne equipment will be remote-controlled, and will con­
sist of turning on and turning off aipropriate lasers and the associated frequency 
stabilizatfon *circuitry, turning on and off the modulator, and selecting the, several 
signal sources to be used with the modulator. Control of the transmitting optics 
will be handled through the telescope control. Although the laser will be designed to 
to be automatically tuned and adjusted, remote adjustment of the laser cavity may 
be required. 
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9.6.1.3 Measurement Objective 
A space-to-ground link will be established. The ground-bas6d receiver will use,both 
optical heterodyne and direct detection of the signal transmitted from the spacecraft. 
The spacecraft may transmit two laser wavelengths simultaneously, ,andthey Fill 
both be proeessed through the same ground receiving telescope aperture 
Several parameters will be measured at each receiver. They are: 
a.' 	'amplitude fluctuation of the heterodyne signals; 
b.' 	intensity fluctuation of the direct signals (total received energy fluctuation); 
c. 	 frequency (or phase) fluctuations in the heterodyne signals; 
d. 	 '3tdeiving aperture size and field of view; 
el.'; •atmospheric conditions such as temperature profile, winds aloft, haze. 
conditions. 
,Thee-parametdrs bah bd combined to give further resalts': 
,a. heterodyne mixing efficiency: the degradation of heterodyne efficiency can. 
-be found by'normalizing the instantaneous heterodvne sinai to the total 
received'powe# level; 
b. 	 polarization fluctuation: since each direct and each heterodyne receiver 
is'sensitive to orthogonal polarizations, any differential treatment by %heh 
can be-detected.atmosphere 
Several important kinds of -experiments can be carried but vith the optical heterpdyne 
'receiV~rs in the satellite and on the ground. They are: 
a.: -Atmospheric effects measurements. This group of experiments is designed 
to determine the atmosphere properties that significantly affect spaeo-t­
ground laser communication links. These are experiments that can only be 
made from a satellite vehicle that is well above the Earthts atmospher, 
and moving at angular rates slow enough to simulate those that will be 
encountered on interplenetary probe missions. The objective isto detr, 
•mine 	experimentally the types and rates of modulation that the atmosphere 
will support. Heterodyne eceivers at the spacecraft will measure 
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(1) 	 Scintillation in received signal amplitude. Predictions have been 
made (2 ) that the power spectra of amplitude scintillation observed 
from a satellite will be larger and peaked at higher frequencies 
than that observed at the ground. Verification of theoretical predic­
tions will establish the useful bounds on fade rates for an optical 
up-link. 
(2) 	 lluctuations in optical phase on a coherent signal passing through the 
entire atmosphere. The magnitude and rate of such phase fluctuations 
will establish the usefulness of optical FM modulation for communi­
cation. The frequency, or phase stability of the spacecraft local 
oscillator, may not be good enough to permit definitive measurements 
to be made except wheh acoustic disturbances aboard the vehicle are 
absent. 
(3) Polarization fluctuation. The spacecraft heterodyne receivers can 
detect any differential in amplitude or phase fluctuations between 
orthogonally polarized input beams. Correlation between any of the 
fluctuations in the two channels will allow estimates of atmospheric 
depolarizing effects' to be made after normalizing to correct.for 
scintillation effects. 
Each of these measurements can be carried out in the visible and in the 
infrared regions to obtain the wavelength dependence of these-effects. 
Heterodyne receivers on the ground will measure: 
(4) 	 Angle-6f-arrival fluctuations. The extremely narruw uuaiiwiuM 
'of a heterodyne receiver makes it useful for detecting small chanj 
in angle of arrival of a signal from the spacecraft. The fluctuations 
in receiver output due to angle of arrival cannot be separated from 
those due to amplitude scintillation. A second detector with a Wider 
field of view is necessary to separate the effects. When this is'. 
don6, the fade rates for ground-based heterodyne systems of vary­
ing beamwidths can be measured. 
iyj .tnbe fluctuations on the received signal. The phase noise gener­
o ol h the atmosphere on the downlink can be measured when both 
acraft transmitter and the local oscillator on the ground 
;turbed by external vibrations. 
(23) 	 R'. J. Munick, I"Turbulenc- Produced Irradiance Fluctuations in Ground-tot 
Satellite Light Beams," NAA--Space & Information Systems Division, Repc 
No. SED 64-2222, December 28, 1964. 
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(6) 	 Polarization fluctuations. These ground-based measurements 
will be made in the same way as done aboard the spacecraft. 
(7) 	 Wavelength dependence of receiver diameter. The effective 
collecting area of an optical heterodyne receiver can be mea­
sured as a function of wavelength over the range from visible 
(0. 6328 micron) to the far infrared (10. 6 microns). These ex­
periments will determine whether the gain in system performance 
-that is predicted for the infrared system can be achieved. 
D. 	 upical communications experiments. This group of experiments will test 
alternative modulation tichniques, with the objective of testing their capa­
bility for communication with 10-MHz bandwidths over a space-to-ground 
link. 
9.6.1.4 Equipment Design 
The 	block diagram of the equipment required for the Optical Heterodyne Detection 
on Earth experiment is shown in figure 9.6.1.4-1. It consists of (a) a dual 0. 6328­
micron multimode laser, with its power supply, mode stabilization controls, and 
automatic frequency control; (b) electro-optic modulator with the modulator driver, 
power supply, and signal source; and (c) telescope, including secondary optics,
beam deflection subsystem, and pointing and tracking controls. The ground receiver 
will be made up of the following subsystems: a) ground telescope, including its 
secondary optics, beam deflection subsystem, and pointing and tracking controls; 
b) dichroic mirror; c) optical filter; and d) duplex heterodyne receiver. 
More detailed block diagrams of the spaceborne equipment, and the optical layout, 
are shown in figures 9.6.1.4-2, 9.6.1.4-3, 9.6.1.4-4, 9.6.1.4-5; and 9.6.1.4-6 
for the three laser telescopes. 
9. 6. 	1.4. 1 Spaceborne Transmitting System 
The requirements for spaceborne transmitters in the heterodyne detection case arb 
more severe than for-the direct detection case. A heterodyne receiver with its 
narrow inherent bandwidth must have a single-frequency transmitter, or, as is 
proposed here, it must use only one of the several frequencies that a transmitter 
laser may be generating as its signal source. In addition, the frequency stability
of the transmitter laser is most important, whether it be a multimode or a single­
frequency laser.. 
The spaceborne transmitter system, which will consist of multifrequency laser 
transmitters at 0. 6328 microns and a single frequency laser at 10. 6 microns will 
be capable of broadcasting at these two optical frequencies simultanieously, so thai 
comparison of the effects of the atmosphere on these two wavelengths could be made 
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simultaneously at the ground receiver station. The selection, of radiating wavelengths 
and their frequency offset from line center in the case of the mode-coupled multi­
frequency laser will be controlled by a radio command from the ground station. 
Circularly polarized radiation will be transmitted to allow any atmospheric depolar­
izing effects to be detected. 
Eaci f 'the spacecraft transmitter lasers can be expected to drift in frequency at 
rates of a few megahertz per minute because of thermal changes alone. These slow 
drifts are caused by expansion or contraction in the supports that separate the. 
cavity rfihkrors. Good mechanical and thermal design can minimize,. but can never 
eliminate, these motions in the presence of diurnal heat input fluctuations and the 
turning on and off of other equipment. 
In addition, there are more rapid disturbances to be contendedwith because of 
acoustic vibrations carried to the laser structure from other parts of the space­
ctaft. Mechanical actuators, gyros, reaction jet valves, transformers, etc., all 
can generate disturbances at audio and ultrasonic frequencies, causing frequency 
jitter in the transmitter lasers if they are not compensated. 
For these reasons, various laser stabilization techniques must be used. In the casE 
of the"hfelium-neon laser at 0. 6328 micron, the FM laser technique can be used to 
stabilize the'output frequency to a point near the laser line center. (24,25) In the 
case of the carbon dioxide laser at 10. 6 microns the inherent linewidth of the carbor 
dibxide fluorescence is only about 50 MHz, and the laser will operate at a single 
frequency without the necessity for mode-coupling schemes. It will, however, need 
to be stabilized near line center to keep the output at full power, and to keep acous­
tf&AiV 'induced frequency jitter in the transmitter from showing up as a spurious 
signal in a h6terodyfie ground receiver. 
Recent experimental results at Sylvania (26) using super-mode and FM laser tech­
niqtes have indicated the use of a multimode FM laser for the 0. 6328-micron He-]
optical heterodyne experiments. Two alternatives which, at first, appear more 
efficient (converting most of the available power of a multimode laser to single 
frequency) have been rejected: (a) a frequency selective etalon output coupler with, 
(24), S. B. Harris, M. X. Oshman, R. J.McMurtry, E. 0. Ammann, "Proposed 
.' FYequency Stabilization of the FM Laser, "'Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. .7,no. 7, 
October 1,- 1965, p. 185. 
(25) 	 S. E. Harris and B. ..McMurtry, "Frequency Selective Coupling to the FM 
Laser," Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. 7,no. 10, November 15, 1964. 
(26) 	 R. Targ et al., "Techniques for Super-Mode Oscillation, Interim Engineering 
Report Nos. 4, 5, and 6, 1 March 1966 -: 31 December 1966. Contract No. 
AF 33(615)-2884. 
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an internal FM modulator or (b) an external super-mode modulator with the internal 
-mode coupling modulator. The first technique (etalon dutput couplinig), although 
experimentally demonstrated to give about 50 per cent of he available energy at a 
single frequency has been discovered to be subject to some very unattractive insta­
bilities. The technique is sensitive to the level of laser power coupled out aswell 
as,the level of internal phase modulation. Also, acoustic ,'ibrations of the output 
etalon were shown to induce AM fluctuations which could only be'compensated for by 
a high frequency response servo system. The super-mode approach has been ex­
perimentally demonstrated as a superior technique to obtain single-frequency 
operation. However, this technique requires an additional external.phase modu­
lator which must be driven at a modulation index equal and opposite in phase'tothe 
internal FM modulator; The additional spacecraft'hardware involved'with single­
frequency operation is to be avoided where possible. 
Therefore, the following approach has been taken in selecting 0. 6328-micron lIe-N 
transmitters for the optical heterodyne experiments. First, the spacecraft lasers, 
normally multimode 'lasers, will be operated as FM lase'rs when used as heterodyn 
transmitters. FM operation or mode-coupling by an intetnal optical phase modulal 
greatly reduces the low-frequency amilitude modulation noise as well as the high­
frequency beat signals associated with the free-running modes. In fact, Targ (26) 
has measured a 20 dB AM noise reduction and a 30-40 dB suppression for the high­
frequency beat signals in an FM laser. ' Since the video signal used in the heterodyr 
downlink has an information bandwidth considerably 16ss than the laser intermode. 
frequency spacing, the FM laser shouldbea sufficiently quiet transmitter. Single side­
band FM laser output powe'r, although less than -the multimode laser by approximatel 
1/n where n 'is the number of free-'unning modes, is still adeqate.for high signal-x
noise link performance. The ground heterodyne transmitter has considerably morE 
design flexibility and the super-mode technique is used to both convert the multimo( 
output to a single frequency and simultaneously stabilize the output frequency to a 
point near the center of the fluorescence line. 
The optical configuration of a frequency-stabilized, multimode, FM laser is shown 
in figure 9. 6. 1.4. 1-1. The resonarnt cavity of the laser system is formed by an 
opaque mirror at one end and a highly reflective mirror at the other end. Inside 
the cavity formed by the mirrors is a laser tube that provides gain, and a phase
modulator that is made of a material such as KDP, which has a high electro-optic 
coefficient. When the phase modulator is driven with a frequency that is very near 
to the frequency spacing between the axial modes of the laser itself, the modes be­
come coupled together and are converted from independent free-running oscillation 
into mutually dependent, coupled oscillations at nearly the same optical frequencies 
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The amplitude and phase of each of the previously independent oscillations is altered 
by the presence of significant coupling between the modes, so that the laser modes 
become sidebands of a single, coherent signal. Both AM and FM coupling have been 
observed. (27,28) 
The FM mode coupled, or "FM laser," has an additional advantage, however: the 
light inside the cavity is effectively frequency-modulated at a rate controlled by the 
intracavity phase modulator, and the amount of AM distortion on this signal strongiy 
dpends on the optical frequency difference between the center of the FM mode pat­
tern and the center of the fluorescence line. This dependence can be used to measure 
the absolute frequency drift of the mode pattern, and thus the drift in the cavity mirror 
separation, and to provide an error signal to correct drift or jitter as it occurs. An 
FM laser can thus be stabilized to line center without the need for "dithering" the out­
put to get an error signal. 
Feedback control systems are needed in order to operate the laser in this way. Tb-
Laser AFC Subsystem monitors the AM distortion on the FM light within the laser 
cavity and adjusts the cavity length to the correct value. This is accomplished by 
moving one end mirror (the single end mirror) with a piezoelectric transducer. In 
this fashion the spectrum of oscillating modes can be placed on the center of the 
resonance fluorescence line of the laser. 
9.6. 1.4.2 Ground Receiver 
The heterodyne ground receiver system will have its useful collecting aperture diam­
eter limited by atmospheric turbulence effects, as discussed in paragraph 9.1.3.4.(29,30) 
The atmosphere produces random phase variations on the order of 1f/2 or more between 
optical paths separated from each other by no more than a few inches, during usual 
clear weather' conditions. For this reason, a 0. 6328-micron heterodyne receiver 
iminersed in the atmosphere will have a useful collector only 15 to 25 cm in diameter. 
It .is anticipated that a larger diameter could be used in the far infrared at the 10­
mcron band, but this remains to be experimentally verified. 
(27) 	 S.E. Harris and 0. P. McDuff, "FM Laser Oscillation--Theory," Appl. Phys. 
Lett. , vol. 5, no. 10, November 15, 1964. 
(28) 	 E. 0. Ammann, B. J.McMurtry, and M. K. Oshman, "Detailed Experiments 
on He-Ne FM Lasers," IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-1, 
no. 6, September 1965.' 
(29) 	 Goldstein, Chabot, and Miles, "Heterodyne Measurements of Light Propaga­
tionthrough Atmospheric Turbulence," Proc. IEEE, vol. 53, no. 9, September 
1965, pp. 1172-1180. 
(30) 	 D. L. Fried, "Optical Heterodyne Detection of an Atmospherically Distorted 
Signal Wave Front," Proceedings of the Conference on Atmospheric Limitations 
to Optical Propagation, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. , 1965. 
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Figure 9.6.1.4.1-1. FM Laser Spbcecraft Transmitter. (O..6328 Micron) 
The ground heterodyne receiver system will use a collecting aperture, which, for 
purposes of finding the dependence of receiver diameter on atmospheric conditions, 
will be 1. 0-meter in diameter. The full aperture of this system would not be 
effectively used at short wavelengths or perhaps under poor conditions, but it will 
provide an aperture large enough to make tests of the atmospheric turbulence wave­
length dependence. A set of two laser heterodyne receivers will be mounted near 
the focus of the optical system, and a set of dichroic mirrors or prisms will be used 
to separate the incoming wavelengths and direct them to their respective heterodyne 
receivers. The operating wavelengths will be at 0. 6328 micron and 10. 6 microns. 
The instantaneous field of view of each receiver system could be as small as the dif­
fraction limit of the receiver aperture, which, for the case of visible radiation, is 
on the order of 0.2 second of arc, but this narrow a field of view would not be usable 
in general because of the atmospherically induced variations in angle of arrival of the 
signal as seen by the receiver. 
The receiver must either: (a) track the incoming signal in angle; or (b) operate with 
a larger instantaneous field of view and operate with some sacrifice in sensitivity. 
The latter method will be used. The field of view can be increased over the diffraction 
limit by deliberately spreading the local oscillator beam so that mixing takes place 
over a larger angle. This is fully equivalent to masking the aperture size down to 
that having an equal diffraction-limited angular resolution. 
The heterodyne receiver configuration is shown in figure 9. 6. 1.4. 2-1. The received 
circularly polarized energy is divided by dichroic beam splitters and sent to the 
appropriate receiver units.' Within each unit, the received energy is prefiltered and 
then analyzed by a quarter-wave plate, which converts right or left circularly­
polarized input radiation into orthogonal plane polarized beams. These are then 
separated by a polarization-sensitive prism and sent to one of two basic heterodyne 
receivers. Both basic receivers are fed by the same laser local oscillator, but 
are sensitive to opposite polarizations. This configuration is called a polarization 
diversity optical heterodyne receiver. It is capable of processing the 'two polarization 
channels simultaneously. The local oscillator's power is divided equally by a beam 
splitter between the two channels. The beams are superimposed at the two mixer 
beam splitters. Their directions and phase fronts are matched so that they will beat 
coherently to produce a signal at their difference frequency at the output of the de­
tector. This is then amplified by the IF amplifiers. 
Each of the polarization channels uses two detectors in a balanced mixer configuration. 
The signals from the two detectors are out of phase because of the phase reversal 
produced on the light by reflection at the beam splitter. One of the legs of the circuit 
has an inverter that restores the signal to its correct polarity. Then it is added to 
the signal from the other leg, and a heterodyne signal of'fdill amplitude is obtained 
without wasting any of the incoming signal light or any of the local ,oscillator power. 
This basic configuration is used for heterodyne reception at each wavelength. The 
details of the implementation will differ, particularly in the case of the detectors that 
at longer wavelengths require cooling and the attendant cooling equipment. 
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Figure 9.6.1.4.2-1. OTAES Polarization Diversity Heterodyne Receiver--Ground Based. 
The frequency of the laser local oscillator must be stabilized to a fixed frequency 
offset from the frequency of the optical signal being received. The difference fre­
quency to be detected must lie within the bandpass of the photodetector. In the visible 
and near infrared spectrum, there are available broadband detectors (31,32) that 
permit the laser local oscillator to operate as far as 3 GHz away from the frequency 
of the incoming signal. A second electronic conversion with a tracking local oscil­
lator can always move the signal to a convenient intermediate frequency. At 10.6 
microns, the available detectors have bandwidths in excess of 400 MHz. 
9.6.1.4.3 Equipment Required 
The Optical Heterodyne Detection on Earth Experiment equipment list follows. The 
spaceborne equipment can be operated from either the astronaut console (left panels, 
figure 9.6.1.4.3-1) or the ground station (console no. 3, figure 9. 6. 1.4.3-2). 
SPACEBORNE EQUIPMENT 
a. 	 DUAL 0. 6328-MICRON LASER TRANSMITTER ASSEMBLY (Only one laser 
activated for experiment) 
Wt. 	 - 80Ibs. L - 36 in. W - 12 in. H - 10in. 
No. 	 1 -- 0.6328-MICRON LASER TRANSMITTER (FM OPERATION) 
He-Ne Laser 
Internal Cavity Modulator 
Internal Cavity Modulator Driver Amplifier 
Pupil Matching Optics 
Beamsplitter 
Stabilization Circuit Photodetector/Preamplifier 
No. 2 -- 0.6328-MICRON LASER TRANSMITTER (FM OPERATION) 
He-Ne Laser 
Internal Cavity Modulator 
Internal Cavity Modulator Driver Amplifier 
Pupil Matching Optics 
Beamsplitter 
Stabilization Circuit Photodetector/Preamplifier 
(31) 	 M. B. Fisher, "A Multiplier Travelling Wave Phototube," presented at the 
Conference on Electron Device Research, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill., 
June 23, 1965 (to be published). 
(32) 	 L. K. Anderson, L. A. D'Asaro, and A. Goetzberger, "Microwave Photo­
diodes Exhibiting Microplasma--Free Carrier Multiplication," Appl. Phys. 
Lett., vol. 6, no. 4, February 15, 1965. 
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Figure 9.6.1.4.3-1. Mockup of Interior of LM/OTAES Spacecraft. 
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Figure 9.6.1.4.3-2. Console -- Experiments 1,2,8, and 9. 
EQUIPMENT SHARED BY 0. 6328-MICRON LASERS NO. 1 & 2 
Flip Mirror (2 Position) 
Output Power Monitor 
Main Control and Power Circuits 
Cavity Tuning Control and Frequency Stabilization Circuits 
Internal Modulator Control and Power Circuits 
VIDEO MODULATOR SUBASSEMBLY 
Modulator 
Modulator Control and Power Circuits
 
Modulator Driver Amplifier
 
Signal Generator or Encoder
 
Photodetector and Preamplifier
 
Signal Comparator
 
Flip Mirror
 
b. 10. 6-MICRON LASER TRANSMITTER ASSEMBLY 
Wt. - 60lbs. L - 32 in. Dia. - 18 in. 
CO 2 Laser (Single-Frequency) 
Laser Control and Power Circuits 
Cavity Tuning Control and Frequency Stabilization Circuits 
Stabilization Circuit Photodetector and Preamplifier 
Thermo-Electric Cooler (Optional)
 
Beam Splitter
 
Pupil Matching Telescope
 
Output Power Monitor
 
VIDEO MODULATOR SUBASSEMBLY 
Modulator 
Modulator Control and Power Circuits 
Modulator Driver Amplifier 
Signal Generator or Encoder (maybe shared with telescope ij 
Photodetector and Preamplifier
 
Signal Comparator
 
Flip Mirror
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c. 	 BACK-UP 0. 6328 MICRON LASER TRANSMITTER ASSEMBLY 
Wt. 	 - 50 lbs. L'- 36 in. Dia. - 6 in. 
He-Ne Laser (FM Operation)
 
Main Control and Power Circuits
 
Cavity Tuning Control and Frequency StabilizatiQn Circuits
 
Stabilization Circuit: Photodetector and Preamplifier
 
Internal Cavity Modulator
 
Internal Cavity Modulator Driver Amplifier
 
Internal Modulator Control and Power Circuits
 
Output Power Monitoir
 
Beamsplitter - .
 
Pupil Matching Telescope
 
VIDEO MODULATOR SUBASSEMBLY 
Modulator 
Modulator Control and Power Circuits 
Modulator Driver'Amplifier 
Sigual Generator or Encoder (maybe shared with telescope #1) 
Photodetector and Preamplifier 
Signal Comparator 
Flip Mirror 
d. 	 SIGNAL WAVEFORM 'ANALYZER/DISPLAY UNIT 
e. 	 TELEMETRY SIGNAL CONDITIONER CIRCUITS 
,f. 	1.0-METER TRANSIViITTING TELESCOPE WITH BEAM 
COMBINING OPTICS 
g. 	 0.3-METER STRAP ON TRANSMITTING TELESCOPE FOR 10.(
 
MICRON LASER WITH BEAM COMBINING OPTIC
 
It 0. 3-MTER SEPARATELY GIMBALLED TRANSMITTING TELESCOPE 
WITH SUITABLE BEAM COMBINING OPTICS 
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GROUND BASED EQUIPMENT 
a. 0.6328 MICRON AND 10.6 MICRON DUPLEX HETERODYNE RECEIVERS 
He-Ne (Single-Frequency) and CO 2 (Single-Frequency) Laser 
(2) Narrow-band Interference Filters 
(2) Quarter-Wave Plate and Polarization Compensator 
(2) Polarization Analyzer/Optical Mixer Subasperbly 
(2) Shutters 
(2) 4 Wideband Photodetectors 
(2) Photodetector Control and Power Circuits 
(2) 'Signal Processing and Demodulation Circuits 
(2) Laser Control and Power Circuits 
(2) Cavity Tuning Control and Frequency Stabilization Circuits 
(2) Automatic Frequency Control Circuits 
(2) Power Monitor 
(1) Diehroic Beam Splitter 
b. 	 1.0-METER RECEIVING TELESCOPE WITH SUITABLE BEAM
 
COMBINING OPTICS
 
c. 	 EXPERIMENT CONTROL, SEQUENCING, AND MEASUREMENTS
 
SYSTEM
 
Signal Processing Circuits
 
Telemetry Storage/Computation Facilities
 
Heterodyne Downlink Control/Display Console
 
Recent developments in 10. 6-micron detector and mdulator technology have con­
siderably enhanced the bandwidth capability of CO2 laser optical communication 
systems. Detectors sensitive at 10. 6 microns with bandwidths in excess of 100 MHz 
have been demonstrated. Yardley and Moore (33) using a special high-frequency dewar 
construction, measured a Ge:Cu detector frequency response of 100 MHz at 3.39 
microns bydetecting the mode beats of a He-Ne laser. Additional measurements by
Picus (34) have shown a compensated Ge:Hg detector with flat frequency response to 
450 MHz at 3.39 microns and a Ge:Cu flat to 286 MHz. Although these detectors 
haVe spectral respoinsivity at 10. 6 microns which is actually higher than at 3.39 mi­
crons, the measurements were performed at 3.39 microns because high-frequency 
modulation sources were not available at the longer wavelength. More recently, 
(33) 	 J. T. Yardley and C. B. Moore, "Response Times of Ge:Cu Infrared 
Detectors," Appl. Phys. Lett. vol. 7, December 1, 1965, pp. 311-312. 
(34) 	 G. S. Picus, Hughes Research Laboratory, Interim Technical Report No. 2, 
Contract No. AF 33(615)-3847. 
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Verie 	and Ayas 00) have developed p-n junction Cd x Hgl. x Te photovoltaic detectors 
and measured their performance at 10. 6 microns by observing the mode beats on 
the continuous output of a low-power C02 laser. A frequency response, possibly 
limited by the oscilloscope used, of 25 MHz was observed. Theljyction devices 
were operated at 77°Kwith D* from I to 5 x 10 9 cm - W- 1 - Hz I2 in the range 3-14 
microns. 
Modulator development for the 10. 6 micron C02 laser has also progressed at a rapid 
rate. Walsh (36) has constructed GaAs electro-optic modulators and obtained a modu­
lation depth of 70 per cent at 10.6 microns using a peak applied voltage of 600 volts. 
A modulation bandwidth of about 100 MHz is quoted for a commercial unit. (37) An 
experimental program currently in progress at Sylvania (38) using a GaAs modulator 
at 10. 6 microns will also measure GaAs modulator properties. 
The 10. 6-micron link represents the highest degree of technical risk in this experl­
ment. No element of such a link has been space tested. Very few .transmission 
materials are available and those refractive elements which have been tested have 
proven difficult to fabricate. Although the 10. 6-micron link has the greatest potential 
for deep space application, from the standpoint of reliability, the Heterodyne Detec­
tion on Earth experiment has been designed to rely most heavily on the 0. 6328-
Thus, 	 from an experiment viewpoint the critical element is the He-Ne link. At 
0. 6328 microns all necessary components and their coatings are adequately deVel­
oped and, in the case of optical elements and beam splitters, have already been 
proven in space. Optical heterodyne links have been demonstrated under field con­
ditions on earth. (34) Only the laser, the modulator, and the heterodyne technique 
itself now require space qualification testing. 
A technology plan is advocated herein which would test these components, and a 
rudimentary heterodyne space-to-ground link, in an early, piggyback experiment. 
Such 	a procedure, and the preceding development efforts which it implies, would 
serve 	to eliminate much of the risk associated with the 0. 6328 micron portion of this 
experiment. It appears that the highest element of risk for both laser wavelengths 
may be the frequency stability of the lasers in both transmitters and receivers, a 
(35) 	 C. Verie and J. Ayas, "Cd x Hg 1 -x Te Infrared Photovoltaic Detectors,
 
Appl. Phys. Lett. vol. 10, May 1, 1967, pp. 241-243.
 
(36) 	 T. E. Walsh, "Gallium-Arsenide Electro-ptic Modulators," RCA Review, 
September 1966, pp. 323-335. 
(37) 	 RCA data sheet describing Type J2036V1 Infrared Electro-ptic Modulator. 
(38) 	 R. Targ, D. E. Caddes, and P. J. Titterton, "Techniques for Super-Mode 
Osillation," Interim Engineering Report No. 7, January 1, 1967 to March 31, 
1967. Contract No. AF 33(615)-2884. 
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deficiency which could be partially solved through acoustic decoupling from their 
surroundings. 
;1 1 
9. 6. 1.-5 Data Management 
A block diagram of the signal processing system following the photodetectors is' 
shown in figure 9.6. 1. 5-1. The IF signal from each balanced photomixer pair iE 
amplified at the IF frequency. The AGC circuit compensates for large changes i 
received..signal"strength. The IF signals from the two channels are processed-ir 
-several ways,- depending on the type of experiment being performed. 
[miter-discriminator combination is sensitive to optical frequency
modulation, and is also used to control the frequency of the laser local 
oscillator to the desired fixed offset. The frequency offsets due to 
Doppler effects aboard the OTAES will not be large compared to those 
obtained'on an inter-planetary mission. It is therefore very difficult 
to simulate them on a stationary satellite-to-ground-station experi­
knent. The ground receiver, however, should be capable of tracking 
Doppler shifts over a bandwidth well above that required so that experi­
ments with different orbit configurations could be carried out. 
b. 	 A set of gated second detectors followed by a PCM demultiplexing systet 
is used for digital transmission tests. It should be noted that if alter­
nate pulses of right and left circularly-polarized light are used, the 
*received pulse will always be present in one channel or the other. 
c.. A set of video bandwidth AM detectors are used for analog AM trans­
mission tests and beat amplitude scintillation measurements. The 
heterodyne receiver can also be used for angle of arrival fluctuation 
measurements. 
d. 	 The polarization measurement technique shown involves taking the 
difference in the photodetector output of the orthogonal components(Cel and "off rays) obtained from a polarization-sensitive prism. 
Such a technique is valid only if the light beam input to the prism 
has a constant value unless the difference is zero. Consequently, 
the changes in polarization are to be measured and normalized by 
considering the sum of the detector output as well as their differenc 
to avoid this error. 
No spacecraft cirew display of signals received by a ground-based heterodyne r(
ceiver is needed. However, the status of the stable laser transmitters will be 
displayed v'a: (a) out-of-tolerance warning lights for laser AFC circuits, (b)
laser output ppwer monitor via panel meters, and (c) a CRT display of selectec 
circuit test points. 
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Figt're 9.6.1.5-1.. Heterodyne Receiver Electronic System. 
The equipments aboard the spacecraft that must be operated include: 
a. a 0. 6328-micron stabilized laser transmitter 
b. a 10. 6-micron stabilized laser transmitter 
c. either the 1. 0-meter or the 0.3-meter telescope, in a transmit mode 
d. the 0.3-meter strap-on telescope (no. 2) in transmit mode 
e. a 0.4880-micron tracker for telescope no. 1 and/or no. 3 
f. transmission monitors for telescope nos. 1, 2, 3 
g. transmitter beam spread controls for telescope nos. 1, 2, 3 
h. transmitter beam point-ahead controls for telescope no. 1 and/or no. 3 
i. transmitter optical attenuators for telescope no. 1 and/or no. 3 
j. electro-optic video modulators for all telescopes 
k. RF telemetry and beacon system 
The astronaut can operate these equipments using the laser control panels (figures 
9. 6. 1.5-2, 9.6.1.5-3, and 9. 6.1.5-4). Alternatively, this experiment can be 
operated from the ground OTTOS-OTAES Control Room (figure 9.6.1.5-5) using 
consoles 1 and 3 (figures 9. 6.1.5-6 and 9.6.1.5-7). The OTTOS panels used to 
operate experiment 1 are shown in figures 9.6.1.5-8 through 9. 6.1.5-13. 
9.6.1.5.1 Spacecraft Equipment Test and Checkout 
To assure satisfactory performance, the equipment alignment and tuning must be 
optimized and periodically repeated. Alignment of the laser, modulator, and tele­
scope can be determined by operating the boresight error measurement equipment 
on the control panel and determining the magnitude of this error. Adjustment of 
alignment controls will be made to minimize the boresight error. Tuning of the 
laser to obtain optimum efficiency will be done by adjusting the laser mirror con­
trols to maximize output power for fixed input power. Laser AFC circuits are 
automatic in operation and require only recheck of status indicator lamp. Tele­
scope fine tracking functions are also automatic once they are initiated. 
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Several portions of the spacecraft equipment shown, in the laser telescope block 
diagrams (figures 9. 6.1.4-2, 9. 6.1.4-3, 9. 6.1.4-4, 9.6.1.4-5, and 9.6.1.4-6), 
are used for checking out the spacecraft laser transmitters, as described in the 
previous. section. - The equipments used for checkout include, for each laser telescope: 
.a. Transmission monitor, of both the average power level and the video 
signals modulated on the outgoing beams. 
b. 	 Laser input current and voltage meters. 
9.. 	 Laser AFC circuits, with automatic out-of-limit status display indicators. 
d.- -Laser Mode-Lock verification circuits, with panel indicators. 
e. Boresighting mirror, with shutter. 
f. Modulator and shutter for 0.4880-micron tracker calibration and balance. 
g. fTemperature sensors, in the laser package and the electronic units.­
h. Oscilloscope display of all critical electronic test points. 
i. 	Control and display.panels for the laser transmitters in the crew 
cabin area. 
The checkout and operation of the laser transmitters is relatively straightforward... 
They can be effectively monitored and operated by ground contr6l. The required 
adjustments do,not need special optical test fixtures, which might require a,human 
being to be present to set up and to interpret the results. 
9.6. .,5.2 Ground Equipment Test and Checkout 
The 	ground-based equipment required for this experiment will include: 
i. the 1. 0-meter aperture heterodyne receiving telescope 
'..pointingand positioning equipment 
0.6328-micron and 10. 6-micron heterodyne receivers 
.. -receiving electronics and data handling equipment 
control and display.consoles for receiving telescope, 
p rocessing, and recording 
.P.4880-laser beacpn transmitter 
.. 	 receivers, .dat 
,. 	microwave tracker to provide pointing information 
i. 	 spacecraft telemetry command and display 
TT-1 ,' 
The ground-based equipment will be checked for operability before the experiment 
is begmi. All'of the lasers (0.4880-micron beacon, 0. 6328-micron, and 10'.','micro'n 
local oscillators) will be turned on and thermally stabilized, and AFC circuits turn'pd 
on. Cryogenic cooling will be supplied to the 10. 6-micron heterodyne receiv6r: 
Internal checking of the receiving electronics will be doiig by injecting an optical 
signal directly into the photodetectors and checking the output against the input for 
gain and distortion; These functions will all b6 controlled from the ground station 
control consoles. Signal processing electronics will be self-checked in a similar 
manner. 
The beacon modulator will be operated with selected test signais, and the beacon 
output will be measuraed. Pointing of the beacon will be done by using the inputs 
from the RF tracking stations such as Goldstone, and the RF tracking equipment 
at the optical ground site. 
The f. 0-meter neteroctyne receiving telescope is pointed at the spacecraft, using 
the same pointing ,signl inputs. More accurate pointing will be done after the space­
craft signal is acquired bythe receiving telescope. 
The RF telemetry :system will be checked for operatioial status at the-spacecraft 
status display and control console. 
9. 6z 1. 5: 3"" E ebiment Performance 
Radiosonde balloons will be released over a periodof several hours pridr to,; and, 
during, optical measurements, in order to record upper air conditions.' Local 
meteorological conditions will be measured near the receiving telescope. When 
there is no interference from clouds, the spacecraft will be commanded to acquire 
the 0.4880-micron ground beacon, to begin fine tracking, and to transmit test 
signals on the optical down links. The pointing of the ground receiver and the beacon 
transmitter is updated, so that spacecraft and ground station are accurately illu­
minating each other. The modulation of the transmitter beams will be a selected 
narrow-band signal so that the receiver bandwidth may be narrowed accordingly, 
giving a good signal-to-noise ratio for the reduced signal intensities Obtained with 
wide transmitter beamwidths. 
As the pointing accuracy of the spacecraft is improved, the transmitter beam may 
be narrowed in increments and link performance determined as a function of beam­
width and pointing performance requirements of the spaceborne transmitter. Fading 
rate, sigiial dropouts, and signal-to-noise ratios may be determined for various 
bandwidths over extended periods of time. Various forms of modulation such as 
amplitude, polarization, and frequency modulation may be accomplished on the 
downlink by changing the operational mode of the modulators, at both the 0. 6328­
micron and 10. 6-micron wavelengths. 
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The effective received coherence diameter will be measured over extended periods 
of time by varying the telescope entrarice aperture diameter and measuring heteio­
dyne mixing efficiency. These data will be displayed at the. heterodyne receiver 
control console, and automatically recorded. Fluctuations in beam polarization 
will be continually measured, and unexpected anomalies displayed and recorded. 
Phase noise introduced by the atmosphere will be measured, and, selected portions 
of data will-be recorded. 
Many of these measured quantities may be varying at up'to I-kHz. Extensive pre. 
processing will be used before data are recorded. The magnitude of, and the 
statistical distributions of, the data are the most important information. Raw dal 
from the heterodyne receivers will be stored only while processing takes place, 2 
then-erased. Anomalous, or out-of-limit, data will automatically be retained for 
later analysis. 
The duration of the heterodyne detection on Earth experiment will be determined 
primarily by weather-conditions, and secondarily by the conflicting needs of othez 
experiments, such as the transfer of tracking from one ground station to another. 
Data-.should be taken over periods of several hours at a time, especially when wez 
conditions are changing. 
After the basic information on vertical-path propagation is built up, some further 
tests;wilt be made. These include attenuating the transmitted beam at the space­
craft to simulate signals from planetary ranges, detection of signals under very 
high background conditions, and compnriin nf Vnrin1q 'hnM nf Mnrllnfnn nn-i 
coding formats. 
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9. 6. 2 Optical Heterodyne Detection in Space 
Earth satellites have opened new areas of investigation in the atmospheric sciences: 
One important aspect of optical propagation in a turbulent atmosphere (Section 9. 1-) 
is the behavior of a coherent laser beam transnitted fribm the Earth's surface into­
space. Such-a beacon signal could be extremely useful as: (a) a referende for space­
borne precision tracking and pointing devices (paragraphs 9.6.5, 9.6.6, and 9. 6.71 
(b) an -optical communication uplink, and (c) a possible technique for planetary
 
atmosphere analysis. Yet, the character of such a beam is neither theoretically
 
described nor has it been measured. A spaceborne heterodyne receiver monitorinj
 
a ground-based laser transmitter can measure both'the amplitude and phase per­
turbations on the 'signal' due to the atmospheric disturbance.
 
A coherent propagation link will be established from Earth to the OTAES spacecraft 
(figure 9. 6.2-1). Propagation theory indicates that a disturbance introduced infthb
 
near field will cause perturbations which should differ significantly from those pro.
 
duced when an identical disturbance is introduced in the far field. At visible fre­
quencies, the atmosphere constitutes a disturbance in the near field on the uplink
 
and in 'the far field-on the downlink. This experiment (paragraph 9. 6.2), wheri per,
 
formed ,inconjunction.with the space-to-Earth .experiment (paragraph 9. 6.1), can
 
-pXQvide.simultaneous up- and downlinks. Both direct and heterodyne optical re6eiVers 
will be used aboard the spacecraft for comparison under a variety of atmospheric 
conditions. Such measurements would support the body of theoretical work which 
attempts-to define, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the effects of a turbulehft 
atmosphere-on the ,propagation of optical waves, and would develop the fundanent, 
basis for extrapolating the tracking and pointing experiments (paragraphs 9.6.5, 
9.6.6, and 9,6-7). 
This experiment can only be usefully performed in space. Data must be gathered 
for a long enough time to permit meaningful statistical analysis and correlation with 
gross measurables such as winds, temperature profiles, humidity, and seeing. 
Measurements will be most valuable at small zenith angles where ground-based 
measurements provide very limited data. Measurements from high altitude balloons 
can give limited but useful preliminary results incorporating much, but not all, of 
the sensible atmosphere in weather conditions suitable for balloon launching. Air­
craft tests are not feasible because of the high vibration and turbulence environment. 
A comparison of heterodyne measurements made over the ground-to-space path with 
those made in the opposite direction along the same path will aid in understanding the 
detailed properties of the atmosphere and extend existing solutions of the turbulence 
theory.
 
9. 6.2.1 Justification 
Atmospheric theory suggests that a narrow beam transmitted through the whole 
atmosphere to an orbiting satellite may suffer severe breakup, or "tearing." 
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Figure 9.6.,2-1. Optical Heterodyne Detection in Space. 
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Evaluation of such a theoretical finding could impact the development of precision
Earth beacon tracking techniques as well as the obvious support to physical theory. 
In horizontal propagation, the transition from a beam-boiling appearance to gross
beam-tearing (characterized by spots whose size seems independent of further in­
creases in range) occurs at ranges in excess of 5 kin.(1,2) Along slant and near­
vertical paths, this critical range should extend to tens of kilometers. Hence, 
measurements should be taken well above the turbulence.layers (20 km). The 
measurement altitude should thus be' greater than 40 km, the present bound on test 
aircraft and balloon operation. 
A heterodyne receiver in space. can provide the data needed to determine the types
and rates of modulation that can be supported by the atmosphere. The results of 
this 	experiment can also help to establish the design choices for future laser com­
munication systems since wavelength, modulation, and detector techniques can only
be decided on the basis of a thorough knowledge of atmospheric effects. For this 
reason, various modulations will be placed on the link. The quantities to be meas­
ured in space are received signal power, heterodyne signal power, and fluctuations 
in both polarization and phase. 
9.6.2.2 Experiment Design 
By implementing a ground-to-space heterodyne link, it will be possible to determine 
scintillation spectra, optical phase fluctuations, and polarization fluctuations (para­
graphs 9.1.3.1 and 9.1.3.5) in the absence of significant angle-of-arrival effects, 
which are always present in space-to-ground measurements. By imposing various 
modulations, it will also be possible to find the types and rates of modulation which 
can be supported by the atmosphere, and these can be compared with downlink 
measurements. Should future system designers consider adaptive optical communi­
cation from space to Earth, an optical uplink could sense the capacity of the trans­
mission path for adaptive feedback purposes. Polarization measurements will be 
useful in evaluating polarized light communication techniques. Phase measurements 
can be used to assess optical phase or frequency modulation methods. 
The functiohal description of the heterodyne uplink is identical to that for the hetero­
dyne downlink.given in paragraph 9. 6. 1.2. Indeed, simultaneous operation of two 
identical functioning links is important. However, location of the transmitter on 
the ground will permit detailed instrumentation differences, chief of which will be 
the use of a single-frequency (super-mode) laser. The 0. 6328-micron receiver in 
(1) 	 W. R. Hinchman and A. L. Buck, "Fluctuations in a Laser Beam over 9 and 
90 Mile Paths," Proc. IEEE (Correspondence), vol. 52, March 1964, pp. 305­
306. 
(2) 	 J. i. Whitten, G. F. Prehmus, and K. Tomiyasu, "Q-Switched Laser Beam 
Propagation over a 10-Mile Path," Proc. IEEE (Correspondence), vol. 53, 
July 1965, p. 736. 
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the 1. 0-meter spaceborne telescope will be essentially identical to the ground re-. 
ceiver described in paragraph 9. 6. 1.4. 2. A similar 0.3-meter spaceborne 0. 6328­
micron receiver will provide additional field of view and backup reliability. 
An argon beacon will be available (paragraph 9. 6. 5) for uplink direct (energy) -. 
detection experiments at 0.488 micron. Although this beacon could be instrumented 
as a ground-based heterodyne transmitter, severe problems are associated with the 
implementation of a spaceborne 0.488-micron heterodyne receiver which primarily 
have to do with the feasibility of developing the laser local oscillator having high 
enough stability and reliability. They are: 
a. 	 A development program about 24 months long will be required to evolve 
a laser design with the lifetime and reliability needed for the OTS missio: 
There is at this time no reasonable assurance that the desired result will 
in fact be obtained. The present problems are in designing laser tubes 
to withstand the high current densities needed without erosion of the tube 
walls and electrodes. 
b. 	 The primary electrical power needed by the Argon laser local oscillator 
cannot be reduced below the 250-watt level, even for output powers of a 
few milliwatts. This high power drain not only imposes restrictions on 
the performance of other experiments but creates a serious heat dissi­
pation problem inside a telescope well. 
c. 	 The Argon laser tube will need cooling with a circulating fluid. Simple 
radiative cooling of the laser tube will not be adequate. The vibrations 
set ip by the fluid flow and pump will make the stabilization of the cavity 
length difficult, as well as couple into the pointing and tracking experi­
ments. In addition, the 0.4880- and 0.6328-micron wavelengths are 
close together, so that atmospheric perturbations on the two wavelengthE 
will be nearly identical. 
The 	10.. 6-micron wavelength attainable with the highly efficient C0 2 -N2 laser is 
also 	an interesting subject for experimentation. Here, the arguments against a 
10. 6-micron heterodyne uplink revolve about detector technology. In the infrare( 
region, phdtomultipliers are not available; hence, diode detection or photocon­
ductive detectors will be required. Present bulk detectors are noisy. Their per 
foriiance could be improved by incorporating cooled spectral filters such that the 
detectordoes not see the total blackbody radiation from the optical antenna surfa( 
Ide'ally, 'photon noise-limited operation would then prevail. However, tests with 
na'rrow detector fields of view indicate that with background noise removed sensi­
tivity 1&ay still be limited by other noise mechanisms in .the detector. This un­
certainty iipresent development and the need for cryogenic cooling in the spacecraft 
to achieve kilohertz bandwidths dictates omission of a 10. 6-micron heterodyne 
uplink. 
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A narrow-band 10. 6-micron (energy) detection measurement on the spacecraft will 
be included in the direct detection experiment (paragraph 9. 6. 3). 
9. 6. 2. 3 Measurement Objective 
A ground-to-space link will be established to make measurements of the phase and­
anplitude scintillation on the upgoing beam without the additional perturbing effects 
of angle-of-arrival and coherence diameter fluctuation. The spacecraft will receive' 
0. 6328-micron radiation through either the 1. 0-meter aperture or the 0. 3-meter
 
aperture (figure 9. 6.2.3-1).
 
Several parameters will be measured at the spacecraft heterodyne receivers. They 
are: 
a.' Amplitude fluctuation of heterodyne signals. 
b. FrIquency (or phase) fluctuations in the heterodyne signals. 
c. Polarization fluctuation: Since each heterodyne receiver is sensitive to 
orthogonal polarizations, any differential treatment by the atmosphere 
can be detected. 
Circularly polarized light will be transmitted from the ground for most experiments, 
so that any atmospherically induced depolarizing effects can be analyzed at the 
spacecraft.
 
Various modulators will be used, as in the spacecraft transmitter, in order to 
evaluate their effectiveness on an optical uplink, whose scintillation properties 
are not the same as a downlink. Optical AM, FM, and Polarization PCM modu­
lation will be used in turn, under various weather conditions. 
9. 6.2.4 Equipment Design 
The block diagram of the equipment required for the Optical Heterodyne Detection 
on the Spacecraft experiment is shown in figure 9. 6.2.3-1. The 0. 6328-micron 
ground transmitter will be made up of the following subsystems: (a) super-mode
laser with its power supply, mode stabilization controls, and automatic frequency
control; (b) electro-optic modulator with the modulation driver, power supply, and, 
signal source. The telescope, including secondary optics, beam deflection subsys­
tem, and pointing and tracking controls, will be shared with the beacon. Each space­
craft receiver will be made up of the following subsystems: (a) spacecraft telescope,
including its secondary optics, beam deflection subsystem, and pointing and tracking
controls (b) dichroic mirror; (c) optical filter; and (d) duplex heterodyne receiver. 
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The locations of the heterodyne receivers are in telescope no. 1 and no. 3 (see fig­
ures 9. 6. 1.4-3 and 9. 6. 1.4-5 for equipment block diagrams within each of these 
telescopes). A flip mirror is used within each telescope to convert between trans­
mitting and receiving modes. One of the telescopes can be receiving while the other 
is simultaneously transmitting. 
9.6.2.4.1 Spaceborne Receivers 
The spaceborne receivers for the heterodyne detection experiments will be, like 
the ground receivers, polarization diversity receivers that can process orthogonal 
polarization states simultaneously. The spaceborne heterodyne receiver mayenjoythe 
immense advantage of being able to use the entire area of the collector efficiently 
outside of the atmosphere. All optical components can be used at their diffraction 
limit. 
The heterodyne receiver configuration is shown in figure 9.,6.2.4. 1-1. The received, 
circularly polarized energy is picked off by a flip mirror and sent to the receiver 
unit. Within each unit, the received energy is prefiltered and then retarded by a 
quarter-wave plate, which converts right or left circularly-polarized input radiation 
into orthogonal plane polarized beams. These are then separated by a polarization­
sensitive prism and sent to one of two basic heterodyne receivers. Both basic re­
ceivers are fed by the same laser local oscillator, but are sensitive to opposite 
polarizations. This configuration is called a polarization diversity optical heterodyne 
receiver: It is capable of processing the two polarization channels simultaneously. 
The local oscillator's power is divided equally by a beam splitter between the two 
channels. The beams are superimposed at the two mixer beam splitters. Their 
directions and phase fronts are matched so that they will beat coherently to produce 
a signal at their difference frequency at the output of the detector. This is then 
amplified by the IF amplifiers. 
Each of the polarization channels uses two detectors in a balanced mixer configura­
tion. The signals from the two detectors are out of phase because of the phase re­
versal produced on the light by reflection at the beam splitter. One of the legs of 
the circuit has an inverter that restores the signal to its correct polarity. Then it 
is added to the signal from the other leg, and a heterodyne signal of full amplitude 
is obtained without wasting any of the incoming signal light or any of the local oscil­
lator power. This configuration is used for heterodyne reception in both telescopes. 
The frequency of the laser local oscillator must be stabilized to a fixed frequency 
offset from the frequency of the optical signal being received. The difference fre­
quency to be detected must lie within the bandpass of the photodetector. In the visible 
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Figure 9.6.2.4.1-1. OTAES'Polarization Diversity Heterodyne Receiver. 
and 	near infrared spectrum, there are available broadband detectors (3,4) that permit 
the laser local oscillator to operate as far as 3 GHz away from the frequency of the 
incoming signal. A second electronic conversion with a tracking local oscillator 
can always move the signal to a convenient intermediate frequency. 
In the past few years several frequency stabilized lasers have been constructed. A 
variety of methods are now suitable for the development of a frequency 'stabilized 
local oscillator laser to be used iii the spacecraft. (5,6,7,8, 9) The most common 
laser is the short single frequency laser with about 0.25 mW output'at 0. 6328 micron. 
Multimode lasers may also be stabilized. (10) Typically line widths of about 2 parts 
in 1010 or 0.1 MHz is ordinarily obtained. (6,8) The methods which employ afre­
quency dither'will have a rbsidual FM modulation that can be about 5 MHz. (5, 6) 
For the OTAES experiment a simple mirroi tuning system that hinaximizes the L. 0: 
laser output power is sufficient; once a sigdal from the ground station is acquired., 
the AFC system will use it as'a first-order reference and track at a fixed frequency 
offset. 
(3) 	 M. B. Fisher, "A Multiplier Travelling Wave Phototube;" presented at the 
Conference on Electron Device Research, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.,, 
June 	23, 1965 (to be published). 
(4) L. K. Anderson, L. A. D'IAsaro, and A, Goetzberger, "Microwave Photo­
diodes Exhibiting Microplasma--Free Carrier Multiplication, " Ap'pl. 'Physt 
Left., vol. 6, no. 4, -February 15, 1965. 
(5) 	 W. R. C. Rowley and.D. C. Wilson, "Wavelength Stabilization of an Optical
 
Laser," Nature, vol. 200, 1963, p. 745.
 
(6) 	 Koichi Shimoda, "Frequency Stabilization nf th. ip.-N T.nqpr " T rnn
 
on Instrumentation and Measurement.
 
(7) 	 A. D. White, E. I. Gordon, and E. F. Labuda, "Frequency Stabilization of
 
Single Mode Gas Laser," Appl.,Phys. Lett.', vol. 5, 1964; p. 97. ­
(8) 	 M. S. Lipsett and P. H. Lee,, "Laser Wavelength Stabilization with a Passive
 
Interferometer," Appl. Optics, vol. 5, 1965, p. 823.
 
(9) 	 A. D. White, "A Two-Channel Laser Frequency Control System," IEEE
 
Journal of Quantum Electronics (Correspondence), vol. QE-1, 1965, p. 322.
 
(10) 	 S.E. Harris, M. K. Oshman, B. .. McMurtry, and E. 0. Omniann, "Pro­
-posed Frequency Stabilization of the FM Laser," Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. 7, 
-1965, p. 185. 
(11) 	 A. Heller, "A High-Gain Room-Temperature Liquid Laset: Trivalent Neo­
dymium in Selenium Oxychloride," Appl. Phys. Left., August 1, 1966. 
A. Lempicki and A. Heller, "Characteristics of the Nd +3SeOC12 Liquid 
Laser, " ibid. 
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9.6.2.4.2 Ground Transmitters 
The requirements for a ground-based laser transmitter are the same, in essence, 
as those for the spaceborne transmitters. Stable single-frequency operation is 
needed, and this will be obtained in the same way as in the spacecraft transmitter 
system, i.e. , with a combination of mode-coupling techniques and acoustic isola­
tion. However, the ground transmitter is not subject to the constraints vhich led' 
to elimination of the super-mode technique on the spacecraft. Thus, using the 
super-mode technique, the ground transmitter can transmit nearly all of its power 
in a single frequency. 
For the He-Ne laser at 0. 6328 micron, the FM laser-supermode laser technique 
can be used to convert the output of a multimode laser to a single frequency, and 
simultaneously to stabilize the output frequency to a point near the laser line cen­
ter. (12,13) The optical configuration of a frequency-stabilized, multimode, single­
frequency output laser is shown in figure 9. 6. 2.4.2-1. The resonant cavity of the 
laser system is formed by an opaque mirror at one end and a highly reflective mirror 
at.the other end. Inside the cavity formed by the mirrors is a laser tube that prc 
vides gain, and a phase modulator that is made of a material such as KDP, whic] 
has a high electro-optic coefficient. When the phase modulator is driven with a 
frequency that is very near to the frequency spacing between the axial modes 
of the laser itself, the modes become coupled together and are converted from in 
dependent free-running oscillations into mutually dependent, coupled oscillations at 
nearly the same optical frequencies. The amplitude and phase of each of the 
previously independent oscillatfons is altered by the presence of significant coupling 
between the modes, so that the laser modes become sidebands of a single, coher-n+ 
signal. Both AM and .FMcoupling have been observed. (14,15) 
The FM mode coupled, or "FM laser," has an additional advantage, however: th, 
light inside the cavity is effectively frequency-modulated at a rate controlled by ume 
intra-cavity phase modulator, and the amount of AM distortion on this signal strongly 
depend§ on the optical frequency difference between the center of the FM mode pat­
tern and the center of the fluorescence line. This dependence can be used to measure 
the absolute frequency drift of the mode pattern, and thus the drift in the cavity mirror 
separation, and to provide an etror signal to correct drift or jitter as it occurs. 
(12) 	 S. E. Harris, M. K. Oshman, B. J. McMurtry, E. 0. Ammann, "Proposed 
Frequency Stabilization of the FM Laser," Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. 7, no. 7, 
October 1, 1965, p. 185. 
(13) 	S. E. Harris and B. J. McMurtry, "Frequency Selective Coupling to the FM 
Laser, " Appl. Phys. Le.., vol. 7, no. 10, November 15, 1964. 
(14) 	S. E. Harris and 0. P. McDuff, "FM Laser-Oscillation--Theory," Appl. Phys. 
Lett. , vol. 5, no. 10, November 15, 1964. 
(15) 	 E. 0. Ammann, B. J. McMurtry, and M. K. Oshman, "Detailed Experiments 
on He-Ne FM Lasers," IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. QE-1, no. 6, 
September 1965. 
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The multiple frequencies in the laser output can also be combined coherently into a 
single frequency, because of the fact that they all have the amplitudes and phases
equivalent to a single FM-modulated optical carrier. An external optical phase
modulator, driven 180 degrees out of phase with the FM-locking intracavity modu­
lator, acts on the light beam to "un-modulate" it, and restore all sideband power 
into a single carrier frequency. An FM laser can thus be stabilized and deliver its 
full power into a single frequency simultaneously. 
Two feedback control systems are needed in order to operate the laser in this way. 
They are: 
a. The Laser AFC Subsystem. This subsystem monitors the AM distortion 
on the FM light within the laser cavity and adjusts the cavity length to the 
correct value. This is accomplished by moving one end mirror with a 
piezoelectric transducer. In this fashion the spectrum of oscillating modes 
can be placed on the center of the resonance fluorescence line of the laser. 
b. The Super-Mode Modulator Subsystem. The drive power to the external 
modulator must always be adjusted to produce inverse modulation; i. e., 
equal and opposite to the FM modulation coming from the laser. This is 
accomplished by sensing any residual FM (or AM) sidebands on the output 
beam and driving them to zero, by adjustment of the gain and phase shift 
circuits driving the external mdulator. 
The major equipment necessary to conduct optical heterodyne detection in space is 
listed below. The spaceborne equipment can be operated by the astronaut using the 
left-hand panels shown in figure 9. 6.2.4.2-2 or, alternatively, from the optical
ground station using console 3 (figure 9. 6.2.4.2-3). 
SPACEBORNE EQUIPMENT 
a. 0. 6328-MICRON DUPLEX HETERODYNE RECEIVER - (Two Identical 
Units; One Located in 1-Meter Telescope and Other in 0.3-Meter 
Telescope) 
Local Oscillator Laser Assembly Specifications: 
Wt. - 15 lbs. L - 8 in. Dia. - 6 in. 
He-Ne Laser (Single Frequency) 
Narrow-band Interference Filter - 0. 6328 micron 
Quarter Wave Plate and Polarization Compensator 
Polarization Analyzer/Optical Mixer Subassembly 
Shutter 
4 Wideband Photomultiplier Photodetectors 
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Photomultiplier Control and Power Circuits
 
Signal Processing and Demodulation Circuits
 
Laser Control and Power Circuits
 
Cavity Tuning Control and Frequency Stabilization Circuits 
Power Monitor 
b. 	 1. 0-METER RECEIVING TELESCOPE WITH SUITABLE BEAM 
COMBINING OPTICS 
c. 	 0.3-METER RECEIVING TELESCOPE WITH SUITABLE BEAM 
COMBINING OPTICS 
d. 	 SIGNAL WAVEFORM ANALYZER/DISPLAY UNII 
e. 	 TELEMETRY SIGNAL CONDITIONER CIRCUITS 
3ROUND BASED EQUIPMENT 
a. 	 0.6328-MICRON LASER TRANSMITTER ASSEMBLY 
He-Ne Laser (100-milliwatt single frequency "supermode") 
Main Control and Power Circuits 
Cavity Tuning Control and Frequency Stabilization Circuits 
Stabilization Circuit Photodetector and Preamplifier 
Internal Cavity and External Supermode Modulator 
Internal Cavity and External Supermode Modulator Driver Amplifier 
Internal Modulator and External Supermode Control and Power Circuits 
Output Power Monitor 
Pupil Matching Telescope 
VIDEO MODULATOR SUBASSEMBLY 
Modulator
 
Modulator Control and Power Circuits
 
Modulator Driver Amplifier
 
Signal Generator or Encoder
 
Photodetector arid Preamplifier
 
Signal Comparator
 
b. 	 0.5-METER TRANSMITTING TELESCOPE WITH SUITABLE BEAM 
COMBINING OPTICS 
II-16o 
c. EXPERIMENT CONTROL, SEQUENCING, AND MEASUREMENTS SYSTEM 
Signal Processing Circuits 
Telemetry Signal Storage/Computation Facilities 
Heterodyne Up-Link Control/Display Console (Transmitter and Receive: 
Waveform Display) 
9.6.2.4.3 Feasibility 
The development of ground-based optical heterodyne receivers has advanced to a point 
where the design considerations can now be extrapolated for use in a satellite-borne 
heterodyne receiver. The local oscillator laser has not yet been developed and 
qualified for space applications, but a reasonable design can be developed based on 
the present state-of-the-art of lasers and present knowledge of the space environ­
ment.' Aligfment of the'various elements making up the heterodyne receiver can be 
maintained under the rigors of launch, using standard optical assembly techniques 
such as drilling and pinning each element in position after final alignment has been 
accomplished. Detectors for spacecraft application are available for all frequencies 
of interest, but require cooling to 30'K or lower for the far infrared wavelengths. 
The ground equipment and facilities needed for this experiment are within the present 
statd-of-theart. 
For the visile wavelength 6f'0. 6328 microns, critical components such as modula­
tors., 5"ehm splitters, detectors, optical.elemehts and their coating have been demon­
strated in environmdnts similar to those expected for this OTAES experiment. 
Design and space qualification testing of lasers must be started soon since laser reli­
ability and lifetime estimates are still low. Only the laser and the heterodyne 
recever assemblyi remain to be space tested. However, earth-based optical hetero­
dn been demonstrated over kilometer distances. The most critical 
paraeter isthd frequency stability of the spaceborne laser local oscillators, which 
brings about the requirement that they be acoustically decoupled from their sur­
roundings. 
9. 6.2. 5 Data Management 
The signal processing electronic subsystems will operate in the same fashion as 
their ground-based counterparts; AM, FM, and Polarization PCM signals can be 
received, and the laser local oscillator will track the received signal at a fixed fre­
quency offset a5 described in paragraph 9.6.1.4.1. The pseudo-random signal 
comparison technique (section 28. 0) will be used for display and recording in the 
normal data management mode. However, the true signal from the spacecraft 
heterodyne receivers can be displayed to the crew, using either an oscilloscope or 
TV monitor-type display. The status of the frequency tracking (AFC) circuits will 
be displayed with out-of-stats warning lights, indicating loss of lock-on or exces­
sive frequencyjit r due to spacecraft vibrations. Laser input electrical power and 
optical output power will'be displayed with panel meters. 
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The equipments aboard the spacecraft can be operated from either the astronaut
 
console panels (figures 9. 6. 1. 5-2, 9. 6. 1. 5-3, and 9. 6. 1. 5-4) or from console 3
 
in the ground station OTTOS-OTAES Control Room (figures 9.6.1. 5-7, 9. 6.1.5-9,
 
9. 6. 1.5-10, 9. 6.1.5-11, 9. 6.1.5-12, and 9. 6. 1. 5-13). These spaceborne equip­
ments include:
 
a. 	 either the 1. 0-meter (no. 1) or the 0.3-meter (no. 3) gimbaled telescope, 
in a receive mode 
b. 	 an 0.4880-micron tracker for telescope no. 1 and/or no. 3 
c. 	 a 0. 6328-micron laser local oscillator 
d. 	 -heterodyne receiver detectors, electronics, and data handling equipment 
e,. 	 EF tnlninfrv nntl hipnrnn civc+,A­
9. 6.'2. 5.1 'Spacecraft Equipment Test and Checkout 
"T6 assutce satisfactory performance, the equipment alignment and tuning must be 
optimized and periodically repeated. Tuning of the laser to obtain optimum efficiency 
will be done by adjusting the laser mirror controls to maximize output power for 
fixed input power. Laser AFC circuits are automatic in operation and require only 
re'chck 'of stktus indicator lamp. Telescope fine tracking functions are also auto­
matic once they are initiated. 
Several p6rtions of the spacecraft equipment in laser telescope nos. 1 and 3, whose 
block diagrams are shown in figures 9. 6. 1.4-3 and 9. 6.1.4-5, are used for checking 
out the laser local oscillators and heterodyne receivers, as described in the previous 
section. The equipments used for checkout in these two telescopes include 
a. 	 Local oscillator laser power output meter 
b. 	 Laser input current and voltage meters 
c. 	 Laser tuning and AFC circuits, with lock-on display indicator 
dl 	 Shutter for blocking local oscillator radiation out of the photodetectors 
during initial adjustments 
B. 	 Temperature sensors in the laser package and the electronic units 
I. 	 Oscill6scope display of all critical electronic test points 
.	 Control and display panels for the laser local oscillators in the crew 
cabin area 
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The checkout and operation of the heterodyne receivers consists mostly of electronic 
adjustments. They can be effectively monitored and operated by ground control. 
The required adjustments do not need special optical test fixtures, which might re­
quire a human being to be present to set up and to interpret the results. 
9. 6.2.5.2 Ground Equipment Test and Checkout
 
The ground-based equipment required for this experiment will include:,
 
a. The 0. 5-meter aperture transmitting telescope 
b. Pointing and positioning equipment 
c. 0. 6328-micron and 104 6-micron laser transmitters, including modulators 
d. Power supplies and electronic data handling equipment 
e. Control and display consoles for transmitting telescope, transmitter 
lasers, data processing, and recording equipment 
f. 0.4880-laser beacon transmitter 
g. Microwave tracker to provide pointing information 
h. Spacecraft telemetry command and display 
The ground-based equipment will be checked for operability before the experiment 
is begun. All of the lasers (0.4880-micron beacon, 0. 6328-micron and 10. 6-micron 
transmitters) will be turned on and thermally stabilized, and AFC circuits turned on. 
Internal checking of the modulator electronics will be done by injecting a signal 
directly into the modulator and checking the modulated output against the input for 
gain and distortion. These functions will all be controlled from the ground station 
control consoles. Signal processing electronics will be self-checked in a similar 
manner. 
The beacoh modulator will be operated with selected test signals, and the beacon 
output will be measured. Pointing of the beacon will be done by using the inputs 
from the RF tracking stations such as Goldstone, and the RF tracking equipment at 
the optical ground site. 
The 0. 5-meter transmitting telescope is pointed at the spacecraft, using the sam( 
pointing signal inputs. More accurate pointing will be done after the signal is ac­
quired by the receiving telescope on the spacecraft. 
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The RF telemetry system will be checked for operational status at the spacecraft 
status display and control console. 
9.6.2.5.3 Experiment Performance 
Radiosonde balloons will be released over a period of several hours prior to, and 
during, optical measurements, in order to record upper air conditions. Local 
meteorological donditions will be measured near the transmitting telescope. Whei 
there is no interference from clouds, the spacecraft will be commanded to acquire 
the 0.4880-micron ground beacon, to begin fine tracking, and to receive test signa 
on the optical uplinks. The pointing of the ground transmitter and the beacon tran, 
mitter is updated, so that the spacecraft is accurately illuminated by the ground 
station. The modulation of the transmitter beams will be a selected narrow-band 
signal so that the receiver bandwidth may be narrowed accordingly, giving a good 
signal-to-noise ratio for the reduced signal intensities obtained with wide transmit 
beamwidths, of a few milliradians. 
As the pointing accuracy of the beacon is improved, the ground transmitter beam 
may be narrowed in increments and link performance determined as a function of 
beamwidth and pointing performance requirements of the spaceborne receiver. 
Fading rate, signal dropouts, and signal-to-noise ratios may be determined for 
various bandwidths over extended periods of time. Various forms of modulation. 
such as amplitude, polarization, and frequency modulation may be accomplished 
on the uplink by changing the operational mode of the modulators, at both the 0. 6328­
micron and 10. 6-micron wavelengths. 
Fluctuations in beam polarization will be continually measured, and unexpected 
anomalies telemetered to the ground and displayed. These data will be displayed 
at the heterodyne receiver control console, and automatically recorded. 
Phase 'noise iitroduced-by the atmosphere will be measured, and selected portions 
of data 'vill be telemetered and recorded. 
Many of these measured quantities may be varying at up to 1 kHz. Extensive pre­
processing on the ground will be used before data are recorded. The magnitudes 
of, and.the statistical distributions of, the data are the most important information. 
Telemetered raw data from the heterodyne receivers will be stored only while 
prodessing takes place, and then erased. Anomalous, or out-of-limit, data will 
automatically be retained for later analysis. 
The duration of the heterodyne detection in space experiment will be determined 
primarily by weather conditions, and secondarily by the conflicting needs qf other 
experiments, such as the transfer of tracking from one ground station to another.. 
Data should be taken over periods of several hours at a time, especially when 
weather conditions are changing. 
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After the basic information on vertical-path propagation is built up, some further 
tests will be made. These include attenuating the transmitted beamn, detection of' 
signals under very high background conditions, and comparison of various types 
of modulation and coding formats. 
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9. 6.3 Direct Detection on Earth 
One potential application for lasers is communication at very long ranges. But, 
before an optical communication link can be proposed as an operational tool, its 
efficacy must be established. A foundation of spaceborne optical communication 
engineering data must be obtained to allow comparison with conventional techniques. 
The preceding experiments have treated the optical heterodyne technique. Direct 
detection also applies as an alternative communication form that has planetary 
distance potential. 
There are three salient advantages to the direct detection concept: system sim­
plicity, lenient pointing tolerances, and an advanced state of ground-based devel­
opment. In fact, direct detection system tests can be implemented on OTAES by 
defocusing the telescope, in the same fashion that is prerequisite to the precision 
tracking experiment (paragraph 9. 6.5), and by using the optical heterodyne trans­
mitter. Thus, at the expense of a few logic elements in its test program sequencer, 
the OTAES spacecraft can be adapted for the direct detection experiment. 
There is a second advantage to the inclusion of a direct detection link in OTAES: 
probability of experiment success. In the direct system, beam pointing and col­
limation requirements are traded off at the expense of enlarging the ground-based 
optical collector, thereby enhancing the reliability of the space-to-earth communi­
cation link. Since those atmospheric measurements predicated upon amplitude 
and polarization sensing, can be accomplished with the spaceborne optical trans­
mitter in the direct detection communication mode, inclusion of the direct detection 
link enhances the success of that portion of the atmospheric experiments. 
The one element of an optical direct detection system that remains to be developed 
is the large, earth-based optical collector (depicted in figure 9. 6.3-1). For a 
meaningful comparison (i. e., in a planetary communication context) with alter­
native techniques, this aperture should be 8 meters in diameter. In this size, solar 
furnace technology and conventional 1RF antenna tracking techniques apply. 
Given such an earth-based receiving system and a relaxed tolerance spaceborne 
laser transmitter, portions of the 10-MHz communication, pulse distortion, and 
fading experiments can be accomplished. To be of full value to atmospheric 
physicists and to develop meaningful space-to-earth communication engineering 
data, such measurements must be made through the whole atmosphere. This 
atmospheric measurement requirement, and the opportunity to make exact and 
simultaneous comparison with an alternative communication form, constitute the 
justification for performing the direct detection optical communication experiment 
in space. 
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9. 6.3. 1 Justification 
The frequently expressed need (1) for television bandwidth deep space-to-earth data 
links suggests the use of a wide bandwidth laser communication system in which all 
the short wavelength optical energy can be concentrated into a very narrow diffractiotr 
limited beam by using relatively small apertures. Assuming all other factors to be 
equal, the narrower the beamwidth the greater the capability of the communication 
system. However, the ability to transmit submicroradian beams with apertures less 
than a meter in diameter presents the designer with problems of precision pointing, 
alignment, and atmospheric refraction effects comparable in difficulty to those of 
the microwave communication system designer, who must construct and point mas­
sive space antennas in order to increase the present microwave systems capability. 
The 	Direct Detection Optical Communication System concept, shown in figure 
9. 6.3. 1-1, represents a comlromise of the theoretical ultimate. In direct or 
energy detection, the light beam is detected directly by a photocell that is sensitive 
to changes in input beam power. This is analogous, in the RF spectrum, to the early 
crystal sets. However, since the direct detection optical communication system is 
independent of the atmosphere coherence diameter limitation, a large aperture col­
lector can be used. A large receiving aperture will provide an excess of aperture 
gain that may be traded off to relax the pointing requirements both on the earth and 
in the spacecraft, preserving the capability for megahertz bandwidth communications. 
The direct detection system technique accepts a detector efficiency of 10-1, laser 
efficiencies of 10-4 ,pointing accuracies of tens of microradians, and non-diffraction­
limited optics. The signal-to-noise ratio for an optical communication link using 
direct detection, neglecting dark current in the photodetector, is (paragraph 
9.9.2.3): 
(1) 	 M. C. Adams, Hearings before the Committee on Science and Astronautics, 
United States House of Representatives, Eighty-ninth Congress, February 23, 
24, 25, and 28 thru March 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8, 1966, Part 4, p. 97. 
A. J. Kelley, "NASA's New Electronic Research Center, ,"Astronautics and 
Aeronautics, vol. 3,-no. 5,May 1965, pp. 58-63. 
H. E. Newell, Hearings before the Committee on Aeronautical and Space
 
Sciences, United States Eighty-ninth Congress, March 22, 23, 24, 25, and 
30, 	 1965. 
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where 
p = The responsivity of the photo-surface = e 77 
hv
 
lPs = The signal power received at the photomultiplier (watts) 
PB = The background power received at the photomultiplier (watts) 
e = The electronic charge 
Af = The electrical noise bandwidth of the system (hertz) 
7 = Quantum efficiency (number of charge carriers per photon) 
h = Planck t s constant 
v = Optical frequency (hertz) 
fir = The field of view of the receiver 
Nx = Average spectral radiance of the sky in the optical filter bandwidth,
Ak, as measured at the telescope receiver aperture, Ar 
Pt = Transmitted power (watts) 
Ot = Transmitter half-power solid angle beamwidth (steradians)
Ar = Effective area of the receiver collecting optics (Square meters) 
T o = Optical transmission 
TA = Atmospheric transmission 
R = Range (meter). 
The term in the first parentheses is the expression for signal photon noise-limited 
operation. The term in the second parentheses represents the effect of background 
in reducing the signal-to-noise ratio for signal photon noise-limited operation. The 
8-meter collector can thus be used to compare direct detection to heterodyne optical 
communication techniques in 24-hour earth orbit at visible frequencies. 
The background problem at 10. 6 microns is less severe than at 0. 63 micron. The 
background power incident upon the detector is small compared to the total black­
body radiation from the optical antenna that is viewed by the detector. 
Solving for the transmitter radiance (paragraph 9. 9. 2. 3) gives: 
R2 S) 1/2 
i - N (AfA ) 
t D*T TA A 
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where 
The voltage signal-to-noise ratio 
P . The signal power in watts 
Af = The noise bandwidth- in hert 
Ac = The detectQr area incm 2 . 
(5)
Typical D* values of Ge-Hg 
't 10 
are 3 x 10 
nnmflz\" 
wtwatt for an f/1.3 detector 
aperture ratio and a 4 K operating temperature. The minimum area of the 
detector, determined by the optics ,circle of confusion, would be 0.25 cm 2 
Using the parameters from table 9. 6.3. 1-1 in addition to those properties of th 
detector, and requiring a 30-dB signal-to-noise ratio, the required transmitter 
radiant intensity is 
' Pt 
-- = 7 x 107 watts/steradian 
Hence, I S C0 2 -N 2 laser is adequate to 'demon­
strate 10-MHz Direct Detection communication using the OTAES 0.3-meter trans­
miting aperture (Vit = 1.4 x 10-8). 
9. 6.3.2 Experiment Design 
This experiment will provide'a Khigh-confidence link for atmospheric propagation 
measurements and will compare alternative optical communication forms. The 
specific objective is to evaluate the performance of'a wideband space-ground laser 
communications technique that uses'state-of-thd-art components, but does not re­
quire diffraction-limited-optics,, extreme pointing accuracy, or excessive power 
consumption. 
The -implementation of a direct detection experiment in earth orbit'would thus test 
and evaluate a simple laser communications. system concept, and provide means 
for performing atmospheric propagation measurements. As lasers and detectors 
are made more efficient and as space optical and pointing problems are solved, the 
direct system will then become a means for high data-rate optical communications 
at interplanetary distance 
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TABLE 9.6.3.1-1
 
TYPICAL VALUES REQUIRED FOR DIRECT DETECTION EXPERVIEN 
System Parameters 	 Space-to-Ground Noncoherent 
Range 3.22 x 107 meters 
(20,000 miles)' 
Laser Power (a) 10 - 3 watts 
Beaniwidth (a) 1.4 x I0- 5 radians 
Wavelength 
.6.328 x 10 - 7 meters (6328 A) 
Filter Bandwidth (b) 2 A 
Modulation Type Polarization 
Filter Transmission (b) 0.4 
Nominal Optics Efficiency 0. 75 
Nominal Atmospheric Transmission (a) 0.5 
Typical Background Radiance Blue Sky at Zenith (*) 
Observed by Receiver (d) 2 x 101 watts/m2 .- stermioron 
Optical Collector Area 50 meters2 
5 x i0 - 4 Minimum Receiver Field of View radians 
Phototube Type S-20 (C70038D) 
Peak Signal to RMS Noise (a) 30 dB 
System Bandwidth 	 10 MHz 
(a) 	 Possible system parameters as indicated oncurve. 
(b) 	.Spectralab mica interference filter. 
(c) 	 Less than standard clear atmosphere at 60 0.from 
zenith. 
(d) 	 Angle of sun and observer neglected for simplicity. 
(*) F. Moller, "Optics of the Lower Atmosphere,"' Applied Optics, vol. 3, 
no. 2, February 1964, p. 161. 
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The development of a space-to-ground direct laser communications technology with 
interplanetary capabilities requires the development of a spacecraft transmitter and 
ground-based receiver techniques. In addition to critical component development, 
numerous experiments are required to develop design parameters affected by trans­
mission of laser beams down through a turbulent atmosphere. Furthermore, once 
a system has been designed it should be constructed and then tested to determine its 
performance. This could be accomplished partially by using balloon-borne laser 
sources and receivers. 
In evaluating the alternative to spaceborne equipment, it is necessary to determine 
'the .minimum requirements for developing direct detection technology. The direct 
detedtion system is a communicationis system. Its design objective is to minimize 
the fading effects introduced by the atmosphere. It is insensitive to wavefront phase 
distortion and can operate either in the near or far field of a transmitter. 
Turbulent air containing eddies of different index of refraction produces the seeing 
and scintillation effects commonly observed by astronomers. (2) Generally speaking, 
there are two regions of turbulent air. The common seeing effects such as angle of 
arrival, defocusing, shimmer, etc 
. 
, all occur in the turbulent layer within a few 
hundred feet of the ground. A second region of turbulence is within 10, 000 feet of 
the tropbpause. Scintillation or intensity fluctuations for the most part originate 
in this region which is at altitudes between 20, 000 and 60, 000 feet, depending upo 
location to the earth. The subject of atmospheric characteristibs is discussed.' 
more thoroughly in section' 9. 1. 
Scintillation is introduced at the tropopause. A simple model of this effect is that 
a corrugated shaped interface produces a corrugation in a wavefront passing through 
the region. For starlight;' mottled light and dark areas are produced at the earth's. 
surface. Protheroe (3) has' measured the correlation distance of starlight at the 
earth's surface to be 11 inches. In his measurements the predominant structure 
size of the light and dark patterns range between 5 and 10 inches. Laser light, 
because of its single frequency would have a finer structure. The direct detection 
system antenna is composed of approximately 900 12-inch diameter elements. If 
the structure scintillation is random, the root mean square fluctuation is approxi­
mately \49W and the signal fluctuation would be 3 per cent. 
In fact, the observed striucture is often only the order of 0. 03 to 0.04 meter. (4)
 
2 10 - 3
 The 8-meter diameter aperture area is 50 m . Thus, if the structural area is 
meter 2 , then the robt mean square fluctuation would be 0. 5 per cent. 
(2). 	 G. Kuiper and B. Middlehurst, Telescopes, University of Chicago Press, 1960, 
pp. 138-139.
 
(3). W. Protheroe, "Determination of Shadow Band Structure from 'Stellar Scintilla­
tion 	Measurements," J. Opt. Soc. An. , 1956, p. 851. 
(4) 	 J. Meyer-Arendt and C. Emmanual, "Optical Scintillation, t' N3S Technical
 
Note 225, April 1966, p. 31.
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9.6.3.3"" Measurement Objective 
The probability of success of the *directdetection experiment is.high. , The.exper T 
meit does not add complexity to the spacecraft'nd yet allows a 'relaxatibn of Jasei 
poiiting-and beam forming. Thus, the' exeeriment provides a. highly reliable mean 
to measure fading ddth ana fading La tists for noncoherent communications 
between space and grouhd.' 
It also provides a high gain antenna to facilitate the measurement of.channel band­
width and provides an intense diit source in, space to facilitate testing of the large 
apertdrd'optical antenna and the comparison of laser'iight with sariitlight. Following"th-cojnincat "" t  g...adnd sun­..  
Following the communications experiments and the developmpent of new key
cdI"-'onehts, the direct detectiioni-jeehnique would be available to deen qnnn. nm­munications problems. 
9. 6'3.4 ttqihpment Design' 
Tle implementation of the optical communication system foQ, direct detection optica 
communication fron'space-to-ground is shown in the block diagram in figure
9. 6:3. 1--.. The laser transmitter will produce an output of the selected wave­
length:
 
The ground-bas6d receiver, sh6wn'in figure" 9. 6.3-i, will be an 8-meter d~ameiter 
optical collector made of long focal length hexagonal mirrors approximately one 
foot across. Each mirror would be an f/30 parabolic or spherical surface.. The 
ove il ' optical collector would be a'nominal, moderate quality, f/. 3 system. Th 
ultiiii e resolution cld be less'than 0. 1 milliradians. It would be mounted on a, 
larg' fricking mount to point and track the incohning signal. Pointing and tracking. 
will b? done open'lool; that is, it will recefve p'ointing and tracking data from 
another source and will position itself in ae'cord.ance with the data, but will not 
generate' any error information to correct the incoming data. The data must-be 
accurate to within0.05 milliradiais. Secondar optics will nrovide a9nolimntptr 
beam for the direct detectior 'receiver. 
Figure 9. 6.3.4-1 is a block diagram of the direct detection receiver. The dichroic 
mirror will be used to separate different, operating wavelengths. In the 0. 6.328-­
micron receiver, the filter is used to rejectmuch of the background radiation that 
would otherwise reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of the detectdd. signal, and,, under, 
'els of background radiition, would overload the detector. 
The filter pass-Dana wii ne u. U0Z-microns wide, centered at the transmitted 
wavelength. For 'PClV/PL the quarter-wave plate willddnvert circularly'polarized 
light to plane-polarized light. 
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Light enter'fng l{e pb'larization analyzer will contain left and right circularly­
polarized light. . The analyzer will separate the two types of polarization. The 
detectors will convert the light energy to electrical signals, and the output will 
then 	be propessed by the data-handling electronics to provide a display of the in­
coming data. "The signal fluctuationg observed in the intensity photomultiplier 
will be a neasure of the fading depth and fading rate. The spatial .correltion 
detector wiflpruovide a means of measuring signal correlatioi acrdss the apertre. 
9.6.3.4.1 Feasibility 
The 	direct 'ystem has been designed-to discriminate against sunlight scateting, 
due 	to normal a'ir and aerosol concentrations by using optical filters and restricning 
the 	optical field of view. The design'of the direct system provides a means of.dis4 
crimination against seeing and scintillation effects. A primary characteristic of 
the 	dire-t system concept is simplicity, .reliability, and low cost. At, 0. 6328 mi­
crons, -it can be implemented with sdite-of-the-art components. For.example, in 
the 	direct space transmitter, the laser, beam-formig optics, laser pointing, 
the 	electro-optic modulator, and modulation driver have commercial counterparts 
in existence. A nominal 1-milliwatt laser approximately 30-cit long and 10-cm in 
cross-s'bction, weighing 6 kg and requiring 10 watts of prime laser tube power, 
such as-the Spectra Physics Model 130 laser, can ser"ve as the starting point for 
the design of a space-qualified laser.- In addition, the Sylvania .V2 eldctro-optic 
modulatbr and solid-state modulation driver requiring 5 watts of power for' 10-MHz 
modulation are the basis for the spa6ie n tical modulator. Furthermore, the beam­
formingoptics for the direct system do not have to be diffraction'limiied. Small 
collimating telescopes for lasers, similar to the Spectra Physics Model 331 beam­
expanding telescope, can easily form the beam required by the direct detection 
system. 
Recent ground-to-air tracking experiments (5) have been performed using a narrow 
laser beam pointed at a retroreflector mounted on an aircraft. The return signal 
has bee' tracked at 14-km slant ranges with an.accuracy of 25 microradians, rms. 
These experiments demonstrate accurate tracking and laser pointing in a turbulent 
atmosphere with the precision required for a direct detection optical communication 
link. 
The 8-meter ground-based optical collector contemplated for this experiment is very 
similar to the 6. 6-meter Narrabri Observatory multi-element optical collector. (6) 
(5) 	 R. F. Lucy, C.- J. Peters; E. J. McGann, and K. T. Lang,' "Prdcision Laser 
Automatic Tracking System," Applied Optics, vol. 5, April 1966, pp. 517-524. 
(6) 	 R. H. Brown, "The Stellar Interferometer at Narrabri Observatory," Sky 
and Telescope, vol. 28, no. 2, pp. 64-69. 
H. Messel, and S. Butler, Space Physics and Radio Astronomy, MacMillan 
and Co., Ltd., London, 1964. 
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This array of 252 hexagonal segments can form a 3-milliradian star image. An 
existing Syncom (7) microwave antenna tracking mount design could be adapted for, 
the 8-meter optical collector. This mount has demonstrated accuracies of 50 
microradians when tracking celestial objects from programmed data sources. 
9.6.3.5 Data ManagementS 
Direct system experiments must be performed and statistical du ruurueu u4n r 
a variety of night and day conditions and zenith angles in order to adequately evaluate 
this mode of communication. Typical experiment variables, most of which are 
interrelated and uncontrollable, will be: 
a. 	 Meteorological conditions 
b. 	 Atmospheric path conditions 
c. 	 Background radiance 
d. 	 Angular location of sunt and/or moon 
e. 	 Angular location of satellite. 
In addition, it is desirable to perform these experiments at more than one laser"­
frequency.
 
Most of the optical power measurements are straightforwara. "totaisignai power 
and depolarization effects are measurable with the system detectors. Detailed exam­
inations of portions of the input apertures for correlation measurements can be made 
by scanning the,post focal region with a mechanical scanner or image tube.' if 
simultaneous measurements are made across the aperture, the aperture scan rate 
must be much greater than the signal fluctuation rate. Angle of arrival fluctuations 
can be measured by observing signal motion in the optics focal plane. Available 
signal power, background, and banidwidth will limit the measurements and their 
accuracies. The relative accuracy of measurement will be equal toV- . 
The ground station will determine the length of each run, based upon meteorological 
conditions, from ieal-time data processing and analysis. It will be necessary to 
collect both sh6rt- and long-term data. 
In order to evaluate the space-to-ground direct system, the following measurements 
should be made. In each case, we are measuring and recording the output of photo­
detectors.
 
(7) 	 Advent Ground Antenna Systems, Contract No. DA 36-039-SC-87365, U. S. 
Signal Supply Agency, Ft. Monmouth, N. J. 
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la) Mea ire the magnitude of the i'eceived power to check losses and fading 
'phenomena. In this experiment, the output of the photodetectors is con­
tinuously recorded (section 28. 0) to provide a chronological re'cord of the 
-iistantarfeous teceved power. These data can be correlated with meteor­
ological and spacecraft data to determine the intensity fading character­
istics of the propagation path for the large aperture collect6r. This nieas 
urement should show the ability of the large aperture collector to smooth 
schtillation introduced by the atmosphere. 
lb 	 Mea~ure the signal p6wer in the post focal image plane of the large parabola 
to determine the point-by-point instantaneous intensity strdcture of the 
optical signal across the input aperture. In this experiment, a scanning 
photomultiplier or a matrix of detectors could be used to medsre the inten­
sity fading characteristic of each section of the large collector. A com­
parison of small sections with large sections can be made to determine 
intensity fading as a function of aperture size. This is an intensity cross­
correlation experiment. 
2) 	 Determine the error rate and/or overall communication channel qualitj.
In this experiment, modulation methods are being evaluated. Thus, if 
PCM or other pulse modulation is used, the receiver will measure the 
error rate. If analog modulation is used, the instantaneous received 
-siglal-to-noise ismeisired. The television signal will be monitored at 
the ground station to determine channel quality. In addition, signal de­
polarization effects produced by the atmosphere will be determined. 
3) 	 -Mesure th'effects of varying the trafsmitter beamwidth on' system 
parameters. 'In this expe'riment, two effects are being obserVged. One 
is 'attributable to lateral motion of the beam on the received'signal. Thi 
Wouldtdintroduce a modulation on the signal received by the ph6totubes'. 
The Mrodflation would be a function of the beam iAtensity distribution anc 
thd beani motion as it sweeps across the aperture. The second effect 
Would-iirolve the communication channel bandwidth. As the beam is 
spread, -multipath scattering effects introduced primarily at the tiopo 
pause will degrade the communication channel. This effect will become 
Pronotuiced-as the differences in multipath transit times approach the 
periodfdity of the laser modulation signal. Thus, large beams may haVe 
a lower bandwidth than narrow beams because they illuminate scatterers 
traveled from the scattering effects in the tropopause, which are farther 
frdm the beanh center. This measurement could be'perfo-rii hT, +1,
lpulse.distottion-te'chnique at several'beamwidths. 
On board the spacecraft, several equipments must be operated to perform thi 
experiment -The equ*ipment includes: (a) a 0. 6328-micron laser transImitter, 
(b) a 	1. 0-meter telescope, (c) a 0. 6328-micron direct detection ieceiver, 
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(d) a 10. 6-micron laser transmitter, and (e) a 0. 3-meter telescope strapped onto
 
(b). The operation of this equipment to perform the Direct Detection experiment
 
can be accomplished by the astronaut, 
using the left panels in figure 9.6.3.5-1, or
 
from the OTTOS-OTAES Control Room on the ground (figure 9. 6.1.5-5), 
 using con­
sole 3 (figure 9.6.3.5-2). 
9. 6.3.5.1 Spacecraft Equipment Test and Checkout 
Initiation and gross operation of the equipment have been described above. To
 
assure satisfactory performance, the equipment alignment and tuning must be opti­
mized. Alignment of the laser, modulator, and telescope can be determined by

operating the boresight error measurement equipment on the control panel (figure

9. 6.3.5.1-1) and determining the magnitude of this error. Adjustment of alignment
controls will be made to minimize the boresight error. Tuning of the laser to obtain 
optimum efficiency will be done by adjusting the laser mirror controls to maximize 
outputpower for fixed input power. 
9.6.3.5.2 Ground Equipment Test and Checkout 
The ground-based equipment required for these experiments will include: (a) the 
large aperture (8-meter) receiver dish, (b) pointing and positioning equipment,
(c) receiving electronics and data-handling equipment, and (d) ground station 
control console. Auxiliary to this equipment will be: (a) the ground beacon, (b)
beacon modulator and drive equipment, and (c) the microwave tracker to provide 
pointing information. 
The ground-based equipment will be tested by operating the beacon and measuring
its output. The beacon modulator will be operated with selected test signals, and 
the beacon output will be measured. Pointing of the beacon will be done by using
the inputs from the RF tracking stations such as Goldstone and, when possible,
switching over to the optical fine tracking system when lock-on has been obtained. 
When the spacecraft tracker is locked onto the ground beacon and is transmitting,
the 8-meter dish will be pointed at the spacecraft and the receiving electronics will 
be activated. Internal checking of the receiving electronics will be done by injecting 
an optical signal directly into the photodetectors and checking the output against the 
input for gain and distortion. These functions will all be controlled from the ground 
station control consoles. 
9.6.3.5.3 Experiment Performance 
With the establishment of the down-communication link (spacecraft transmitter being
received by the 8-meter diameter dish), the Direct Detection Experiment is ready 
to be performed. This experiment was developed on the basis that precise pointing 
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would not be needed for performance of the experiment; therefore, the spaceborne 
transmitter may be defocused to obtain a beam of 3 arc seconds. The modulation 
of the transmitter beam will be a selected narrow-band signal so that the receiver 
electrical bandwidth may be narrowed accordingly, giving a good signal-to-noise 
ratio for the reduced signal intensity. 
The transmitter beam may be narrowed in increments and link performance deter­
mined as a function of beamwidth and pointing performance requirements of the 
spaceborne transmitter. Fading rate, signal dropouts, and signal-to-noise ratios 
may be determined for various bandwidths over extended periods of time. Various 
forms of modulation such as amplitude, polarization, and FM/AM may be accom­
plished on the downlink by changing the operational mode of the modulator. 
It will be possible to use the direct detection link to measure beam shape of the 
transmitting laser in the spacecraft. A sinusoidal signal of predetermined ampli­
tude and frequency can be used to drive the beam deflector, causing the beam to 
be swept in a sinusoidal manner across the receiving aperture. By inserting a very 
low-pass electrical filter in the tracker output signal line, the tracker will not cor­
rect for the sinusoidal variations but only for slow drift in the position of the space­
craft. Providing that the sweep frequency is within the range of operation of the 
receiver's bandwidth and capability of the beam deflector, the intensity of the beam 
may be plotted as a function of deflection voltage, which will have been previously 
calibrated as a function of beam angle. Beam axis and tracker offset may be 
determined with this procedure. 
Modulation of the beacon signal will provide a communication uplink. Comparison 
of performance between the downlink and the uplink will determine the reciprocal 
and nonreciprocal characteristics of the propagation medium. The output of the 
spaceborne receiver will be telemetered back. The spaceborne receiver will not 
only measure the intensity of the signal but also polarization distortion, therefore 
requiring two receiver outputs -- one for intensity and one for polarization error. 
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9.6. 4 Megahertz Optical Communication 
The rapidly increasing data gathering capabilities of deep space probes have made 
necessary the development of techniques for transmitting data at maximum rates 
using a minimum of spacecraft power. The rate at which data can be transmitted 
varies directly as the bandwidth of the communication channel. Optical communi­
cation, using wide bandwidth modulation and detection techniques, offers a potential 
solution for this need. Very narrow beamwidths are obtainable at optical wave­
lengths using nominal apertures, providing high energy density in the beam for 
reasonable amounts of transmitted power. The high energy density will support 
wide bandwidth communication with high signal-to-noise ratio. 
Performance of wide bandwidth optical communication systems can be analytically 
determined by making assumptions about the propagation path and assuming mathe­
matically ideal system components. However, it can be expected that a communi­
cation system placed in orbit will depart from this mathematical ideal. Determination 
of the effect of these departures on system performance can best be measured by 
placing them in the orbital environment. Because the atmosphere is neither homo­
geneous nor isotropic, and because the applicable theory is not developed for the 
general case, it is necessary that the measurements be made along actual trans­
mission paths through the entire atmosphere. The few measurements made to date 
have been over relatively short, nearly horizontal paths which cannot be considered 
representative of an actual space-to-ground transmission path. Present knowledge 
of the atmosphere does not permit accurate estimates to be extrapolated from 
measurements made along these horizontal paths. This can only be accomplished 
from an orbiting satellite (figure 9. 6.4-1). Variations of the atmosphere and its 
effect on the system performance must be measured over a long time period to 
obtain statistical data. These measurements will be made simultaneously at differ­
ent wavelengths. The atmospheric characteristics at several altitudes will be 
recorded during the measuring period for correlation with the communication data. 
9.6.4.1 Justification 
The experiment will gather and analyze engineering data that may be applied in 
evaluating alternative communication systems. The results will provide the infor­
mation required to make a realistic assessment of the relative merits of optical 
and radio frequency communications. The optical measurements will compare 
different optical wavelengths and both coherent and noncoherent detection methods. 
Statistical data of fading depth and fading rates would be collected while propagating 
both ways along complete atmospheric paths at different zenith angles, weather 
conditions, and time of year. From the fading data the experiment would determine 
the relative merits of different forms of optical communication techniques. 
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wide bandwidth propagation is most positively determined
by direct measurement. Although inference of performance 
may be made by measuring certain parameters which are
 
considered to be most influential, this technique is not 
positive..Because of tbe variability pf tbe atmospbere,
continuous long-term measurements need to be made toMODULATOR gather statistically significant performance data. 
Trans­
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Figure 9.6.4-1. Communication with 10 MHz Bandwidth 
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In his congressional testimony, Newell (1) pointed out that approval of the Voyager 
program had to be delayed until a minimum communication capability of 8,000 bits 
per second could be assured. The data error rates associated with these bit rates3
are of the order of 5 x 10 - . Reduced error rates can be obtained at the expense

of bandwidth. Conversely, increased bandwidth 
can be obtained at the cost of greater
error rates. It has been estimated by Kelley (2) that in the 1970-71 period, data
needs for exploration of the near planets will require 107 bits per second system 
capacity. 
Various combinational modulation forms have been used at radio frequencies to

optimize satellite system performance for its analog and digital communication
 
needs. 
 Future space missions using optical communications will also have special

characteristics, 
 requiring a particular modulation form to optimize the performance
for each mission. Development of performance data will provide communication
 
system engineers a basis for optimizing the modulation form for each mission.
 
If it can be proven that an optical communication system can provide megahertz

bandwidths 
at planetary ranges, the system performance of future space probes
 
can be greatly enhanced.
 
9.6.4.2 Experiment Design 
From the point of view of deep space optical communication, the signal transfer
 
characteristics of the atmospheric transmission link are desired. 
 For all except
the most simple cases, results based on measurements of the actual propagation
link will provide the most realistic solution to the problems of information trans­
mitted through the whole atmosphere. 
That is, the designer of an optical communications system of a space-to-ground
link must know the statistical behavior of the noisy propagation medium before an 
efficient system can be designed. Knowledge of the fading characteristic of the
 
medium will direct the engineer to choose between 
an analog or digital system, a
threshold or nonthreshold detection technique, a redundant or nonredundant code. 
If the modulation system chosen is analog, such as amplitude modulation, sufficient 
power reserve is necessary to provide full dynamic range in the midst of a deepfade. If a threshold system such as FM or PCM is chosen, the signal-to-noise
ratio should not drop below a minimum level or severe degradation results. In 
(1) 	 H. E. Newell, Hearings before the Committee on Aeronautical and Space

Sciences, United States Senate, Eighty-ninth Congress, March 22-25 and
 
30, 1965.
 
(2) 	 A. J. Kelley, "NASA's New Electronics Research Center," Astronautics 
& Aeronautics, vol. 3, no. 5, May 1965, pp. 58-63. 
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addition, in order to provide a reliable message transmission by means of message 
redundancy, the duration and depth of fades must be known. Furthermore, the 
design of adequate automatic gain control systems requires fading depth (dynamic 
range) and fading rate (response time) data. Also, if diversity (multiple) transmis­
sion or reception techniques are to be employed, it is necessary to know the spatial 
dependence of the fading characteristics. 
Another extremely important input to the engineer is the frequency and time spread 
introduced by the medium. Doppler effects produce frequency or phase distortion. 
Multipath transmission caused by scatter introduces transit time spread that dis­
torts the message (figure 9.6.4.2-1). Time spread can also be introduced by index 
of refraction variations with frequency. All these effects tend to limit the channel 
bandwidth or information rate. Simple calculations (e. g., figure 9.6.4.2-1) show 
these effects are not important at optical wavelengths in the megahertz range but 
are important in the 100 MHz and above frequency range, and thus will tend to limit 
an outstanding potential of optical communication, namely ultrawide bandwidth. 
Consequently, to evaluate the ultimate potential of laser communication from space 
to ground, the channel bandwidth must be measured. This is especially important 
in modulation techniques such as FM or PCM where wider bandwidths are necessary 
to transmit narrower band information more efficiently than with straight analog 
amplitude modulation. 
In addition, if polarization distortion occurs, the designer must know this to ade­
quately design a system using polarization modulation. In noncoherent systems 
only intensity fluctuations and possibly polarization distortion are important. In 
coherent systems amplitude, phase, and polarization distortion data is necessary. 
9.6.4.3 Measurement Objective 
This experiment will provide the statistical data required to evaluate optical com­
munication techniques at different wavelengths from space to ground and ground to 
space. Fading depth, rate, and duration data will be collected over different pro­
pagation paths under different weather and seasonal conditions in both directions. 
A minimum downlink channel bandwidth of 100 MHz will be verified, and a 10-MHz 
space-to-ground laser communications link will be established. Coherent and non­
coherent detection techniques will also be compared. 
The transmitter parameters to be measured on the spacecraft include laser power, 
laser noise, modulation, beam divergence, and pointing accuracy for each laser 
transmitter. In addition, all the optical receiver outputs, both coherent and non­
coherent, would be monitored. On the ground the corresponding receiver and trans­
mitter measurements would also be made. 
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Figure 9.6.4.2-1. Multipath Delay. 
9.6.4.4 Equipment Design 
The equipment used for this experiment will be the same equipment used for hetero­
dyne detection on the ground, heterodyne detection in space, and direct detection on 
the ground. The spaceborne equipment will use three telescopes, one having an 
aperture of 1. 0 meter and the other two having apertures of 0.3 meter. Telescope 
no. 1 will be used for transmission of the 0. 6328-micron wavelength and a backup 
of the 0. 6328-micron heterodyne receiver as shown in figure 9.6.4.4-1. Telescope 
no. 2 has a 0. 3-meter aperture and will be used only for the 10. 6-micron wave­
length as shown in figure 9.6.4.4-2. Telescope no. 3 has a 0.3-meter aperture 
and will be used for reception of the 0. 6328-micron wavelength as shown in figure 
9.6.4.4-3. The 0. 6328-micron transmitter in telescope no. 3 is a backup for the 
transmitter in telescope no. 1. 
The heterodyne receiver output in telescope no. 3 will be monitored over at least 
a 1 kHz bandwidth to give a measure of scintillation in the coherent uplink. Also 
in telescope no. 3 the local oscillator will have to be disabled to measure the cor­
responding scintillation in a noncoherent uplink. A 10. 6-micron noncoherent re­
ceiver is included in telescope no. 2 to measure scintillation in the 10. 6-micron 
uplink. This receiver, consisting of a thermistor bolometer and amplifier, does 
not have to be cooled. Even though the receiver is relatively insensitive, it will 
provide a 30-dB signal-to-noise ratio to measure scintillation from 0-1 kHz, pro­
viding the ground transmitter radiates 100 watts in a 0. 1-milliradian beamwidth. 
The transmission monitors which are photodetectors are used to measure laser 
power, laser noise, and modulation. 
At 6328 A the Sylvania V-2 modulator, which operates at frequencies up to 100 MHz 
with 30 watts of prime power, is used to modulate the laser beam. Figure 9.6.4.4-4 
shows the V-2 modulator and a transistorized driver. This driver with less than 
2.5 watts of input power can provide 100 per cent modulation at 5 MHz. The V-2, 
which is basically a polarization modulator, can be operated using any pulse, analog, 
or FM/AM method. 
On the ground the received signals would be recorded at the heterodyne and direct 
detection systems outputs. Transmitted power and beam divergence would also be 
measured with monitors for the 6328 A and 10. 6-micron transmitters. Pointing 
accuracy and stability measurements are also required for both transmitters and 
receivers. This data would originate from the tracking error signals and calibra­
tions of the optical tracking mounts associated with beacons and receivers. 
9.6.4.4.1 Feasibility 
This experiment is to be performed at two optical wavelengths. The degree of 
perfection of the several critical elements required for communication at these 
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wavelengths varies markedly with the wavelength under consideration. For visible 
wavelengths, such as 0. 6328 micron, all critical components such as lasers, modu­
lators, beam splitters, and optical elements and their coatings have reached a state 
of development where some items such as optical elements, beam splitters, and 
detectors have demonstrated reliable performance on rockets and satellites; other 
items such as lasers and modulators have been operated in experimental communi­
cation links carrying television signals over distances of 2 km. (3) Reliability and 
lifetime estimates are still low for OTAES applications and will need to be improved. 
At the 10. 6-micron wavelength of the C0 2 -N2 laser, operation of most component 
parts in the space environment is relatively unknown. The number of transmission 
materials available for selection is limited, and suitable reflection and antireflection 
coatings are also limited. Until the recent availability of the C0 2 -N 2 laser, work 
in the infrared region was spread over the band; but it can be expected that consid­
erable effort will be concentrated at the 10. 6-micron wavelength because of the 
availability of a coherent source of high energy and the great need of materials to 
be used with this source. Development of devices for operation at this wavelength 
can also be expected to keep pace with material development. Sensitive detectors 
for operation at 10. 6-microns are limited to the photodetectors such as gold- or 
mercury-doped germanium, and they require cooling to liquid helium temperatures 
for proper operation. Present devices can be operated at MHz bandwidths. 
Further development will be required to obtain 10-MHz bandwidths with long life 
and high reliability. Modulator development has progressed at a rapid rate. 
Walsh (4) has obtained a modulation depth of 70 per cent at 10. 6-microns by apply­
ing 600 volts to a GaAs modulator. 100 MHz has been quoted for a commercial 
unit at unspecified voltage and modulation depth. Other suitable materials are 
also available that can be operated in modulators at wide modulation bandwidths. 
,An efficient modulator at 10.6 microns is the primary high risk component for 
this experiment because of the large drive powers presently required. 
9.6.4.5 Data Management 
Optical transmitter power in the spacecraft is measured using photodetectors, which 
produce either a voltage or current output. The average power will be represented 
by a dc signal. Noise is a fluctuation on the dc signal. When the modulation is 
turned on, the ac component will be a measure of the modulation superimposed. In 
the spacecraft these electrical signals will be sent by telemetry to the ground for 
storage, processing, and display. Similarly, the ground measured parameters 
will be recorded, processed, and displayed as necessary at the ground station. 
(3) 	 C. J. Peters, et al., "Laser-Television System Developed with Off-the-Shelf 
Equipment," Electronics, February 8, 1965, pp. 75-78. 
(4) 	 T. E. Walsh, "Gallium-Arsenide Electro-optic Modulators," RCA Rev., 
September 1966, pp. 323-335. 
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The recorded analog data will be analyzed to provide: 
a. probability density distributions of signal fading 
b. power spectrum of signal fluctuations 
c. transmission losses 
d. beam pointing and spreading effects 
e. signal-to-noise ratios/error rates 
f. polarization distortion 
g. television picture quality 
h. channel bandwidth 
9.6.4.5.1 Spacecraft Equipment Test and Checkout 
Verification of laser performance will be done by checking that the alignment servo 
for the laser mirrors is operating satisfactorily and checking the transmission 
monitor output power. For satisfactory performance, the equipment alignment and 
tuning must be optimized. Alignment of the laser, modulator, and telescope can 
be determined by operating the boresight error measurement equipment on the con­
trol panel and determining the magnitude of this error. Adjustment of alignment 
controls will be made to minimize the boresight error. 
Modulator performance will be tested by measuring the amount of drive voltage 
required to shift the signal polarization by 90' (Le., full on to full off) and by 
adjusting the modulator driver gain to obtain the required output. A polarization 
analyzer will be included in the transmission monitor for this purpose, and the 
monitor output will be used for measuring the modulator performance. 
9.6.4.5.2 Ground Equipment Test and Checkout 
The ground-based equipment required for this experiment will include: (a) the 
heterodyne ground receiver, (b) the large aperture (8-meter) receiver dish, 
(c) pointing and positionIng equipment, (d) receiving electronics and data-handling 
equipment, and (e) ground station control consoles. Auxiliary to this equipment 
will be: (a) the ground beacon, (b) beacon modulator and drive equipment, and 
(c) the microwave tracker to provide pointing information. 
The ground-based equipment will be tested by operating the beacon and measuring 
its output. The beacon modulator will be operated with selected test signals, and 
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the beacon output will be measured. Pointing of the beacon will be done by using 
the inputs from the RIF tracking stations such as Goldstone and, when possible, 
switching over to the optical fine tracking system when lock-on has been obtained. 
On board the spacecraft, the equipments required for performing the Heterodyne 
Detection on Earth, the Heterodyne Detection on board the Spacecraft, and the Direct 
Detection on Earth experiments will be needed for this experiment. Also required
 
for this experiment will be the direct detection receivers for 0. 6328 
micron and 10. 6
 
microns. Experiment control can be exercised by either the astronaut (figure
 
9.6.4.5.2-1, 
 left-side panels; and figures 9.6.1.5-2, 9.6.1.5-3, and 9.6.1.5--4) or
 
the experimenter at the OTTOS ground site (figures 9.6.4.5.2-2, 9.6.4.5.2-3,
 
and 9.6.4.5.2-4 and figures 9.6.1.5-5, 9.6.1.5-6, 
 9.6.1.5-7 through 9.6.1.5-13,
 
and 9.6.3.5-1).
 
9.6.4.5.3 Experiment Performance 
Prior to the commencement of the experiment, the ground station must be continu­
ously illuminated by the selected spacecraft laser. Data is required defining: 
a. 	 Laser beam radiant intensity distribution as a function of beam
 
divergence
 
b. 	 Laser noise characteristics 
c. 	 Spacecraft beam-pointing accuracy and fluctuations. 
When the spacecraft tracker is locked onto the ground beacon and is transmitting, 
the heterodyne receiver telescope and the 8-meter dish will be pointed at the 
spacecraft and the receiving electronics will be activated. Internal checking of 
the receiving electronics will be done by injecting an optical signal directly into 
the photodetectors and checking the output against the input for gain and distortion. 
These functions will all be controlled from the ground station control consoles. 
To obtain the statistical fading characteristics of the propagation medium, this 
experiment will require data from the other propagation experiments while they 
are in progress. In addition, meteorological and path data will also be required. 
Explicitly, the following outputs are recorded and monitored by the experimenter 
on the ground. 
Ground Equipment 
a. 	 Direct detection at 6328 A and 10. 6 microns 
b. 	 Heterodyne detection at 6328 A and 10. 6 microns 
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c. 	 Ground transmitter outputs and pointing data at 6328 A and 10. 6 microns. 
Spacecraft Equipment: 
-a. 	 Direct and heterodyne detection at 6328 A and direct detection at 1'0. 6 
microns 
b. 	 Spacecraft transmitters and pointing data at 6328 A and 10. 6 microns. 
0This 	experiment will also require direct detection receiver outputs on the spacecraft.
At 6328 A, the direct output is obtained from a heterodyne receiver detector. In 
order to eliminate the shot noise produced by the-local oscillator, it will be neces­
sary to block out with a shutter, or turn off the local oscillator for this measurement. 
A direct receiver at 10. 6 microns has been incorporated in telescope no. 2 as shown 
in figure 9.6.4.4-2. This receiver will be prealigned in the telescope. It will be 
designed to operate while the 10. 6 micron laser is in operation. (This is possible 
because the 10. 6-micron laser is polarization modulated and will only appear as a 
bias offset in the receiver. The receiver will not be degraded by the photon noise of 
the 10. 6-micron transmitter.) This receiver will be activated by a switch on the 
control panel for telescope no. 2. 
The communication experiments using modulation are planned to be operated as an 
extension of the Heterodyne Detection on Earth Experiment and the Direct Detection 
Experiment. For example, the first experiment that is expected to be performed
will be the Direct Detection Experiment. When it has been determined that the 
Direct Detection Experiment on Earth is operating satisfactorily, the modulator 
can be supplied a signal such as: (a) tones, (b) voice, (c) TV test pattern, (d) TV 
picture, and (e) pulses. 
The tones and TV test pattern will be used to make quantitative measurements of the 
system performance, and the voice and TV picture will be used for subjective eval­
uation of the system. The tones spaced at decade intervals up to 100 MHz will 
provide a means of measuring the frequency response of the space-to-ground channel. 
The TV test pattern will provide another means of determining system performance
by correlation of many successive received signals. The pulse signal will provide a 
means of measuring error rate of the received signal with a minimum of data process­
ing. Both analog and digital modulation methods can be used with the same modulator 
and modulator driver. 
These measurements will be made using both 6328 A and 10. 6-micron receivers in 
the spacecraft. Although uplink optical communications are not a part of this experi­
ment, they will provide data on the upward path and will aid in the interpretation of 
the downward transmission. In addition, depending upon the upward laser beamwidths 
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and the atmospheric turbulence scale in the tropopause, it is conceivable that'deep 
fading could occur. This fading would be due to beam breakup and the fact that the 
long range between the tropopause and spacecraft will accent the breakup. For 
example, a 1-micron radian refraction will displace that portion of the beam by 
about 37 meters at the synchronous orbit distance. 
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9.6.5 Precision Tracking of a Ground Beacon
 
Due to space power limitations, wide bandwidth laser communication links­
for space application will require that the laser power be concentrated 
in very narrow beam -widths. In order to utilize narrow beams (divergence 
of 0.15 arc second at the 3 db power points) a pointing capability com­
mensurate with the beam angular divergence is required. Pointing a laser
 
to this accuracy from the spacecraft to a ground site would be virtually 
impossible without a reference line of attitude. This reference line-of
 
sight will be provided by an earth laser beacon whose angular beam spread
 
can be considerably larger than the spacecraft's due to the greater tower,
 
available at the gound site. The Deep Space Information Facility (DSIF)
 
microwave link can establish the spacecraft's position to an accuracy of 
t 22.5 sec. Thus, a '50sec beam from the earth will insure illumination 
at the. space vehicle fnitially. It can be narrowed down after the space­
craft has acquired the beacon, and in turn transmitted a wide down beam 
(3 sec.) to the ground. Narrowing the up beam to 6 sec. increases the 
signal-to-noise ratio in'the spacecraft tracker to make theoretically
 
possible (see supporting analysis 9.9.1.3) the desired tracking precision
 
in the face of variable earth-shine. 
Line of sight.aberrations of high frequency due to spacecraft disturbances 
and.atmospheric perturbations are compensated by optical gimballing within 
the telescope (fine beam deflector system). Errors due to differential 
detector drift and telescope optics misalignment are corrected by features 
of telescope design such as detector balancing and boresight compensation 
loops. 'Point ahead of the diwn going beam, required by the finite velocity
 
of'light-, is accomplished on an open loop basis in this experiment using
 
a pre-calculated' value. 
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the practicbility of 
tracking a tground based laser to an accuracy of 0.1 arc-sec6nd from the 
space vehicle. Overall tracking conditions will be simulated from syn-,
 
chronous orbit. Tests will be performed in a manner such that results can
 
be extrapolated to obtain expdcted tracking performance for a deep-space
 
mission.
 
9.6.5.1 Experiment Design 
9.6.5 ;1-.1 Experiment Concept 
A ground station laser transmitter (beacon) beam is pointed at the space­
craft. The Deep Space Information Facility, DSIF, which tracks the space­
craft, furnishes the pointing information, In the'spacecraft, telescopes 
with laser transmitting and receiving equipment must also track the earth
 
laser beacon. Initial telescope pointing will require assistance from an
 
on-board microwave tracking system, and from star trackers or planet 
trackers needed for 'complete determination of spatial orientation of tbp 
telescope. Of course, the spacecraft's attitude control system must 
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initially orient the spacecraft so that the gimballed telescopes will be
 
able to acquire the earth's beacon. Because of the importance of success­
ful beacon tracking to other experiments, two gimballed telescopes, of 
differing fields of view and performance characteristics, are being
proposed for this experiment. (See subsection 9.4 for further discussion
 
on the 'selection of the number of laser telescopes.)
 
The laser communication link is not complete until spacecraft transmission 
is received at an earth station. Because of the relative velocity between 
the spacecraft and the ground station, the spacecraft transmission must
 
not be beamed coaxially with the upcoming transmission; rather the down-,
 
going beacon must be "pointed ahead". The manner in which this is done
 
in a closed-loop feedback manner is the subject of another experiment,
POINT AHEAD AND SPACE-TO-GROUND-TO-SPACE LOOP CLOSURE, subsection 9.6.6. 
The initial point-ahead angle is supplied from the earth station computer

facility. The processed signal at the ground can be used in evaluating

the tracking performance of the experiment being discussed. 
For this
 
reason and to make possible illumination of the ground receiver, the 
open loop insertion of point-ahead angles is considered a part of this
 
experiment. Details of current practice in spacecraft attitude control

and microwave-liik operation are important to the success 
of the experiment.

However, in the discussion much of this will be assumed, and emphasis will
 
be placed on the new frontier of laser space telescope tracking technology.
 
The experiment is to be conducted from synchronous orbit, thereby elimi­
nating the effects of image dancing and requiring only one ground station.
 
Consequently, there will not be any systematic slewing or reacquisition

requirements, as would be the case for lower orbits. 
This does not,

however, eliminate the atmospherically produced fluctuations of the wave­front angle which produce scintillation or "twinkling", a fluctuation of
 
the received intensity. The relatively large receiving apertures will,

-however, reduce the average amplitude of these fluctuations, especially at
higher frequencies, where they are virtually eliminated. 
The effect of
 
these intensity variations is to vary the signal level (fading), and hence,
 
to degrade the signal to noise level which can be relied upon. 
Available
 
data for a quantitative evaluation of this effect is scarce; one of the
 
primary aims of these experiments is to provide useful measurements for
 
its evaluation. Reacquisition will be investigated, and slew is a 
part

of the TRANSFER TRACKING FROM ONE GROUND STATION TO ANOTBHER experiment,

subsection 9.6.7.
 
9.6.5.1.2 Acquisition and Tracking of Ground Beacon 
9.6.5.1.2.1 Spacecraft Orientation
 
The spacecraft and its telescopes must be properly oriented for the
 
latter to receive the illuminating beacon signal. The spacecraft attitude
 
will be referenced to both a line of sight to the sun and to the star
 
Canopus. Two alternative means of acquiring Canopus are being considered:
 
One is to orient the spacecraft in roll by having an on-board microwave 
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tracker track a ground beacon and then issue gimbal commands to a star
 
tracker to search for and acquire Canopus. The second method is to issue
 
gimbal commands to the star tracker such that it will acquire Canopus if 
the correct roll attitude around a sun line exists and then program a 
spacecraft roll about the un LOS as in the recent Mars-Mariner flight 
or as had been planned for the Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory. 
9.6.5.1.2.2 Acquisition and Tracking 
Spacecraft position is known to the earth station within a 3 sigma cone of 
uncertainty of a half-angle of 22.5 sec. from the D.S.I.F. network. Allow­
ing for degradation due to data transfer, encoding and other earth station 
mount errors, a value of 25 sec. is reasonable for the overall uncertainly 
(cone half angle.)
 
On this basis, a beacon with a beam spread of 50 sec. is pointed toward
 
the 	spacecraft. The beacon is operated in a pulsed mode to facilitate
 
acquisition and tracking.
 
The 	position of the earth station is known at the spacecraft to a cone
 
of uncertainty of half-angle of 30 min., from the on-board microwave tracker. 
This information is used to point a planet tracker with a field of view of
 
about ± 1 deg. toward the earth (or simulated earth, white light beacon.) 
The 	 planet tracker tracks the earth (or beacon) to ± 10 sec. (t 30 sec., 
3 sigma). The planet tracker is boresighted to the 0.3 meter gimballed 
telescope, and tracks the earth by using its error signals to drive the
 
gimbals of the 0.3 meter telescope. As a result, the 0.3 meter telescope
 
will now be pointed to within ± 30 sec. (3 sigma) of the earth (or simu­
lated earth).
 
Since the field of view of the 0.3 meter telescope is ± 45 sec., it will
 
now 	acquire and track the ground beacon to an accuracy of about ± 1.5 sec 
The calculated point-ahead angle required is inserted between the 0.3 meter
 
receiver and transmitter, and a beam of 3 sec. divergence is transmitted to
 
the earth station. Internal boresight alignment is accomplished prior to
 
this step.
 
The 	earth station tracks this beam, sharpening its knowledge of the space­
craft position. The uncertainty of this tracking is as follows:
 
a. 	Atmospheric error, typically 2 sec. for one aperture, or,
 
averaged over 16 apertures, about 0.5 sec.
 
b. 	Tracking resolution, boresight and other errors, estimated to
 
be on the order of 0.3 to 0.5 sec. with a 3 sec. beam.
 
The probable total uncertainty in the earth station's-knowledge of space­
craft position will then be on the order of 0.6 to 0.8 arc seconds.
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Based on improved knowledge of spacecraft position, and hence, improved.
 
earth beacon pointing, the earth laser divergence is gradually reduced
 
to a value of 6 arc seconds. With this divergence, the spacecraft will
 
track the earth beacon to approximately 0.15 arc second.
 
The spacecraft transmitter can now be narrowed to a beam width of 0.5 arc
 
second (0.3 meter telescope).
 
The gimbal angles and fine beam deflector voltages from the 0.3 meter
 
telescope are transferred to the 1.0 meter telescope.
 
The 1.0 meter telescope tracks the earth beacon (which has a 6 arc second
 
spread) to within approximately 0.1 arc second.
 
The 1.0 meter telescope transmits a laser beam to the earth station with
 
an initial beam width of 1.0 arc second, gradually reducing it to a value 
on the order of 0.15 second.
 
The parameters of acquisition are given graphically in Figure 9.6.5-1.
 
9.6.5.1.2.3 Testing of Tracking Loop
 
Dynamic testing of the tracking loop operation will be performed on both
 
the 0.3 meter and the 1.0 meter telescopes. In the case of the 0.3 meter 
telescope, the testing will be performed after the ground beacon has been
 
narrowed down to 6 arc seconds, before transfer of tracking to the 1.0
 
meter telescope. Loop testing will be performed on both axes of both
 
telescopes. Although the overall beam-pointing correction (space-ground­
space) loop is not closed during this exneriment, the earth stations's
 
beam pointing error outputs may be utilized as a measure of the behavior
 
of the line-of-sight during this testing. To facilitate this, a known
 
increment (e.g. - perhaps 0.2 of the transmitted beam width) may be added 
6tthe commanded point-ahead angle, and its effect measured at the ground-,
'thus calibrating (and, if necessary, allowing adjustment of) the pointing 
error output gradients. 
Test signals covering a programmed range of amolitudes and frequencies will 
be inserted into the loop at the points designated on Figure 9.6.5-2 as El 
(error output of pre-amplifier), E2 (input to beam deflector) and E 
(input of gimbal torque motor drive amplifier). For each of these est 
inputs, the following quantities will be monitored (Figure 9.6.5-2): 
V1 - error output of pre-amplifier
 
V2 - output of integrator
 
V3 - error signal to gimbal drive 
eG - gimbal angle readout 
Ground station beam pointing error outputs 
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Figure 9.6.5-2. Tracking Loop Performance Test, Block Diagramn 
These tests will be performed for both the synchronous orbit condition,
 
and 	for the simulated deep space condition (reduced beacon power).
 
9.6.5.1.2.4 Acquisition and Tracking in Varying Earth Shine Conditions
 
The 	acquisition and tracking function at the spacecraft must take into
 
account the vaiying earth shine conditions present at earth for differe:
 
illumination phases of earth as seen from Mars. This requires that the
 
tracking and acquisition procedures will be -Performedunder different
 
light levels. Thus acquisition and tracking will be performed under the
 
varying earth shine conditions which will be naturally present in synchro­
nous orbit over a diurnal cycle. A numerical analysis of the effects of
 
earth shine on acquisition and tracking is presented in section 9.9.
 
9.6.5.2 Experiment Measurement Objective
 
9.6.5.2.1 Precisibn Tracking of A Ground Beacon
 
In tracking the ground beacon from space, the beam will be perturbed from 
a number of sources, both internal and external. Tracking is implemented
 
by a quadrant detection scheme. For the purpose of stabilizing the space­
draft transmitted beam, internal disturbances must be separated from
 
external ones since the former is the source of down-beam jitter. The
 
nature of the disturbance and the method for measuring and cancelling.the
 
~disturbance are listed: 
a. 	 Mechanical vibrations - the spacecraft motion transmits 
vibration to the .various optical components which in turn 
perturb the optical line of sight to both receiver (tracker)

and 	transmitter. The amplitude and frequency of the vibrations
 
are 	sensed differentially on the paired quadrant sensors. The
 
precise power spectrum of these disturbances during space flight
 
will be very difficult to predict, and only a preliminary speci­
fied range can be determined for tracker design purposes. 
b. Atmospheric perturbation of ground-to-space laser beam. The
 
ground transmitted laser beam will be subject to both angular 
and translatory fluctuations from the earth's atmosphere. Only 
angular fluctuations will be present at the spacecraft and they
 
will be sensed as amplitude fluctuations or scintillation in
 
the 	image. By summing all 4 quadrants of the detector; the
 
spectrum of scintillation can be determined and thus separated
 
from other disturbances. 
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9.6.5.2.2 	Spacecraft Acquisition of Earth Laser Beam Under Varying
 
Earthlshine Conditions
 
a. 	Determine capability of acquiring laser beam under varying
 
amounts of earthshine.
 
b. 	 Measure tracking accuracy degradation as a result of increase 
in background light levels. 
c. 	Relation to optical design parameters: on the basis of evaluating
 
tracking performance with different background light levels, 
design parameters such as maximum allowable spectral filtering,
 
and optimum tracker field of view can be determined.
 
9.6.5.3 Experiment Equipment Design
 
The equipment required to perform this experiment is divided into ground
 
station equipment and spacecraft equipment. The ground station equipment
 
consists of microwave tracking and communication capability for coarse
 
acquisition, a 4880A laser beacon with variable beamwidth to illuminate
 
the spacecraft and an optical receiver-tracker to locate the spacecraft
 
more precisely and permit narrowing of the beacon beamwidth. The tracker
 
is also used to verify the completion of the precision tracking and pointing
 
experiment (Section 9.6.6). A description of the tracker and discussion
 
of its capabilities are given in Section 9.6.6. Two types of tracking arrays
 
are treated, heterodyne and direct, the latter not requiring any programed
 
movements (nutation) of the down-going beam.
 
The space station equipment required for this experiment comprises the
 
transmitter and tracker sections of the 1.0 meter telescope and the 0.3
 
meter separately gimbaled telescopes, including the local oscillators and
 
associated tracker balance and boresight calibration circuits. The remain­
ing equipment of the laser telescope group, i.e., receiver units, heterodyne
 
and direct, and the entire 0.3 meter strapped-on telescope, have no ap­
plication to this experiment. The telescopes are completely described in
 
the preceding section (9.5).
 
9.6.5.4 Data Management
 
The function of the precision tracking experiment is to acquire, lock on
 
and center precisely in the field of view of the telescope the line of
 
sight to the ground station beacon. This is to be done despite the effects
 
of spacecraft and telescope vibration and jitter, and effects of atmos­
pheric perturbations. 
The telescope pointing error appears on the tracker as a difference signal
 
in the axis involved. The difference signal is processed and applied to
 
the appropriate fine beam deflector axis. Building up of error in the fine
 
beam deflector is prevented by sensing excessive input voltage and sending
 
an appropriate correcting signal to the gimbal drives. Thus the telescope
 
aligns itself with the ground station line of sight and the excessive
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excitation voltage on the fine beam deflector is relieved. The difference 
signals from the tracker as well as the fine beam deflector excitation and 
the telescope gimbal angles are all displayed and recorded for analysis. 
A steady error signal with no departures in excess of 0.1 second of arc
 
is indicative of the required tracking precision. Atmospheric perturbatiohs
 
which are evidenced by scintillation are measured by recording the sum
 
signal from all four detectors. From this signal the atmospheric pertur­
bation spectrum can be derived. This signal also is telemetered to the
 
ground station for analysis. 
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9.6.6 Point Ahead and Space-Ground-Space Loop Closure
 
In a two-way communications link for deep space missions the relative
 
orbital velocity between the space vehicle and earth, coupled with the long
 
signal transit delays, require that the spacecraft transmitter "point

ahead" of the apparent spacecraft-ground transmitter line-of-sight in order
 
that the ground receiver receive the spacecraft transmission. For a typical
 
Mars fly-by the lead angle will be on the order of 40 arc seconds near the
 
terminal phase. Continuous and accurate reception from the spacecraft re­
quires that the "point ahead" be referenced to the coordinate reference
 
frame established in the PRECISION TRACKING OF A GROUND BEACON experiment. 
The "point ahead" precision requires that control be effected through a
 
closed space-to-ground-to-space feedback loop. Perturbations due to space­
craft disturbances must be compensated: low frequency disturbances by space­
craft and telescopic control; high-frequency disturbances by beam (deflector)
 
control within the telescope.
 
Two types of optical detection at the ground receiver are investigated.
 
Heterodyne (coherent) detection involves use of a matrix of small tele­
scopes and a local laser oscillator signal beating against the incoming
 
signal in each telescope. Direct (incoherent) detection using a four tele­
scope array is also considered. Both methods are to detect gradients in
 
intensity across the beam width intercepted, in order to "steer" the beam
 
toward the center of the array by means of error signals transmitted to the
 
spacecraft. State of the art techniques in balancing of detector sensi­
tivities will be required for this, although angle detection proper (i.e.,
 
direction of the beam) is shown to be quite feasible by either method.
 
The space-ground-space loop is concluded stable by examination of analytic

criteria developed in OTAES Interim Progress Report (Vol. IV, Appendix I-1).
 
Image dancing due to atmospheric disturbances operating in a manner analo­
gous to that discussed in the PRECISION TRACKING OF A GROUND BEACON ex­
perimentimposes the need for testing "point ahead" under the actual condi­
tion of a space mission, here proposed at synchronous altitude.
 
9.6.6.1 Experiment Design
 
9.6.6.1.1 Need for Closed-Loop Correction
 
The effectiveness of the Space-to-Earth laser communication link and the
 
precision to which spacecraft position can be determined by laser tracking
 
on the earth are both highly dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio achiev­
ed at the earth station receiver. To achieve acceptable signal levels at
 
the receiver using feasible power levels at the transmitter, at long ranges,
 
requires the use of highly concentrated (very narrow dispersion) beams.
 
The advantage of this concentration can be lost if the receiver is not
 
illuminated by the peak-intensity center of the transmitted beam. (For
 
example, if the receiver is illuminated by the half-power point in the
 
transmitted beam, rather than the center, it will receive only one half as
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much energy from the laser, and the received signal-to-noise ratio will be
 
reduced by 3 db.)
 
Factors tending to cause the beam center to be displaced from the receiver
 
include the following:
 
a . Uncertainty in the knowledge of the direction from the spacecraft
 
to the ground station. This includes tracking errors, such as
 
those produced by noise on the tracking signal, disturbances trans
 
nitted to the telescope through the gimbal system, and residual
 
detector unbalance.
 
b. Residual boresight errors between tracking receiver and transmitte
 
(at the spacecraft).
 
c. Uncertainty in the cdmputed value of point-ahead required, due to
 
perturbations of the spacecraft trajectory, for example.
 
d. Residual errors in the calibration of the point-ahead mechanism
 
command mode.
 
e. Scintillation effects of the atmosphere.
 
The initial beam spread must exceed the expected rms sum of these factors,
 
and is thus taken as 3 arc sec.
 
9.6.6.1.2 Closed Loop Pointing Control
 
If a signal can be developed which is proportional to the angle by which
 
the beam center misses the receiver, this signal'can be fed back to the
 
point-ahead mechanism in such a manner as to reduce this error signal to a
 
minimum by driving the beam center toward the receiver. This is, in fact,
 
how the space-to-ground-to-space correction loop is intended to function.
 
When the center of the beam arrives at the center of the receiving array,

the signals in corresponding telescopes on each side of the array will be
 
equal (assuming telescope sensitivities have been precisely balanced).
 
This symmetry is lost when the beam center moves away from the array, and
 
a net signal gradient appears across the array (from side to side or from
 
top to bottom, or both, depending upon the direction.of the .beampointing
 
error). It is this gradient, sensed by a-differential measutement across
 
the array, which is used an an error signal, and is fed back via an earth­
to-space data link, to correct the pointing.
 
9.6.6.1.3 Closed Loop Perfomance
 
Figure.9.6.6.1-1 is.a block diagram of the pointing correction loop, in­
cluding the transmission lags due to the transit time required for'a signal
 
to travel between the earth station and the spacecraft and back.
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Stability criteria and dynamic performance of this loop are analyzed and
 
discussed in some detail in the OTAES Interim Progress Repor
-

Appendix I-1.
 
From this analysis it may be concluded that at a range of about one-astron­
omical unit, a loop velocity constant, Kv (=KIr2 ) of about 5 x lO-4 sec -1
 
would result in a loop damping ratio of about 0.7. The conclusion--may also 

be drawn that loop gains of this order are adequate to maintain pointing 
­
error at a negligible value in the presence of normal variations of hard­
ware parameters. Further details regarding stability of the space-ground­
space loop are given in Section 9.9-1-7-

EARTH --
 E---e S -----	 SPACECRAFT 
Figure 9.6.6.1-1 	Pointing Correction Loop
 
(with Transport Lags)
 
9.6.6.2 "Experiment Measurement Objective
 
9.6.6-2.1 Point Ahead,
 
The relative orbital velocities of the spacecraftand-the signal trans­
mission time require a point ahead capability for both spacecraft and
 
ground station in 	order that mutual acquisition of laser signals be accom­
plished. The experiment will establish the degree of accuracy to which
 
point ahead can be implemented.
 
The first parameter to be measured is initial point ahead accuracy. -Prere­
quisites are: (1) the spacecraft's own knowledge of its attitude; estab­
lished by Canopus LOS and earth laser LOS,- and (2) the :relative orbital
 
velocities of spacecraft and earth station along with geographic position
 
of earth station.
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Point ahead is implemented by offsetting the transmitter LOS from the
 
receiver LOS via the diasporameter rotation. The ground complex measures
 
the incoming laser power gradient. Both temporal and spatial averaging is
 
required to smooth out the effects in the down going beam, resulting from
 
atmospheric turbulence.
 
The second parameter to be measured is point ahead capability as a function
 
of tracking S/N. The point ahead capability is improved by the upgrading of
 
the tracking LOS. However, the ground station must acquire the spacecraft's
 
laser beam before it can narrow down its own beam and thus improve the
 
spacecraft's laser tracking capability. The limits of point ahead capabili­
ty'as a function of tracking S/N can be determined by successive narrowing
 
of both earth and spacecraft laser beams. The narrowing of the spacecraft
 
laser beam will enable the ground receiver array to determine the incoming 
laser amplitude gradient. However, there will be limits on the narrowness 
of both laser beams at which the point ahead capability will not improve. 
At this limit, the effect of other parameters which can affect point ahead 
capability can be examined. Some of these additional parameters are listed
 
below:
 
a. 	Spacecraft transmitter and tracker boresight accuracy
 
b. 	Precision of diasporameter subsystem
 
c. 	Accuracy of determining navigational parameters such as spacecraft
 
attitude, position, and range
 
9.6.6.2.2 Space-to-Ground-to-Space Loop Closure
 
The improvement in the spacecraft's capability of pointing its laser at the
 
ground array resulting from measured information fed back to the spacecraft
 
will be determined in this experiment. The loop closure will be implemented
 
with realistic deep space transmission delays.
 
Parameters to be measured are:
 
a. 	 Improvement in beam pointing capability of spacecraft by virture of
 
a feedback loop. .
 
b. 	Ability of ground receiver array to measure the incoming laser
 
beam positions under varying ambient conditions. Correlations of
 
beam pointing measurements with light level, and atmospheric condi­
tions can be made.
 
9.6.6.3 Experiment Equipment Design
 
9.6.6.3.1 Spaceborne Equipment
 
The same equipment as in the preceding experiment section 9.6.5.3 is used
 
for this experiment, except that now the pupil matching optics of both the
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0.3,and 1.0 meter telescopes are employed to narrow the down going beams.
 
The diasparameter servo loops of both instruments now receive input commands
 
in response to error signals received from the ground station.
 
9.6.6.3.2, Ground Receiving Equipment
 
In previous reports, three types of ground receivers have been considered.
 
One of these, namely, the use of'a single large-direct detection telescope
 
("photon bucket") with nutation of the space5orne laser beam was not con­
sidered further, as it required the additional complexity of nutation in the
 
spacecraft telescope equipment
 
Of the other two, one utilizes heterodyne (coherent) detection and the other
 
direct (incoherent) detection of the received energy. The heterodyne detec­
tion technique employs a number-df relatively small receiving telescopes

arranged in an array, each combining the received energy with energy from a
 
"local oscillator" laser, to produce a beat or I. F. signal at a frequency

equal to the difference between the received and local oscillator laser fre­
quencies.
 
The direct detection technique involves the use'of four larger incoherent
 
receiving telescopes, arranged in an array for detection of intensity dif­
ferences across the beam.
 
9.6.6.3.3 Distributed Heterodyne Array
 
The distributed heterodyne array for reception from a deep-space probe would
 
consist, typically, of 100 individual telescopes. For a synchronous orbit
 
simulation the array would consist of 16 telescopes. Each telescope would
 
be about 12.5 cm. in diameter, which is the largest aperture considered
 
capable of receiving a coherent optical signal through the atmosphere with­
out serious degradation of wavefront.(l) Figure 9.6 .6.3.3-..illustrates a
typical array, including a co-mounted transmitter, containing 16 telescopes,
 
as would be used for testing from synchronous orbit. Figure 9.6.6.3.3-2
 
illustrates a single heterodyne detector telescope, with typical signal

processing. Signal processing for angle tracking follows the same logic as
 
that applied to the spaceborne tracker (see figure 9.9.1.1-2). For beam
 
pointing, the "presence" signals (sum of all'four detector outputs) of all
 
telescopes in one half-array (either horizontally or vertically) are com­
bined, and the difference between opposing halvis is used as a measure of
 
beam pointing error. (See section 9.6.6.1.3)
 
(1) 	Jurgen R. Meyer - Arendt and Constantinos B. Emmanuel
 
"Optical Scintillation; A Survey of the Literature"
 
N.B.S. Technical Note 225
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Figure 9.6.6.3.3-1 	Earth Station Distributed Receiver-

Tracker Array and Transmitter
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Figure 9.6.6.3.3-2 
Single Channel Receiver-Tracker
 
and Azimuth Error Channel 
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Superheterodyne detection makes it possible to realize an improved signal­
to-noise ratio, by lifting a weak signal above noise resulting from back­
ground light, photodetector dark current, and thermal agitation in the
 
resistive load circuit. Post-detection signal power, and the noise power
 
component due to the local oscillator current are both proportional to the
 
local oscillator power.
 
The general expression for the power signal-to-noise ratio is:
 
2 
S
' LO r Pr" 
i 2 e 6f (PN + PLO) et f (1 + 7 ) 
n PLO
 
where: 
is = R.M.S. signal current (I.F.) 
i = R.M.S. noise current 
Sn =-sensor sensitivity 
PLO = local oscillator power (at sensor) 
Pr = received signal power (at sensor) 
Af = effective noise bandwidth 
PN = input power required to produce noise equivalent to that 
from all other sources, includins background 
e = unit electron charge = 1.6 x 10-O9 coulomb. 
From this it may be seen that when the ratio PN/PLo is quite small the term ( 1 + PN ) becomes essentially unity, and the signal-to-noise ratio becomes 
a function only of the sensor sensitivity, the received signal level, and
 
the~equivalent noise bandwidth
 
9.6.6.3.4 Direct Detection Array
 
Figure 9.6.6.3.4-1 illustrates an arrangement for a direct detection array
 
for earth reception of a spaceborne laser beam.
 
Each telescope contains a pyramidal reflector and four photomultiplier
 
detectors (quadrant detector-see section 9.9.1.1), for angle tracking. The
 
relatively large apertures of the telescope perform partial spatial averag­
ing of perturbations caused by atmospheric effects, and additional spatial
 
averaging is obtained by combining the error outputs of all four telescopes
 
in angle tracking.
 
9.6.6.3.5 Equipment Effectiveness in Tracking-

This is shown by the results summarized below, as developed in s
 
9.9.1.5 and 9.9.1.6. The large signal to noise ratios at 1 Hz bandwidth are
 
especially indicative of tracking feasibility with either technique.
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SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT- A= O.5M., D=O.3M 
Figure 9.6.6.3.4-i Direct Deetction Tracker Array 
(Earth Station) 
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TAB LE 9.6.6.3-1 
SUMMARY-GROUND TRACKING AND BEAM POINTING CORRECTION 
Deep Space Synchronous Orbit 
Detection Technique Quantity @Beam Center @ Beam Edge @ Beam Center @ Beam Edge 
-

-6  -6  
2.08 x io - 6 1.46 x 10 117 x 10 82.8 x 10 6ileterodyne Total Presence Signal (iF. Amps, EMS.) 
Detection __________ 
5100 3620 7.26 x 103 5.14 x 105Presence S/N in 1 1IZ. Bandwidth 
-6 -6

- 6 x 10- 6 117 x 10 82.8 x 10Mayimum Tracking Signal (I.F. Amps, RMS.) 2.06 x 10 0 1.46 -2z2a62mp.0 62 x~2 2.60 ~10-20 2 6 x 1 
-20  -20 

Total Noise Power Spectral Density (a 16.28 x 10 16.28 x 10 2.01 0 .6x1 
-1 2 
Pointing Error Signal @ e 0.015'see. (I F.amps,RMS) 2.34 x 10 
-6
8.52 x 10-1 2  - 1.04 x 10Pointing Error Signal (@ = 0.075 sec. (LF.amps,RMS) 
-1 2 -8  -8

-1 2 1.27 x 10 1.27 x 101/2 Array (center-to-center) angular subtense, (radians) 6.1 x 10 6.1 x 10
- - 3 
Direct Total Presence Signal (Amp., D.C.) 1.14 x 10 - 6 0.57 x 10 6 3.4x10 1.7x10
- 3 
Detection S/N in 1 lIZ. Bandwidth 1.33 x 106 7.66 x 105 1.0 x 108 7.3 x 107 
-6 - -3  -3 
Maximum TrackingSignal (Amp.,D.C.) 1.14 x 10 0.57 x 10 6 3.40 x 10 1.70 x 10
- -2 2 -22
 -26  

Total Noise Power Spectral Density, ( ) 73.40 x 10 55.3 x 10 26 10.9 x 10 5.45 x 10
-6  -6  - 9 -9 0.291 x 10 14.4 x 10 14.4 x 10
Total "N ' D.C. (threshold) (Amp., D.C.) 0.291 x 10

-12  

- 8.75 x 10-6 Pointing Error Signal @'8 = 0. 015 see. (amp., D.C.) 6.98 x 10 
-11  
Pointing Error Signal @ 0 = 0. 075 see. (amp., D.C:) 1.8 x 10 22.5 x 10-6 
10-11 - 8 8 Center-to-Center Array Subtense, radians 3.33 x 10 - 11 3.33 x 1.39 x 10 1.39 X 10
­
Table 9.6.6.3-1 summarizes the results of calculations for several condi­
tions, for both the deep-space case, and for the synchronous orbit condition.
 
Assumed conditions are as follows:
 
Transmitted Power: From Deep Space = 1.0 watt
 
From Synchronous Orbit = 7.5x10-3 watt 
Beam Divergence = 0.15 arc second ('b B 
Heterodyne Detection:
 
Telescope Diameter = 12.5 cm 
Deep-space - 100 telescopes in array
 
Synchronous Orbit - 16 telescopes in array
 
Local Oscillator Power - 5 x l0-3 watt/sensor, 4 sensors/
 
telescope
 
Direct Detection:
 
-Deep Space.-	 4 telescopes, two on each axis. Diameter 2.OM.,
 
and separation along axis is 5.OM center-to­
center.
 
Synchronous Orbit - 4 telescopes, two on each axis.
 
Diameter = 0.3M., and separation along
 
axis is 0.5M center-to-center.
 
9.6.6.4 Data Management
 
With precision tracking established in both directions, measurements of
 
significant parameters for.the pointing correction loop will be made, wit
 
the loop still open, to provide a reference for comparison with closed loop
 
data.
 
The pointing correction loop will then be closed. Again, the significant
 
parameters will be measured. Programmed disturbances will then be intro­
duced into the loop, and the effects on the performance measured.
 
Figure 9.6.6.4-1 illustrates the loop, and shows the points at which meas­
urements are made, and those at which disturbances are introduced.
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Figure 9.6.6.4-1 Analytfical Model Space-To-Ground-To-Space 
Feedback Loop for Point-Ahead Eperimnent 
Measured quantities include:
 
Ea - Pointing error output of ground array
 
PRF1 - Digitized pointing error signal before transmission
 
N - Output of digital integrator (spaceborne:
 
Eb - Output of D/A converter, fed to diasporameter 'command input.
 
Programmed (and monitored) disturbances are introduced 'at:
 
A V1 - input to pointing error A/D converter
 
A f - input to ground station error transmitm_
 
A V2 - Command input to diasporameter 
A 8 - Input to tracking loop beam deflector controlling both trans­
mitter and receiver lines of sight. 
The actual lead angle required, about forty seconds of arc, can readily be
 
simulated from a synchronous equatorial satellite, by a physical separation of
the Earth's transmitting and receiving installation of approximately four
 
miles.' The receiving installation, which maintains angle track on the
 
satellite, must, of course, communicate accutate angle information to the
 
transmitter, in order to enable it to keep the satellite illuminated.
 
It is anticipated that the point ahead experiment will be conducted after
 
tracking capability has been tested and verified. 
In order to co-locate
 
the earth station receiver and transmitter, an initial point ahead bias
 
must be maintained to allow for the tangential velocity difference at syn­
chronous orbit and ground. 
At the start of the simulated deep space point­
ahead test, the Earth station will command the point ahead mechanism to slew
 
over the amount required to hit the new receiver, some four miles away.
 
It can be seen that, for the proposed mechanization, the overall loop is
 inextricably interwoven with the point ahead operation; the space-to-ground­
to-space loop closure thus represents an integral part of the point ahead
 
experiment, rather than a separate 
-demonstration. Nevertheless, it would be
 
of interest to open the feedback loopduring the test (for periods that

would have to be determined experimentally, gradually increasing), to see
 
how far and how fast the transmitter beam will wander off the target with­
out the benefit of correction.
 
The idea underlying the major portion of loop testing is the same one as in
the PRECISION TRACKING experiment, namely that of introducing calibrated
 
disturbances at several points of the loop. Amplitude and frequency of the
 
disturbance, as well as that of the response are either metered on the
 
ground, or monitored in the satellite and relayed back to the ground station.
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Overall loop performance, as well as the functioning of individual blocks,
 
will be considered. It should also be possible to adjust the loop gain by
 
controlling the sensitivity of the error detector (volts per arc second),
 
the scale factor of the analog-to-digital converter (pulses per 'secbnd pea
 
volt) at the ground ,station, or the scale factor of the digital-to-analog
 
converter, via telemeter control (figure 9.6.6.4-1).
 
9.6.7 Transfer Tracking from One Ground Station to Another
 
A deep space,vehicle in optical communication with earth must possess the
 
capability of transferring track between earth stations in order to maintain
 
continuity of operation despite cloud overcast and the Earth's rotation.
 
The acquisition and tracking between a spacecraft and a ground complex ­
(beacon transmitter and ground receiver), which naturally precedes transfer 
tracking, is discussed in subsections 9.6.5 and 9.6.6. A chain of earth 
stations must be established and so located that a minimum of two stations 
with teasonable zenith angles and high probability of clear weather will 
have a direct line of sight to the vehicle. Meaningful experimentation with 
precision tracking of a ground beacon can only be conducted from altitudes
 
above-2000 miles. The transfer tracking demonstration is predicated on
 
accurate tracking, and consequently also requires such space testing.
 
The station spacing required to demonstrate the 11 arc-second tracking trans­
fer from synchronous altitude-which is the altitude proposed for the
 
PRECISION TRACKING OF A GROUND BEACON experiment- is one mile; however, a
 
four mile separation is required for the POINT AHEAD AND SPACE-TO-GROUND-

TO-SPACE LOOP CLOSURE experiment. Consequently the transfer will be per­
formed at'a four mile separation. Both stations, at a four mile separation,

will have co-located receivers and transmitters for the tracking transfer
 
demonstration.
 
Two techniques will'be tested from synchronous orbit. One will involve
 
transfer by commands to the 1.0 meter telescope beam deflection system.
 
The other will involve transfer back to the 0.3 meter telescope in order to.
 
put both beacons in the field-of-yiew at the same time, and subsequent trans­
fer :to the 1.0.meter telescope after completion of transfer in the 0.3,meter.
 
9.6.7.1 Experiment Design
 
Adequate hand-over techniques must be developed before wide bandwidth laser
 
communications.can be utilized for either earth orbit or deep space vehicles
 
which-require uninterrupted communication. Certainly a function required
 
for deep-space vehicle communication must be proven before actually under­
taking such a mission. In order to make this possible, a chain of earth
 
stations must be established, so located that a minimum of two, and prefer­
ably more stations will have direct line of sight to the vehicle, with
 
reasonable zenith angles and high probability of clear weather.
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One study-L) resulted in the recoriiendation for using a total of eight
 
stations-around the globe, with probability of clear-reception greater
 
than '90 per cent for the full rotation of the earth (if 6ne site locatio
 
in Red China is assumed to be accessible), and greater than 95 per cent
 
for a very large portion of the diurnal cycle. This study is, however,
 
based on communication down to zenith angles of 700 which may be ex­
cessive for high quality optical contact; it may be necessary to provide
 
more stations to reduce required elevation coverage.: For the sites
 
listed in Ref. (1), the largest spacing is that between sites at 190N
 
1560W and 200S - 113E,a chord length of some 5206 statute'miles, whicn
 
may subtend'ag much as 11 arc seconds at vehicle range of 1 AU.-

It is anticipated that the realistic spatial situatior of the lead angle
 
requirement in the point ahead "demoisttation',using a synchronous"sate­
lite -requires a-four mile separation of receiver and transmitter stations
 
-Ordinarily, the station spacing required to demonstrate tracking transfex
 
from synchronous altitude would be one mile. Since the stations required
 
for the point ahea& demonstration,would be available, these statiohs can
 
be used to demonstrate tracking transfer. Obviously, a system that 
can
 
transfer tracking between stations four miles apart will more than sat­
-isfy the'normal'requirement of'one mile separation.
 
In the realistic deep'space case, to stations separatea by 11 arc 'second 
will both fall well within the ±15 arc second field of view of the 1.0 
meter telescope. Thus, when the second station's transmitter illuminates 
the spacecraft, the 1.0 meter telescope, which has been tracking the firs
 
station, will move over and track to a position representing the "center
 
of gravity" of the intensity between the two beacons. When the first
 
beacon is then turned off, the telescope will track the second beacon to
 
the center-of the field..'
 
Since the two stations to be used -forthis experiment are separated by 40
 
arc seconds at the test (synchronous) altitute, the second beacon will 
not-be in the field of view of the 1.0M tel&scope'when the first is being 
tracked. For this reason, transfer will be accomplished first with one 
and then with the other of the following two techniques:. 
a. 	Direct transfer of the 1.O meter telescope, using angle command
 
to the beam deflection system. The appropriate angle comands
 
can be computed on Earth, using the known coordinate frame of
 
'
the vehicle attitude with respect to the stellar coordfnates 

and earth line of sight.
 
(1) Kenneth L. Brinkman et al, Study on Optical Communication From Deep
 
Space, Hughes Aircraft Co., Aerospace Group, Interim Progress Report,
 
No. SSD 3166R, NASA Doc. No. N64-16770.
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The angle commands are fed to the input of the angle tracking
fine beam deflectors, with the tracking loop, including the
 
coupling between the beam deflectors and the gimbals) disabled.
 
Upon acquisition of the new beacon, the tracking loop is again

activated, and the beacon is tracked to the center of the field
 
in the normal manner, using both the gimbals and the fine beam
 
deflectors.
 
The point-ahead angle requirement may change by as much as 0.7
 
arc second or several beamwidths, between two earth stations, as
 
a result of the difference in the relative velocities caused by

a difference in latitude. Corresponding commands must also be
 
computed and telemetered to the vehicle, so thgt the transmitter
 
beam can be directed to the new station with a minimum of delay.

The timing of the tracking and pointing transfer commands should
 
be such that switchover of transmission from the old to the new
 
station will occur immediatelyafter the tracking transfer in­
structions have been issued, thus allowing the vehicle to track
 
the new station. Reception must, however, continue at the old
 
station for one transmission delay interval. The transmitter
 
telescope at the new station must be directed by data radioed
 
over from the old station and corrected for the angular dif­
ference. The new station's receiver, which will not begin opera­
ation until one transmission delay later, can also be slewed in­
to position upon the basis of such data.
 
This technique has the disadvantage that a momentary loss of
 
contact in both directions will result from the time required

to move the line of sight from one station to the other. The
 
requirement for a precise open-loop angle command from the
 
earth may also be considered a disadvantage of this technique.

It does, however, allow the transfer to be accomplished entirely
 
with the 1.0'meter telescope.
 
On the basis of the protracted tracking and angle smoothing

operation preceding the optical communication process, and the
 
refined tracking permitted by it, the angular computations re­
quired for the above should certainly be feasible. The exact
 
form of the computations, as well as that of the commands re­
mains to be investigated.
 
Transfer via the 0.3 meter telescope.
 
In this method, tracking is handed over from the 1.0 meter
 
spaceborne telescope to the 0.3 meter spaceborne telescope-

Since its field of view is ±45 arc seconds, the second beacon
 
will be in the field of view when the first is being tracked,
 
even though they are separated by 40 arc seconds. When the
 
second beacon is turned on and illuminates the spacecraft, using

pointing data transmitted from the first station, the 0.3 meter
 
spaceborne telescope will track a point between the two, rep­
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senting the center of illumination. The first statibn is now
 
switched off, and the 0.3 meter telescope trackb the second
 
beacon to the center of its field. Tracking data are next
 
transferred from the gimbals and beam pointing system of the
 
0.3 meter telescope to the 1.0 meter telescope, which will now
 
acquire and track the second station. At the same time, the
 
new computed value of point-ahead is transmitted to the space­
craft, as outlined under alternative a) above. The transfer
 
within the 0.3 meter telescope is directly analogous to the
 
manner in which transfer would take place within the 1.0 meter
 
telescope when the stations are "only 11 arc seconds or less
 
apart (i.e., in a deep space mission).'
 
While spaceLto-earth contact is interrupt-ed with this method
 
also, as it is in method a), contact from ground to space is
 
maintained continuously. This technique does not require the
 
precise open loop angle command from earth. It does, however,
 
require the extra complication of-transfer from the 1.0 meter
 
to the 0.3 meter telescope, and back again.
 
9.6.7.2 Measurement Objective
 
The purpose of the experiment is to compare the relative merits of the
 
two techniques described above and to assess their applicability to the
 
various phases of a deep space flight. To this end it is desired to ob­
tain a time history of the tracking loops during the interval between the
 
initiation and completion of the-transfer.
 
9.6.7.3 Experiment Equipment Design
 
The instrumentation aboard the spacecraft is identical to that used in th(
 
Precision tracking and Point ahead experiments. The only added require­
ments - (which are in the form of design refinements to be incorporated
 
subsequent to the conceptual design phase) are means to ins'rt a cali­
brated offset into the fine beam deflector of the 1.0 meter telescope and
 
a means of disabling the gimbal'drive momentarily* 'In the ground complex,
 
in addition to-the tracking capability of the second station, there are
 
also employed a steerable laser beacon transmitter and the communication
 
link to the computation facilities at the first station.
 
9.6.7.4 Data Management
 
The data to be collected include the tracker error signals, the fine beam
 
deflector deviations, point ahead angles, and the telescope gimbal angles
 
for both telescopes. These quantities will te sampled at a high frequency
 
and telemetered to the ground station where they will be recorded on a
 
suitable strip chart. The high frequency variables, namely error signals

and beam deflector positions will be sampled at a rate of 100 samples per
 
second. The slower elements, point ahead angle and gimbal angles can be
 
sampled a few times a minute.
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9.6.8 10-Micron Phase and Amplitude Correlation 
Although atmospheric effects on the propagation of electromagnetic waves have 
been the subject of scientific and engineering interest for hundreds of years, in­
creases in the spectral capabilities, resolution, and sensitivity of available instru­
ments and sensors have revealed gaps in the knowledge of the atmosphere (section 
9. 1), as well as renewed interest in measurements previously attained with great 
difficulty. 
The effects on the transmission of optical frequencies can be determined by a de­
tailed examination of the attenuation and refraction characteristics of the atmosphere. 
The absorption properties of the atmosphere have yielded much of the information 
now available. There is still much information to be gained, however, through 
measurement of refraction effects. 
Temporally and spatially random variations in the index of refraction of the atmos­
phere have linited the performance of optical instruments. Now that optical 
wavelengths can be applied to communication, tracking, and mensuration, the need 
for detailed knowledge of these variations has become even more evident. 
Theoretical knowledge of the effecf of these variations on optical wavefronts has 
progressed to the point (paragraphs 9. 1. 1 and 9.1.2. 1) where measurements must 
be made of the physical quantities and their functional relationships. To date, 
theoretical derivations have been based on correlation and structure functions or 
extrapolated from the microwave frequencies in which the presence of water vapor 
is considerably more significant than at optical frequencies. Most available 
measurements at optical frequencies have been made with stellar or thermal 
sources that have such poor temporal coherence that extrapolation to the more 
coherent laser light applications is of questionable validity. 
In this experiment, a technique for measuring the phase variations as functions of 
time and space, with a highly monochromatic C0 2 -N2 (10.6-micron) laser source, 
is proposed (figure 9.6.8-1). Amplitude correlations are also measured. From 
these measurements, the limitations on coherent apertures could be determined 
for ready application in the design of superheterodyne systems and an assessment 
made of the accuracy of scientific measurements that depend on signal frequency. 
To correlate experiment and theory, which usually assumes a plane wave incident 
on a random medium, it is necessary that the turbulent medium be in the far field 
of the transmitting antenna. This cannot be done with a transmitting aperture 
located within the atmosphere. To make such measurements would require a 
monochromatic light source in orbit and a receiver that samples and correlates 
two points on a wavefront. To avoid spatial integrating effects, the measurements 
should be made with a small aperture. 
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STABLE CO -N 2TRANSMITTER The extent of spatial phase and amplitude perturba­
tions imposed by the time-varying atmosphere are
10.6p essentially unknown in the far infrared. 
Such
 
measurements require a monochromatic light source'in

orbit and a receiver that samples and correlates two
 
points on a wavefront. To avoid spatial integrating

effects, the measurements should be made with small
 
apertures. Signals from a spaceborne 10.6-p trans­
mitter will be measured with 2-cm apertures. Corre­lations will be made at various separation distances
 
between 4 cm and 10 meters. An evacuated and seig­
mically isolated instrument is required to avoid
 
random differences in the optical paths following

the initial sampling aperture.
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Figure 9.6.8-1. 10-Micron Phase and Amplitude Correlation 
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9.6.8.1 Justification 
Horizontal tests (paragraphs 9.1. 2.2) clearly show the existence of a maximum 
effective aperture which varies with turbulence conditions. In these tests, image 
quality or optical heterodyne receiver performance has been used as an indirect 
measure of phase covariance. The laser beam result for log-amplitude variance 
(paragraph 9. 1. 1) is one theoretical prediction that can be directly compared with 
experiment. The 10-micron Phase and Amplitude Correlation experiment seeks 
to measure the transmitter diffraction distance. For a horizontal path on Earth, 
this distance is predicted as L/ka, where L is the range and a is the standard 
deviation of the amplitude distribution across the transmitter aperture. There 
may be no advantage to increasing transmitter apertures beyond a = (L/k)1/2. 
Such a result would have significant bearing on the efficacy of optical heterodyne 
communication. 
In principle, the measurements proposed could be made on stellar sources. How­
ever, the actual measuring must be made with a resonable signal-to-noise ratio. 
The accuracy of measurement is further improved by the use of highly mono­
chromatic light. 
Measurements on starlight as well as ground-based measurements of laser light 
have shown a dependency on the distance to the receiver as well as to the trans­
mitter of the disturbing elements of the atmosphere. Space testing would remove 
this doubt from the data obtained. 
9:.6:8.2 Experiment Design 
The object of this experiment is to measure the phase and amplitude perturbations 
imposed by the time varying atmosphere on a signal transmitted at optical fre­
quencies, and to determine the correlation in the phase front of two points as a 
function of their separation. Amplitude correlations should also be measured. 
Because the frequency deviations due to the atmosphere are of the same order of 
magnitude as those due t6 instability in the laser oscillator itself, it is important 
to measure these deviations as independent of the laser instabilities as is possible. 
Short term relative stabilities of a laser oscillator in the order of 3 x 10 - 9 have 
been reported. (1) Theoretical studies( 2) have also shown that the line broadening 
due to molecular scattering effects in the atmosphere is also in the order of 10 - 9 . 
(1) R. Targ and W.D. Bush, "Automatic Frequency Control of a Laser Local 
Oscillator for Heterodyne Detection of Microwave-Modulated Light," Applied 
Optics, vol. 4, no. 12, December 1965. 
(2) A. Consortini, L. Ronchi, A. M. Scheggi, and 0. Toraldo di Francia, "Deteri­
oiation of the Coherence Properties of a Laser Beam by Atmospheric Turbulence 
and Molecular Scattering," Radio Sci., vol. 1, no. 4, April 1966. 
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In addition to the above effects, refractive index inhomogeneities moving relative 
to the receiving aperture will cause amplitude and angle modulation as well*as 
undesirable image motion effects. Angular deviations of the phase front of the 
order of 1 to 3 seconds of arc have been observed in small apertures. If these 
deviations occur in 0.1 to 0.3 seconds with a 2-cm aperture, a phase shift, 
changing linearly across the aperture at about 1 to 2 hertz, is indicated. 
The greatest instrumentation difficulties lie in the mechanical design of the rigid 
optics required. Random differences in the optical path following the initial 
sampling aperture are undesirable. The longer these paths are made the greater 
the chance for error. Processing of the data is simplified if two apertures can be 
separated enough to assure complete decorrelation between the tw6 paths. At low 
altitude's this may be of the order of meters, but at higher altitudes separation of 
several meters may be required. It would probably be necessary to have evacuated 
optical paths to assure high accuracy. The other important calibration point is at 
minimum separation which should be made small for measurement under severe 
atmospheric conditionis. 
A method of measuring atmospheric perturbations that minimizes the effect of 
laser instabilities is shown in figure 9.6. 8.2-1. 
Two small apertures of diameter D are capable of being separated at distance p, 
which can'vary fr6m D to a distance large enough io mssure that the phase pertur7 
bations at aperture 1 are uncorrelated with those -at aperture 2. The operation of 
the instrument is as follows. Nearly monochromatic light from a spaceborne laser 
is collected by apertures 1 and 2. The signals at time t, denoted by the subscript 
at the two apertures, can be denoted by 
A1 cos e - 6tW (t 
2 cosW (t 'r2) + 6 t 
where A1 is the amplitude, i is the transit time from thew the radian frequency, Tr
source to the indicated aperture, and6 is a phase angle that is due to'instability in' 
the laser. Assume for the rest of this discussion that the phase delay in both arms, 
of the instrument-are equal so that time t can be the time when the delays are 
compared at any time in the system. The signal in arm 1 will be attenuated, and 
fall on the surface of the photomultiplier with a different amplitude, say 
alcos F (t- 2')+6t_ 1 1 
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Figure 9.6.8.2-1. Atmospheric Measurement, Phase Correlation 
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The signal in arm 2 will be given an additional modulation Wm (wCm << w) to aid in 
further processing of the signal, so that the signal in this arm becomes 
a2 cos [Wn(t - 1 ) + Wm ± 6t - T 
The square law action of the photomultiplier will mix the two signals, resulting in a 
dc term, higher frequency- terms (which are assumed attenuated by the circuits 
following), and the difference frequency term, which is of interest. The term is 
K cos [rat + W7 - 2 ) + 6t - 6t 2] (1) 
Now if T1 - T2 is constant, the output of the filter following the photomultiplier will 
be at a constant frequency wm . If -rI - T2 is time varying, however, an angle 
modulation will result. 
First, consider the relative value of the laser instability. Since T1 - T2 are travel 
times over very nearly the same path, they will not differ appreciably so that to a 
very good approximation 
)6 t -T = 5t -T + 5t -T_ _ _ (T1 - T 2 
T T2 T2 
where the dot indicates the derivative with respect to time. Equation (1) then 
becomes 
K cosLIWm[ t + (mt+ t - T2 ) (-I - T2J (2) 
where Wois the optical frequency and 6 is the instantaneous drift frequency. 
A spaceborne laser may have 6 as great as 3 x 108 Hz. However, compared to the 
optical frequency of 3 x 10 1 3 , 6 < < w, and can be safely ignored, so that the 
signal of interest is 
Kcos [wm t + a (T1 -T 2 )] 
If this signal is passed through a phase shift discriminator centered at wm, the 
input to the recorder will be a signal proportional to the 
LoTI - COT2 = 1 - 2 
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where $1 - 02 is the difference in phase (averaged over the small aperture) at two 
points separated by a distance p. With proper design, phase shifts occurring at 
frequencies as high as 1000 Hz should be recorded. From this record of transit 
time delay, further processing will provide the following information. First, 
squaring and averaging, 
2 2 2 
(T 1 -r 22) - 1 2 2 
In that part of the record taken vhere p is large, ' --1 2 0, and assuming that 
2 2 2 2 
T1 = ,2 then ( 1 -i- 2 ) = 2T. 
2 
so that the yariance in transit time can be determined directly. Having found T2 
at other portions of.the record where p is shorter, the correlation in transit times 
as a function of p can be found from 
2 . 2
 
-1T2 = - i (rT- 2
 
2 
It has been shdwnithat it is jdssible, in principle, to measure the phase difference 
along a-wavefront betweeh two points separated by a distance p. If the two sampling 
ape tures are exactly perpendicular to the line between the source and the center of 
the interferometer arm, the phase difference is caused by the path differences en­
countered by the light as it travels from the source to the receiving apertures. In 
the practical case, the arms of the interferometer cannot be aligned exactly. It is 
important to consider the effects of misalignment of the phase front as well as of 
the motion of the satellite relative to the apertures of the interferometer. 
Although'theoretical treatments are available in the literature, a quick appreciation 
of the magnitudes of phase front distdrtions involved can be obtained from the fol-" 
lowing considerations, As shown in figure 9.6. 8.2-1, a distorted wavefront will 
have random displacements that will appear as a phase perturbation to any aperture 
parallel to the "average't phase front. For a sufficiently small aperture, the 
entire wavefront will arrive at an angle, e, which will cause motion of the entire 
image'in focal plane of the lens L. From measurements made by astronomers, B 
has been found'to be up to 3 arc seconds ( 15 x 10 - 6 radians) with the wavefront 
correlated up to a distance of 6 inches (15 cm) or more, in the visible spectral 
region,(X, 0 5 microns) under conditions of great image motion. Extrapolating 
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the coherence diameter using the sixth-fifths power wavelength dependence pre­
dicted by the Obukhov-Kolmogorov turbulence theory, (3) a short calculation shows
 
that the phase perturbation at any point
 
I 6/5 -62upe (10.6 _ 7T (0. 15) 15 x 10 6/5
 
X 0.5 10.6 x 0- 6 (21) 2 (12) radians
 
whichis greater than an optical wavelength. The phase difference measuring instru 
mentation must be capable of measuring and recording phase differences of greater 
than a wavelength. Because these phase jumps can occur in 1/10 second intervals 
or less, frequency shifts of greater than 30 Hz can be expected under rather ordi­
nary conditions. 
Because it is desirable to have the two apertures parallel to the average wavefront, 
the technique of tracking the source in angle was examined. Assuming that it was 
desirable to keep the tracking noise down to say 1/10 of the expected phase devia­
tion to be measured, this would require, for a 1. 0 meter interferometer, a track­
ing accuracy of better than 0.25 microradians ( 1/20 sec), which is nearly the 
goal for the OTAES, and does not seem to be a reasonable objective for ground­
based instrumentation unless absolutely required. 
Another possible source of noise is that due to seismic activity. Observations 
have been made of the amplitude of seismic waves (4) of 1/2 to 1 micron with per­
iods of 0. 01 to 0. 05 second during which intervals of high activity (winter months) 
with larger amplitudes for longer period waves. During microseismic storms the 
amplitudes can be much greater. It is estimated that the effects of these distur­
bances can be minimized in the design of the instruments. 
Noise due to wind buffeting could also be a problem. Isolation from seismic noise 
will introduce a degree of flexibility that must be protected from the wind. Struc­
tures designed to reduce wind effects will serve as thermal sources, as well as 
wind deflectors, the effects of which must be considered in interpretation of the 
recorded data. Careful design is required to minimize turbulence due to the pro­
tective structure. 
In addition to the random noise sources that will cause random errors in the mea­
surement of the phase difference between the two apertures, there will be a bias 
component due to the motion of the source relative to the interferometer. A satel­
lite in a 24-hour circular orbit inclined 200 to the equator could have an angular 
rotation relative to an interferometer; this represents a frequency difference of 
P16 Hz, which would be changing relatively slowly. Measurements made at this 
)V. I. Tatarski, Wave Propagation in a Turbulence Medium, McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., Inc., New York, 1961. 
(4)Handbook of Geophysics, pp. 12 and 49-50. 
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point in the orbit with a 30 field of view could cover an interval on the order of an 
hour or so. Subsequent processing of data containing this nearly steady frequency 
component should permit separation of the random phase errors from the steady 
components. 
As previously discussed, expected phase variations can be several wavelengths.
 
For a 1-meter baseline, an alignment to within'microradians (at visible wavelength)
 
would be required if the instrument were to be held parallel to the average wave­
front. Wavefronts arriving at an angle will be delayed at the more distant aperture.
 
However, assuming that the instrument is within 3' (r- 1/20 radian), the time delay
 
(seconds per meter baseline length) is 1/20C, where C is the velocity of light. For
 
a 6-meter baseline, the delay is 10 - 9 seconds, which is two to three orders of mag­
nitude smaller than the period of the highest frequencies expected. Although this
 
represents a phase delay of many optical wavelengths, the phase disturbances will
 
occur over intervals usually greater than 10- 3 seconds, and hence' should be mea­
surable. Misalignment to the wavefront of large angles could introduce time delays
 
greater than desired, as well as reduce the base line separation by the cosine of
 
the angular deviation.
 
As a result of the above considerations, it is concluded that the phase correlation 
measurements should be made without the aid of optical tracking because the track­
ing noise introduced is of the same order of magnitude as the effects being niea­
sured. A fixed interferometer of the type described, oriented within a few degrees 
of the average wavefront and properly protected from the wind and seismic distur­
bances, seems withinthe current capability of optical technology. 
The associated phase &ifferencemeasuring circuitry is considered within current 
technology although additional study is required to determine optimum circuit 
parameters. From information presently available on the power spectrum of phase
variations, variations up to 1000 Hz rates should be measured. 
Amplitude correlations can be measured by direct detection of the optical intensities 
as shown in figure 9.6.8.2-1. Subsequent signal processing is required to reduce 
the raw data to log-amplitude variance and covariance in order to compare results, 
to theory. A block diagrami showing the signal processing circuits is shown in fig­
ure 9.6.8.2-2. Log-amplifiers, differential amplifiers, and multipliers directly 
convert the data to log-amplitude covariance for recording and subsequent analysis. 
GaAs optical modulators that wilI transmit roughly 60 to 70 per cent of the light 
input have been built. Photodetectors of sufficient sensitivity that will have a pass­
band up to 100 MHz or so are available. The bandwidth of the phase perturbations 
should be less than 1000 Hz, and a local oscillator of the desired frequency could 
be readily available. 
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Figure 9.6.8.2-2. Amplifude Correlation Signal Processing 
To reduce angular motion to a minimum, the experiment should be conducted at syn­
chronous altitudes. A diffraction-limited aperture 0.3 meter in diameter, capable
of tracking the receiving station on earth to an accuracy of about one arc second, is 
required to provide adequate signal to the narrow aperture required. 
9.6.8.3 Measurement Objectives 
This experiment will determine the phase and amplitude correlation functions for a 
10. 6-micron CO 2 laser after transmiasion through the atmosphere. C02 laser 
radiation transmitted from space-to-ground will be detected by a dual-aperture, 
adjustable ground receiver. Provision must be made for both direct and heterodyne
detection through each aperture. These simultaneous phase and amplitude fluctua­
tion measurements will be made in a variety of atmospheric conditions to obtain 
statistical data. 
9.6.8.4 Equipment Design 
The spacecraft equipment used for this experiment will be the same as used for the 
Heterodyne Detection on Earth experiment. The 10. 6-micron C02 laser located in 
telescope no. 2 will be the experiment transmitter (figure 9.6.8.4-1). 
Two folded optical telescopes evacuated with an'dperture of 2 cm in diameter, 
capable of focusing their outputs on a common photodetector for the phase correla­
tion measurement. Provision must be made to insert filters and attenuators or 
modulators in the optical path of either telescope. Separations up to 2 to 3 meters 
could probably be obtained with transportable eluipment. Larger separations 
would require fixed installations, possibly having phase-compensated paths at large 
separations. This could be accomplished with an auxiliary laser, ground-based. 
A high speed photodetector capable of operation at 10.6 microns with signals having 
a bandwidth of 2 kHz centered in the 10-80 MHz band is needed for the phase corre­
lation measurements. For the direct detectioh amplitude fluctuations, a nominal 
frequendy'response of 1 kHz is adequate. An optical modulator will be used to 
frequency modulate an incoming laser signal with a 10 to 80 MHz offset frequency 
to enable filtering out the dc component of the received signal. 
Additional equipment unique tb this experiment includes 
Equipment Control, Sequencing, and Measurements System 
Phase Correlation'Signal. Processing Circuits 
Amplitude Correlation Signal Processing Circuits 
Signal Storage/Computational Facilities 
Experiment Control/Display Console 
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Figure 9.6.8.4-1. Block Diagram of Telescope No. 2: 0.3-Meter - Strap-On 
9.6.8.5 Data Management 
Optical transmitter power and fluctuations in power are telemetered for subsequent
normalization of the received amplitude fluctuations. Ground measured data will be 
processed, recorded and displayed as desired at ground console. 
The recorded analog data will be analyzed to provide: 
a. 	 Atmospheric transmission losses 
b. 	 Power spectrum of signal fluctuations 
c. 	 Variance and covariance of amplitude fluctuation versus dual aperture 
spacing 
d. 	 Variance and covariance of phase fluctuations versus dual aperture 
spacing 
e. Dependence of data on synoptic conditions. 
The equipments aboard the spacecraft that must be operated include: 
a. 	 An 0. 6328-micron stabilized laser transmitter 
b. 	 A 10.6-micron stabilized laser transmitter 
c. 	 The 1. 0 meter telescope, in a tracking mode 
d. 	 An 0. 4880-micron tracker for telescope no. 1 
e. 	 The 0.3-meter strap-on telescope (no. 2) in transmit mode 
f. 	 Transmission monitor for telescope no. 2 
g. 	 Transmitter beam spread control for telescope no. 2 
h. 	 Transmitter beam point-ahead control for telescope no. 2 
j. 	 RF telemetry and beacon system. 
The astronauts can operate these equipments using the laser control panels, figure 
9.6.8.5-1 (and figures 9.8. 1-1 through 9.8.1-3). Alternatively, this experiment 
can be operated from the ground OTTOS-OTAES Control Room (figure 9.6.2.4.2-3) 
using consoles 1 and 3 (figures 9.6.1.5-6 and 9.6.8.5-2). The OTTOS panels used 
to operate experiment 1 are shown in figures 9.6.1.5-8 through 9.6.1.5-13. 
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The 	ground-based equipment required for this experiment will include: 
a. 	 The 10. 6-micron interferometer -- phase comparator 
b. 	 The 8.0-meter aperture direct detection telescope, or the 1. 0-meter aper­
ture heterodyne detection telescope, for use in signal acquisition and bore­
sighting procedures 
c. 	 Pointing and positioning equipment 
d. 	 10. 6-micron direct or heterodyne receivers 
e. 	 Receiving electronics and data handling equipment 
f. 	 Control and display consoles for receiving telescopes, receivers, interfer­
ometer, data processing, and recording equipment. 
g. 	 0.4880 laser beacon transmitter 
h. 	 Microwave tracker to provide pointing information 
i. 	 Spacecraft telemetry command and display. 
The ground-based equipment will be checked for operability before the experiment 
is begun. All of the lasers (0. 4880-micron beacon and 10. 6-micron local oscillator) 
will be turned on and thermally stabilized, and AFC circuits turned on. Cryogenic 
cooling will be supplied to the 10. 6-micron heterodyne receiver and to the interfer­
ometer -- phase comparator. Internal checking of the receiving electronics will be 
done by injecting an optical signal directly into the photodetectors and checking the 
output against the input for gain and distortion. These functions will all be con­
trolled from the ground station control consoles. Signal processing electronics will 
be self-checked in a similar manner. 
The beacon modulator will be operated with selected test signals, and the beacon 
output will be measured. Pointing of the beacon will be done by using the inputs
from the RF tracking stations such as Goldstone, and the RF tracking equipment at 
the optical ground site. 
The 	interferometer and one of the receiving telescopes is pointed at the spacecraft,
using the same pointing signal inputs. More accurate pointing will be done after the. 
spacecraft signal is acquired by the receiving telescope, and the spacecraft trans­
mitter boresight error is corrected. 
The RF telemetry system will be checked for operational status at the spacecraft 
status display and control console. 
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9.6.8.5.1 Experiment Performance 
Radiosonde balloons will be released over a period of several hours prior to, and 
during, optical measurements, in order to record upper air conditions. Local 
meteorological conditions will be measured near the interferometer. When there 
is no interference from clouds, the spacecraft will be commanded to acquire the 
0. 4880--micron ground beacon , to begin fine tracking, and to transmit test signals 
on the 10. 6-micron downlink. The pointing of the ground receiving telescope, the 
beacon transmitter, and the interferometer are updated, so that spacecraft and 
ground station are accurately illuminating each other. The modulation of the trans­
mitted beam will be a selected narrow-band signal so that the receiver bandwidth 
may be narrowed accordingly, giving a good signal-to-noise ratio for the reduced 
-signal intensities obtained with wide transmitter beamwidths. 
The 10. 6-micron transmittei is commanded to scan around its line-of-sight, in 
order to'measure, and correct, its boresight error. As the pointing accuracy and 
the boresight of the' spacecraft are improved, the transmitter beam may be nar­
rowed in increments, and a high signal-to-noise ratio achieved in the interferom­
eter system, which has a smaller receiving aperture diameter. The auxiliary 
receiving telescope may then be turned off, unless required for another simultan­
e6us ex6eriment. 
The effective received coherence diameter at 10. 6 microns will be measured over 
extended Periods of 'time by varying the separation of the interferometer entrance 
apertures and'measuring phase fluctuations. These will be displayed at the inter­
ferometer control console, and automatically recorded. 
The duration of the phase and amplitude correlation measurement experiment will 
be determined primarily by weather conditions, and secondarily by the conflicting 
needs of other experiments, such as the transfer of tracking from one ground sta­
tion to another. Data should be taken over periods of several hours at a time, 
especially when weather conditions are changing. 
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9.6.9. Pulse Distortion Measurements 
The atmosphere, as a propagation medium, has been studied intensively by com­
munications engineers. Several methods have evolved for measuring the maximum 
bandwidth which the medium can support. One of these, the impulse response 
technique, promises additional insight into the physical structure of the atmosphere 
as well as a measure of channel capacity, when adapted to optical propagation 
studies. 
Measurements described in the preceding experiments would provide the spatial 
and narrow-band characteristics of atmospheric optical transmission. It would be 
desirable to transmit a very wideband signal to observe whether conditions for 
selective fading exist. Knowledge of the fading characteristic of the medium can 
assist an instrument designer to choose between an analog or digital system, and 
may lead to a preference for non-thresholding detection techniques and redundant 
coding. Multipath transmission caused by scatters in the atmosphere introduces a 
transit time spread that can limit resolution or distort a message. Time spread 
can also be introduced by index of refraction variations, and this effect can vary 
drastically with frequency. All these effects tend to limit the laser communication 
channel bandwidth or information rate. They are not important in the megahertz 
range but are important for gigahertz bandwidths. Time dispersion is especially 
important in modulation techniques such as FM and PCM, where ultrawide band­
widths are essential to efficient transmission of megahertz information bandwidths. 
One method of determining the phase and amplitude characteristics of a channel is 
to transmit a known wideband waveform through the channel and compare the re-. 
ceived waveform phase and amplitude characteristics with those of the transmitted 
characteristics. By accounting for changes due to the equipment used, the char­
acteristics of the channel can be determined. The transmission, reception, and 
display of very narrow pulses are within the capability of present technology 
(figure 9.6.9-1). In fact, a pulse shorter than 10- 9 seconds has been demonstrated 
in the laboratory using a mode-locked helium-neon laser. This technique will per­
mit the determination of channel characteristics up to bandwidths in the order of 
10 9 Hz, well beyond presently definable needs. 
The difficulty in instrumenting such a technique lies in the signal strength, hence, 
in received signal processing. This difficulty can be circumvented by adopting 
sampling oscillograph techniques. Present sampling rates are lower than the high 
repetition rates produced by the mode-locked laser, but the required sampling 
rates can be generated if development effort is expended. The effects on a wideband 
channel are expected to be negligible so that the trace sampled at currently attain­
able rates would be truly representative of all pulses transmitted. Rapidly varying 
effects would be revealed by a noisy presentation which would be difficult to analyze 
without a real time display. Because effects are expected to be negligible or 
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Figure 9.6.9-1. Pulse Distortion Measurements. 
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slowly changing (at less than kilohertz rates) the pulse distortion experiment 
proposed for OTAES will explore a bandwidth more than adequate for presently 
definable needs and may reveal unanticipated limits imposed by atmospheric 
effects. 
9.6.9.1 Justification 
The central physical quantity of the theory of turbulence is the refractive index. 
The Obukhov-Kolmogorov correlation function (paragraph 9.1.1) is a rigorous 
description which divides refractive index variations into macroscale and micro­
scale disturbances. However, the optical propagation solutions by this theory are 
quite incomplete. Some authors have elected to ignore the microscale. This ap­
proach leads to the Gaussian formulation and application of geometrical optics, 
but omits the mutual interference of beamlets, restricting its applicability to 
ranges of, typically, a few hundred meters. 
The Rytov approach, which allows the use of physical optics, extends the solution 
to account for refracted beam components but includes approximations which must 
be confirmed by experiment at ranges beyond a few kilometers. These approxima­
tions are circumvented by the modulation transfer function formulation. However, 
this'formulation contains only limited information since the wave equation need not 
be involved, The modulation transfer function for laser beam propagatipn has not 
been obtained. 
Computations of the scattering loss at the frequency considered for this experiment
show that such effects would normally be so small as to be undetectable at the power 
densities required for the other laser experiments. It is possible, however, that 
a particularly favorable geometry combined with an unusual concentration of scat­
terers that are large compared to the wavelength would result in a measureable 
effect which would reduce the potential bandwidth of optical links. 
In order to provide the data required in the design of such links, the characteristics 
of the transmission channel must be determined as independently of equipment char­
acteristics as is possible. 
One way to examine channel characteristics would be to observe the behavior, at 
several suitably spaced radio frequencies covering the bandwidth of interest, of a 
modulated optical carrier after transmission over a space-to-ground path. This 
technique would require a number of stable RF generators with a fixed phase 
relationship in the spacecraft, so that there would be no large gaps in the spectrum. 
An alternative way of examining the channel would be to transmit a very short pulse, 
of the order of a nanosecond, and observe changes, if any, in the pulse shape re­
ceived after transmission through the atmosphere. Such a pulse contains harmonics 
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which cover a frequency span of the order of the reciprocal of the bandwidth, in 
this case, one gigahertz. Nonlinearities in the phase characteristics of the 
channel will be revealed as pulse distortions which can be analyzed to determine 
the phase shift characteristics of the channel. 
In addition to providing useful information on the phase characteristics of the chan­
nel, a short pulse will reveal the presence of scatterers which could contribute to 
multipath effects over the optical channel. Aerosols of various sizes are known to 
be present at altitudes of around 70 to 100 km. Scattering from these aerosols 
form the "aureole" around the sun's image. (1) Aerosols have also been detected 
from back scattered measurements with a high powered laser radar. Because 
some of these aerosols are larger than the optical wavelengths at visual frequen­
cies, they may be scattered more in the forward direction, perhaps by orders of 
magnitude, than they are in the backward (toward the transmitter) direction, If 
the forward scattering is sufficient to cause delayed pulses (computations of the 
path geometry required for this to occur are in paragraph 9. 6. 9.2) to appear on 
the display, the effects on communication rates can be calculated. In addition, 
these measurements will describe the amplitude and phase characteristics as well 
as the time delay characteristics of the transmission channel. Additional ground 
based instrumentation will permit a measurement of the height of the scattering 
layers if sufficient scattered power is received. 
9. 6. 9. 1. 1 Considerations on Pulse Stretching due to Frequency Dispersion 
in the Atmosphere 
A pulse 10- 9 seconds long will have a bandwidth of the order of 10 9 cycles. If the 
index of refraction in the atmosohere is such that the frequency component at one 
end of the band is delayed by 10 - 9 seconds compared to the other end of the band, 
the 'pulse would be smeared out to roughly twice its length. It is of interest to com­
pute the rate of change with frequency required for this dispersion to take place. 
The travel time for a particular frequency component to travel a path distance, L, is 
L
 
_ f n(X) dx
 
0 
where T'is travel time, n is the index of refraction which is a function of A, as well 
as position, and temperature, pressure, and water vapor content, and c is the 
velocity of light. The dispersion in time between the two extreme frequencies 
traveling the same path would be 
(1) E. J. Chatterton, "Optical Communication Employing Semi-Conductor Lasers," 
M.I.T. Liicoln Laboratory, Technical Report 392, June 9, 1965. 
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Ar = I- 1'2 -2~ f 
(n 1 - n2) dx 
0 
Data on index of refraction is usually given as the "Refractive Modulus" [z) 
N = (n-1 i0 6 
so that 
L 
= f (N 1 -N 2 ) 10 dx 
0 
If it is assumed that N1 + N2 are constant over the path for this short (at opticaI 
frequencies) range of frequencies 
-6 	 ­(N1 	 -. N2) L 10 A NL' 10 6 Ar 	= cc(6: 
C 	 C 
ATc 10+6
 
ANL 	 (7:
 
and 	since -thefrequency suread A F (of 10+9) Hz sec is given by 
AF = IiA 	 . 
(8)
- " t 2 

the 	required gradient is 
A N ATc 2 10+6
 
AX LAF ) 2 (9)
 
(2) 	 Handbook of Geophysics, revised ed., U.S. Air Force, Air Research and
 
Development Command, Macmillan, New York, 1961, p. 13-i.
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To approximately double the pulse length, Ar -1 and with--- F, the 
" F Xabove becomes 
F2106A N 
6 > L (AF)2 	 (10) 
If L is given in,microns, Eq. (10) shows the change inN no. per unit change in 
wavelength (in microns) required to double the pulse length. For the nanosecond 
pulses at 0. 6328 micron over a 100 km path, Eq. (10) results in 
AN 25105 N nos. 	 (11) 
2i T m 	 g of wavelength 
To compare the above with what is dxpected, use the approximate formula( 3 ) for N 
+ 7.52x 10N 
where Nis the refractive modulus for waveleigths > > 20 p and X is given in 
microns. Assuming N. 300, differentiating with respect to X, results in 
dN _ 3x300x7.52x10- 3  27N nos 
(.63283) 	 p of wavelength-
The requited gradieit is5 orders of magnitude greater than would be expected in 
a uniform atmosphere, The approximation made in these computations tend to err 
on the conservative side, so that the conclusion is that there will be no distortion 
of the pulse due to frequency dispersion in the atmosphere. 
If the transmitted frequency were on the edge of molecular absorption band it 
would be possible for some pulse distortion to occur because of the unequal absorp­
tion of the component frequencies. As shown in published high resolution (0. 2A) 
atmospheric absorption spectra(4), a number of sharply absorbing bands exist in 
(3) op cit., p. 13-2. 
(4) 	 J. A. Curcio, L. F. Drummeter, and G. L. Knestrick, "An Atlas of the
 
Absorption Spectrum of the Lower Atmosphere from 5400 A to 8520 A,"
 
Applied Optics, vol. 3, no. 13, December 1964.
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the visible range. The wavelength of 0. 6328 micron is not near any known ab­
sorption band, however, so that no pulse distortion from this effect is expected. 
9.6. 9.2 Experiment Design 
The characteristics of the transmission channel must be determined as independ­
ently of equipment characteristics as is possible. It is the objective of this ex­
periment to describe the "impuls6 response". of th6 atmosphere in order to describe 
the character of the communication channelprovided , by the atmosphere under a 
variety of transmission conditiois. 
One method of determining the phase and amplitude characteristics of a channel is 
to transmit a known wideband waveform through the chanhel, and compare the re­
ceived waveform phase and amplitude charactetistics with those of the transmitted 
characteristics. By accounting for changes due to the equipment used, the char­
acteristics'of the channel can be determined. In this experiment, short pulses can 
be generated in the spacecraft at optical frequencies, using a multi-mode laser in 
the mode-locked condition. The effect of the atmosphere on these pulses is meas­
ured on the ground. Mode-locked lasers have been tested in the laboratory at this 
frequency, and considerable success has been achieved in the display of nanosecond 
pulses in certain nuclear applications. This technique will permit the determination 
of channel charbketeristics Up,to'ban 'dths inth6-order of 109 Hz. 
9.6.9.2.1 Possible Multipath Delay 
If it is assumed that the center of the transmitter beamwidth ( 0) is accurately 
aligned with the center of the-angle. of, v'iew ( 0) cone angle, the geometry shown 
can be used to compute possible multipath delays. Misalignment of the beam and 
viewing cone.angle could lead to larger delays ,than computed-here. Although 
scatterers could be lopated anywhere within the beamwidth and view angle, the 
greatest delay will occur,when the scatterer is -at S; ,the intersection,of the view 
angle cone and the transmitting beamwidth cone.- As indicated in figure 9.6. 9..1-1 
the maximum path difference A p (Path TSR - r) is given by 
(r -h)2 I+t0tapni2" h24ht~ -
Assume, for space to ground transmission, that r > 2h. If 0/2 is less than 10 
milliradians, so that tan 0/2 = 0/2, and using the approximation 
r+ X2/2 for X < 1, the above equatin reduces to 
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1 
- )
since <1 !9 1, the worst case for an r is when r = 2h, so Eq. (1) becomes 
2r
 
4-. h= Ap(2) 
and A ', the path delay, is given by A-Q where C is the velocity of light. 
02 hAT = 7 . -8- (3) 
3
If h is 100 kin, 6 =10 radians 
10.6  
 1001 
-
Ar - 4036 x 100 109 - nanoseconds 
and probably could not be detected. However,, at certain slaiit paths, h could be 
-
500 kin, and ifS is say "3x 10 3 radians, Aor increases by a-factor of 45 to become 
4 nanoseconds, which could possibly be measured if the scattering cross sections 
are sufficient. 
In the foregoing computations it is assumed that the scatterers are located at the 
intersection of the beam angles. Normally this will not be true, so that the actual 
multipath will probably be less than indicated in figure 9. 6. 9.1-1. If the scatterers 
are in a layer, at some distance other than that defined by the cone intersections, 
one beam or the other will limit the maximum multipath delay. As shown in the 
figure, the transmitting beamwidth, ¢, is given approximately by 
0r-h0 < (4), 0'01 radians 
For earth-space applications 6 will be kept as small as is consistent with system 
considerations. For a given 6, reducing 0 to as small a value as possible forces 
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0 
a reduction in h, the range to p6ssible scatterers, which reduces the duration of 
possible multipath delay. Values of multipath delay for various distances to the 
scatterers are plotted in.figure 9. 6.9. 1-1. Values of'¢ on the r> > h curves are 
computed for synchronous-altitddes. As shown by the curves of figure 9. 6.9. 1-1,­
possible multiphth delays are p ected to-be very small. A veryshort pulse is-re­
quired for their measurement. If scatterers, are found in sufficient number, of the 
proper size, and in a favorable geometry, some multipath might be observed. Com­
putations of the scattering cros sections required show that the probability of this 
event will be low. 
If Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) are used, and dividing by the velocity of light, .the maximum 
multipath delay (scatterers located at the intersection of the cone angles, A 1 
becomes, for small angles, 
= 0A8" C (5) 
This form of.the equation'is not particularly adaptable to earth-space applications,
however; if it is "assumedthat the maximum height of scatterers is of the order of 
100 kIn, a maximum range to the scatterers on a Slant path is 500 kn.' In Eq. (5) 
the distance to the scatter is not explicit. 
9. 6. 9.3 Measurement Objective 
This experiment will determine if laser beam transit-time fluctuations are caused 
by the atmosphere. Ultrashort optical pulses transmitted from space-to-ground 
will be sampled and conipired with reference waveforms to detect any pulse shape
degradatibn or distortion. Harmhonic analysis -of'distorted pulse shapes will deter­
mine the maximum information bandwidth Iimitation of the atmosph~re. Pulses 
will be transmitted in a variety 6f atmospheric conditions to obtain statistical data. 
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9.6.9.4 Equipment Design 
The spacecraft equipment used for this experiment will be the same as used for 
the Heterodyne Detection on Earth experiment (paragraph 9. 6. 1 and figure 
9. 6.9.4-1). One of the two dual He-Ne transmitter units located in telescope 
no. 1 will be mode-locked to 'generate the short optical pulses. Figure 9; 6. 9. 4-2 
shows the dual He-Ne transmitter unit. 
9.6. 9. 4. 1 Pulse Generator with the Mode-Locked Laser 
An He-Ne laser longer than about 10 cm has enough gain to oscillate at several 
frequencies simultaneously. The actual frequencies are determined by the laser 
resonator cavity, i. e., the separation between the laser cavity mirrors. The 
frequency spacing between oscillating modes is given by C/2L, where C is the 
velocity of light, and L is the length of the cavity. A laser 0. 75 meters long will 
have mode spacing frequency of 200 MHz. 
A laser of this length will have a number of independent modes oscillating, spaced
by 200 MHz, over the whole region in the optical band where the laser gain is 
sufficient to support oscillation. The He-Ne transition at 0. 6328 microns has a 
Doppler broadened gain curve that is about 1600 MHz wide, so that a family 
of about 10 separate oscillations can be sustained by a 0.75-meter laser. 
It should be noted that these are independent oscillations. Their frequencies and 
phases are only weakly coupled to other oscillations, through such competition 
effects as "hole burnings," etc. If the light output is detected by a phototube, the 
beats between neighboring oscillations can-be observed as 200 MHz modulation on' 
the beam. Next-to-nearest neighbors generate a 400-MHz beat, and,so forth. The 
phases of the modes are essentially random, however, so that the power of, the 
200-MHz beat signal does not increase linearly with the number and power of the 
contributing modes, but increases in a random-walk manner instead. The total 
output power fluctuates slightly because of mode competition effects, making the 
multimode laser a noisy transmitter. 
This situation can be dramatically cleaned up by the use of an electro-optic phase
modulator, placed within the laser cavity as shown in figure 9.6.9-1. When the 
modulator is driven by an external oscillator at exactly the mode spacing frequency, 
C/2L, each of the modes generates sidebands on top of all the others. In a very 
short time the original set of modes is quenched and is replaced by a new set of 
oscillations. 
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The new. set of modes are strongly coupled to.each other,, as the phase' modulatot 
is continually transferring energy:between them., They are:' (a):separated by 
exactly the frequency of the driving oscillator, and mode.pulling effects in the.,." 
free-running laser are eliminated; and (b) their phases are not random but locked 
in step, so that the laser output becomes a series of-very rapid-pulses. The 
pulse width is roughly one nanosecond, and the PRF is 200 MjHz, for the He-Ne 
laser described earlier, giving a duty cycle of 10 per cent. 
The average power output of the laser is not changed during mode-locked operatidn. 
Thus the peak pulse power .will be many times the average power -- higher, by the 
reciprocal of the duty cycle, a factor of 10 in this case. The RF power required 
to drive the modulator is not large -- less than one watt. 
The mode-locked laser is a unique transmitter source. It generates sub-nanosecond 
pulses at extremely high PRFs, and it can be easily implemented, The only re­
quiremxents beyond those of a free-running laser are a low-loss modulator, its 
driver, and oscillator. 
The presently designed spacecraft multinode He-Ne laser transmitters have ap­
proximately a 75-cm long optical cavity. In mode-locked operation, the transmitted 
pulsewidth is about 0. 6 nanoseconds to the one-half intensity points with a PRF of 
200 	MHz. 
9.6.9.4.2 Ground Receiver Signal Processor 
The optical pulses are detected on earth with a wideband crossed-field photo 
multiplier and analyzed by hgh-speed sampling techniques to measure pulse 
distortion.
 
A very significant advance in ultra-wideband sampling devices, recently announced 
by H-P Associates, (5) is the development of a 28-picosecond wide sampling gate. 
This gate will permit very fine time resolution of the optical pulse. At the present 
time the sampling rate of the H-P gate is about 100 KHz. However, private commu­
nications with Dr. Cowley of Hewlett-Packard Associates, Palo Alto, California, 
indicate. that a 10-MHz sampling rate can be expected in the near future. - Fairchild 
Semiconductor, Mountain View, California, is also developing highPRF wideband 
sampling gates. In private communications to Sylvania, they have recently reported 
operation of a 100-picosecond gate at a-PRF of 100 MHz. The high sampling rates of 
these gates insure that the incoming optical pulse is sampled before any atmospheric 
changes occur. 
(5) 	 "A DC to 12.4 GHz Feedthrough Sampler for Oscilloscopes and Other RF 
Systems," Hewlett-Packard Journal, October 1966, pp. 12-15. 
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The space-to-ground pulse propagation experiment is fairly easy to implement 
and requires no unique spacecraft equipment. The major equipment necessary to 
conduct the pulse distortion measurements is discussed below. 
9.6.9.4.3 Equipment Required 
9.6.9.4.3.1 Spaceborne Equipment 
The spaceborne equipment is common to the space-to-ground heterodyne link. The 
optical pulses are obtained by mode-locking either of the two He-Ne lasers located 
in the 1. 0-meter aperture telescope. Verification of the mode-lock condition is 
telemetered from the laser mode beat detector used in the stabilization circuit. 
,9. 6.9.4.3.2 Ground-Based Equipment 
The 1. 0-meter telescope used for-the heterodyne downlink equipped with a wide­
band crossed-field photomultiplier detects the optical pulses. Equipment unique 
to this experiment includes: 
a. Experiment Control, Sequencing, and Measurements Systen 
Pulse Distortion Signal Analysis Circuits 
Signal Storage/ Computational Facilities 
Pulse Distortion Control/Display Console 
9.6.9.5 DataManagement 
A simplified block diagram, figure 9.6.9.5-1, shows the ground station pulse 
distortion signal analysis technique. The optical pulse is photodetected by a cross­
field phototube with frequency response from baseband to about 3 GHz. The elec­
trical pulses are sent to a phase comparator/AGC unit which synchronizes the in­
coming pulse train to a local reference pulse and normalizes the pulse height. 
The pulses are then sampled by an ultra-wideband, high PRF gate into approxi­
mately 100 resolution cells. The sampled pulse'is temporarily recorded on a video 
tape recorder. The sampled pulse is then compared to a standard, nondistorted 
reference signal. If deviations in pulse shape due to transit-time dispersion are 
noted in the threshold/logic unit, a permanent tape of the incoming sampled pulse 
is recorded. Otherwise, the temporary recording is erased and the measurement 
cycle repeated. Transit-time dispersion is measured by subsequent harmonic 
analysis of the -distorted pulse shape.. 
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Figure 9.6.9.5-1. Pulse Distortion Signal Analysis 
The 	equipment aboard the spacecraft that must be operated include: 
a. 	 An 0. 6328-micron stabilized multimode laser transmitter 
b. 	 Either the 1. 0-meter or the 0. 3-meter gimbaled telescope, in a 
transmit mode 
c. An 0.4880-micron tracker for telescope no. 1 or no. 3 
d. Transmission monitors for telescope no. I or no. 3 
e. Transmitter beam spread controls for telescope no. 1 or no, 3 
f. Transmitter beam point-ahead controls for telescope no. 1 or no. 3 
g. Transmitter optical attenuators for telescope no. I or no. 3 
h. RF telemetry and beacon system. 
The astronaut can operate these equipments using the laser control panels figure 
9.6.9.5-2 (figures 9.6. 1. 5-2 through 9.6. 1.5-4). Alternatively, this experiment 
can be operated from the ground OTTOS-OTAES Control Room (figure 9.6.9.5-3) 
using consoles 1 and 3 (figures 9.6. 1. 5-6 and 9.6.8.5-2). The OTTOS panels used 
to operate experiment I are shown in figures 9.6. 1. 5-8 through 9.6. 1. 5-13. 
9.6.9.5.1 Spacecraft Equipment Test and Checkout 
To assure satisfactory performance, the equipment alignment must be optimized 
and periodically repeated. Alignment of the laser and telescope can be determined 
by operating the boreshight error measurement equipment on the control panel and 
determining the magnitude of this error. Adjustment of diasporameter controls 
will be made to minimize the boresight error. Tuning of the laser to obtain 
optimum efficiency will be doie by adjusting the laser mirror controls to maximize 
output power for fixed input power. Laser AFC and mode-locking circuits are 
automatic in operation and require only recheck of status indicator lamps. Tele­
scope fine tracking functions are also automatic once they areinitiated. 
9.6. 9.5.2 Ground Equipment Test and Checkout 
The 	ground-based equipment required for this experiment will include: 
a. The 1. 0-meter aperture heterodyne receiving telescope 
b. Pointing and positioning equipment 
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c. 	 0. 6328 micron heterodyne receiver 
d. The 8.0-meter aperture direct detection telescope 
e. 	 Pointing and positioning equipment 
f. 	 0.6328 micron direct detection receiver 
g. 	 Receiving electronics and data handling equipment 
h. 	 High-speed sampling circuit for pulse shape analysis 
i. 	 Control and display consoles for receiving telescopes, receivers, 
data processing, and recording systems 
j. 	 0.4880 laser beacon transmitter 
k. 	 Microwave tracker to provide pointing information 
I. 	 Spacecraft telemetry command and display. 
The ground-based equipment will be checked for operability before the experiment
is begun. All of the lasers (0.4880-micron beacon, 0. 6328-micron local oscil­
lator) will be turned on and thermally stabilized, and AFC circuits turned on. In­
ternal checking of the receiving electronics will be done by Injecting an optical
signal directly Into the photodetectors and checking the output against the Input for 
gain and distortion. These functions will all be controlled from the ground station 
control consoles. Signal processing electronics will be self-checked in a similar 
manner. 
The beacon modulator will be operated with selected test signals, and the beacon 
output will be measured. Pointing of the beacon will be done by using the inputs
from the RF tracking stations such as Goldstone, and the RF tracking equipment at 
the optical ground site. 
The 8.0-meter direct detection and the 1.0-meter heterodyne receiving telescopes 
are pointed at the spacecraft, using the same pointing signal inputs. More accurate 
pointing will be done after the spacecraft signal Is acquired by the receiving 
telescopes. 
The RF telemetry system will be checked for operational status at the spacecraft 
status display and control console. 
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9.6. 9.5.3 Experiment Performance 
Radiosonde balloons will be released over a period of several hours prior to, and 
during, optical measurements, in order to record upper air conditions. Local 
meterological conditions will be measured near the receiving telescope. When 
there is no interference from clouds, the spacecraft will be commanded to acquire 
the 0.4880-micron ground beacon, to begin fine tracking, and to transmit fast 
pulse signals on the optical down links. The pointing of the ground receiver and 
the beacon transmitter is updated, so that spacecraft and ground station are accu­
rately illuminating each other. The receivers will be operated at first with narrow 
bandwidths centered at the fundamental PRF being transmitted from the spacecraft, 
giving a good signal-to-noise ratio for the reduced signal irradiance obtained with a 
wide transmitter beamwidth. 
As the pointing accuracy of the spacecraft telescope is improved, the transmitter 
beam may be narrowed and the ground receiver bandwidth increased. This will in­
clude the higher harmonics of the PRF and allow the signal sampling circuits to 
analyze the pulse shape. Fading rate, signal dropouts, and signal-to-noise ratios 
will also be determined over extended periods of time. Fluctuations in beam 
polarization will be continually measured, and unexpected anomalies displayed and 
recorded.
 
Phase noise introduced by the atmosphere will be measured, and selected portions 
of data will be recorded. 
Many of these measured quantities may be varying at up to 1 kHz. Extensive 
preprocessing will be used before data are recorded. It is expected that pulse dis­
tortion effects will be strongly dependent upon upper air scattering and turbulence 
conditions, so that a large fraction of the received pulses will be undistorted. Raw 
data from the direct detection of heterodyne receivers will be stored only while 
processing takes place, and then erased. Anomalous, or out-of-limit pulses will 
automatically be retained for later analysis. The magnitudes of, and the statistical 
distributions of the anomalous data are the most important information. 
The duration of the pulse distortion measurement experiment will be determined 
primarily by weather conditions, and secondarily by the conflicting needs of other 
experiments, such as the transfer of tracking from one ground station to another. 
Data should be taken over periods of several hours at a time, especially when 
weather conditions are changing. 
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9.7 GROUND STATION REQUIREMENTS 
Performance of the proposed OTAES optical propagation experiments will depend 
to a large degree on the optimization of the signal-to-noise ratio. Background il­
lumination must be avoided, as must scintillation which gives rise to one form of 
signal fading. Hence, the ground-based experiment optics are designed to: 
(a) limit the field of view of the detector, thereby eliminating as much background 
illumination as possible, and (b) form as sharp an image as possible, which im­
plies excellent seeing conditions and freedom from dancing. In this respect, the 
Optical Technology Test and Operations Station (OTTOS) requirements are similar 
to those for photography of stellar images; but the OTAES propagation experiments 
must operate in daylight as well as at night. The importance of high resolution is 
greatly accentuated for daytime experiment. As in image viewing, a large objective 
is desired to provide good image brightness (when the background is below detection 
level) and high resolution. The requirement for low sky brightness is similar to 
the requirements of a photometric observatory with the added provision that daytime 
sky brightness might well be the controlling feature. This imposes a requirement 
for low atmospheric haze and freedom from cloud, even thin cirrostratus. The re­
quirement for minimum scintillation implies that the effects of the upper atmos­
phere will also come into play; this phenomenon does not trouble most other ob­
servatories. 
An astronomical observatory is often concerned with the quality of its best observ­
ing conditions; the occasional outstanding result among many observations may 
justify months of observing. For the ground-based elements of the OTAES Optical 
Propagation Experiments, on the other hand, the opposite end of the performance 
scale becomes important; namely, the bad "observing" conditions or total outage. 
OTAES statistical data must be gathered over a period of many hours and repeated 
for many days. Signal distortion measurements must be made through the entire 
sensible atmosphere, along slant and near-zenith paths; and results must be cor­
related with observable meteorological parameters. To this end, it is desirable to 
have a site for which: (a) seasons of significant downtime due to weather are pre­
dictable; and (b) during other seasons, the probability of unpredicted downtime is 
low; and, particularly, the probability of an extended run of outage time is small. 
Astronomical observatories focus attention on the best of their performances, for 
these determine their best achievements. The OTTOS must be evaluated in terms 
of its worst unpredictable performance. 
It is known, a priori, that certain regions are incompatible with the OTAES require­
ments. These are: (a) zones subject to commercial air traffic, (b) zones with high 
likelihood of jet contrail interference, and (c) zones subject to dense air pollution 
from urban centers. The objection to aircraft in flight rests not only on possible 
interference with experimental procedure caused by temporary interruption of the 
telescopic line-of-sight, but also upon the possible laser radiation hazard to airborne 
passengers and crew. The exclusion of airways tends to exclude a large fraction of 
the total land area, with increasing area eliminated around the larger coastal cities 
because of the convergence of air lanes near urban centers. 
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Positive OTTOS criteria would include an elevation over 6,000 feet above sea level, 
wooded surroundings, and a rock stratum for foundation support. The mechanics of 
providing an adequate foundation dictate that the ground must have a high bearing 
capacity, without the slipping or creeping which would be encountered with clay or 
silt. This is further emphasized by a finding of the Bureau of Mines, which has de­
termined that solid unbroken rock strata attenuate the amplitude of an earth wave to 
one-tenth the amplitude through "normal ground." Earth-wave amplitudes through 
sandy soil may be three times greater than those through "normal ground. 
Typical OTTOS sites which might satisfy these requirements are: 
a. Atascosa Peak, Arizona 
b. Capitan Mountains, New Mexico 
c. Chiracahua Peak, Arizona 
d. Chisos Mountains, Texas 
e. 	 Guadelupe Mountain Range, New Mexico 
f. 	 Kingston Peak, California 
g. 	 Mount Wrightson, Arizona 
h. 	 Sacramento Mountains, New Mexico 
i. 	 White Mountains, California. 
9.7.1 Particular OTTOS Facility Requirements 
The measurement precision required in certain of the OTAES optical propagation 
experiments implies seismic and meteorological isolation. These instruments 
include: 
a. 	 Two tracking telescopes of nominal 1. 0-meter aperture. These instru­
ments will have all-reflective optics and a fine-pointing capability of *5 
microradians. One of these tracking telescopes is to serve as the 0. 488­
micron transmitting aperture attached to the gimbaled telescope array. 
b. 	 An 8-meter segmented optical aperture capable of ±50 microradian tracking 
accuracy.
 
c. 	 A similar 3-meter segmented optical aperture. 
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d. Two gimbaled arrays of sixteen 12. 7-cm diameter telescopes. One array 
is to be separated by about four miles from the main (1. 0-meter aperture) 
facilities. 
e. An evacuated 10-micron optical interferometer having 2-cm receiving 
apertures which may be separated at sequential intervals to a distance 
of 10 meters. 
f. 	 A nominal 0.3-meter, all-reflective, transmitting telescope (0.6328-micron 
and 10.6-micron transmitter) 
Each of these precision devices will require power supply/conditioning equipment 
and specialized experiment signal processors. 
Because the laser propagation experiments, taken together, constitute a study of 
the optical properties of the atmosphere, a frequent closely spaced sampling of the 
state of the atmosphere is required. The OTTOS must therefore be equipped as a 
meteorological ground station, augmented for the coordination of rawinsonde/ 
rocketsonde operations distributed up to 150 miles south of the optical instrumenta­
tion site (section 19). 
Furthermore, to make maximum use of the NASA Tracking and Data Acquisition 
Networks, yet permit experiment control at the optical site during critical periods, 
the following experiment support facilities will be required as a minimum: 
a. 	 Three experiment control consoles adequate for hand-off control during 
critical experiment periods 
b. 	 Two 642B computers 
c. 	 Two data links to the DSIF and MSFN having a 51,200 bits per second 
capacity and a communication control console 
d. 	 A backup commercial video link (5 MHz) to the nearest LE-350 computer 
site (e.g., Goldstone, Houston, etc.) 
e. 	 A microwave tracker 
f. 	 Programmable pointing drive devices for the seven telescopes and arrays 
g. 	 Two video tape recorders. 
During the period when the optical propagation experiments are active, the OTTOS 
test conductor will require access to spacecraft telemetry data which is being trans­
mitted at a rate of 5 x 104 bits per second, video data which is a maximum of 0.5 MHz, 
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0 
and DSIF tracking and mensuration data which will not exceed 103 bits per second. 
Normal voice (typically 20 voice lines) and teletype (typically 16) communication be­
tween OTTOS and (a) the DSIF ground station and (b) the control center at MSC will 
be required. Facsimile communications from the NASA meteorological network will 
be required. Figure 9.7.1-1 shows an OTTOS concept which would satisfy the sup­
port requirements of the OTAES Baseline Mission. 
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RADIOTHEODOLITE STATION 
OTTOS-OTAES DATA HANDLING 
Figure 9.7.1-1. 	 OTTOS Concept Satisfying the Support 
Requirements in OTAES Baseline Mission 
9.8 EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE 
9.8.1 Initial Conditions for the Optical Propagation Experiments 
Performance of the Optical Propagation Experiments will require that the spacecraft 
roll axis be aligned to the sun line-of-sight and that the vehicle be stabilized on the 
sun and microwave tracker signal (figure 9. 8. 1-1). The ground station argon 
laser beam will be pointed at the spacecraft. All controls on the one-meter 
and 0. 3-meter telescope panels (figures 9. 8. 1-2 and 9. 8. 1-3) and the laser 
power supply panel (figure 9. 8. 1-4) will be in the off position. 
9.8.2 Laser Transmitters 
a. Turn on the 0.3- and 1.0-meter telescope laser transmitters. 
b. Stabilize and evaluate performance by measuring laser input, power, laser 
output power, and modulator performance. Input power will be measured 
with meters on the laser control panel and may be increased or decreased 
by knob controls on the panel. Output will be measured with the transmis­
sion monitor and will be displayed by a meter on the control panel. Output 
will be controlled by adjusting input power with the optical attenuator set 
in the open position. 
c. Optimizing of output power may be done by operating controls that align the 
laser mirrors and adjust the cavity length to center the laser output in the 
fluorescent band. This latter function will be performed automatically by 
the laser AFC circuit. 
d. Check proper operation of the AFC circuits with oscilloscope monitoring 
if the panel warning light for excessive AFC voltage is lit. 
e. The modulator's performance will be determined by operating it with a 
selected drive signal and observing the transmission monitor outputs on an 
oscilloscope display or TV monitor. Time must be allowed for the lasers 
to come to thermal equilibrium within the telescope wells. 
9.8.3 Coarse Acquisition 
Acquire Canopus with star tracker. Canopus tracker gimbal angles will be re­
quested from the ground station and inserted by thumbwheel control. The slew 
button will be pressed and lock-on observed to verify acquisition. 
Acquire the white light beacon with the planet tracker. The 0.3-meter telescope 
gimbal angles will be requested from the ground station and inserted by thumbwheel 
control on the lower left on the center panel. Press the slew button and observe 
lock-on signal to verify acquisition by planet tracker. 
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Figure 9.8.1-1, -2, and -3. 1-Meter and 0.3 Meter Telescope Panels and Laser ower 
0 
Supply Panel. 
0 5 
S 
HI 
Figure 9.8. 1-4. Loser Power Supply Panel. 
At this point in the procedure, the Direct Detection experiment may be performed 
since the transmitter lasers are operating; and this experiment does not require 
precision pointing. 
9.8.4 Boresighting -- Telescopes no. 1 and/or no. 3 
a. 	 Turn on 0.4880-micron laser tracker with switch on tracker control panel. 
b. 	 Turn on 0.6328-micron local oscillator laser, and open the shutter between 
local oscillator laser and tracker. 
c. 	 Turn on modulator in this beam, and balance the tracker electronics by 
adjusting phototube gain control knobs on tracker control panel. When the 
balance has been obtained, close the shutter. 
d. 	 Set beam spread control to "max" and set optical attenuator. 
e. 	 Open the shutter in front of reference optical flat, and activate boresight 
mode of point-ahead diasporameter control. 
f. 	 Set beam spread control to "min." 
g. 	 Verify correct execution of boresight by panel meters on telescope tracker 
control panel. 
h. 	 Deactivate boresight mode, close shutter. 
9.8.5 Intermediate Acquisition and Fine Pointing 
a. Acquire argon laser beacon with the 0.3-meter telescope tracker. This is 
done automatically without manual intervention. The tracking mode signal 
is observed to verify acquisition. 
b. 	 Direct the 0.3-meter down beam to ground station, with the 0.3-meter 
0.6328-micron transmitter and the ground station receiver operating. 
Press the boresight button and relay the offset readout to the ground sta­
tion. Request the point-ahead coordinate from the ground and insert by 
thumbwheel controls. Set the beamwidth of the telescope at 6 are seconds 
and verify reception of the laser beam by the ground station. 
c. 	 Ground station acquisition. With the ground receiver, using a wide beam, 
the 0. 6328-micron beam will be tracked optically and will then reduce the 
argon laser beamwidth to 6 arc seconds, improving the signal strength at 
the spacecraft. 
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d. 	 Reduce telescope beamwidth. Manipulate the point-ahead thumbwheel to 
maximize received signal, and then reduce beam spread angle, until the 
beam spread is set at 0.5 arc seconds, and the ground station verifies a 
satisfactory signal. 
e. Switch control to the 1.0-meter telescope. Set the. 1.0-meter telescope 
gfmbal angle thumbwheel to agree with the 0.3-meter telescope gimbal
angles and check that the tracking mode light of the 1. 0-meter telescope
is on. If it is not on, insert the fine beam deflector offset taken from the 
0.3-meter telescope and observe light. The transmitting laser in the 0.3­
meter telescope may be turned off. 
f. 	 Press the boresight button and relay offset readout to the ground station. 
.Set the beam-spread control to 1. 0 are second, request point-ahead co­
ordinates from the ground station, and insert by thumbwheel control. 
Verify acquisition of signal by the ground station. 
g. 	 Fine Pointing. Manipulate the point-ahead thumbwheel and the beam-spre"
selector switch until the beam has been narrowed to 0.1 arc second and the 
signal is satisfactorily received at the ground condition. 
Sh. 
 When fine pointing has been verified, the following experiments may be 
performed: (a) Heterodyne Detection on Earth, (b)Megahertz Optical
Communication, (c) Atmospheric, Scintillation Experiment, and (4) 10­
micron Phase and Amplitude Correlation. 
i. 	Deep Space Simulation. - Repeat (e) with attenuator-in place at all trans­
mitters to simulate the deep space -range and by insertion of signal delay. 
9.8.6 Operation of Receivers
 
a. 	 The beacon receivers are . iii ±Ubuupe LIU. I 
and no. 2. They are turned on by operating the appropriate switch on the 
left-hand side of the Laser Power Supply Panel. Application of power will 
also activate the telemetry channel for return of received data to the ground 
station and insert the flip beam splitter in the optical path for telescope 
no. 1. 
b. 	 The heterodyne receivers will be operated by turning on the local oscillator 
laser in telescope no. 1. This most likely will have been operating for sor 
time to provide a reference signal for gain stabilization of the tracking re­
ceiver. 
c. When the local oscillator laser is stabilized, the receiver no. 1 detectors 
will be turned on by operating the receiver no. 1 detentor. qstItn1,n t 
left-hand side of the Laser Power Supply Panel. 
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1. 	 The flip mirror switch ontne ±. u-meter teiescope panei wiin De operazea 
to direct the incoming energy to the receiver. This will also provide for 
the data processing of the detector output. 
e. 	 Proper operation of the receivers can be determiied by observing the wave­
forms of each detector on the video monitor-panel and measuring the dc 
component of the heterodyne detector to verify the local oscillator input. 
f. 	 With the operation of the receiver verified, the Heterodvne Detection on the 
Spacecraft Experiment may be performed. 
ge 	 The receiver operation procedure may'be performed immediately aftet the 
boresight procedure so that the Heterodyne Detection on the Spacecraft 
Experiment maybe initiated as-soon as the precision tracking of the tele­
scope has been verified. 
9.8.7 Spacecraft Support Requirements 
The Optical Propagation Experiments group will require supporting facilities from 
the spacecraft. This will include physical support, prime power, operating controls, 
information display and data handling. 
a. 	 Physical Support requirements are best illustrated by the telescope draw­
ings in section 9.5, "Laser Telescopes.' 
b. 	 Prime Power requirements Will vary with time of operation of the experi­
ments and are shown in graphical form in section 14.0, "Electrical Power 
Subsystems." and section 28.0, "Data Management. 
c. 	 Operating Controls and Information Displays in the spacecraft for the&­
experiments are located on 
1) 	 the 1.0-meter telescope panel 
2) 	 -the 0.3-meter telescope panel 
3) 	 the laser power supply panel 
4)y'star, tracker/sun sensor panel. 
These are shown in figures 9.8. 1-1 through 9.8.1-4 of this section. 
d,., 	 Data Handling will require a number of telemetry channels to return infor­
-mationto the ground station. The channel requirements and bandwidth 
characteristics are described in section 2.8, "Data Management Subsystem." 
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9.8.8 Ground Station Support Requirements 
The ground station is described in detail in section 28.0. Certain facilities of the 
ground station are reqiired specif'ically for this experiment group. This includes 
the several transmitting anff receiving telescopes with their mounts and controls. 
Special activities will be required at the ground -station for the performance of these 
experimen 
Radio'sonde balloons will be-released over a period of several hours prior to, and 
during, optical measurements, in order to record upper air conditions,. Local 
meteorological conditions will be measured near the receiving telescope. When­
there is no interference from clouds ,. the spacecraft will be commanded to acquire 
the 0.4880-micron ground beacon, to begin fine tracking, and to transmit test signals 
on the optical downlinks. The pointing of the ground receiver and the beacon trans'­
mitter is~updated, 'so that spacecraft and ground station are accurately illuminating 
each other. 
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P.A S1'PPOPTlN- ANATYS"'
 
9.9.1 Supporting Analysis 
-Pointing aid Tracking
 
9.9.1.1 Detector Comparison
 
9.9.1.1.1 Image Dissector
 
In the image dissector tracker, laser light is brought zo.a rocus on the
 image dissector cathode, forming an electron analog image. 
The electron
 image is flectrostatically (or magnetically, depending on tube type)

scanned along two orthogonal axes past an aperture, and the output i
 
relayed to the anode via an electron multiplier section.
 
Consider the scan signal along a single- axis when a sinusoidal isignal isimpressed on one pair of deflection plates. When the laser beam is'imaged
at the center of the scan oscillation, a presence signal is developed at
 
twice the frequency of scan.
 
For an offset condition, the signal harmonic content shifts to the fund­
amental of the scan frequency, and the offset direction can be detected by

synchronous phase detection. 
A serious problem exists, however, due to a

number of tracking conditions which make the image dissection tracker very

difficult to implement.
 
As will be shown, (section 9.9.1.2) earthshine, even after limiting with a
1 Angstrom filter, is brighter than the laser signal, for the deep space
 
case. 
In fact, the earth will be imaged in the focal plane of the telescope

and would cause an offset unbalance even for the quadrant photomultiplier

detection system, unless the ground beacon is modulated. With modulation,

the signals can be processed through a narrow-band filter whose center is
the modulation frequency. The filter is made wide enough to pass the
 
spectrum of angular disturbances that a~e to be tracked. 
As the image is
jittered about in the focal plane due to the mechanical disturbances, each 
detector of the quadrant will "see" an AM signal, provided the carrier
frequency is widely separated from that of the spectrum of mechanical dis­
turbances and frequency modulation does not become a problem.
 
The signal processing techniques ordinarily used for the image dissector
 
trackers will be quite complicated since there will be frequency modulation

of the carrier as the image dissector scans the ground modulated laser
 image across the aperture. 
The signal will require additional multiplexing

down from the ground modulated laser frequency to the image dissector scan
 
frequency before standard synchronous detection techniques can be employed.
A second difficulty arises as a result of the image dissector scanning
 
across the Earth's limb and terminator as it will appear in the image

dissector focal plane. 
The resulting step signal containing higher har­
monics may be confused with the laser signal itself. Possible additionalproblems involve structural and electrical instabilities of the image
dissector tube and its associated equipment. 
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These stability problems could possibly be alleviated through the use of atoroidal reflector in the imaging system. This technique would also avoidthe problem of balancing the four separate detectors needed for the quad­
rant photomultiplier technique. The other image dissector problems, such,

as error due to modulation of the Earth's image, and signal processing
 
complexity, remain, .however.
 
9.9.1.1.2 Quadrant Photomultiplier Tracker 
Figure 9.9.1.1-1 illustrates the operation of the ,quadrant phatomultiplier

tracker for one aiis. 
Figure 9.9.1.1,2 illustrates the techniques used
 for developing the tracking error signals for both axes, and a presence

signal, from the outputs of the four photomultipliers. The photomultiplieris conceptually used in the, telescope trackers; further properties of 
these detectors are evident in the acquisition signal-to-noise analysis 
following. 
4880 A
 
To Fine Beam Deflector 
To Telescope Gimbal Drives 
'Figure 9.9.1.1-1 	 Quadrant Photomultiplier Space Tracker 
Cdnfigiiraiion 
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Figure 9.9.1.1-2 laser Telescope Tracker zigna. Development 
9.9.1.2 Deep Space Acquisition
 
9.9.1.2.1 Signal Power
 
At the start of the acquisition process, the deep-space vehicle's angular
 
positibn is,own to the Earth Station to a 3 sigma error of about ±22.5
 
arc,seconds l " A beam with divergence of 50 arc seconds is therefore use(
 
at the Earth-Station, to insure illumination. (See section 9.6.5.1.2.2.)

The total power received by the space vehicle at range R, using a telescope
 
with aperture diameter D is
 
D2
4 	 [D 2
=
Pr Pt x - x xA = PtA _
 
7r(R5 2 4
 
where:
 
8is the divergence of the transmitted beam
 
A is atmospheric transmission
 
for:
 
t= watts
 
R = 1 AU = 150 x 109 meter 
D = 38" = 0.965 meter (for 1.0 meter telescope) 
e = 	50 arc sec = 0.242 x lO"3 rad
 
A =-atmospheric transmission for 4880 Angstrom laser * 0.7
 
Prll 	= 4.95 x lO-13 watt f(for 1.0 meter telescope)
 
For the 0.3 meter telescope,, this .energy is reduced by the factor, 
-

.\ 0. )2 . or Pr" =,(4.95 x lO 13) ( 0.3 2= 4,7' ln_1 
.96 .,. 	 .965)
 
(1) 	G. Stauss, "Study of laser Beam Pointing Problems," Fourth 
Bimonthly Technical Report, No. 000162-4, NASA Contract No. 
NASW-929, Kollsman Instrument Corporation, Elmhurst, N.Y., 
15 April 1965, Section Ha. 
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The total light striking the four sensors will then be Pr x Mt, where 
M = optical transmission factor, including that of tracker optics, collim­t 
ating optics, 1 Angstrom filter, fine beam deflector, two dichroic mirrors;
 
and obscuration losses due to secondary mirror.
 
Mt 	 M• MB . MP . M0 
where: 
M31= transmission of 1 A filter 0.5 
mB = transmission of fine beam deflector-0.75 
=M3 	 transmission of primary and secondary optics
 
including secondary obscurationv 0.85
 
MO = optical transmission of refractive elements in
 
galilean ocular, tracker telescope 0.8
 
= DM 	 transmission of Dichroic Mirror, (2 used);0.9
 
each
 
Thus Mt = (0.5) (0.75) (0.85) (0.8) (0.9)2
 
= 0.207
 
-

and total incident power on four phototubes = (o.2o7) (4.77 xl0 14 ) 
Pr12 1 = 9.88 x 1015 watt 
Proceeding to the pulsed laser mode, an assumed duty cycle of 10 percent 
and peak power of Pt2 = 10 kw will result in a total peak received power 
(for the four detectors) of Pr2 = (1o) (9.88 x 1o"15)= 9.88 x 10-14 watt, 
at the beam center. At the edge (1/a power point) of the beam, this is 
reduced to half, 
P = 4.94 x -4 watt. 
r2 
9.9.1.2.2 Noise Power
 
For a photomultiplier detector, it may safely be assumed that load resistor
 
noise is rendered negligible in comparison with noise due to light back­
ground, dark current and noise-in-signal (owing to the intervening dynode
 
gain).
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Background Noise Due to Earthshine 
The noise contribution due to background light is evaluated on the basis 
of earthshine alone, because the amount of starlight which will: appear in 
the restricted field of view does not begin to compete with the light 
reflection from earth. The maximum irradiance from the earth at the moon 
is a function of wavelength. 2 ) In the vicinity of 4,800 Angstroms, the 
wavelength of argon, it is 2 x l0-5 w/cm2 - L = 2 x 10-5 w/ 2 - Afigstrom.
 
At the vehicle range of 1 AU, this reduces by the square of the range ratio, 
(384 x 106 m/150 x 109 m)2 to 13 x ic - ll w/m 2 - A. In the case of a Mars 
mission the vehicle will not view a fully illuminated earth. In a typical

situation, as there pointed out, the angle between space-vehicle, earth
 
and sun might be /3= 680, and the, amount of light will be proportional to (r-/ 3 ) cos 8 + sin G/ir= 0.516 times the value calculated above, assum­
ing earth to be a Lambertian reflector. Each of the four detectors will
 
thus receive:
 
12 x 10 -1 1 watts 7F 2 1 
= 1 x x (0.965 m) 1 A x 0.25 x -x 0.516 
m2 A 4 4 
-

= 3.06 x lO 12 watt.
 
Dark current for the new RCA C70038D photomultiplier tube (high quantum 
efficiency) is given as 2 x 10-9 ampere at the anode, with dynode gain

a 
of 5 x 104. Quantum efficiency at 4,800 A is 22 percent and the cathode
 
sensitivity S =17e/hV ; e = 1.6 x 1 0 - 1 9 coulomb and hi' at 4,800 A , is 
4.15 x 10-19 joule; hence S = 0.085 ampere cathode current per watt 
incident power. 
Total earthshine on all four detectors is, then, 4(3.06 x 10-12) =.1.224
 
x 10-11 watt, for the 1.0 meter telescope, or, for the 0.3 meter telescope, 
1.224 x o-= 1.18 x 10 watt. 
(2) R.A. Rollins, Jr., "Investigation of Optical Spectral Regions for
 
Space Communications," University of Michigan, ASD Technical
 
Documentary ,Report No. 63-185, May 1963,- figure 54.
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The anode sensitivity of the detectors is 0.085 x 5 x 104 = 4.25 x 103 
amps/watt. The current due to background light is then := 1.18 x 10-12 
x 4.25 x 103 = 5.02 x lO-9 amp.
 
(for all 4 detectors), (0.3M telescope) 
-
Dark Current = 4(2.0 x 1O 9 ) = 8.0 x 10-9 amp, for all 4 detectors
 
D.C. Current due to signal, during "on" period (0.3M telescope)
 
-
= (9.88 x O-14 ) (4.25 x l03) = 4.19 x 1 10 amp, at center of beam,
 
or: = (4.94 x lO-14 ) (4.25 x 103 ) 
= 2.095 x 10-10 amp, at beam edge.
 
Total anode current, during "on" period of laser is then:
 
-
5.02 x 10 9 + 8.0 x lO-9 + 4.2 x 10-lO = 13.44 x lO-9 amp,
 
at center of beam,
 
or: 
- 5.02 x 10-9 + 8.0 x 10-9 + 2.1 x 10-10 
13.23 x 1O-9 amp, at beam edge,
 
Resulting in a noise power spectral density, during the "on" period of:
 
2eidc = 2(1.6 x 10 -19 ) (13.44 x lO-9 )
 
= 43.0 x 10-28 amps2/Hz, at beam center,
 
or 
2(1.6 x 10-19) (13.23 x 10-9) = 42.4 x O-28 amp2/Hz, at beam edge. 
9.9.1.2.3 Signal-to-Noise Calculation
 
Assuming the laser is pulsed at a repetition rate high enough to be well
 
above the frequency region of interest for tracking (e.g., a PRF of about
 
10,000 pps with a tracking bandwidth on the order of 100 Hz), and also
 
assuming the signal processing to be synchronously gated so as to be
 
operative only during the laser "on" period, the following performance may
 
be expected for the deep-space condition with a 50 arc second beam being
 
.
received by the 0.3 meter telescope
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The fundamental component of the signal (that component which will be
 
passed by a narrow-band filter centered at the prf of the laser) has,
 
for a 10 percent duty cycle rectangular pulse, an ampljtide of 0.197
 
times the maximum value of the pulse by Fourier theory 1so that the 
effective signal-amplitude is'equivalent to an P1S anode current of: 
1, = (0.707) (0.197) (9.88 x 10l14 ) (4.25 x 103)
 
= 5.84 x 1O- I amp at the beam center, and 1/2 this, or, 
10-11 
2.92 x amp at the beam edge. 
As a result of gating at a 0.1 duty cycle, the effective noise power
 
spectral density in the frequency region of interest for tracking,
 
would be reduced to 1/10 the maximum value, or 
x 10 - 2 8 S0.1 x 43 =4.3 x 10-28 amp2!Hz, at the beam center, 
and
 
O 2 8 - 2 8 = 0.1 x 42.4 x = 4.24 x (o o 2 /Hz, at the edge of 
the beam.
 
(1) The magnitude of the fundamental component of a pulse
 
train may be found from the Fourier coefficient,
 
t o sin n 7r to/T
=
'Cli 2 A -

T ' n 7r to/T
 
where:
 
,=1
 
A = amplitude of pulse 
T = period, (i.e., rising edge to rising edge)
 
to = pulse width.
 
to!T = duty cycle =
 
or--
si 10.
 
C1 = 0.2 A =0.197 A 
10 -2 
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If the effective noise bandwidth of the acquisition channel is limited to 
about 1 Hz, the signal-to-noise ratio for initial acquisition by the 0.3 M 
telescope would then be: 
-
l llO5.84 x 
S/N = = 2.8 x 10 3 
2.1 x 10 -
1 4 
= 2800:1, at the center of the 50 arc second beam, and 
at the edge, or 1/2 power point of the beam, it is 
reduced to: 
2.92 x 10
-11
 
= 1420:1
 
2.07 x 10
-14
 
9.9.1.3 Tracking Resolution Analysis,, at the Spacecraft
 
9.9.1.3.1 Initial Tracking Resolution
 
When the 50 arc second beacon has been acquired by the 0.3 meter . 
it must be tracked to the center of the field, before the next step in the 
acquisition process, which is transmission of a 3 arc second beam from 
space to earth.
 
The total field of view of the 0.3 meter telescope is ±45 arc seconds. If 
the linear range of the tracking error signals developed (see figure 
9.9.1.3-1 for the error signal characteiistics) is assumed to be ±10 arc 
seconds, then the gradient (slope), Ko will be: 
5.84 x l0 - l l 
Ko - 5.84 x lO1 2 amp/sec, at the center of the 
10 beam, or, 
2.92 	x lO -ll 
- 1 2 Ko 29= 2.92 x l amp/sec, at the edge of the beam. 
10
 
Tracking resolution may 	be estimated as the point at which the S/N ratio is
 
unity. If it is assumed that the closed loop tracking bandwidth is 100 Hz,

then this point, when tracking the beam edge (poorest S/N ratio), could be:
 
SN 8 	 x 10- 12 A9o 	 2.92S/N == 
A f /4.3 x 10-28 x 100 
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Figure 9.9.1.3-1 Laser Telescope Error Signal Characteristics
 
and 4/i.7x iO-13
 
AO= = 0.071 arc second
 
2.92 x 10
-12
 
(This corresponds, approximately, to the RMS "jitter"
 
due to noise.)
 
Thus the resolution at 100 Hz, and 50 arc beam spread is commensurate with
 
the desired tracking accuracy, particularly when the beam is subsequently
 
narrowed to 6 arc seconds.
 
9.9.l.3.2 Tracking on Earth
 
Upon receipt of a beam from the spacecraft on the earth, the earth station
 
can track it. In section 9.9.1.2.4, it is shown that, for heterodyne detection
 
on the earth, with a beam divergence of 0.15 arc second, the signal-to-noise
 
ratio in a 1.0 Hz presence channel is 5100 to one at the center of the beam,
 
and 3620:1 at the beam edge. Increasing the divergence to 3 arc seconds
 
lecreases the received energy by a factor of: = 4oo: . The 
- 0o.15) 
hS i-f signal is proportional to-the square root of this value-, and ,is 
herefore reduced by a factor of 30) = 20:1, resulting in a signal­
\015)
 
:o-noise ratio, at the beam edge, of about 180:1, indicating that acquisi­
;ion by the ground is tiei6reticaify feasible, even at the beam edge. 
.f the linear range of the ground receiver telescopes is ±5 arc seconds,
 
.nda tracking bandwidth at the earth station of 10 Hz is assumed, then
 
;he tracking resolution at the beam edge will be:
 
1
 
A0 - x 5 seconds.
 
18o/ i7 
54 '1 
- --= 0.088 second.
 
180
 
To this must be added the effect of "image dancing" and scintillation to
 
determine the uncertainty of the earth's knowledge of spacecraft position.
 
Image dancing effect is estimated to be on the order of ±2 seconds for one
 
2.0 
telescope, or aboutlO = 0.2 second for the average effect on 100 telescopes 
in the array.
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9.9.1.3.3 	Narrowing of Earth-Space Beacon 
The earth-to-space beacon is next narrowed down to 6 arc seconds divere
 
ence, increasing the signal at the spacecraft by a factor of = 69.5.
 
Due to the ioise effect of the increase in photomultiplier current result­
ing from the signal increase, the signal-to-noise ratio increases by a
 
somewhat lower factor.
 
9.9.1.3.4 	Transfer to 1.0 Meter Telescope
 
An additional improvement in S/N is obtained when tracking is-transferred
 
to the 1.0 meter telescope, by virtue of the larger aperture. The steeper
 
signal gradient (Ko) resulting from a narrower linear range results in 
still finer resolution.
 
9.9.1.3.5 	Acquisition and Tracking - Synchronous Satellite
 
Case - Deep Space Simulation
 
In order to simulate the deep-space conditions from synchronous orbit, the
 
transmitted power of the ground beacon will be adjusted tp obtain a signal­
to-noise ratio at the spacecraft tracker which is approximately equal to
 
that anticipated for the-deep space case, 
9.9.1.3.5.1 Background ad Dark Current 
At synchronous satellite range, approximately 22 x l03 miles, the §pectral 
irradiance due to earthishine is 
2 X, 1-5_ 238xlo3 mi, 2.34x 3 /2 C 
x-105 w - - i .=-A 
m2 1 22 x I03 
At .the-_range 'of the synchronous satellite, 22 x 103 mi," earth (radius
3.6x 103 mi).sbed in'_
 
lo=i 2 ,sin-1 
solid angle isE-2
3.96 .. subtends (3.96/22.0) = 2o.8* = 0.36k radians. "Th 
s (0.364)2 = 0.lO4 steradian and the irradiance in terms 
of spectral power density per unit of solid angle is
 
2.34 x l0-3 watt
 
m2- 22.5 x 10 - 3 watt/m2 /u/steradian 
- A x o.io1ster. 
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The earthshine which will be ieceived by the 0.3 meter telescope will then 
be:
 
Telescope Filter
Receiver Bandwidth
 
Area
 
22.5 x 10-3w ( 7r(0.3)2' ( A x 0.25,Pb = _____ 
_ x_ (16 0.5 
m2 A steradian
 
2
x- x (90 x 4.85 x 10-6 
solid angle. 
field of view 
5.95 x 10-11 watt 
The current resulting from this illumination is then
 
7h= 5.95 x a4.25 amp,101x x 103 ='2.53 x 10­
dark current = id = 8 x 10 - 9 amp (for all four detectors), 
and total current (exclusive of signal) = ib + id = 2.61 x i0 - 7 amp 
The noise power spectral density corresponding to this curtent = 2ei 
10-19) (2.61 x 10-7) = 8.35 x 10-26 amp.2/Hz. As a result of 
gating at a 10 percent duty cycle, this is reduced to 0.835 x 10-26 amp2/Hz. 
The RMS signal current to duplicate the deep space signal-to-noise (at the
 
beam-center) of 2800:1 in a 1 Hz bandwidth is approximately:-

Is (2800) (0.835 x 1O,26) 2.56 x 10- amp.
 
This corresponds to a received pulse amplitude of:
 
1 2 Pr2.56 x 10 = 2.09 x 10 watt 
(0.707) (0.197) (4.2 x 103) (0.207) 
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The amplitude of the pulse transmitted from the earth, with a beam diverg­
ence of 50 arc seconds, to produce this at synchronous satellite range of
 
22 x 1o3 miles is:
 
PtR
 
where*:
 
= 

-
Pr 2.09 x 10 12 watt
 
A = atmospheric~transmission at 4880 Ar- 0.7
 
0= 50 arc seconds = 0.242 x 10-3 radians 
D=.22 x 1O miles = 3.54 x 107 meters 
Thus 4 )] 2
 [(3 54 x 107 ) (2.42 x
o-12
.09 x 
2.43 x 10-3 watt " 2. mw
 
This is the amplitude of the transmitted pulses required (with a 10 percent
 
duty cycle) to simulate deep-space performance from synchronous orbit.
 
9.9.1.4 Accuracy Requirements for Reference Axes
 
The mathematical analysis of lead angle computation for aberration and
 
transit time corrections is given here with numerical values corresponding
 
to a Mars fly-by trajectory.
 
Typical values range from about 10 arc 
seconds at the.beginning of the
 
mission to' about 40ard seconds at fly-by.
 
The space vehicle is stabilized by means of the Sun Sensor and the Canopus

Tracker. Assume that the initial Search-Acquisition process as previously

described has been carried out using the DSIF, the earth station beacon,
 
and the space vehicle beam pointing system. It is further necessary to use
 
a precision celestial sensor to provide half of the reference axes, track­
ing on Canopus, for example, with the other half provided by the space
 
vehicle track'to earth.
 
TT-PQ
 
A preliminary analysis of the precision needed for the reference axes' 
celestial sensor may be drived as follows, see Figure 9.9.1.4-1. The space 
vehicle track to earth station coincides with the Y-axis, and the X-Z plane 
is the plane at right angles to the tracker LOS to earth (established by 
the closed loop). The space vehicle transmitter beam is directed along 
vector OP at an azimuth angle a and an elevation angle Q (in spherical polat 
coordinates). These angles represent the compongnts of the space vehicle 
to earth transmission lead angle, and for r = 10 miles, a = 40 arc 
seconds,$3 =0.2 arc second, approximately. 
The precision celestial sensor is used to determine the X-Y plane (i.e.,
 
the Z-axis). This might be the projection of the LOS to Canopus on the
 
X-Z plane perpendicular to the LOS to earth (Y-axis). It is assumed for 
this analysis that the LO to earth is errorless.
 
The analysis below shows that a 75 arc second error in the other reference 
axis (i.e., the Z-axis) is equivalent to a coordinate rotation about the 
Y axis. At a range of 100 million miles, the error is 7.3 x l0-8'radian 
which is one tenth of the 0.15 second laser beam width. The azimuth error
 
angle is negligible. These error angles are small because the lead angles
 
themselves are small, yielding small displacements of the radius vector 
OP at Earth. 
(CELESTIAL SENSOR) 
Z 
(SPACE 
VEHICLE Y Y (EARTH STATION) 
,, ! //X 
4', 
"-,9 
Figure 9.9.1.4-1 Reference Axes
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It is clear that the geometry of the closed loop tracking to earth dilutes
 
the requirement for extreme precision in celestial sensors which might 
otherwise be required for an open-cycle system. This analysis will 
to include the effects of atmospheric propagationeventually be modified 
in the loop, but it is not expected that the results for the space vehicle 
configuration will be significantly affected.
 
Coordinates:
 
r Z 108 miles (range) 
* se0 are seconds $ 2 x 10-4 radian (lead angle)
 
/3z0.2 arc second Z 10-6 radian (lead angle)
 
x r cos P sina z ra z 2,x 10 4 miles 
y r 98 /3 cosa i ,r 108 miles 
z r sin /310ioomiles 
Coordinate Rotatior, 
zI z coSoxsinn83 z xP 
x =zsin8+xcosO z 8 +X 
thus: 
z -z x-x, or, A zz-xe 
x1 -x z8, or,Axsz 
X is the equivalent displacement of the beam along the X axis as projected 
to eatth, :dnd fdr a = 40 arc~seconds, x,_2 x 104 miles; similarly,' zsl100 
miles.2P is 200 times more sensitive than ato rotation about the Y axis due 
to star tracker error. Thus, Az zx 8will be the essential error displace­
ment of the beam in miles for the perturbation about the Y axis. For a 
perturbation of the lead angle corresponding to one-tenth of the beam width 
A$= 7.3 x 10 -8 radian, the permitted error, 8 , is as follows: 
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XO = r A13 
Therefore,
 
108 x 7.3 x lO -8 
=-

= 3.7 x 10 - 4 radian
 
2 x 104
 
O 75 arc seconds 
9.9.1.5 Heterodyne Detection on The Ground
 
As discussed in section 9.6.6.3.3 above, heterodyne detection achieves
 
the maximum improvement in signal-to-noise ratio when the local oscillator
 
power is very high compared to the input power which would be required to
 
produce noise equivalent to that present from all sources other than the
 
local oscillator.
 
The sensor being considered is a silicon photodiode of the Philco L4501-
L4504 series, with an assumed quantum efficiency of 0.5, making the 
sensitivity at 6328 Angstroms, 
-19)

S =7ee (0.5) (1.6 x 10
 
hlz (6.63 x lo-34 ) (4.74 x l014)
 
S = 0.254 amp/watt. 
9.9.1.5.1 Noise Contributions
 
The noise ,contribution due to dark current, and thermal agitation in a
 
typical load resistor, may be estimated from the catalog value of N.E.P.,
 
where N.E.P. is defined as:
 
Incident Power
 
N.E.P. = 
2 
With a cell area of 3.5 mm and an incident power density of 6 x 10 - 9 
watt/mm 2, the N.E.P. is given as 7.5 x 10-13 watt/Hzl/2 
For a I Hz bandwidth, 
S/N = (6 x 10-9) (3.5) 2.8 x lo 4 
7.5 x l 1 3 X 1.0 
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At this input level, the signal current is (6x 10 - 9 ) (3.5) (0.254) 
9

=5.33 x 10 amp. 
10 - 95.33 x 
RMS Noise Current = = 1.9 x 10 - 1 3 amp. 
2.8 x 104 
Since this is calculated for a bandwidth of 1.0 Hz, the Noise Power Spectral
 
Density iq- the (1.yx lO-3)2 3.6 x 10-26 amp2/Hz. 
The component of this density due to the signal current is
 
2 eis = 2(1.6 x l0-19 ) (5.33 x 10-9) 
= 1.7 x 10-27 amp2/Hz.. 
Therefore, Noise-Power Spectral Density due to dark current and thermal 
effects is 3'.6 x iO-26 -1.7 x 10-27 = 3.4 x lO-26 amp2 /Hz. 
The incident power to produce this amount of noise wouid then be: 
3.4 x i0 -26 
P 
dk, + th 
..
2 eS
 
-
10 263.4 x 
10 - 7= 4.2 x watts. 
2(1.6 x 10-19) (0.254)
 
The -background contribution is caused by the incident background puwer, 
Pb on each sensor,
 
2 
Pb =dAX - Mmx V4 
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where:
 
- 8a = 16 x 10 watts/cm 2 -sterad-A 
a 
AX =10A (at 6328A) 
(for 60 arc seconds field of view) = (4.85 x 106)2 (60)2 (7) 
= 6.66 x 10-8 sterad. 
M = m=0.5 
D = 12.5 cm 
Therefore, 
(16 x 10 - 8 ) (10)Pb= (6.66 x 10 
-8 ) Or) (12.5)2 
x 
(0.5) (0.5) 
4 4 
10 - 1 3 = 8.18 x watt. 
Contribution of Incident laser Energy 
From section 9.9.1.5.2.1 below, the laser energy incident on each sensor 
(at tracking null) would be 4.1 x lo-14 watt.
 
The total of all of these = Pn 
10- 1 4 i0 - 1 3 10 - 7 Pn =4.1 x 8.18 x + 4.2 x 
1O- 7 s 4.2 x watt. 
With PLO = 5 x 10-3 watt, the
 
ratio n= 4.2 x 10-4
 
PLO - 35 x 10 
is indeed negligible compared to unity (see section 9.6.6.3-3). 
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9.9.1.5.2 Deep Space (I AU) Case 
9.9.1.5.2.1 Received Energy
 
The laser energy detected by each receiving telescope will be
 
=Pr 	 mI Pt MN 0 ) 2D2 /(R watts, 
where: 
Pt = transmitted power = 1 watt 
M = optical efficiency of transmitter and receiver
 
combined (not 	including heterodyne beamsplitter 
= 0.5
 
N = atmospheric attenuation factor, which varies with
 
zenith angle and wavelength, and representative

value assumed = 0.5
 
m' = 	beamsplitting factor, for heterodyne detection 
= 0.5 
D = diameter of aperture = 12.5 cm 
R = range = 1 AU = 150 x 10" cm
 
0 = angular divergence of laser beam at 1/2 ower
 
points = 0.728 x 10-
0.15 	arc seconds radians
 
and, 	at a tracking null, each photodetector will receive 1/4 of 
energy, or Pr/4
 
Er 1 (0.5) (1.0) (0.5) (0.5) (12.5)2
 
1 4 4-	 '4 '(5=x'ol 6 4.1.x lO - .. watt4 .. 	 '4-<(150-x :1011x 0.728 x 10-6)= 
The mean square i-f current developed at each detector (at tracking null)'

would-then be:
 
i2 
 2 s2 	P Pr
 
s LO­
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where: 
is = average (rms) i-f current
 
7je
 
S = detector sensitivity =-

H1
 
= 0.254 amp/watt (section 9.9.1.5 above)
 
PLO 
= 5 x lO- 3 watt 
.= 4.1 x 10-14 watt
 
4
 
Therefore,
 
-14
i2 = 2(0.254)2 (5 x 10-3 ) (4.1 x 0 
= 0.268 x 10-16 ap2 
or, the rms i-f current is: 
i s = .2 xl 1 6 = .6xlO-8 . 
This is the current in each sensor, at tracking null. Each 1/2 array of 
50 telescopes contains 4 x 50 = 200 sensors. The total i-f current in 
each half-array is then 200 (0.516 x lO 8 ) = 1.032 x 10-6 amp. 
9.9.1.5.2.2 Presence Signal 
The presence signal, consisting of the sum of the signals from all sensors 
of all telescopes, will be twice the above value, or 2(1.032 x 1o- 6) = 
2.06 x 10 - 6 amp. 
This is also the maximum (or saturation) value of the angle tracking siga 
(See figure 9.9.1.1.3-1.) 
9.9.1.5.2.3 Noise Density
 
The noise spectral density at each detector, due primarily to local oscil­
lator power (section 9.9.1.5.1) may be calculated as follows:
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onn =2e idc 2e (S x PL0 ) 
2(1.6 x l0-19 ) (0:254) (5x 10-3 )
 
4.07 x 10-22 amp2/Hz
 
For the full array of 100 telescopes, the total noise power spectral
 
density is then*n n =100 x 4.x#' 22= 400 x 4.07 x 1O­
nn . 
16.3 x 102 amp2/Hz 
9.9.1.5.2.4 Signal-to-Noise
 
The signal-to-noise ratio for the presence signal, assuming a 1 Hz band­
width in the presence channel, is
 
S/N = x 1- 6 = 5100 
-/16.3 x 1O-2 0 x 1.0
 
This is at the center of the beam. 
At the edge (1/2 power point) of the
 
beam, the received power is reduced by a factor of 2, reducing the rms
 
i-f current, and hence, the S/N ratio, by a factor of'/2. 
Hence, at the
 
beam edge,
 
2.06 x 10-b
 
is =1.46 xl0 -6 amp,
 
and the presence channel S/N 5100 3620
 
The maximum signal-to-noise ratio for tracking, with a closed-loop equivalen
 
noise bandwidth for the tracking loop of 10 Hz would then be:
 
5100 5100 
-= 

= 1620 at the 
1 
3620
 
center of the beam,- and - = 1140,, at the edge of the beam. (1/2 power 
points). 
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The tracking resolution at the beam edge (poorest S/N) if the linear range
 
of the tracking error signal is t5 arc seconds, will be
 
1 
& = - x (±5) = ±0.0044 arc second.
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9.9.1.5.2.5 Development of Beam-Pointing Error Signals
 
The intensity distribution of the laser energy across the beam width in
 
the far-field is essentially gaussian, so that
 
e- (a2 8 2 )I = Io 
where
 
I = beam intensity at an angular displacement Ofrom 
the center of the beam 
e = angle measured from beam center
 
I 
0 
= intensity at beam center 
* 2.776 (2.776 2\ 
a2 - i.e., exp - 0.5 for / 
o = beam width between 1/2 power points. 
B 
The intensity gradient may be found by differentiating this relationship:
 
dl ea2 
d- = -21 ° 
WithQB = 0.15 arc second = 7.28 x 10-7 radian, we find, at 
- = 0.015 arc second ­= 0.728 x 1O 7 radian
 
10
 
di 2.7762.7760 
de = -2 lo x 2 0.728 x 10-7 x e- oo e2 
(7.28 x io-7) 2 10 
= -7.43 x 105 i ° 
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and at & =iB (=0.075 &rc seconaj 
2 
d = -21 o 2.776 2 x 0.364-x l x-6 (2-776
 
dO 0 (7.28 x 10-7) 2 4
 
= -1.91 x 100 IO
 
At a range of 1 AU, the half-array width (center-to-center distance be­
tween half-arrays) of 91.44 cm (3 feet)%subtends an angle of
 
o0.914412
 
ae - 6.1 x lo1
= radian
 
1.50 x 10
ll
 
Thus,
 
at e = 0.015 arc second, 
= (-7.43 x 105) (6.1x i0-12  I 
0 
-6 1

= -4.54 x 1o
and at e = 0.075 arc seconds,
 
:=(-1.91 x 106) (6.1 x i0-12 ) 1o 
-5 I
= -1.164 x 10
°
 
If is is the REM signal current produced 'in one'half-array by an intensityY1
I,, and is2 is that produced in the other half array by an intensity
 
is2 12
 
12 = I1 +8I = II - k Io, and since 2
 
i 2
 
it may readily be shown t h a t
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= 8B I ofurther, ate - I I o. Therefore 1
 
0 hrfr
10 

and at z= 8B', 1i7= 
-, 
io 
or -Io 2
 
2 or
2 

Substituting into the equation gives the differential EMS signal
 
current:
 
at 8 
= 0.015 are second,
 
i s = 1.032 x 10. 4
 54x o- J 
= 2.34 x 10-12 amps, 
and at 
e = 0.075 arc second, where is 1-.032 x = 0.732 x 10-oamp 
8is = 0.732 x 10-6 16-2 x 1o-5) 
= 8.52 x 1O12 amp. 
9.9.1.5.3 Simulation From SynchronousOrbit
 
9.9.1.5.3.1 Received Energy
 
Using the equation and definitions from section,9.9.,.5..2.1 above, but
substituting: ' - abve bu 
Pt = 7.5 x 10- 3 watt 
R = 360 x 107 cm 
the energy detected by each receiving sensor (at a tracking null) is found 
to be: 
1 
Pr_'1 2
(0.5) (o.) (0.5) (7,'-1 -3)(12-5)
4 ( ' lo=0.534 
x 10- 8 watt, at (360 x io7 x 0.728 x 106)2 the center of the beam 
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The RV signal current produced in each sensor is then:
 
-
is = 4a(o.254) 2 3) (o.534(5x lO x 1O)
 
= X,86 x io-6 amp. 
Since each half-array consists of 8 telescopes, each with 4 sensors, the
 
total RMS signal current in each half-array will be
 
10 - 6 x 10-6 8 x 4 x 1.6 x = 59 .5 amp, 
at the center of the beam.
 
At the edge (1/2 power point) of the beam, this will be reduced to
 
= 41.4 x lo-6 
. 
9.-9;I.5,3.2 Presence Signal
 
The presence signal, As ip section 9.9.1.5.2.2, will be twice the above
 
values, or:
 
6 10-6 2 x 59.5 x 1 = 119 x amp, at the beam center, 
and 
2 x 41.4 x l C 6 = 82.8 x 10-6 amp, at the beam edge. 
These are also the maximum (saturation) values of the angle tracking 
signal (figure 9.9.1.1.3-1). 
9.9.1.5.3.3 Noise Density
 
As in the deep-space case, the noise spectral density at each detector,
 
4ue primarily to the local oscillator power, is 4.07 x 10-22 amp2/Hz.
 
(See section 9,9.1.5.2.3.) 
For the full array of 16 telescopes the total noise power spectral density
 
is then: 
-22
 
= 16 x 4x 4.07 xl1
 
nn
 
= 2.60 x'lo- 20 2 /Hz. 
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9.9.1.5.3.4 Signal-to-Noise
 
The signal-to-noise ratio for the presence signal, in a 1 Hz bandwidth, is
 
119 x lO - 6
 
S/2.6 x 10 - 2 0
 
7.4 x 105'
 
at the beam center, and at the beam edge the S/N 7 = 5.2 x
 
Tracking resolution, even at the beam edge, with a 10 Hz. Closed loop
 
equivalent noise bandwidth (see section 9.9.1.5.2.4) is:
 
1
 
A = 5.2 x 105/ x (±5) = ±3 x 10-5 arc seconds
 
9.9.1.5.3.5 Beam Pointing Error Signals
 
From section 9.9.1.5.2.5, at
 
en
 
S=- = 0.075 are second,
 
2 
1'6 
8I= 1.91 x 10 I 0 
0 
At a range of 3.60 x 107 meters, the angle subtended by the halIf-array
 
distance of 45.52 cm (1.5 feet) is:
 
(0.4552) -8
 
9 - = 1.27 x 10 radians
 
(3.60 x 107) 
Therefore,
 
SI = (-1.9l x 106 ) (1.27'x 10 - 8 ) 1 
- 0.0243 1o
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and the differential RMS signal current between the two halves of the
 
array is
 
is 414 x lO- 6 [1 _.T1 o.024 3)] 
= 1.4 x O-6 amp­
9.9.1.6 Direct Detection on the Ground
 
The direct detection on earth of a laser beam from space is accomplished
 
as described in section 9.6.6.3.4, using an array of receiving telescopes
 
, in an arrangement typified by that illustrated in figure 9.6.6.3.4-1. The
 
dimensions shown on that figure are those used in the following analysis.
 
The detector used is a quadrant photomultiplier type (see section 9.9.1.1).

Signal development is also the same as that used for spaceborne detection
 
of the ground beacon (see figure 9.9.1.1-2), except that no pulsing will
 
be used.
 
The. photomultiplier used is the same one applied in the spaceborne tele­
scope (sie'sections. 9.9.1.1 and 9..9.1.2). The cathode sensitivity of this 
tube &t 63!8 Angstroms, from manufacturer's curves, is about 0.068 amp/watt,
which, at a dynode gain of 5 x 10 results in an anode sensitivity of 
5 x 10 x 0.068,= S or,-S = 3.4 x lO3 amp/watt. 
9.9.1.6.1 Deep Space (1 AU) Case 
9.9.1.6.1.1 Tracking Resolution
 
The laser power detected by the four tubes of one telescope, at the center
 
of the beam is 
D2 
MNPt 

(R8) 2
 
where:
 
M = N = 0.5
 
Pt = 1.0 watt 
D = 2.0 meters
 
R = 1 AU = 1.50 x l0ll meters
 
-0 =-015 arc 'econd = 0.728 x 10l 1 radian 
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t (0.) (0-5) (1-o) (2.0) = 8.37 x watt.
 
(1.50 x 1011 x 0.728 x 10-6)p 
The signal current corresponding to this energy (at the anodes of the Fl1's)
 
is:
 
is=- (837 x 10-11 ) (34x 103)
 
- 7
= 2.84 x lo	 amp (de) (at the beam center) and, at the beam edge, 
this is reduced to one half this value, or 
2.84 x lo-7
 
i s - -1.42 x 10 -7 amp (de)
 
Park current for this tube is given as 2 x 10 - 9 amp (at the anode), For
 
the four tubes used in one telescope, this will amount to 4 x 2 x 10-9
 
'=8 x.O-9 amp. 
Background illumination incident on the four tubes of one telescope amounts
 
to: 2
 
rD
 
Pb ='RAXft-
A 4 
where:
 
'=16 x 10f"8 
9d 1 1 watt/cm2 -steradian-A 
0 
A X = optical 	filter bandwidth = 1.0 A (at 6328 A) 
S, (for 60 arc second field of view), 
7r 	 106)2 
-084L (60 x 4.85 x 10 ) = 6.66 x 10 steradian
'4
 
M = optical efficiency, without filter = 0.5 
1@
m = optical filter efficiency at 6328 A center wavelength 0.5
 
D = aperture 	diameter = 200 cm. 
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= 16 -8 -8Pb x 10 x i.0 x 6.66 x l1 x7 (200)2 x 0.5 x 0.5 
= 8.36 x 10-11 watt,
 
which produces an anode current of (8.36 x 10-1I ) (3.4 x 103) = 2.83 x 10- 7
 
amp.
 
The total d-c anode current for all four tubes of one telescope is then:
 
= 10 -7 iDC 2.83 x 10-7'+ L84 x + .O8 x lO -7 
= 5.75 x 10-7 amp. 
This is at the center of the received beam. At the edge, it is reduced to 
- 7 - 7LDC = 2.83 x l0 -7 + i.42 x lO + 0.08 x lo 
10-7 
= 4.33 x amp. 
The noise pdwer spectril density(for one telescope) cdrresponaLng o uas
 
current is:
 
=n1= 2e C 2(1.6 x lO - 1 9 ) (5.75 x lO-7) 
= 18.35 x 10-26 amp2/Hz, at the center of the beam, 
-

= 2(1.6 x io'9) (4.33 x 10 -7 ) 
2 6= 13.8 x 10 - amp2 /Hz, at the beam edge. 
The presence signal, ara tne maximum value of the tracking signal) con­
sisting of the combined outputs of the four telescopes in the array is
 
10 - 7 equal to -4x2.84 x = 1.14 x 10 - 6 amp dc, at the center of the beam 
and 4 x 1.42 x 10 -7 = 0.57 x 10 -6 amp dc, at the edge of the beam. 
The total noise power spectral density for the four telescopes is 
4n = 4 x 18.35 x 10-M = 73.4 x 10 - 2 6 amp2/Hz, at the center of 
the beam, and
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tnn = 4 x 13.8 x 10 - 26 = 55.2 x 10-26 amp2/Hz, at the edge of 
the beam. 
channel isThe signal:to-noise'ratio in 1.O Hz presence then 
1.14 x 10-6 
= -=11.33 x l0 at the center off the beam. 
73.4 x 10- 26 x 1.0 
0.57 x 1o 
6
 
of the beam.7.66 x l05 at the edge51N 

= i) for a 10 Hz tracking loon equiv-Tracking resolution (point where S/N 

alent noise bandwidth and a ±5 arc second linear range iqs
 
15
 
1.33 / x (±5) =n±.2 X10 5 arc sbcondat the'8 1
 
center of the beam, and
 
.1 it (±5) = ±2.1 x 10 - 5 arc second at the 
7.66 x 1o5/ 
edge of the beam.
 
9.9,.1.6.1.2 Developmeit of Beam-Pointing Error Signals 
section 9.9.1.5.2.5, for theThe relationships are used as derived in 

intensity gradients; I.e.,
 
I O at the tenter of the beam, anc d 7.43 x i0 
.- = -1.91 x 10b I at the edge of the beam, andd8
 
the angle subtended at the range of 1 AU by the telescope separation of
 
5.0 meters, is
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5.0
 
89 = 
- 3.33 x 10-11 radian. 
1.50 x 1011 
It may then readily be shown that, since signal current is proportional
 
to intensity for direct detection,
 
8i s,= -7.-43 x 10 x 3.33.x 10 x 2.84 x 10 - 7 
102 8 B
 
S6.98 x lo amp, at e =-= 0.015 arc second,
 
and: 
8 i s = -1.91 x 106 x 3.33 x lOl l 2.84 x f0-
B11
1.80 x 10- amp, ate = 0.075 arc second. 
2 
It should be noted also, that the noise power spectral density correspond­
ing to these signals, since each pointing error detection channel uses only
 
two of the four telescopes, is half that in the presence and tracking
 
channels, or:
 
T'nn 2 x 18.35 x 10 = 36.7 xlO -26 amp2/Hz 
at eB 
e - = 0.015 arc seconds, and 
10
 
2 x 13.8 x 10-26 = 27.6 x 10-26 amp2/Hz,

nn,
 
at B 
e == 0.075 arc seconds. 
2 
9.9.1.6.2 SimulationfFrom Synchronous Orbit
 
9.9.1.6.2.1 Tracking Resolution
 
Using the equations and definitions from section 9.9.1.6.1, but substitut­
ing:
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= - 3 Pt 7.5 x l0 watt 
R = 3.60 x 107 meters 
D = 0.3 meter, 
the energy detected by the four phototubes of one telescope is, at mne 
center of the beam: 
-
1 (0.5) (o.5) (7.5 x 1 3) (0.3)2
 
Pr = 
 = 2.5 x 10 watt. 
(3.60 x 107 x 7.28 x 10-7)2 
'The signal current (at the PF anodes) produced by this energy is: 
- 7i s = 2.5 x 10 x 3.4 x 103 = 8.5 x 10 - 4 amp 
and, at the edge of the beam, it is half this amount, or 
is = 4.25, xl 1- amp. 
The anode dark current, as in the previous case (section 9.9.1
 
- 98 x 10 amp for four tubes.
 
Background illumination, using the equation and definitions of 
section
 
9.9.1.6.1.1, but substitutingD = 30 cm, is
 
Fia16 xl xl.0-.8x V 2x 08.0 x 6.66 x 0 88 x- 4 x (30) x 0.5 x 0.5 
1 21.89 x 10 - watt, which produces a current at the anode of: 
b= 1.89 x 1o-12 x 3.4 x 103 = 6.4 x lo "9 amp. 
The total anode current for one telescope is then: 
-

-
8.5 x 10 4 + 8 x 109 + 6.4x l0-9 -4
= 8.5 x 10 amp, 
at the beam center and 
,t4.25,x 10-4,+ 8 x 10- 9 + 6.4 x lo -9 = 4.25 x 10 - 4 amp, 
at the edge of the beam. 
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The noise power spectral density (for one telescope), corresponding to
 
this current is:
 
nn = 2e iDC = 2(1.6 x 10-19) (8.5 x 10 - 4 )
 
= 2.72 x l0-22 amp
2/Hz, at the center of the beam,
 
and
 
2(1.6 x 10-19) (4.25 x l0 4 ) = 1.36 x 10-22 amp2/Hz,
 
at the edge of the beam.
 
The total-noise power spectral density for the 
four telescopes is:
 
4 -2 2 =Onn = x 2.72 x 1O 10.9 x lO-22 amp2/Hz, at the beam center, 
and
 
nn = 4 x 1.36 x 10-22 = 5.45 x 10-22 amp2/Hz, at the edge of the beam. 
The signal-to-noise ratio in a 1 Hz presence channel is thus
 
(+)(8.5 x O )
 
S/N= = 1.0 x l08
 , at the center of the beam
 
/10.9 x 10-22 x 1.0
 
and
 
-
(4)(4.75 x10 ) 
S/N - = 7.3 x 107 at the beam edge.
 
-
/5.45 x 1O22 x1. 
Tracking resolution (S/N 
= 1) for a 10 Hz tracking loop equivalent noise
 
bandwidth and a ±5 arc second linear range is:
 
1 
-7
A & = = x (±5) = 1.6 x 10 arc second 
1.0 x lO8/j 
at the center of the beam, and
 
1 
-
AB = 7.3 x 10-7/l = x (±5) = ±2.2 x 10 7 arc second at the beam 
edge.
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9.9.1.6. 2.2 Beam Pointing Correction Signals 
dI
As in sections 9.9.1.6.1.2 and 9.9.1.5.2.5,
-= 
d8 
7.43 x IO.10 at the 
beam center and- -1.91 x 106 I at the beam edge. 
The angle subtended by the telescope separation of 0.5 meter at a range of
0.5 

-

-
3.60 x lO7 meters is = 1.39 x 10 8 radian, so thatsimilarly to
 
107
3.60 x 
section 9.9.1.6.1.2,
 
-
8 is= -7.43 x 1O5 x 1.39 x 10 8 x 8.5 10-4 x 
= -8.75 x 10-6 amp, at 
OB 
e = = 0.015 arc second, and 
10
 
is= -1.91 x lO6 x 1.39 x 10-8 x 8.5 x 1O- 4 
-6 eB 
-22.5x 10 amp, at8 ­ - 0.075 arc second2 
The noise power spectral density in these channels is, as in section 
9.9.1.6.1.2, one half the corresponding values in the presence and tracking

channels, or
 
-
nn = 5.45 x 1O 22 amp2/Hz, at 
eB
 
=
e =- 0.015 arc second, and 
l0
 
0nn = 2.2 x 10-22 amp2/Hz, at 
S9B 
e =- = 0.075 arc second. 
2 
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9.9.1.7 Stability Requirements of Point-Ahead Correction
 
(Space-Ground-Space) Loop 
Stability criteria and dynamic performance of this loop, including the 
effect of the transmission delays, are discussed in some detail in Apgeidix 
I-1 of the OIAES Interim Progress Report, Volume IV. 
Utilizing the root-locus plot, Figure 1-3 on page 1-6 of that repbrt, it 
will be found that a gain margin of l0 decibels, and a damping ratio of 
about 0.71 correspond tp a value of KvT= 0.495, where Kv is the loop 
velocity error 'coefficient,and T is the transit delay (round trip) 
At a range of I AU, the round trip delay, T Z 16 minutes = 960 seconds, 
making Kv -0495 =,0.515 x 10"3 sec - 1 , or ipproximately 5 x l0 - 4 sec-l 
960 
I o achieve the desired stability. Use of a higher value of Kv at this' 
range will.decrease the stability margin. 
The loop gain will therefore
 
be controlled to insure stability.
 
Since the stability criterion is a limitation on the product, Kv T, it 
may be seen'that higher -values of gain (and hence, ofjKv) can.be tolera~ea 
for lower values of the transit delay,IT, which occur at shorter ranges.
 
-From'the'results of,sections 9.9.1.5 and 9.9.1.6 it may be seen that the
 
actuating error gradients are an inverse function of range, hence loop gain

increases with decreasing range. Some additional control is anticipated

however, to insure that the stability of the loop is maintained at all 
ranges.
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9.9.2 Optical Propagation Experiment Analysis 
9. 9.2.1 Space Qualified Laser Considerations for OTAES Program 
9.9.2.1.1 Introduction 
This subsection covers some aspects of the problem associated with the space qualifi­
cation of the He-Ne and C0 2 -N 2 gas lasers chosen for use in the OTAES experiments. 
The discussion includes some of the lifetime, thermal, mechanical, ,electrical, and 
optical problems associated with space qualification. The object of this report is to 
present a solid foundation from which a detailed design can be developed during a 
later phase of the program. Primary emphasis has been placed upon the thermal 
and -life time problem associated with both the He-Ne and C0 2 -N 2 lasers. 
The proposed version of the space qualified laser package is essentially that pre­
sented in the previous OTAES reports and is shown in figure 9.9.2.1.3.1. The outer shell 
and package configuration are the same (except for dimensions) for each of the 
He-N 2 lasers and the 002-N 2 laser. The laser dimensions are presented in table 1. 
The difference between the He-Ne laser package and the C0 2 -N 2 laser package is in 
the method of heat transfer from the laser discharge tube to the shell, and in the 
discharge tube support. This difference primarily affects the internal design of the 
laser package, and is required because the C0 2 -N 2 laser has a more critical 
Samperature- dependence than the He-Ne. 
Each of the four laser packages is mounted to the telescope in the same fashion. A 
collar with a quick disconnect capability holds the mounting flange of the laser 
package firmly agaihst a rigid disk which is extended from the telescope well. Ex­
cept where other components interfere the disk has a surface area approximately 
equal to the telescope aperture. A detailed drawing of the mounting arrangement is 
shown in section 9.5. 
The collar will be capable of holding the laser in alignment yet allow for easy re­
moval under flight conditions. The disk and the telescope support structure provide 
the heat sink for the laser package. 
9.9.2.1.2 Telescope Structure Thermal Environment 
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief description of the laser telescope 
structure thermal interaction. For a detailed telescope thermal analysis see 
section 27. 
The laser mounting flange, and hence the shell of the laser package will tend to 
reach the temperature of the telescope structure, It will be greater than that 
value due to the power generated in the laser itself, and the temperature rise 
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developed across the thermal impedance of the circular support disk and the laser 
flange contact surface. The telescope structure is subject to a thermal environ­
ment which is a function of the heat generated internally by the electro-optical 
equipment, the thermal radiation and albedo from the earth's surface, and the 
thermal radiation from the telescope sunshield. In general all of these inputs vary 
with time. Preliminary analysis ( has shown that over a ten-day period of syn­
chronous orbit the temperature of one portion of the telescope support structure 
can 	range from -2680C to +2350C when starting from a 250C initial temperature
prior to launch. The computations used to obtain this temperature range were 
influenced by the fact that two lasers were operating in the telescope well during 
the 	run, and that the insulating characteristics of the laser package-were not 
considered. A more reasonable temperature range might be -73°C to 155CC over 
both the launch and operation conditions. 
In order to maintain reliability lifetime, and nearly constant output power (small
fluctuations can be controlled by adjusting the input power), the laser discharge 
tube for both the He-Ne and C0 2 -N2 lasers should operate at a nearly constant 
temperature after the initial warm-up period. Thus under some -operating condi­
tions the laser package will perform the dual function of insulator and conductor 
of heat between the laser discharge tube and telescope structure. 
9.9.2.1.3 Laser Package 
An importantrequirement for the He-Ne and CO2-N 2 space qualified lasers for 
-the OTAES program is that in addition to the thermal considerations the mounting
*mustmaintain beam axis alignment to within the range of the boresight correcting 
apparatus under .the shock, vibration, and acceleration environment. Of-several 
- ways for obtaining this objective, the most direct is to mount the laser rigidly to 
the telescope frame (see figure 9. 9. 2. 1.3-1) to prohibit relative motion of the 
laser and telescope axis. The beam may then be redirected as required by optical
:-steering mechanisms also attached to the frame. A single mounting point was 
-chosen so that any external forces exhibited on the laser package would produce 
- only a translation of the package about the mounting axis which could be corrected 
by the laser beam steering mechanism. In this way bending or twisting moments 
produced along the laser package can be predicted during the design and corrected 
'for by the internal mirror alignment transducers. 
Cooling is accomplished by conduction through the thick walled cylindrical aluminum 
tube to the telescope mounting flange. Heat transfer from the discharge tube to the 
cylindrical shell is accomplished by conduction and radiation. 
(1) 	Telescope Thermal Analysis OTAES Interim Progress Report, vol. IV,
 
Appendix J, NAS8-20256, March 8, 1966.
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COOLING-SIPPORT FINS MOUNTING FLANGE 
ALUMINUM JACKET 
COARSE MIRROR
 
MOTORS
 DICHRG TUBE 
HFINE MIRRORcoALIGNMENT OUTPUT MIRROR 
TRANSDUCER 
BACK MIRROR
 
SERIES RESISTOR
ANODE CHAMBER, I 
CATHODE CHAMBERS 
AND GAS RESERVOIRS 
BULKHEAD 
Figure 9.9.2:1.3-1. Spacecraft Laser Package. 
The 	He-Ne version of the space qualified laser is shown in figure 9. 9.2.1.3-1 
with a detail of the discharge tube shown in figure 9.9.2. 1.3-2. Typically the dis­
charge tube has a thick-walled quartz capillary section about 45-cm long. A 
helium-neon tube with a 3-mm bore would be capable of over 15-mW output power 
at 6328 A. Brewster windows, optically contacted and fused, terminate the dis­
charge tube. The windows are in the parallel (rather than opposed) configuration
and 	sufficiently thick so that cumulative refraction of the windows causes the cavity
to be misaligned for the lines at 3.39 microns and 1. 15 microns. This construction 
prevents spurious oscillation at these wavelengths without the need for incorporating 
Q-spoiling magnets around the discharge tube. 
The connections to the laser discharge are through close-spaced parallel wires,
twisted pairs, or coaxial cable to prevent the generation of spurious magnetic flux. 
An enlargement at one end of the laser tube contains an anode plate or ring; at the
 
other end are two long tubular appendages which serve as gas reservoirs and
 
cathode chambers.
 
The resonator is formed by a plane output mirror and a large-radius spherical
back mirror. The output of the laser will be maintained in a TEM0 0 transverse 
mode and at an output power of 15 mW (transmitter taken as example). The 2-mram 
output beam will be collimated and diffraction limited at the output of the flat 
mirror. The required power output, mode configuration, spatial coherence, and 
beam diameter will be achieved with a 45-cm long, 3-mm diameter discharge tube, 
a plane output mirror and a spherical back mirror of about 100-meters radius. The 
divergence of the output beam will result entirely from diffraction. Mode and power 
output stability will be obtained by use of an alignment transducer upon which the 
spherical back mirror is mounted. The alignment transducer serves a multiple
function: (a) it controls the normal changes in cavity alignment over the operating 
temperature range, and (b) it provides a method for applying-a remote correction 
to the cavity alignment to compensate for contingencies such as inelastic deforma­
tion during launch, etc. The plane output mirror will be installed into a precise 
recess with no provision's for adjustment. This rigid mounting will insure that 
angular deviation will be held to a minimum, since use of a plane output mirror 
causes the output to be precisely orthogonal to the mirror plane. This method of 
mounting the mirror is used to insure that the laser design will meet the shock 
and vibration environmental conditions discussed in the Optical Heterodyne detec­
tion report. (2) 
In order to insure that the output polarization of the laser is compatible with the 
various optical modulators used in the system, attention will be paid to making the 
polarization linear to one part in 1000. Measurements performed at GT&E Labora­
tories and elsewhere have indicated that this can be achieved. 
(2) 	 Optical Technology Apollo Extension System, Final Technical Report, Part I, 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division, October 21, 1966. 
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3.5 cm DIAMETER TYPICAL -3 cm I.D. 
03 c 
60 cm 
Figure 9.9.2.1.3-2. Laser Discharge Tube and Gas Reservoir. 
The aluminum jacket seen in figure 9. 9.2. 1.3-1 serves as: (a) the principal mechan­
ical support for the laser tube and resonator; (b) a radiation shield to keep stray 
light, radiant heat, and ac magnetic fields from interfering with the operation of 
nearbyoptical instruments; and (c) a path for conducting heit to the mounting flange 
and then to the bulkhead on which the package is mounted. In addition, a thermal 
shroud or wrap will be placed around the cylindrical aluminum jacket to reduce', 
heat radiation effects and insure transfer by conduction through the flange only. 
The mounting of the discharge tube within the package poses some problems. The 
quartz capillary tube is very elastic with low damping and could be excited under 
shock and vibration to large amplitude strains which might break it. This' problem 
is solved by the use of mounting fins attached to the laser tube. The mounting fins 
are installed in the jacket half-cylinders. The tube is placed in' one half cylinder 
and the other half is closed down over it. These fins will serve the dual function 
of conducting some of the heat to the jacket and holding the tube accurately in posi­
tioni, yet 'Will yield sufficiently to avoid damage by differential expansion on tempera­
ture cycling. In addition, the fins will provide a number of supporting points for 
the tube and will restrict the magnitude of strain present at any point on the tube 
during launch. This constructipn technique makes it possible to minimize the weight 
of the shell and supporting structure while still maintaining rigidity. 
It is not fully resolved at this point to what extent the supporting fins will provide 
cooling for the discharge tube. For the supporting fins must conduct the heat from 
the discharge tube at a rate which will maintain the walls of the discharge tube 
within a narrow limit over the operating temperature range. Changes in the tem­
perature of the discharge tube produce gain variations which are a function of the 
gas density and the collisional transfer process between the helium and neon. The 
gain variations due to changes in gas density are the more predominant. 
feceause the discharge is occurring in the narrow bore of the laser while none occurs 
in the larger volume of the -cathode and anode bulb area (see figure 9.9.2. 1.'3-2), the 
fernperatur6 rises in the bore. This causes the gas density in the area of the dis­
charge to drop, while the gas density in the bulb increases. .Since the volumie of 
the discha ge tube is small compared to the bulb area, a large density gradient is 
set up at the ends of the tube. This density gradient produces a less than optimum 
gas fill condition in the discharge bore and a corresponding drop in output power. 
Therefore', in addition to just conducting heat from the laser discharge tube, the 
fins nust have their thermal impedances adjusted so that the laser tube is operating 
at a nearly uniform temperature. Some of the fins would be made up of concentric 
rings of iisihlating and conducting material. This would serve' to adjust the thermal 
impedance as well as maintain the steady state operating temperature of the discharge 
tube within reliable operating limits for variations in the mounting flange tem­
perature over the environmental range. It is assumed that in the steady state the 
walls of the laser package will tend to reach the specified operating temperatures 
by conduction through the package mounting flange. 
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Although it has a lesser effect on the gain than the density change, variations,, 
inthe kinetic gas temperature in the discharge must be considered in the desir­
if the gain and, hence, the output and efficiency are to be maintained over the 
operating range. The upper laser level population of the 3S2 state in neon is,
populated by collisional transfer of excitation from the ISmetastable level of,
heliuni (which, in turn, is originally excited by electron collisions in the dis­
charge). The effectiveness of this collisional transfer process, and consequently
the laser gain and output increase with the kinetic gas temperature. Conversely,
if the laser jacket temperature is reduced to too low a tempjrature (e. g., 106C) 
,by cooling, a reduction in laser gain and output may follow. 
To estimate practical effects on a laser in a spacecraft environment, the. limiting 
case of a laer tube with unit emissivity surrounded by a black body is cour, 
sidered. Under these conditions a typical laser discharge tube 30-cm. long by­
19-cm o. d.and dissipating 50 watts would attain a wall temperature and, therefore 
gas temperature of 3000C, Operation in an atmospheric room temperature environ­
meiit would further cool the laser tube walls by convection to approximately 1000C. 
At these ranges of temperature the effect on laser output would be negligible. ,In
the temperature environment encountered by the laser package there is no convec­
tion to reduce the temperature and all thermal controls must be performed by
conduction through the support fins and radiation from the discharge to the- laser 
package shell. To aid in heat transfer by radiation the inner surface of the ,ylindri­
cal laser package will be made to look like a black body. The low temperature,
region is of sufficient importance that this point will be ponsidered in sufficient 
detail in the next phase to insure the proper design of the support and cooling, 
strdcture. This is necessary to insure that the laser discharge tube wall tempera­
ture does not drop below -50*C. The design will include provisions to protect 
other components internal to the laser package from extreme temperatures. One 
component that requires special attention is the anode resistor used to suppress
relaxation oscillation. High-voltage insulation will be provided for the anode 
circuit within the laser package as well as between the laser package and the, power
supply.- Insulation will surround the laser tube envelope near the anode to prevent 
voltage breakdown from occurring at any of the pressure levels. encountered. , 
A thermal analysis is presented in paragraph 9.9.2.2. This paragraph analyzes 
thd problem of conducting heat from a laser discharge tube to a, cylindrical laser 
package constrained to a specific temperature. Since this analysis is meant to 
cover the general case of removing heat from within the package to a flange of, 
known temperature, a single flange temperature was chosen. The analysis can be 
applied to any other flange, and hence telescope structure temperature, by adding 
to or subtracting from the referenced temperature. 
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9.9.2.1.4 Gas Tube and Mirrors 
The proposed laser will employ a dc discharge from a directly heated cathode. 
The discharge tube will contain a spare cathode which will be switched on auto­
matically if the first cathode should fail. A getter will be used to .reduce the- ­
quantity of impurity gases in the laser. All supporting structures, cathodes, anode, 
reservoirs, and discharge tube will be ruggedized. Narrow-band dielectric coated 
mirrors will effectively prevent any detectable laser output at 1.15 and 3. 39 micron 
The exact dimensions of the discharge tube and the associated g s pressures v ' l 
be determined during the design phase of the program for the particular He-Ni 
lasers shown in table 9. 9.2.1. 4-1. 
This tube design is projected to provide a coherent output power of approxi­
mately 15 mW (depends upon the laser requirements) with a minimum gas reser­
voir volume over a lifetime in the order of 5, 000 hours. The data for this pro­
jected figure was derived from data obtained by Watson and Fowler(3 ) on a' previous 
study contract on binary gas plasmas. This study showed that the two major causes 
of laser tube failure were (a) gas cleanup (gas pressure loss) due to ion penetration 
df the tube walls and cathode and (b) outgassing of impurity ions which contaminate 
the tube. A considerable increase in the lifetime of cold-cathode He-Ne lasers 
was achieved by overfilling the laser tube beyond the pressure at which maximum 
output power was achieved, and then allowing the gas pressure to drop naturally 
as-the tube ages until a state of maximum efficiency is reached. It was found that 
the pressures for maximum output power were 1.6 torr He and 0. 16 torr Ne and 
that it took approximately 250 hours to reach this state from the pressures men­
tioned above. This investigation showed that the laser output deteridrated quickly 
beyond this time and lasing terminated after another 100 hours. 
The 	space qualified laser lifetime will be extended over that of the laser inves­
tigated by several means. First, use will be made of heated cathodes which clean 
up the gas at one quarter the rate of cold cathodes. (3,4) The reasons for this is 
the substantially lower electron emission of cold cathodes. As a result of low 
emission efficiency, the electric field at a cold cathode must be kept large, and 
this causes the ions to impinge upon the cathode at high velocities and to bury them­
selves within. This source of ion loss is substantially lower in a heated cathode 
laser. 
(3). 	 W. Watson and V. Fowler, "Optical Properties of Binary Gas Plasmas,"
 
Technical Report AFAL-TR-66-7, January 1966.
 
(4) 	 W. Watson and V. Fowler, "Optical Properties of Binary Gas Plasmas,"
 
Technical Report AFAL-TR-64-289, November 1964.
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TABLE 9.9.2.1.4-1 
LASER PACKAGE PARAMETERS 
Transmitter Transmitter* 
Local (single) (2 units) GO -N 
Oscillator 15 mw 15 mw each 2 2 Symbol 
Wavelength (9) 0.6328 0.6328 0.6328 10.6 
Length (cm) 20 80 80 90 
Input power (watts) 10 50 50 50 P 
Diameter (cm) 15 20 25 25 2r 2 
Radius (cm) 7.5 10 12.5 12.5 r 2 
Outside Radius of 8.5 11 13.5 13.5 r3 
flange (cm) 
Thickness of flange 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 t 
or cap (cm) 
Surface (cm 2) 1296 5020 7265 8050 S 
Weight (g) 1207 8000 10,330 12,330 W 
Note: * 	 Internal optics provided to bring laser beam out 
coaxial with long axis of package. 
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L 
3 A further increase in lifetime is obtained by using a large gas reservoir in the
 
proposed laser. The lasers studied by Watson et al. had a total volume of 66 cm
 
of gas. Increasing this volume by a factor of ten should lead to a proportionate 
increase in lifetime. The space qualified laser has a tube and reservoir, shown in 
figure 9.9.2.1.3-2, whose total volume is approximately 660 cm 3 
9. 9.2. 1.5 Cooling Requirements for the C0 2 -N 2 Laser 
In addition to the three He-Ne lasers a space qualified C0 2 -N 2 laser with a minimum 
of 1 watt is required for use with the 0.3-meter telescope. This laser is subject 
to the same environmental conditions as the He-Ne lasers. The C0 2 -N 2 laser will 
be housed in a cylindrical structure of aluminum similar to the design presented 
for 	the He-N 2 laser. 
9.9.2.1.5.1 Wall Temperature and Lifetime Problems 6f C02 Laser 
In the C02 laser, it is well recognized that the translational temperature of the 
gaseous constituents play an important role through collision processes in deter­
mining laser output and efficiency. It is now understood that to improve efficiency 
ft is necessary to keep the translational gas temperature, which is largely de­
termined by laser tube wall temperatures, as low as possible. 
The 	physfcal basis for this requirement may be understood briefly as follows. 
Since the lifetimes of the excited moleciilar levels associated with lasering are 
long (order of 1 msec) they are determined by collisional processes rather than 
by spontaneous radiative processes. In the various collisions, vibrational energy 
is transferred from molecule to molecule and converted to translational energy, 
and 	vice versa, thus the system will tend to thermalize. Total thermalization 
*would of course prevent laser action, thus operation is necessarily at lower pies­
*sures. Partial thermalization, however, is not harmful and can help in fact. 
Pirtial thermalization occurs when the various subsets of the molecular system 
are so strongly self-coupled that they may individually be described by a Boltzman 
distribution and temperature, yet several temperatures may be necessary to 
'describe the whole system. Basically it is the rotational levels which are strongly 
coupl6d to the translational gas temperatures, whereas the vibrational levels 
are more strongly coupled to the electron temperature by virtue of their lhrger 
excitational cross sections. This situation satisfies the criteria for molecular 
laser action, (5,6) i.e., Tvi b Teletron' Trot gas'therefore, Tvib >. Trot* 
(5) 	 C.K. N. Patel, "Interpretation of C02 Optical Maser Experiments," Phys. Rev. 
Lett., vol. 12, no. 12, May 1964. 
(6) 	T. J. Bridges and C. K. N. Patel, "High-Power Brewster Window Laser at 
10.6 Microns," Appl. Phys. Lett. , vol. 7, no. 9, November 1965. 
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Thus, the population of the upper level in the C02 (00°1 vibrational level). hsa" 
Boltzman distribution among the rotational levels which is characterized by a 
rotational temperature (Trot) approaching the translational temperature of t eaC02 
molecules. For transitions on which inversion is sufficient for oscillation, varia­
tion in power among the laser lines will follow the same Boltzman distribution. 
The translation temperature of the C02 which determines this Boltzman distri­
bution is determined by the tube wall temperature. This is even more so the 
case where helium is an additive; due to its higher velocity and higher thermal 
conductivity, it produces (by collision with the C02 molecules) an eyen lower 
rotational temperature (again linked to the wall temperature) which shifts the, 
center of the laser action to a lower P-branch transition. This leads to-an im­
provement in the maximum gain available for a few transitions near.the-center 
of laser action and a decrease in the gain for the remaining transitions. The 
helium further enhances this process by increasing, the thermalization rate among 
the rotational levels; as well as dropping the rotational temperature.? First order 
analysis shows (5) gain to improve approximately as T-3/2. 
Experiments have since verified this. However, due to the large variation in the 
laser parameters, such as amount of additive gasses used, it is too early to give 
general results, and these can only be quoted for specific cases. 
Bridges and Patel ( 6) show that for a pure C02 laser and a C02 - N2 laser with, 
outputs of 2-5 watts and efficiencies of approximately 2 percent the efficiency 
improves by a factor of 2 when the jacket temperature is lowered from 400C to 
-600C.
 
In a more optimum tube, with the He additive and a power output of approximately 
10 watts, Moeller and Rigden (7) found that efficiency dropped by 50 per cent when 
the tube temperature increased from 350C to 1100C for a flowing gas system. This 
is also borne out approximately by measurements at Spectra Physics ranging from 
-20°C to 500C. 
From the various data the following figures may be reasonably deduced for. a C02 
laser with optimum additives of nitrogen and helium. For apower input of 50 
watts output 
at 0°C 5 watts 
500C 2.5 watts 
1300C 1.3 watts 
(7) 	 G. Moeller and J. Dane Rigden, "High Power Laser Action in C0 2 -He Mix­
tures," Appl. Phys. Lett. , vol. 7, no. 10, November 1965. 
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Thus for the space requirement in question, with an output of at least 1 watt, thde' 
laser tube jacket needs to be kept below 130'C. 
The dimensions of such a laser tube could be typically 75-cm long and 1-cm ±, 
diameter. By laser tube jacket we are referring to the discharge tube axinl with 
the laser housing. 
9.9.2.1.5.2 Window Temperature 
At the moment the most promising window materials appear to be germanium. 
These however need to be maintained at approximately 200C. This may be achieved 
by cooling the window-mirror housing. Possibly with a separate thermoelectric 
type device. 
Irtran has too high an absorption which reduces efficiency by a factor of two. Salt 
windows would need to be hermetically sealed on the ground and further, they have 
a tendency to crack. 
GaAs appears promising; but thenelis a difficulty, however, of making large 
enough crystals. 
9.9.2.1.5.3 Lifetime Problems of C02 Lasers 
Sealed-off life of C02 lasers is governed by the irreversible dissociation Of C02. 
The irreversibility of the process is believed to occur as a result of the cleanuo 
of oxygen from the discharge. 
Possible processes leading to depletion of 02 in CO2 laser tubes are: 
a. Adsorption and absorption in the glass discharge tube. 
b. Gas cleanup by electrodes. 
c. Oxidation of sputtered material. 
Recent work with tantalum electrodes shows that is the most plausible mechanism 
where newly sputtered material from the cathode surface is oxidized either by 
C02 or 02, to form a stable metal oxide by either of the following reactions 
502+4Ta 2Ta20 
and 
-5 CO 2 +2Ta 5 CO+Ta2 05 
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when stable oxides are formed such as Ta 2 0 5 , this leads to the irreversible de­
pletion of 02, and the decomposition of C02 to CO and oxygen. 
Other processes such as oxygen trapped by sputtered cathode material on tube 
walls or on the cathode surface are temporary. The sputtered material will.diffuse 
back from the walls to the cathode surface where it is resputtered, freeing, the.. 
trapped oxygen. 
9.9.2.1.5.4 Methods of Extending Life Time 
The depletion of C02 may be offset by either introducing a fresh supply of C02 or 
by adding extra oxygen to the discharge. 
This 	may be done in two ways. 
a. 	 Gas reservoir bottles. 
b. 	 Active chemical elements, or bulk sorbtion getters. 
In more detail: 
a. 	 Gas reservoir bottles may be used in conjunction with an electrically 
controlled leak valve. This may be a very simple device where resistivE 
heating (requiring very little power) of a taut thin wire normally,holding 
the valve closed, permits it to open and leak the required gas into the 
laser tube. 
b. 	 A continuous and controllable supply of C02 can be liberated from BaC0 3 
and SrCO3 which are commonly used in vacuum and discharge tubes as 
basic materials for oxide coated nickel cathodes. When heated to a 
temperature of 10000C these alkaline earth carbonates decompose to form 
stable oxides, and release C02 by 
BaCO -. BaO + CO 2 
and 
SrCO3 - SrO + CO 2 
For 	example a folded nickel tape with an area of 5 cm 2 with a Ba - Sr - CO 3 
coating of the type used in typical vacuum cathodes gave a gas evaluation 
of 8 liter torr. This corresponds to about 10 times the C02 required to 
fill a 75-cm long, 1-cm diameter C02 laser tube. 
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9.9.2.1.5.5 OxygenSource 
Sources of oxygen may also be used, such as sodium peroxide which begins to de­
compose at 3000C to sodium monoxide and oxygen. 
2Na202" 2 Na2 0+ 2 (atT > 36oc) 
With these resources available it is not expected that life time will pose a problem. 
9.9.2. 1.5.6 CO 2 Laser Package Considerations 
In order that the C0 2 -N 2 laser be practical for space applications oneof the forms. 
of sealed-off tube designs must be employed. Each of the designs discussed places 
a severe requirement on the thermal characteristics of the laser package. For the 
discharge tube requires operating temperatures below 130°C for long life and a 
minimum of 2 per cent efficiency (based upon 50-watts input), a lower efficiency 
would place a more severe requirement on the cooling since the additional heat 
would have to be removed. In order to remove the excess heat efficiently-and 
keep the discharge tube wall temperature below 1300C, a more sophisticated 
approach than cooling - conducting fins must be employed. This includes the use 
of liquids and liquid solid' (fine particles) mixtures. 
The low temperature environment is not the serious problem in the C0 2 -N 2 laser. 
The problem lies in the fact that under certain environmental conditions the 
mounting flange temperature might exceed the laser discharge tube wall tem­
perature. This would make heat exchange from the discharge tube to the cylindri­
cal shell of the laser package very difficult. One simple solution to this problem 
is to operate the laser only when the flange temperature falls within a certain 
range. Since the flange temperature takes upwards of 10 days, or more, to reach 
steady state with the laser generating heat, this should not place a serious restric­
tion on the conducting of experiments. This approach could allow the C02 laser 
package detailed design to incorporate conducting fins combined with a particle 
filled silicone oil which acts as a good heat conductor while providing excellent 
vibration isolations. 
To operate the C0 2 -N 2 laser with flange or telescope structure temperatures 
above that required at the discharge tube wall for.1-watt output would require 
complete heat transfer equipment external to the laser package. This would require 
additional prime power'and space. F6r example, if the heat exchanges were 20 
per cent efficient, and the temperature of the flange was 1300C, an additional 250 
watts of prime power would be required during the operating period. In addition, 
the flowing of liquid through flexible tubing tends to reduce the reliability of the 
nquipment. 
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9.9.2.1.5.6.1 Alignment Transducer 
The optical cavity of the Space. Qualified Laser-will consist of a fixed,flat-surface 
mirror, which couples the beam out of the cavity; a spherical back mirror, which ­
is mounted on an alignment transducer with two degrees of control. The choice of 
this transducer, whether it be piezoelectric or motor.controlled, will be det.ermined 
during the design phase. A servo motor alignment transducer draws power only 
when correction is being applied but is limited in speed of-response; 
The alignment transducer serves a multiple function: (a) itpontrols the normal 
changes in cavity alignment over the operating temperature range, and (b) it 
provides a 'method for applying a ,remote correction to-the cavity alignmentto-cow 
pensate for any contingencies,' such as inelastic ,deformation during launch or re­
entry. A discussion of the two axis servomechanism -whichdrives the transducer 
is presented in the electronics section. 
9.9.2.1.5.'6.-2 -Laser Electronics v!aciage. 
The functional electronics package is shbwn in the -block diagram of figure, 
9. 9.,2. 1.5.6. 2-1.. Its function is.to operate, mohitor, and contxol-the laser.cavity 
.(a) a solid-state converter- ­and discharge tube, The package will congist of: 
current regulator with a high-voltage starting circuit to initiate discharge current, 
(b) a regulated filament supply, (c): alignment control servomechanisms, (d) telemr 
etry sensors consisting of thermocouples and a cuadrant photodetector for gen­
erating alignmenterror'signals and for-ihonitoring'.the output power, and (e) telem­
etry -and amplifiers,. 
9.9.2.1,5.6.3 Laser Power Supply -
The laser power supply presented in this discussion is applicable to all the lasers­
being considered for the program.- The voltage, current,. and power being dif-­
ferent for the different lasers. 
The power supply contains a converter-regulator for the discharge current, A 
second converter-regulator or rectified 400 Hz can be used for the filament supply 
where applicable. (Not required -for C0 2 -N 2 .) This approach allows standby. 
operation at maximum power supply efficiency and sinplifies the starting circuit, 
design. A switching-type regulator is used to maintain high efficiency. A block 
diagram of the converternregulator portion of the power supply is -presented in 
figure 9.9.2.1.5.6.3-1. 
The current regulator, with a few-thousand ohm series resistor, provides a high­
impedance source for the laser tube to minimize the laser noise and prevent re­
laxation oscillations, The series resistor is just large enough to suppress 
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ALIGNMENT BEAM SPLITTER 
TRANSDUCER FLAT MIRRO WINDOW 
.. ,, ,DRIVER 
/__] AMPLIFIER 
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DIISCHARGE' HEATER II ~ IJEEER _. T 
PS CURRENT SUPPLY CONTROL TELEMETRY TO TELEMETRY 
TRIGGER FILAMENT BOX AMPLIFIERS TRANSMITTER 
Figure 9.9.2.1.5.6.2-1. System Block Diagram. 
' UN- I
 
REGULATE D,
 
INPUT 
SUPP L"(CONVERTER)]I 
V I INPUT 
SREFERENCE VOLTAEq -ONE-SHOT ICONTROLLE 
AMLFER CNRO/KLLED MULTI l-ICURRENT 
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REFERENCE REGULATED 
LEVEL OUTPUT 
ICUR RENT 
Figure 9.9.2.1.5.6.3-1. Block Diagram of Converter-Regulator. 
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relaxation oscillations associated with the negative dynamic resistance of the 
laser tube and parasitic capacitance from the laser anode to ground. The re­
sistor is integral with the laser package, being located close to the anode to mini­
mize stray wiring capacitance. 
The laser tube starting or trigger circuit is part of the discharge power supply.
The trigger voltage generator is in series with the power supply and the laser 
tube. Upon command, the trigger voltage is impressed across the circuit as a 
train of 20-millisecond pulses. When discharge current is sensed, the pulses 
are removed. Long high-voltage pulses are used in preference to RF pulses to 
minimize interference radiation during the starting period. 
The two-axis alignment transducer is part of a two channel Type I servomechanism 
driven by error signals from a quadrant photodetector. The quadrant photo­
detector performs four monitoring functions associated with the laser beam. These 
are: power output, noise level, mode purity, and beam alignment. A circuit 
associated with the diode separates the monitored beam parameters and channels 
them to the appropriate section of the electronics package. The quadrant photo­
detector is needed to provide the error signals for the servomechanisms which 
control the two-axis alignment transducer. After laser action has been achieved, 
the photodetector samples part of the laser beam falling on the beam splitter 
and causes the alignment transducer to deflect the beam independently in each axis 
until it is centered in-the field of view of the quadrant photodetector. When this 
occurs, a null voltage is impressed at the input to the servo amplifier. A separate 
circuit (part of monitor circuit) samples the presence of an error at the detector. 
If no signal is present at the photodetector and discharge current is flowing, the 
transducer servomechanism is placed in a search mode. A helical scan will be 
searched out by applying quadrature voltages of changing amplitude to each axis 
of the servomechanisms until a signal is detected by the photodetector. 
Other parameters that will be monitored in the laser system include: discharge 
current, filament current, and cavity wall temperature. 
9. 9.2.2 Thermal Properties of a Laser Package 
Three lasers are considered in the following package design calculations. For each 
of the packages the weight, temperature distribution thermal time constant, di­
mensions and other parameters are tabulated in table 9. 9.2.2-1. The choice of 
parameters reflects a general design approach rather than a complete and detailed 
design. The generalized package design (figure 9. 9.2.2-1) for each will be a 
cylindrical sleeve that is closed on the ends by caps and is mounted to a bulkhead 
by an annular flange around the middle of the cylinder. 
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Laser No. 
Wavelength (cm) 

Wavelength (g) 

Length (cm) 

Input p6ver (watts) 

Qutput power (milliwatts) 

Heat flow (cal/sec) 

Diameter (cm) 

Radius (cm) 

Inside Radius of shell (cm) 

Shell thickness (cm) 

Outside Radius of flange (cm) 

Thickness of flange or cap (cm) 

Surface (cm 2 ) 

Weight (g) 

Ambient & flange temp. (deg. C) 

Mean temp. rise (deg 0) 

Expansion (cm) 

Expansion X 

,Thermal time constant (sec) 

Thermal time constant (min) 

Thermal conductivity 

(cal cm 2 1
 
bsecm deg 0)
 
Density (g/cm3 ) 

Specificheatg cal 

Shell cross section (cm 2) 
TABLE 9.9.2.2-1
 
Local Transmitter 
Oscillator 2 Units 
#1 #2 
'-5'6. 328x10 . -56. 328x10 
0.6328 0.6328 
20 80 
10 50 
0.1 15 
2.39 11.9 
15 25 
'7.5 12.5 
7.463 12.057 
0. 035 0.443 
.8.5 13.5. 
1.0 1.0 
1296 7265 
1207 10,330 
20 20 
8 8 
3.7x10 3 15x10 3 
58 233 
9xi02 16x102 
15 27 
0.29 0.29 
2.77 2.77 
0.23 0.23 

1.717 34.19 
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CO -N 
2-2 
#3 
-3
1.06x10 
10.6 
90 
50 
1000 
11.9 
25 
12.5 
12.0 
0.500 
13.5 
1.0 
8050 
12,330 
20 
8 
17x10 3 
16 
19x10 2 
32 
0.29 
2.77 
0.23 

38.46 
Symbol 
X 
L 
p 
P 
q0 
2r 2 
r 2 
r1 
(r 2 -r 1 ) 
r?3 
t 
S 
W 
T O 
T-T0 
AL 
AL/ X 
X 
k 
6 
C
 
A 
Lr:2r
 
Laser Package DesgnFigure 9.9.2.2-1. Generalzed 
The rate of heating of the package q0 (cal/sec) is assumed to result from complete 
conversion of the electrical input power P(watts) to heat. 
= q P/4. 186 (cal/sec) (1) 
This heat is assumed to be transferred to the shell uniformly along its length by 
radiation from the laser tube or by other means. Heat is also assumed to be 
removed from the shell only by conduction at the flange. (To reduce the effect of 
radiant heat transfer, a thermal shroud is placed over each of the shells.) This 
is most effective in minimizing the effects on the remainder of the optical system 
during ground operations. The longitudinal heat flow q(z) at a distance z from the 
middle of the package is given by Eq. (2) 
qo 
q(z) 0 + qo z (2) 
L 
By symmetry only the right-hand portion of the package need be considered so at 
the origin of the z-coordinate the heat flow has the magnitude q0 /2 and is in the 
minus-z direction at any z. The heat flow in this one-dimensional case is also a 
function of the thermal conductivity, k, the cross-sectional area, A, and the 
temperature gradient, dT/dz, as giveti in Eq. (3). 
q(z) = -kA dT/dz (3) 
The temperature T(z) is obtainable from the temperature of the flange T o and the 
integral of the gradient along the shell to the point at z. 
T(z) T 0 z dT- dz (4) 
Eliminating q(z) between Eqs. (2) and (3), one obtains the following expression for 
the temperature gradient 
dT/dz 2k7 
One now obtains an expression for the temperature rise with respect to the tem­
perature of the flange by carrying out the integration of Eq, (4). 
q0 L z z2 
T(z)2-To OL - 2) (6) 
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For convenience we use normalized variables for the fractional, distance and-for' 
the fractional, temperature rise 0 as defined in Eqs. (7) and, (8). 
= 2z/L (7),
 
0. =[T,(z), - T] / [T((-:)- TJ (8 
In terms-of these,v.ariables- Eq,. (6)1 is; represented by Eq-. .9). 
01= 
 (9), 
From,this it is clear that the temperature, rises, quickly at first and' then more­
slowlyr as one. passes: from the, flange, ( = 0) to,the end of'the package' = I-),. 
The mean-temperature rise of the shell is, required, for-, estimating the ther-maI er-­
pansfont of the-cavity. In ter-ma of, 0: this' fs simply 0. 
O= 
, ,IO - jf 2/3t
 
0
 
Of ld 
, 

From this. the,.meav temperature, rise of the package above, the flange temperature 
i's obtained., 
T' T [T(]}- J111) 
It is seen that the mean. temperature, rise,and' the' temperature, rise to.the end of the. 
package are, not independent; the values use&for example wll-be: 
T-0 = 20, (12a)' 
T-(!)-, 3-2' 
 (12b) 
-T - T= 12, (12"c) 
-T O =8 (1.2d) 
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The length, L, and outside diameter of the packages, 2r 2 , have been tak6nh 
specified. It is now required to determine other package dimensionWs" consistent 
with the temperature given under Eqs. (12). Evaluating Eq. (6) at z = L/2 gives: 
Tw- T. = LkA 13) 
For Eq. (13) the quantities L, q0 , k, and (-T(L)- TO are tabulated-in fable 
9. 9.2.2-1 and the cross sectional area of the shells A have been determined and 
tabulated.
 
A= 0.431 Lqq. L !"! ]' 
A = (r22 : i) (14 
2 A 
r 
 r 2 (15) 
The inside radius of the shell has also been calculated by Eq. (15) as a function of 
the results of Eq. (13b) and the specifiedoutside diameters (2r 2 ). The -*all thick­
ness for package No. 1 is clearly too thin (0. 035 cm) but that is of no consequence 
at the moment; the wall would be made thicker for mechanical reasons and this 
would reduce the temperature rise along the package below the assumed value of 
120C; [see Eq. (6)] . The thickness t for the flange ind end caps has been taken 
as 1. 0 cm and is thus about twice the thickness of the wall of the shell of package 
No. 3. 
The weight of each package was also calchlated lsing the density 6' of aluminffm 
and the tabulated sizes. 
6 = 2. 77 g/cm3 
W=6-V=7T61r,2 (L-2t)+ r2 (L-t) + r32t} (16) 
The expansion of the length of each package from the time that the laser is turned 
on until it reaches a steady state is of interest as this affects the tuning of the 
laser cavity unless the mirror spacing is decoupled from this expansion. The 
expansion a L that has been calculated is the change in length that would occur if 
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the initial temperature is uniform at To and the final temperature is the T(z) of 
Eqs. (12). As the thermal expansion depends linearly on temperature, within the 
present degree approximation, the mean temperature rise A T is the significant 
quantity. 
AW T -T o = 8 (17) 
aL = k = 23 x 10 - 6 (18)EAT 
AL = 1.84x 10- 4 L (19) 
Equation (18) defines the coefficient of linear expansion k, and Eq. (19) gives the 
change of length. The values of AL are given in table 9.9.2.2-1 both in centi­
meters and in units of the respective wavelengths. 
The time during which the rising temperature affects the length of the cavity is 
significant with respect to warm up times that must be allowed for the operation to 
become stable. A time constant, T, can be estimated on the basis of the heat 
stored at equilibrium and the rate that heat is flowing through the system. 
W.C. AT
 
r ­ qo0 (20) 
The mass, W,. and heat flow, q0 , have been given in the table, while AT is the 
mean rise from the initial temperature TO; thus the numerator of Eq. (2) gives 
the stored energy and q0 gives the heat flow. The values of 7"calculated by Eq. 
(20) are given in the table. 
9.9.2.3 Direct System Trade-Offs 
The purpose of the direct system for OTAES is to trade off laser power, beam­
pointing accuracies, and beam-collimation requirements in the spacecraft at the 
expense of enlarging the ground-based optical collector. This trade-off is ex­
tremely significant because it provides a means by which spacecraft tolerances 
and requirements can be relaxed. It thus serves to enhance the reliability of the 
spacecraft-to-ground communication link. 
Since the direct detection communication system is independent of the atmosphere 
coherence diameter limitation, a large aperture collector can be used. A large 
receiving aperture will provide an excess of aperture gain that may be traded 
off to relax the pointing requirements both on the earth and in the spacecraft, 
preserving the capability for mlegahertz bandwidth communications. The direct 
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detection system technique accepts a detector efficiency of 10- 1, laser efficiencies­
of 10 4 , pointing accuracies of tens of microradians, and nondiffraction-limited 
optics. The signal-to-noise ratio for an optical communication link using direct 
detection, neglecting dark current in the photodetector, is (8): 
S P 2sN 2e fIPs +PB 
where: 
p = The responsivity of the photo-surface etj/hu 
Ps= The signal power received at the photomultiplier (watts) 
=PB The background power received at the photomultiplier (watts) 
e 	= The electronic charge 
Af = The electrical noise bandwidth of the system (hertz) 
17 	 = Quantum efficiency (number of charge carriers per photon) 
h 	= Planck's constant 
v = Optical frequency (hertz) 
The receiver signal power is: 
Pt Ar 
P T -rTTR2 	 (2)Ps - t o A 
where: 
=Pt Transmitted power (watts) 
=Qt Transmitter half-power solid angle beainwidth (steradians) 
Ar = Effective area of the receiver collecting optics (Square meters) 
T o = Optical trdnsmission 
TA = Atmospheric transmission 
R 	= Range (meter). 
(8)G. 	 Biernson and R. Lucy, "Requirements of a Coherent Laser Pulse Doppler 
Radar," Proc. IEEE, vol. 51, January 1963, pp. 202-213. 
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For a ground receiver, the background power due to air scattering is given by the 
expression: 
(PB) ArTor(N )sky AX 	 (3, 
where: 
r = The fiZIA rd v;ew of the receiver 
NX 	 Average spectral radiance of the sky in the optical filter bandwidth, AX, 
as measured at the telescope receiver aperture, Ar. 
Using Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), the signal-to-noise power ratio at the ground receiver 
system output may be written, as: 
( pAPATA 
P 
" Space to Ground 	 /2eff1 + rPNTA 
nt R 2 
The term in the first parentheses is the expression for signal photon noise-limited 
operation. The term in the second parentheses represents the effect of background 
in: reducing the signal-to-noise 'ratio for signal: photon noise-limited opertidn. 
Typical parameters for the 'ystem are given in table 9. 9.2.3-1. A graph of the 
s~ace-to-ground performance as a function of the transmitter' radiant intensity is 
shown in figure 9.9.2.3-1. 
Inthe curves, a typical transmitter power and beamwidth are indicated for a 30-dB 
signal-to-noise ratio. "li this case, operation will be signal photon noise-limited. 
Note that all the system parameters are within the state-of-the-art. 
Figure 9.9.2.3-2 shows the ground-based optics diameter plotted as a function of 
the spacecraft transmitter beamwidth for different laser' transmitter powers.' The 
curves are derived from Eq. (4). The system is photon noise-limited when operatinf 
against a daytime blue sky background at a distance of 32,000 kin'. A ignil-to-noisE 
requirement of'30 dB and'a 10-MHz tbandwidtlf have-been specified. 'The other par­
ameters are given in table 9; 9.2.3-1T. 
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TABLE 9.9.2.3-1
 
TYPICAL VALUES REQUIRED FOR DIRECT DETECTION EXPERIMENT
 
SPACE-TO-GROUND 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS NONCOHERENT 
Range 3.22 x 107 meters 
(20, 000 miles) 
Laser Power(a) 10 - 3 watts 
Beamwidth(a) 1.4 x 10- 5 radians 
Wavelength 6.328 x i0 ­ 7 meters 
(6328 A) 
Filter Bandwidth(b) 2A 
Modulation Type Polarization 
Filter Transmission(b) 0.4 
Nominal Optics Efficiency 0.75 
Nominal Atmospheric Transmission(c) 0.5 
Typical Background Radiance Blue Sky at Zenith* 
Observedj by Receiver(d) -2Y-10 1 watts/m 2 -stermicron 
Optical Collector Area 50 meters2 
Minimum Receiver Field of View 5 x 10 ­ 4 radians 
Phototube Type S-20 (C70038D) 
Peak Signal to RMS Noise(a) 30 dB 
System Bandwidth 10 MHz 
(a) Possible system parameters as indicated on curve. 
(b) Spectralab mica interference filter. 
(c) Less than standard clear atmos phere at 600 from zenith. 
(d) Angle of sun and observer neglected for simplicity. 
*F,. Moller, "Optics of the Lower Atmosphere," Applied Optics, vol. 3, 
no. 2, February 1964, p. 161.
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9.9.2.3.1 Evaluation of Direct Detection at 10.6M 
Because of the high power and efficiency of operation (E e! 10- 1 for C0 2 -N 2 vs. 
10 - 3 E = for HeNe) and relaxed tolerance requirements, the 10.6 microns, C02-N2 
laser may prove useful as another choice of wavelength of operation. A simple com­
parison of the 0.63-micron system to the 10. 6-micron system may be made. 
The background problem at 10.6 microns is less severe than at 0. 63 micron. The 
background power incident upon the detector is: 
PB = NX a r pXA r T o TF (5). 
A typical radiance value for clear sky at 10.6 micron is: 
N = 1 watt/m 2 -micron-steradian( 9) 
If we assume a 2-per cent bandwidth interference filter and the ground-based re­
ceiver values of table 9.9.2.3-1, the background power incident upon the detector 
is: 
( 1. = 10 - 6 watts 
This amount of power is small compared to the total blackbody radiation from the 
optical antenna that is viewed by the detector. For a detector limited by excess 
noise due to its surroundings, (10) the detectivity D* is defined as: 
D* (AfAt)112 (6) 
where: 
(N' = The voltage signal-to-noise ratio 
Ps = The signal power in watts 
Af = The noise bandwidth in hertz 
2Ac = The detector area in cm . 
(9 )"Background Measurements during the Infrared Measuring Program," 1956,
 
AFCRL-TN-60-692, November 1960, p. 149.
 
(10 )The aperture ratio of the detector must match the aperture ratio of the optical 
antenna in order to collect all the energy coming from the optical antenna. 
To improve the detector, a cooled spectral filter would be desirable. 
TT-3h5 
Substituting Eq. (2) for Ps in Eq. (6) and solving for the transmitter radiance gives: 
R(2 S _ a. 1/2 
Pt rN ( fA ) 
ot D*ToTAAr 
Typical D* values of Ge-Hg(11 ) are 3 x 1010 cm (Hz)1/2/watt for an f/l. 3 detector 
aperture ratio and a 4 0 K operating temperature. The minimum area of the detector, 
determined by the optics circle of confusion, would be 0. 25 cm 2 . 
Using the parameters from table 9. 9.2.3-1 in addition to those properties of the 
detector, and requiring a 30-dB signal-to-noise ratio, the required transmitter 
radiant intensity is: 
Pt 
P = 7 x 10 7 watts/steradian 	 (8) 
Ot 
Detectors can be improved by incorporating cooled spectral filters such that the 
detector does not see the total blackbody radiation from the optical antenna surface. 
Ideally the detectors could then become photon noise-limited in their operation and 
the ultimate limitation would be the photon noise of the signal and background radia­
tion in the field of view of the optics. However, it has been found that as the de­
tector field of view is reduced, other excess noise in the detector besides background 
will limit sensitivity. Thus, at present, Eq. (7) describes most aptly the per­
formance of a direct detection system at 10.6 microns rather than Eq. (4) which 
describes only the photon noise-limited operation. 
9.9.2.3.2 	 Deep-Space Performance of Direct Detection with State-of-Art 
Components 
If the results of the analysis are extended to the Mars mission distance, then the 
transmitted signal powers must be increased by the square of the ratio of the Mars/ 
OTAES distances or other improvements made. 
Assuming the development of the critical pointing and beam-forming goals, and also 
having developed data from the successful operation of the direct detection system, 
a deep-space laser communication system becomes realizable. 
('!)w. Wolfe, "Handbook of Military Infrared Technology," Office of'Naval 
Research, Dept. of Navy, Washington, D.C., 1965. 
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An important example is the maximum Mars-to-Earth distance of 236 million miles. 
Ideal operation would be in the signal photon noise-limited mode. However, in any 
direct system application where the transmitter radiant intensity is limited and the 
range is continually increasing, the background radiation must be considered as the 
noise source limiting the ultimate system performance or guiding-the system design. 
At 6328 A where the maximum laser power is about 200 millvatt and optical filters 
are presently limited to 2 A, then it becomes necessary to improve the receiver 
performance. In the previous example an 8-meter diameter aperture having a 
resolution or minimum field of view of 0. 5 milliradians was recommended for the 
direct system. The Hale telescope at Mt. Palomar has a 5-meter diameter and a 
resolution of 6 microradians. Thus, an apparent immediate improvement would 
be to upgrade the resolution of the large aperture optics and perform a fine tracking 
of the signal in the focal plane to solve the pointing problem. Increasing the diam­
eter would produce complications because increasing size and weight would make 
better resolution more difficult. 
Column 1 of table 9.9.2.3-2 shows a typical set of parameters for an improved 
direct dtection system at Mars distances. Beam pointing, beam forming, large 
aperture optics-, and other vital developments have been assumed and Eq. (4) has 
been used in, this calculation to determine the system bandwidth. Both blue sky and 
Mars have been included as contributing to background, and the calculation has 
been made for a field of view of 27-microradian at which the background power is 
equal to the signal power. Requiring a 20-dB signal-to-noise ratio ina PCM com­
munication system allows a noise bandwidth of 53 kHz with an error rate of 1 in 10 6 . 
Column 2 of table 9.9.2.3-2 shows atypical example for 10.6 microns using the 
8-meter collector aperture on the ground. The detector for this case is limited by 
its inherent noise and not blue sky or Mars background radiation. Assuming im­
proved optical resolution, the detector size has thus been reduced to match the 
optics resolution and, consequently, has improved the detector sensitivity. 
'The small bandwidth of 230 Hz at 10.6-microns, compared to 53 kHz at 6328 A, is 
representative of the present state-of-the-art with the indicated optics and pointing 
requirements. In this ekample the laser input power for each wavelength is approxi­
mately equal. It has been assumed that the C02 laser is approximately 500 times 
more efficient than the He-Ne laser at 6328 A, and the parameters are representa­
tive of a direct comparison between the two wavelengths at the present time. 
9.9.2.3.3 Future Performance 
In table 9.9. 2.3-2 the 6328 A direct system example is near optimum. Improvements 
in detectors and filters might conceivably increase the,bandwidth to the order of 0.1 
MHz. However, at 10,6 microns significant improvements are possible. At 10.6 
microns the received signal power incident upon the detector is 1.4 x 10-10 watt. 
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TABLE 9.9. 2.3-2 
TYPICAL VALUES FOR A DIRECT DETECTION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM'. 
BETWEEN MARS AND EARTH AT 236 MILLION-MILE RANGE 
System Parameters 
Wavelength 0.631 10. 61 
Laser Power-Transmitted 0.2 watt 100 wat 
Transmitter Aperture (1) 1 meter 1 metet 
Pointing Accuracy (1) 0.1.see. 0. 1 see 
Atmospheric Transmission 0.65(2) 0. 5 
Mars Backgroun~d I.x 10- 8 watt/m2-A I x 10­.9 watt/m 2 -4R 
Mars Angular Size (36-p-radians) 
Blue Sky Background 2 x 101 watt/m2 -g-ster ,1 Wvtt/m2-g-ster 
Collecting Aperture Diameter 8: meter 8 meter.. 
R~ceiver Field of View (3 ) 27 x 10-6 radiai '27x 10 
6 radihn (4 )* 
Filter Transmission 0.4 0.85 
Optics Efficiency 0. 75 0. 75 
Detector Improved S-20 Hg-Ge at 4°K and 
f/i. 3 aperture 
Optical Filter 2A 2000 A 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (5) 20 dB 20 dB 
Noise Bandwidth 53 kHz 0.230 kHz 
(1) 	 Optics Requirement 
°
(2) 	 Standard Clear Atmosphere 60 from Zenith 
(3) 	 For Equal Signal and Background Power 4 2 
(4) 	 Corresponds to Detector Area of 7. 8 x 10 cm 
i.e., (2.8x 10-2 cmx 2.8x 10-2 cm) 
(5) 	 PCM Error Rate = 1 in 106 
* This resolution is not necessary at 10. 6 mircrons because the largest back­
ground component originates from the optics radiation, but is employed only to de­
fine-a minimum detector size. 
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If a signal photon noise-limited system could be made by the realization of a photon 
noise-limited detector and narrower optical filters to eliminate background, then 
the ultimate bandwidth could be several megahertz. For example, using Eq. (4) 
and neglecting background power, the resultant bandwidth is 3. 5 MHz at 20-dB 
signal-to-noise ratio and 10 per cent detector quantumefficiency. 
To achieve only a 1-MHz bandwidth background photon noise-limited operation will 
be sufficient. Toachieve this mode of operation the detector must be background 
limited when operating under the direct detection system conditions and narrower 
bandpass optical filters will be required. Background limited detectors (Blip) are 
neatly realizable at 10. 6 microns. 
The background, PB limiting the detector operation will be the sum of the blue sky 
thermal emission, scattered sunlight from Mars, and black body radiation from the 
direct detection optics. Table 9. 9i 3. 3-3 shows the calculated power values for the 
direct detection system example. It is apparent that the optics radiation is the 
limiting background. Using Eq. (1), the maximum allowable value of PBfor a 1 MHz 
calculated to be 3. 5 x 10-10 watt. To achieve this the optical filter bandwidth would 
have to be reduced from 2000 A to 13 A. 
TABLE 9.9.2.3-3 
CALCULATED RECEIVER POWER LEVELS FOR DIRECT DETECTION 
AT 10. d MICRONS FOR MARS-TO-EARTH EXAMPLE OF 
TABLE 9. 9i2.2-2 (AX = 2000 A) 
Signal Power = 1. 4 x 10 - 1 0 watt 
Sky Emission = 3.7 x 10- 9 watt 
Mars Reflected = 7 x 10-9 watt 
Sunlight 
Optics Emission* = 5. 5 x 10-8 watt 
*Temperature = 295° K 
Emissivity = 0. 1 
Angular Size 
viewed by = 440 
detector 
AX = 2000A 
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Detectors can be improved by incorporating cooled spectral filters such that,the­
detector does not see the total black body radiation from the optical antenna-surface;-
Ideally, the detectors .cbuld, then become-photon noise limited in their operation,: 
and the ultimate limitation would be the photon noise of the signal and background 
radiation in the field of view of the optics. 
An alternative approach at 10. 6 microns is also possible. The 1.'0-meter trais­
mitting aperture -produces a diffraction-limit6d. 10-microradian beam. Pointing­
accuracies of the order of 0. 5 microradian will be'realized by OTAES. An increase 
in aperture size to 3. 1 meters will increase the .signal power by a factor of 10 and 
still remain within pointing capabilities. Under these conditions a calculation shows 
that only a Blip detector would be required to achieve a 1-MHz bandwidth. 
A photoconductive detector must have sufficient noiseless gainin order tobe properly 
matched to the following amplifier. The requirement is that the photon-noise 'output, 
of the detector be greater than the amplifier noise. Equation (78) of Reference (8) 
,describing this requirement may be written as: 
i~ fh , ( F K T ) ( h V )(9 ) 
Qe2 (PS + PB) 
where 
G = photoconductive gain 
fhi = 3-dB high-frequency,cutoff required 
C = detector output and amplifier input shunt capacity 
FKT = amplifier noise spectral power density. 
Typical values are: 
fhi = 1 MHz 
C = 10 pfd 
F =1 
T 300 0 K 
Q =0.1. 
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Using Eq. (9)when 
pS + x w a ttP l-10 
G> 50 
which corresponds to the 10. 6-micron example using narrower, spectral filters. 
For the 3. 0-meter aperture case 
+ = PS PB 5.6x10- 8 
G>5. 
These values are representative of the gain required in the Blip detectors to assure 
a I-MHz bandwidth. 
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